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Abstract 

Kendo is one of the Japanese martial ails (Budo). Kendo within the Physical Education (PE) cUMculum 

at upper secondary schools is taught with the aim of learrmg the traditional etiquette of Budo, to learn 

skills and to lay the foundation for lifelong sports participation- The Japanese Ministry of Education, 

Science and CWture expects school Kendo teachers to achieve these aum within a child-centred approach, 

not In a traditional drill-týpe approach to teaching. 

This thesis aims to explore school Kendo teachers'views of Kendo withm the PE curriculum as sport and / 

or as Budo, and the teaching of tactics and strategies in their Kendo lessons. It also attempts to develop 

and present a new approach to the teaching of Kendo making use of tactical and strategic ideas. 

The thesis IS multi-layered in methodological terms. The research was conducted by the use of two 

rounds of semi-structLired interviews with seventeen and then fifty-three upper secondary school Kendo 

teachers respectively. The final phase of the research was a practical action research project carried out In 

a Japanese Secondaiy School. A range of methods was employed, compnsmg. - parficipative observation, 

documentary analyses, a written test and a skill-related test. 

The data from the interviews revealed that school Kendo teachers wish to have their lessons aimed at 

character building such as learning the traditional etiquette by following the ti-aditional approach. to Kendo 

as Budo. The results of the interviews also revealed that most teachers were reluctant to teach sport 

tactics as it was comter to the domitiant ideology of Budo as "real Kendo". 'Mese teachers believe that 

teaching tactics was inconsistent with the traclitional. edquette of fightIng fairly, and that would only help 

pupils to understand "Kendo as a competitive sport" as opposed to "real Kendo" as Budo. 

The results of the actIM research at an upper secondary school in Fukuoka Prefecture show that pupils 

developed their sUls and understanding of competitive, cultural and attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo 

through a tactical approach. They also expressed pleasure m this planrung and execution of thew own 

learning goals. I conclude, then, that the tactical approach to the teaching of Kendo can be incorporated 

into the PE cuniculwn without compronusing the essential philosophy of Kendo as Budo. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

1-1 Introduction 

Kendo is one of the Japanese martial arts. It is played by means of attempting to strike foir targets (Men: 

the head, Kote: forearms, Doh: stomach area, Tsuki: the throat) between two opponents weamg armour 

and using bamboo swords (Shinai) (see Appendix I for equipment used in Kendo, and Appendix 2 for 

targets in Kendo). It is an important cultural asset In Japan. It has a long history and tradition, together 

with a complex evolution. Before World War H, the purpose of Kendo was to cultivate one's morality 

and mind for Japan. During the same war, the practice of Kendo requested by the government was 

expected to be useftil for nulitary affairs. After the war, Kendo was barmed particularly m schools 

I, -- ism and spiritml*sm (All japan Kendo L, A, ause of the democratic policy which aimed to eradicate nationall 1 

Federation, 1974). The All Japan Maxtial Arts Federation (Zen Nihon Butoku-Kai) was ordered to break 

up and the executives were banished from their official posts. In spite of the vicious social situation 

agamst Kendo, however, some Kendo enthusiasts devoted their lives to its rebirth and made strmg efforts 

to create a new Kendo (Otsuka, 1992). They exammed pre-war Kendo critically and developed a new 

purpose and rules for Kendo. Their hard work was rewarded with success M the establishment of the All 

Japan Kendo, Federation (A. J. K. F; Zen Nihon Kendo Renmei) M 1952. The A. J. K. F. insistedtliat the new 

Kendo was not a tool for politics and ideology, but for everyone and deffied Kendo, as a new democratic 

sport (Otsuka, 1995). 

As Kendo became recognised as one of the sport games, however, the Kendo practitioners started to face 

the problems that many yomg Kendo practitioners tended to have an mclination to win, focusmg only on 

learnmg the techniques to wm, while paying less attention to the disciplines and etiquettes (Inoue, 1994; 

Otsuka, 1995). The A. J. K. F claimed, therefore, Kendo must be agam taken as a way of character 

building and prescribed the concept of Kendo and the purpose ofpractism*g Kendo, thus (see Appendix 3), 
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A, for Kendo in schools, it was adopted as one of the physical education (PE) activities at upper secondary S in 

schools m 1953. Kendo in Schools (Gakko Kendo), published by the A. J. K. F m 1953, descnbed the 

purposes, of Kendo In schools. In the book, Kendo, was defined as a sport, and teachers were encouraged 

to allow pupils to enjoy its activity and to pursue techniques for their own sake. Kendo became a 

compulsory activity within the PE curriculum at all the public lower and upper secondary schools in 1962 

and 1963 respectively. 

Japanese martial arts, as practised in schools, had been called Kakugi since 1962. It was changed to Budo 

with the revision of the Courses of Study in 1989. The reason for d-iis change was because Kakugi 

originally meant combat sports and the martial overtones were ill-timed with the dominant post-war 

ideology. Its name was only used within the PE curriculum to distinguish it from other types of activities 

such as gymnastics, individual sports, tearn sports, swimming and dance, On the other hand, Budo 

i Japanese. Bu is deffied as a combination of the characters me&mg weapons. consists of two words III 

Do means the human way. It is considered to be a standard for life and behaviour (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 62). 

That is to say, Budo means learning to live as a human bemig through training in the martial arts. 

Moreover, Budo is a term diat has intemational meaning and is also used more conunonly In Japan itself, 

for example the Japanese Academic Society of Budo or Budo-Kan (martial arts training hall) (Ministry of 

Education, Science and Culture, 1993). 

During the time of Kakugi, teachers of Kendo as a sport placed most emphasis on the accpisition of skills. 

Since the revision of the Course of Study in 1989, Kendo as Budo wifliin the PE cuinculuin has aimed to 

provide pupils with an opportunity to learn traditional Japanese etiquettes and attitude through leammg of 

Kendo. More concretely, it consists mainly of two domains that are 1) teaching of etiquettes between 

pupils and between pupils and teachers and 2) teaching of attitude towards the results of winning and 

losing. Kendo within the PE curriculum also aum to achieve the general aims of PE. PE m Japan has 

anned to lay the foundation of lifelong partici 1 vitie mce vi ion 'Pation in Phys'cal acti 's s' the re 's' of Course of 

Study Mi 1977 (Ministry of Education, Science and Culb-re, 1979). Through the teaching of the activities 

withm the PE curriculum, teachers are expected to develop pupils' abilities to create a plan of sports life 

and to practise it In the future. Pupils are encouraged to tackle their independent leaming and to cultivate 
2 



their abilities in problem solving from within a child-centred pedagogy (Ministry of Education, Science 

and Culture, 1998). 

Likewise, in Kendo wifliin the PE cumculun-4 the Ministry of Education, Science and CWture (M. E. S. C. ) 

(1993) suggested the revision of the traditional drill approach to Kendo within the PE CUMCUIuni to follow 

child-centred approach that encourages pupils' independent learning. This child-centred approach, which 

encourages pupils' independent learning, found wide support amongst those educationalists with the 

ciificisms of the drill approach and its perceived effect M the decline of the population of young Kendo, 

people. The traditional drill approach came to be enticised with Kendo educationalists' claUrn that it did 

not motivate and engage pupils In Kendo. The ft-aditional drill approach is basically applied to Kendo as 

traditional Budo. It places an emphasis upon the teaching of cultural/ behavioural domains such as 

acquirmg etiquettes and spiriwal domaim such as adfivating spintual strengdi and attitadinal domams 

such as understanding the way of thinking M Kendo as traditional Budo, and acquiring basic skills through 

repeated practice. On the other hand, the new approach is practised on the premise that Kendo is a sport. 

It places an emphasis upon competitive domains such as interpersonal skills and matches. Cultural / 

behavioural domains and Budo / spiritual domains of Kendo as b-aditional Budo are taught In the context of 

learnmg competitive domains. That is, Kendo within the PE curriculum has been expected to encourage 

pupils to leam some domams of Kendo as traditional Budo such as etiquettes and attitudes, and to lay the 

foundation of lifelong participation in physical activities In a child-centred approach that encourages 

pupils' independent learning. 

Vanous ideas concerning the teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculun-4 which places an emphasis on 

providing competitive domains of Kendo and attempts to get pupils interested in a cHd-centred approack 

have been presented since the revision of the Courses of Study in 1989. It was also discussed by Kendo 

educationalists whether Kendo as traditional Budo and Kendo within the PE currictilum shotild be 

distinguished (Sugiyama et al, 1992; Yamakawa, 1988, Asam4 1993). There is little research, however, 

which investigates how school Kendo teachers have been recognismg teaching Kendo as a sport within the 

PE cUMculwn. 
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js an actlv4 that requ- s pecul'ar techniques, compared i other activi es. Most school Kendo Kendo' ire I with Iti 

teachers are usually those who have been practismg Kendo as maditional Budo m local and school clubs 

since childhood. Moreover, Kendo as one of the traditional Japanese cultures has the original teaching 

style in strict relationship between master and apprentices, and an attitude that does not approve of 

alternative teaching philosophies. School Kendo teachers may have thought, therefore, that they must act 

on the premise that Kendo is the way of character building and training of Kendo must follow the 

traditional approach to Kendo, as general Budo (Asami, et al., 1999) 

Moreover, despite the fact that various ideas that place an emphasis on providing competitive domains of 

Kendo have been presented since the revision of the Course of Study In 1989, there are few research papers 

that present teaching of strategies and tactics in Kendo. It is thought that strategies and tactics are 

important elements In performance in one-on-one combative activity such as Kendo (Hasegawa, 1990). 

It is also thought that it is qwte possible for teachers to provide pupils with opportunities to understand 

competitive domains of Kendo and attitude to Kendo as traditional Budo by teaching strategies and tactics 

(Otsuka, Utsunomiya and Sakagami, 1990). This thesis, therefore, attempted to explore how school 

Kendo teachers have been conceptuallSing Kendo within the PE curriculum and constructing their views of 

teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum, how they are dealing with teaching of strategies and tactics M 

Kendo within the PE curriculum and how strategies and tactics can contribute to the achievement of the 

aims of Kendo within the PE cUMCulum. 

1-2 Aims of the Thesis 

The general aim of this thesis is to evaluate an alternative approach to teaching Kendo m secondary school. 

More specificafly the purposes of this thesis are to: 

1) Understand the differences between the concepts of the curriculum intention of the Ministry of 

Education and the concepts of upper secondary school Kendo teachers with respect to Kendo within 

the PE cUMcWwn, 

2) Establish the relationship between upper secondary school Kendo teachers' thoughts of teaching 

strategies and tactics and their ideologies of Kendo as traditional Budo; 
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3) Drawing on existmg literature and models for the teaching of games within the PE cwncWum In the 

U. K., present a new approach to the teaching of Kendo making use of tactical and strategic ideas. 

To achieve the above aims, docurnentary analyses of the Courses of Study for PE at upper secondary 

schools since 1989 are presented, a literature review of teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum is set 

out. Thereafter, interviews with upper secmdary school Kerido teachers between 2000 and 2002 are 

discussed; and an action research in Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan between April in 2001 and March 2002 is 

presented. 

1-3 Structure of the Thesis 

The rest of chapters of the thesis are set out as follows: 

Chapter Two, 'Reviews of Kendo within the Physical Education Curriculum', exalnines the 

development of Kendo within the PE curriculum at upper secondary schools since re-naming from Kalho 

to Budo in 1989 with a focus on the alms and expectations of the teacbmg of Kendo within the PE 

cUMculum. The problem of the declme of the populafion of young Kendo pracfitioners and the change of 

research trend in the teaching of Kendo wifin the PE curricultun are also examined. These are done by 

docwnentary analysis of the Courses of Study for PE at upper secondary schools and literature reviews. 

The fbHowMig research questions of this thesis are presented at the end of this chapter. 

1) How have upper secondary school Kendo teachers conceptualised. Kendo within the PE curriculum 

and how have they constructed their views of teaching of Kendo within the PE cumcWwn? 

2) How and why have they dealt with the teaching of strategies and tactics in Kendo within the PE 

CUMCLdwn? 

3) How can strategies and tactics contribute to achieving the alms of Kendo within the PE curriculum? 
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Chapter Three, 'Methodological Discussions', exammes methodological Woaches m this thesis. 

This chapter starts with discussions of paradigms in social science research. These discussions lead to a 

decision that the employment of semi-structured interviews in qualitative methodology within an 

mterpretive, paradigm is appropriate to explore upper secondary school Kendo teachers' views of Kendo 

within the PE curriculum and teaching of strategies and tactics. This is followed by discussions of what 

type of action research is appropriate to develop a teaching approach to Kendo that makes use of strategies 

and tactics. Action research is conducted In collaboration. with an upper secondary school Kendo teacher 

who aims to develop his teaching of Kendo, applying teaching of strategies and tactics into his Kendo 

lessons. A practical action research is, therefore, chosen with the methods of mterviews, participative 

observation, documents analysis, video recording, a skill test, vmtten test and questionnaires. 

Chapter Four, 'The Exploration of Upper Secondary School Kendo Teachers'View of Kendo within 

the Physical Education Curriculum and Teaching of Strategies and Tactics', mvestigates how school 

Kendo teachers have accepted the cumcWwn mtentions of Kendo within the PE cwriculum and have been 

constructing their views of teaching of Kendo and how and why they are dealing With teaching of 

strategies and tactics. Seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers in Fukuoka Prefecture, which is 

one of the most popular prefectures for Kendo, paftiCipated m sem-structured interviews. 

The results of the interviews reveal that most of these teachers do not distinguish Kendo witbin the PE 

curricultun from Kendo as ft-aditional Budo and wish to teach Kendo as the way of character building in 

their lessons. As for the teaching of strategies and tactics, slight differences of the mearungs of strategies 

and tactics between English and Japanese are examined and these meanings in this thesis are defined. 

The results of the interviews reveal that most of these teachers have negative thoughts of the teaching of 

Sakusen (macro tactics) and Senjývutsu (micro tacfics). It is argued that the background of their 

perceptions is related to their ideolo 6cqes of Kendo, as traditional Budo. 

Chapter Five, 'The Exploration of the Relationship between Upper Secondary School Kendo 

Teachers' Reasons for Denying Teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu and Their ideologies of Kendo as 

Budo', exanmes school Kendo teachers' reasons for denying teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu. Fifty 

three upper secondary school Kendo teachers m Kyushu, where the level of Kendo at upper secondary 
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schools is the highest participated in senu-structured interviews. The results of the interviews reveal tha 

. yutsu are strongly related to eir ideologies of their reasons for denying teaching of &7kusen and Senj th 

Kendo as general Budo such as: 

Their ideologies of the purpose of Kendo as Budo; 

2) Their ideologies of training and teaching of Kendo as Budo; 

3) Their ideologies of posture and movement of Kendo as Budo-, 

4) Their ideologies of winning and losing of Kendo as Budo. 

The results of the mterviews also reveal that there exist the teachers' ideologies of real Kendo as Budo 

under their reasons for denying both the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

Chapter Six, 'Critical Discussions of the Results of the Interviews and Examination of a New 

Teaching of Kendo within the Physical Education Curriculum', starts with critical discussions of the 

teachers' views of Kendo within the PE cu-mcul-Lun and their views of teaching Sakusen and Senjywtsu 

based upon their ideologies of real Kendo as traditional Budo. Tbrough these disewsions, it is stated that 

the learning of etiquettes, behaviour and attitudes to Kendo ay traditional Budo should be encouraged in the 

process of teaching the sport of Kendo with the secondary PE curTicidLun. 

It IS also argued that Senryaku (strategies), Sakusen and Senjývutsu can be used as a useful teaching strategy 

to achieve each domain of learning in Kendo within the PE curriculum without losing the traditional values 

of Kendo as traditional Budo. Moreover, what is expected and what has to be considered to introduce 

Senryaku, Sakusen and Senbwtsu to Kendo widiin the PE cumculum 1S dmussed, refeffing, cntically to the 

ideas of the Teaching Games for Understanding approach (TGEU. ). 

These discussions are followed by presentation of the process of a new teaching approach to Kendo within 

the PE cwnculum that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjývutsu, which places an emphasis on 

achieving the ann of Kendo wiffiin the PE curriculum, encouragmg pupils' independent activities ma 

child-centred approach 
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Chapter Seven, 'Action Research at 0 Upper Secondary School in Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan', 

introduces the whole process and results of an action reseuch at 0 School in Fukuoka, Japan between 

A r% , Fril m 2001 and March 2002. The process of a new approach to Kendo within the PE cumcuhun for 

Year 10 pupils that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjývutsu In the action research is divided mto 

seven stages: 

1) Free fencmg 

2) Modified matches I 

3) Modified matches 2 

4) Team making, strategic planning and plan execution 

5) Individual matches 

6) Team matches 

7) Official championship 

The results of interviews, participative observation, documents arialysiS, video recordmig, a skill test 

written test and questionnaires through the action research present that the new approach to Kendo within 

the PE cumculum that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senj)vutsu made a significant contribution to 

the encouragement of pupils' independent learning and developing pupils, skills and understanding of 

competitive domains, cultural / behaviOUral domains and attitudinal domains of Kendo. 

Chapter Eight, 'Final Discussion and Reflections', reflects on how the research questions have been 

mvestigated and what fmdmgs have been gamed through the whole research process. 

The results of the interviews show the teachers' strong feelings of Kendo as traditional Budo. For the 

teachers, teachings of Kendo as traditional Budo by their semors, and teachers are more absolute than the 

curriculum mtention by the M. E. S. C. Moreover, they regard themselves as people who shoulder the 

future destiny of Kendo as one of the truditional Japariese cultmes and feel weight heavily of tradition and 

responsibility that they must advocate what they were passed and pass it to the next generation as it is. 

What has emerged through the results of the mterviews is a microcosm of a part of society existmg m 

Kendo as Budo as one of the traditional Japanese cultures. It is a gliMPse of a characteristic of 

conservative society of Kendo as ti-achtional Budo. It is thought that such conservative characteristic has 
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been formed by Kendo practitioners'views of advocate of Kendo as traditional Budo. 

It is stated that it is expected that it would be difficult for school teachers to admit the new teaching 

approach to Kendo that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjýidsu because of such conservative 

characteristic. In regard to possible oppositions, it is stated that although there is a difference between the 

tuditional approach and the new approach in temis of the process of teaching approach, the goal woWd be 

the same. It is also stated that Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjývutsu can be used as a useU teaching strategy 

in Kendo within the PE cumculmn and that the learning of Kendo as traditional Budo cannot only be 

achieved by the traditional way of teaching of Kendo as traditional Budo, but may also be achieved by the 

way of sport Kendo without losing its traditional values. 
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Chapter Two 

113 ILI 
TUEWEWS OF KENDO WITHIN THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM 

2-1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to ide-n* clearly the research problems and questions. It is attempted 

through the analysiS of flie development of flie teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum at LWer 

secondary schools in Japan. The development of the teaching of Kendo wiftn the PE cumculum at 

upper secondary schools is analysed by documentary analysis of the Courses of Study for PE at upper 

secondary schools In Japan and by literature reviews. Special attention is given to the aims and 

expectations of the teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum. 

2-2 Kendo in Budo within the PE Curriculum since 1989 

The M. E. S. C. develops and revises national curricular gwdelines approximately every ten years. 

Revisions of the curriculum are developed by the M. E. S. C. -led review group by the M. E. S. C. officials and 

nationally recognised educational authorities (Trelfa, 1998). Broad guidelines for the objectives and 

standards content of each school subject are specified in the Course of Study for each of four school levels: 

kindergarten, primary school, lower secondary school and upper secondary schools. The Course of Study 

is prepared by the M, E. S, C. on the recon-unendation of the Curriculum CounciL an advisory body to the 

M. E. S. C. and promulgated by the Minister (M. E. S. C., 1990, p. 23). 

On the recommendation of the CutTiculum Council In December 1987, the M. E. S. C. published on Much 

l5d' 1989, revised Courses of Study for priniary schools and lower and upper secondary schools. These 

revisions pursued the principle of laying the foundation of lifelong lean mig aimed at the cultivation of 

independent and well-rounded personalities m charge of the 21 st century (M. E. S. C, 1990, p. 24). 

The revised Course of Study for PE at upper secondary schools basically followed the idea of the previous 

Course of Study and aimed to encourage pupils to acquire the habit of enjoying exercise on their own and 
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then voluntarily and independently exercising in order to cultivate a foundation for physical education and 

sports activity throughout life, and to improve stamina and the ability to exercise (Takahashi, 1997a). The 

Course of Study for PE at upper secondary schools was again revised in 1999. The M. E. S. C. (1998) 

stated that through PE, pupils should learn to find the importance of lifelong participatim in sports, to 

enjoy themselves exercising, to promote their health, and to improve their physical abilities. To enable 

pupils to exercise on their own, the M. E. S. C. suggested that the teaching approach should be child-centred 

with problem-solving activities through, for example, target learrung and elective systems. The areas of 

actiVity in PE in current and previous Courses of Study at tipper secondary schools are as follows: 

Table 2-1 Areas of Activity in PE at Upper Secondary Schools in the Previous Course of Study 
Areas Year 10 (age 15-16) Year II (age 16-17) Year 12 (age 17-18 q 

Gymnastics Compulsory Compulsory Compulsory 
Apparatus gymnastics Choice of three or Choice of three or Choice of three or 
Athletics four areas but either four areas but either four areas but either 
Swimming martial arts (Budo) or martial arts (Budo) or martial arts (Budo) or 
Team Sports dance must be dance must be included dance 
Martial Arts (Budo) included must be included 
Dance 
Theory of PE Compulsory Compulsory Compulsory 

(M. E. S. C., 1989, p. 42) 

Table 2-2 Areas of Activity in PE at Upper Secondary School in the Current Course of Study 
Areas Year 10 (age 15-16) Year II (age 16-17) Year 12 (age 17-181 

Gymnastics CompWsory Compulsory _ Compulsory 

Apparatus gymnastics 
Athletics Choice of two or three Choice of two or three Choice of I-3 areas 
Swinýg areas areas 
Team Sports 
Martial Arts (Budo) Choice of one area Choice of one area Choice of one area 
Dance 
Theory of PE Compulsory Compulsory Compulsory 

(M. E. S. C., 1999, p. 7) 

In 1987, one of the National Cuniculum Standards Refonn Policies of the Educational Council stated that 

pupils should be encouraged to develop a respectfiA attitude toward Japanese culture and tradition. Based 

on fis report, Budo dia IS one of the original Japanese cultures and has long history and tradition came to 

be regarded as an important area within the PE cumculuni III the revised Courses of Study in 1989. Budo 

traditionally places its primary emphasis on the development of spiritual strength in order to build character 

The developmerit of skffls and physical strength is of secondary importance (M. E. S. C., 1993). This 

contrasts with the prevalent Western attitude to sport which sees sport as something to be used for 
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entertainment health and recreation. 

PractisM'g Kendo as Budo requires the acquisitim of traditional beliefs and behaviour that have developed 

spmtual and disciplinary meanings. These meanings are implicit in every skiH and training method, and 

can even apply to the conduct of everyday life jakeuchý 2003). These traditional beliefs and behaviours 

originate m the Bushi's (Japanese wamors) philosophy of death and life. These emerged m the penod of 

civil strife, which started at the end of twelfth centLiry. Bushi trained themselves to fight without concern 

for their lives and, if necessary, to die with digri4 at any moment (Hendry, 1995). For that purpose, 

Bushi was required to lead a well-regulated life, be alert to every possible danger and keep everydýing In 

order and be organised spirituaUy and physically M their everyday lives (Takeuchi, 2003). This 

philosophy of Budo has been passed on to Kendo practitioners. They are taught to conduct themselves In 

a well-disciplined manner and demonstrate attitudes conducive to good character. 

The Handbook of Teaching Kendo (Kendo Shido no Tebild) published by the Ministry of Education, 

Science and CultLre in 1993 explains the relationship between Budo and the Japanese, and the significance 

of leaming Budo in schools as follows-. 

Many types of sports are played in the world today. Each sport has the rules and etiquettes based on 
the traditional thoughts and behaviour where the sport was born. For example, rugby that was bom 
in England has the idea of 'no-side' which means that when a game is finished, team divisions are 
forgotten. The idea is based on thought existing in the English. Similarly, Budo is also an exercise 
based on the traditional Japanese thoughts and behaviour. There is a certain significance to place the 

emphasis on Budo as learning contents In schools. The significance is, of course, from the viewpoint 
of having respect for the Japanese tradition and culture. It is also from the viewpoint of bring* up 
people who are able to respond to rapid development in international society and from the viewpoint 
of establishing their identity as Japanese living in the world (pp. 1-2). 

(Translated by the author) 

Budo is offered in schools mainly through the teaching of Kendo or Judo. It IS intended that through 

these activities the ideals of Budo are leamt. Dance, as a choice, is also included in this section of the 

cUMCulum. Although dmce is importwit within. PE, there appears to be no logic for its 'inclusion in this 

section. 

The foflowmgs are the alms of Budo widiin the PE curriculum mi the previous curriculum. 
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The Aims of Budo within PE in the Previous Curriculum 

Pupils should be able: 

1) To enjoy Budo activities by acquiring offensive and defensive techniques in response to an opponent's 

movement. 

2) To understand the traditional attitudes to Budo and to acquire the traditional etiquettes and behaviour 

based on the attitudes. 

(M. E. S. C., 1989, p. 35) 

(Translated by the author) 

These alms were expected to be achieved through learrung activities of each martial art. The syllabus for 

Kendo is stated as follows. 

The Contents of Skills in Kendo 

Pupils should be able: 

I) To do offence and defence in response to an opponent's movement and to practise and compete with 

others. 

2) To understand the characteristics of the movement as one-on-one combative activity and to compete by 

trying to strike certain targets by using a Shinai (bamboo sword). 

3) To develop basic movement and practical techniques that pupils acquired 'in lower secondary schools. 

The Contents of Attitude to Kendo 

Pupils should be able. 

1) To practise and compete with others with great respect to the traditional attitudes to Kendo av Budo 

such as etiquettes and behaviour. 

2) To show fair attitudes towards wirming and losmg with great respect to the traditional etiquettes and 

behaviour. 

3) To practise and compete with other by keeping niles and considering safety 

(M. E. S. C., 1989, pp. 35-36) 

(Translated by the author) 
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In Budo within the PE cumculum, the leammg of the traditional attitudes mairdy focuses on etiquettes 

between pupils with each other and teachers and attitudes towards results of winning and losing 

Etiquettes in Budo demand strict fonns. For example, there are Ritsu-rei arid Za-rej. Ritsu-rei IS a bow 

perfonned while standing. It is the standard courtesy shown at the b,, -, gmmg and the end of pmtices and 

competitions (A. J. K. F, 2WO, p. 77). Za-rei is a bow from the formal kneeling position. The word 'rei' 

means condact that shows respect for the opponent. In Budo the sayM9 rei-ni-hajimail-rei-ni-ouani 

(beginning with mi and ending with rei) LS used to express the importance of etiquettes that shows respect 

towards one's opponent (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 77). As for the attitudes towards results of wmmng and losmg, 

. r_ -- for example, after a competition, even though a competitor is still psychologically excited, a competitor is 

requested to control the excitement and show correct etiquettes and polite attitudes. This is based on an 

idea that to be able to behave m such a way is related to fonning one's MSide. That is to say, to accept 

strict form is to control oneself, Self-control IS important for character building. This is related to the 

way of life as human bemgs. In practices and competitions in Budo, to place the emphasis on efiquettes 

and to practise etiquettes correctly is to cultivate a modest demeanour that respects partners and opponents 

and to cultivate the spirit of self-denial. As for attitude towards winning and losmg, m Budo, the 

relationship between two people who fight in a competition is that of partners who leaTn the way of life as 

hwnan beings together and is based on the idea that they are never In opposition to each other. In Budo, 

therefore, even if one won a competition, one would have to think of the reason why one won, and to 

remember that without an opponent, no competition could have occurred. One also has to diink that the 

opponent is an important partner, and that one's own and the partner's aim both are to go towards an 

appropnate way of life, and to hate an attitude which only values wimýg. 

The ainis of Budo within the cur-rent PE curriculum have basicaUy fbHowed the previous cwncWwn, The 

lesson contents of Kendo, however, have been slightly changed to achieve some different objectives. 
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The Contents of Skills in the Current Course of Study 

Pupils should be able: 

1) To develop their skills acconiing to their abilities and to make offence and defence in response to an 

opponent's movement and practise and compete with others. 

2) To understand the characteristics of the movement as one-on-one combative activity and to compete 

by trying to strike certain targets by us Mig a barnboo sword. 

3) To develop basic movement and practical techniques pupils acquired in lower secondary schools. 

The Contents of Attitude in the Current Course of Study 

Pupils should be able: 

1) To practise and compete with others with great respect to the traditional attitudes to Kendo as Budo 

such as etiquettes and behaviour. 

2) To show fair attitudes towards winning and losing with great respect to the traditional etiquettes and 

behaviour 

3) To practise and compete with other by keeping rWes and considering safety 

The Contents of Learning Strategy in the Current Course of Study 

Pupils should be able: 

1) To devise practice and matches by design in order to acquire techniques that are suitable to their 

abilities. 

(M. E. S. C., 1999, p. 56) 

(Translated by the author. Emphasis was also made by the author) 

The phrase 'to develop their skills according to their abilifies' has been added in the description of the 

contents of skills. This has the aim that pupils are encouraged to develop thew uruque abilities arid 

aptitude rather than acqumng the same skills as every other student (M. E. S. C., 1999, p. 12). As for the 

contents of attitude, they have not been changed. A new statement has been added in the current PE 

cUMcuIum to encourage pupils to become able to plan and create their learning activities by themselves. 
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2-3 Teaching of Kendo in Budo within the PE curriculum 

Before starting to discuss the teaching of Kendo, in Budo within the PE curriculum since 1989, it should be 

noted that hereafter, Kendo In Budo witl-ýn the PE curriculum is stated as 'Kendo M Budo' and Kendo as 

general Budo IS stated as 'Kendo as Budo' In order to avoid confusion- 

The traditional Kendo as Budo places a great emphasis on approaching the way of character building 

through the learning of skills, efiquettes and attitudes. There exists the strong relationship between a 

master and an apprentice in traditional Kendo as Budo. A master is the complete model for an apprentice. 

An apprentice develops by copying a master and inwardly digesting the master's ways and thouglits. 

There is a saying 'Sannen kakete mo yokishi wo nijtukeyo (spend at least three years to find a good master)'. 

It IS clear, then, that the master's existence is very important for each Kendo practitioner (Matsumoto, 

2002). 

The t-aditional training method m Kendo as Budo is the style of Kendo practitioners repeating the same 

action of practice again and again. Kendo practitioners try to become able to use skills automatically 

through such training. The purpose of repeatedly practising fonns is also to learn and understand the 

spiritual meaning of each form as well as learnmg the vanous techniques which are incorporated into the 

forms (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 43). This type of training is described in the traditional Kendo as Budo 

tenninologies 'Sen-ren-ban-tan (a thousand practices and ten thousand times of training)', 

'Hyaku-ren-zi-toku (hmdreds of practices makes a technique your own)' and 'Kata-geiko (repeated 

practice which a=' to acquire the right fonn)'. 

As for Kendo In Budo wiffiin the PE curriculum, the revised Course of Study in 1989 started being 

unplemented in 1994 in upper secondary schools. The Course of Study does not provide teachers with 

concrete ideas of how to teach. Teachers are supposed to consider how to teach in their schools according 

to the characteristics of their schools and pupils. For the purpose of givm'g teachers some ideas for 

teaching In theIT schools, the M. E. S. C. published the Handbook of Teaching Kendo m 1993. Inthisbook, 

the M. E. S. C. stated that Kendo m Budo withm the PE cumculum should not be taught m the traditional 
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drill approach but m an approach that encourages pupils' independent leammg (M. E. S. C., 1993). ne 

M. E. S. C. intends that Kendo in Budo within the PE currictAum is one of the activities within the PE 

curriculum and that the teaching should develop pupils' abilities to create a plan of sports life and to 

practise it m the future. Encouragmg their mdependent leanung should further this aim (M. E. S. C., 1993). 

In the Handbook of Teaching Kendo, the traditional drill and phased teaching styles; 

basic practice ---> applied practice --+ free fencing ---+ matches, 

are still recommended at the beginning of lessons because of safety and the characteristics of Kendo diat 

require quite different movements from other activities. However, a teaching approach that encourages 

pupils'group and individual leaming activities is recommended after pupils acquire a certain level of basic 

techniques. Teachers are expected to provide each pupil with appropriate learning tasks to achieve the 

above. For example, skills to be acquired and opporftmities to practise with pupils who match each au 

other's skill level. For this, teachers are also expected to prepare leamirig materials and to devise 

opportunities for pupils to solve their problems and evaluate their leanung activities by themselves. 

The necessity of a conversion to the approach to teaching Kendo within the PE curricWum was also 

actively argued among Kendo educationalists round about the tune of the revision of the Course of Study 

m 1989 (see for example, Yamakawa, 1988 and 1989-, Okamura, 1988 and 1995, Suglyama, 1989; Asann, 

1992 and 1993; Sugiyama et al., 1992, Hanegawa, 1993; Otsuka, 1993; Wakimoto, 1995). Okamura 

(1988) points out that teachers should recognise that Kendo wiffiin the PE curriculum is one of the PE 

actiVities and teaching that places a too much emphasis on acquiting etiquettes and basic techniques III the 

ft-aditional drill approach will not provide pupils enjoyable lessons and will not lead pupils to lifelmg 

Kendo. AsaIM ( 1992, p. 112) also Msists that the traditional drill approach that proceeds; 

'demonstration' --+ 'explanation' ---+ 'copymg' --+ 'repeating' -+ 'refbrmM, g' 

does not encourage pupils'independent leanung towards lifelong Kendo but controls pupils as if they were 

'Is have not been encouraged to continue doing on wires. Sugiyama et al (1992) also argues that pupi 41) 
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Kendo after they leave schools because of teachers' advocacy of the traditional drill approach that does not 

pursue enjoyment but strictness. Otsuka, (1993) points out that the drill approach does not stimulate 

pupils and encourage them to ffiink and devise their own practice because it is repeated practice after 

cOPYmg teachers although he appreciates the values of the teachers-centred drill approach to Kendo aý 

Budo. 

In addition to discussions of the teaching approach to Kendo, within the PE curriculum, how Kendo within 

the PE curricultun should be regarded was also actively argued. SugiyaTna et al (1992) argue that 

teachers should clearly grasp the differences between Kendo x Budo and Kendo In Budo within the PE 

curriculum and should not apply the idea of Kendo, as Budo to Kendo M Budo, within the PE curriculum. 

They point out fliat if the idea of Kendo av Budo is applied to Kendo in Budo wi&n the PE cimiculum, 

novice pupils will be required to take pwt In hard training and they will lose interest In Kendo. They 

suggest, therefore, that Kendo wifl-ýn the PE cwnculw-n should be regarded as a sport and make a 

contribution to lifelong Kendo through teaching ffia makes the best use of the charm m Kendo as an 

athletic sport that is played by means of one-on-one striking between opponents. Yamakawa (1988) also 

pomts out that Kendo M Budo widlin PE cumculum shoWd not be taight as t-a&tional Budo, but shoWd 

be taught as a sport and that pupils should be encouraged to understand the traditional attitude to Kendo as 

Budo as the resWt of learning activities, not the aim of learning activities. Asami (1993) also insists ffiat 

Kendo within the PE curriculum should be regarded as a sport and should encourage young people to find 

ther own Kendo value. What they meariby 'Kendo as a sport' is, as Sugiyama et al pomt out, Kendo 

that is not restrained by the concept of Kendo as Budo as the way of character building and that places an 

emphasis on providing enjoyment. In Kendo as Budo, pupýs are expected to understand and acquire the 

traditional attitudes to Kendo as Budo, as the aim of learning in the traditional drill approach. On the 

other hand, they suggest that pupils are expected to understand these as the result of leaming in 

"Sport-Kendo". 

According to Nomura, Kouda and Naohara (2001), the background that these educationalists claimed the 

conversion of the teaching aproach and how Kendo within the PE curriculum should be regarded, is 

related to the problem of the decline of the population of young Kendo practitioners. The problem of the 
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decline of the population of young Kendo practitioners became to be taken up III the late Of 1980S (Chsuka, 

1995). Kendo educationalists claimed that one of the factors that cause this problem was the traditional 

drill approach. In the next paragraph, this problem of the dechne of the population of young Kendo 

practitioners is analysed. 

2-4 The Decline in the Population of Young Kendo Practitioners 

The graph 2-1 shows the change in the population of upper secondary school pupils between 1977 and 

1993. The graph 2-2 shows the change in the population of pupils who belonged to the athletics club and 

the Kendo club at upper secondary schools between 1977 and 1993, and to the football club between 1979 

and 1993. The population of upper secondary school pupils increased to a peak of 5,492,123 In 1989. 

The population of boys doMig Kendo was 53,252 m 1972 and rernamed at the same level for a while, but it 

started goMg down after 1984 and decreased to about 48,564 m 1993. The population of girls domg 

Kendo was 15,135 m 1972 and dramaticaRy mcreased to about 39,152 for 14 years until 1986, but it also 

went down after 1986 and decreased to 28,597 In 1993. The mcrease, m the total population of pupils 

doMig Kendo reached a peak at 95,071 M 1984 and then went doNNn to 74,315 m 1993. That is to say, the 

decline of the total population of pupils doing Kendo started five years earlier dim the decline of the 

population of upper secondary school pupils. Thus, the decline of the population of upper secondaxy 

school Kendo pupils is not only caused by the influence of the decline of the total population of upper 

secondary school pupils. This is also supported by the change of the populadon of pupils doing other 

sports activities. The population of pupils playing football rose rapidly since 1979. The participation in 

athletics also mcreased during the same time. Since 1978 there have been more boys more boys 

participatm, g athletics than m Kendo. Girls athletes overtook girl Kendo players in 1986. 
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Graph 2-1 The Change of the Population of Upper Secondary School Pupils between 1977 and 1993 

(based on Otsuka, 1994, p. 25 and 1995, p. 228) 
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Graph 2-2. The Change of the Population of Pupils who Belong to Athletics and Kendo Club at 
Upper Secondary Schools between 1977 and 1993 and Pupils Who Belong to Football Club between 

1979 and 1993 
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Factors *in the decline of pupils' participation in Kendo at upper secondary school have not been 

mvestigated. It is thought that the background to the change in sports population is related to the trends of 

Japanese and world sports. Otsuka, (1995, p. 234) comments that the trends of sports depend on, for 

example, popularisation, practicability, diversification, safety, one's right, potential of lifelong activity, 

industrialisation, internationalisation, civilisation and whether it is an Olympic sport or not. It woWd be 

almost impossible, therefore, to explicate completely the factors in the dechne of the Kendo population. 

The AIKE seriously considered this situation and stated as follows. 

We have had problems with the decline of the population of Kendo, people and people's reluctance to 

continue Kendo. However, we believe that we can overcome these problems as long as we try to 

make an effort so that Kendo meets social needs. It is important to firid, what causes these problems 
and act for improvement through reconsideration of the matters. The most necessary and important 

thing is that everyone has enthusiasm and spirit to break the status quo. 
(A. J. K. F, 1992, p. 7) 

(Translated by the author) 

In 1993, the A. J. K. F. assigned. the AH Japan Uruversity of Education Kendo Federation to mvestigate 

young people's feelings about Kendo. They undertook a large scale mvestigation of upper secondary 

school pupils and uraversity students. After two preliminary surveys, a total of 7,608 upper secondary 

school pupils and 4,238 umversity students were sampled in the final survey. The mam purposes of this 

survey were; 

1) To investigate experienced upper secondary school pupils and university students' reasons for quitting 

upper secondary school and university Kendo club and 

2) To investigate beginners'impressiOns of Kendo lessons at upper secondary schools and umversities. 

As for 1), as the fbHowmg graphs show, 529 upper secondary pupfls and 451 university students were 

sampled m the total subjects. The results revealed that for both upper secondary school pupils and 

mversity students the most popiAar two reasons were: 1) '1 got interested in other sporýs) and 2) '1 lost 

interest in Kendo'. 
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Table 2-3. Upper Secondary School Pupils and University Students' Reasons for 

Quitting Kendo Club 

Upper Secondary School Pupils University Students 
I I got interested in other sport(s) 1 1 got interested in other sport(s) 
2 1 lost interest in Kendo 2 1 lost interest in Kendo 
3 1 could not do other things because of 3 1 had to concentrate on studying to go on to 

Kendo next stage of education 
4 1 could not stand the smells of Kendo 4 1 could not do other things ofbecause of Kendo, 

equipment 
5 1 could not stand too much emphasis on 5 1 got interested in other cultural activities 

teaching spiritual strength and guts. 
6 Kendo training was physically too hard 6 1 realised that I could not develop my skills, any 

more 
7 1 was not allowed to take a rest even if 1 7 1 was not allowed to take a rest even if I had 

had any r asons. any reasons 
8 1 had to concentrate on studying to go on 8 Kendo training was physically too hard 

to university 
9 1 could not stand every day's drill 9 1 could not stand my teacher' attitude and 

apDroach ersonality 
10 1 could not stand my teacher's attitude 10 1 could not stand smell of Kendo, equipment 

and ers, nality 
(Otsuka, 1993, p. 200) 

(Translated by the author. Emphasis was also made by the author) 

Unfortunately, the reasons why they got interested in other sports and lost interest in Kendo have not been 

mvestigated. It is also almost impossible to mvestigate because of the many factors mvolved. It should 

not be overlooked, however, that young people who belonged to an upper secondary school and university 

Kendo club were not motivated to continue practising Kendo. 

As for 2), 7,526 upper secondary school pupils and 4,202 umversity students were sampled m the total 

subjects. These upper secondary school pupils and university students were divided into 3 groups that 

were, 

1) 1058 upper secondary school pupils (14.1%) and 808 (19.2%) umversity students who have 

experience of Kendo at lower secondary school, upper secondary school, umversity or private Kendo 

club; 

2) 2,471 upper secondary school pupils (32.8%) and 1,141 wuversity students (27.2%) who have only 

expenenced Kendo withm the PE ctuncWum and umversity modWe, and 

3) 3,997 upper secondary school pupils (53.1%) and 2,253 university students (53.6%) who have not 

done Kendo before. 
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As the following graphs 1-3 and 1-4 show, upper secondary pupils and university students who have only 

experienced Kendo within the PE curriculum and who have not done Kendo before have much more 

negative opinions (I strongly disagree' and 'I disagree') dm positive opinions (I strongly agree' and 'I 

agree') on continuing or starting Kendo. Upper secondary school pupils'neggtive opinions, of continuingo, 

or starting Kendo are 50.5% In complete beginners and 51.2% In pupils who have only experienced within 

the PE curriculum. Their positive opnuons are 23.0% m complete begirtners and 16.4% m pupils who 

have only expenenced withm the PE cUMculum. 

100 

Graph 2-3. The Rate of Upper Secondary School Pupils' Answer to the 
Question "Do you want to continue doing Kendo" or "Do you want to do 

Kendo? " 
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(Yamagaml, 1993, p. 77) 
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Graph 2-4. The Rate of University Students' Answer to the Question "Do 
you want to continue doing Kendo" or "Do you want to do Kendo? " 
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University students' negative opinlons of continuing or staiting Kendo are 47.0% In complete begmners 

and 51,5% In students who have only experienced within the PE cumculum. Their positive opinions are 

27.6% in complete beginners and 17,9% students who have only experienced within the PE curriculum. 

These results reveal that about the half of these upper secondary pupils and utuversity students who have 

only experienced Kendo wiffiin the PE curriculum and have not expenenced. Kendo before showed no 

interest in Kendo. Moreover, compared with complete beginners' positive opinions of starting Kendo 

(upper secondary school pupils, 23.0% and university students, 27.6%), both upper secondary school 

pupils and university students who have only experienced Kendo within the PE curriculum have less 

positive opinions of continuing Kendo (upper secondary school pupils, 16.41/6 and university students, 
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17.9%). 

Factors influencing their reluctance to continue Kendo after experiencing Kendo lessons have not been 

investigated. They might have been interested in other activities. They might have enjoyed Kendo 

lessons, though they might have a basic dislike of exercise. People could also have different opinions 

about whether these results reveal that these upper secondary school pupils and university sW&nts were 

not encouraged to contmue dolng Kendo through their Kendo lessons within the PE curriculwn. 

Yamagami (1993, p. 78) comments that this result is quite shocking and what the teaching of Kendo within 

the PE curriculum should be must be revised so that young Kendo practitioners are more motivated to 

continue Kendo. Asanu et al. (1995), who are the members of the All Japan University of Education 

Federation Research Section, also points out that the result that these upper secondary school pupils and 

w-uversity students do not feel like continuing Kendo after experiencing Kendo, lessons reveals that Kendo 

within the PE cumculum was not contributing to achieving the aim of PE. 

Th-us, the chill approach came to be criticised, because, M their opmion it did not appreciate pupils' 

independent learnmg and enjoyment, but provided strict and repeated training. Some Kendo 

educationalists point out that such an approach is a factor in pupils'reluctance to continue Kendo. None 

of educationalists has presented conclusive evidence, however, tha the drill approach is one of the factors 

of pupils' reluctance in continumg Kendo. Neither have they presented any evidence specifically of the 

relationship between the drill approach and the pupils'reluctance to continue Kendo. 

Kendo as Budo has as its main focus self cultivation, character building, moral training and the 

development of good etiquettes. The traditional leaming style is to repeat the same practice to acquire the 

sequence of movement rather than it bemg explamed and understood, to copy the teacher's skills and 

develop them as the leamers' own. This kind of activity is seen as a way m which leamers acquire 

traditional Japanese behaviour, etiquettes and cultivate their characters as well. One of the anns in Kendo 

as Budo is also to develop one's spiritual strength. Kendo practitioners are encouraged to develop mental 

I-- - strengths by overcoming strict and hard repeated training. Special trainings called 5yocyu-geiko and 

Kan-geiko are examples. Syochu-geiko takes place m the hottest days (aftemoon) of summer and 

Kan-geiko takes place mi the coldest days (early mornmer .0 of winter. The contents of the trainings are 
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mairily basic practice m repeated practice. The purpose of these special trainings is Seishin lanren 

(spiritual forging). As Donohue (1990, p. 60)points out, "Budo at itsbest is not a game, a sport, oreven 

self defence, but a method for the development of human potential. " Such ideas of teaching and the 

leamMig approach to Kendo as Budo are not compatible with the teachmg and leammg strategy M the 

Course of Study for PE at upper secondary schools. It IS thought, therefore, the traditional drill approach 

came to be criticised as a factor of the decline of the population of young Kendo people. 

In the next section, how the trend of research into teaching of Budo within the PE curriculum has been 

changed and what ideas of teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculwn have been presented since the 

revision of Course of Study for PE in 1989 are analysed 

2-5 The Change in the Trend of Research into Teaching Budo within the PE Curriculum and New 

Ideas for the Teaching of Kendo within the PE Curriculum 

Nomura, Kouda and Naohara (2001) investigated the change in the trend of research into the teaching of 

Budo within the PE curriculum. They analysed the keywords submitted from 899 schools (210 lower 

secondary schools and 689 upper secondary schools) that were assigned to tackle research into the teaching 

of Budo within the PE cumculum (Kendo 505 and other martial arts 394) between 1983 and 1997. Their 

analysis of keyword resulted in them identifying six domains namely-, 

1) Traditional and cultural donlaM 

2) Moral domam 

3) Domam of learrung strategy, 

4) Domam of interest 

5) Domam of teachmg strategy 

6) Physical and technical domain. 
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These six domains were then subdivided into fifteen keywords; 

I)-(I) Budo spirits 

2)-(1) Etiquettes 

2)-(2) ThoughffWness 

3)-(1) Independent learnmg 

3)-(2) Vigorous leammg 

3)-(3) Voluntary learrang 

4)-(1) Motivation 

4)-(2) Enjoyment 

4)-(3) Vividness 

5)-(1) IndiVidual tasks 

5)-(2) Group work 

5)-(3) Target learning 

6ý(I) Training 

6)42) Skills 

6)-(3) PhysiCal fitness 

The foUowmc,, graph shows the total numbers and percentages for each of the key words In each domain of 
A- - Erie research. The graph is also divided into two periods between before and after the revision of the 

Course of Study for PE M 1989. 
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Table 24 The Change of the Trends of the Keywords of Researches into the Teaching of Budo within 

the PE Curriculum 

Domains 1) Traditional and Cultural 2) Moral 
Keywords 041) 

Budo spirits Etiquettes 
1 2)42) 

ThoughffWness 
Before the revision of the Course 63 (13,41/6) 51(10.8%) 9(1.9%) 
of Study (N: 437) (1983-1988) 63 60 
After the revision of the Course 80(12.7%) 57(9.0%) 1 23(3,6%) 
of Study (N: 462) (1989-1997) 80 80 

3) Learning Strategy 4) Interest 
3)-(1) 

Independent 
learning 

3)-(2) 
Vigorous 
learning 

3)-(3) 
Voluntary 
learning 

4)-(1) 
Motivation 

4)42) 
Enjoyment 

4)-(3) 
Vividness 

21(6.8%) 37(7.9%) 20(4.2%) 84(17.8%) 46(9.8%) 19(4.01/o) 
88 149 

94 (14.9%) 43(6.8%) 1 50(7.9%) 97(15.3%) 56(8.9%) 25 (4 (4.0%) 
187 . 178 

5 Teaching Strategy 6) P sical and Technical 
5)-(1) 

Individual 
tasks 

5ý(2) 
Group 
work 

5)-(3) 
Target 

learning 

6)-(1) 
Training 

6)-(2) 
Skills 

6)-(3) 
Physical 
fitness 

Keywords 
total 

57(12.1%) 6(1.3%) 2(0.4%) 13(2.8%) 19(4.0%) 13(2.8%) 471 (10011/6) 

65 45 
49(7.8%) 1 26(4.1%) 3(0.5%) 18 (2.8%) 19 (1.4%) 2 (03%) 632 (1001/6) 

78 29 
() is % of total key words 

(based on Nomura, Kouda and Naohara, 200 1, p. 14) 
(Translated by the author) 

Comparing the rate of each domain of research, 4) Interest shows the biggest number (149) while 6) 

Physical and Technical (45) shows the lowest number between 1977 and 1988. The order is 1.4) Interest 

(149) > 2.3) Leammg Strategy (88) > 3.5) Teaching Strategy (65) > 4,1) Traditional and Ctdtural (63) > 5. 

2) Moral (60) > 6.6) Physical and Technical (40). The rate of each domain of research between 1989 and 

1997 shows that 3) Learnmg Strategy has the biggest number (187) and 4) Physical and Technical has 

again the smallest number (29). The order is 1.3) Learning Strategy (187 +99) > 2.4) interest (178 + 

39) > 3.2) Moral (80 +20) = 1) Traditional and Cultural (80 +17) > 5.5) Teaching Strategy (78 +13 ) 

> 6.6) Physical and Technical (29 - 16). This result shows that there is a growing tendency of research 

into pupils' learning strategy after the revision of the Course of Study 'in 1989 in Budo wiffiin the PE 

cLiMculw-n. Looking at each keyword in 3) Leammg Strategy, both numbers and percentage of 3)-(1) 

independent leammg and 3)43) VoluntarY leammg show great increase. The increase rate of each key 
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word is: 3)-(1) Independent lean-ung: 32---+94 and 6.8%--+14.9/o and 3)-(3) Voluntary learnmg: 20----*50, 

4.2%--+7.90/o. These results show that the trend of research into the teaching of Budo Nkqthin the PE 

cumculum has been shifted more to area of learning strategy such as independent learning and voluntaiy 

leaming since the revision of the Course of Study for PE In 1989. 

Looking at concrete new ideas for teaching Kendo within the PE cufficulum, Hatakeda, (1998) presented a 

new teach' approach which provides pupils with excit' lessons and opportunities to learn competitive Mg Mg 

domains of Kendo by mtroducig free fencing at the early learnmg stage. He also introduced a grading 

system at the end of the learning stage and encouraged pupils to develop their interests and skills towards 

thegrading. Sone (1998) also presetited an idea of 'Sport-Chambara'(sword battle game) as a method of 

introduction to Kendo lessons. Chambara is to try to hit each offieT freely without deciding any targets. 

Pupils are expected to feel excitement tension and ftin by introducing it. Tatsumi (2001) presents some 

ideas of Kendo lessons, In which pupils choose techniques according to their abilities and develop their 

techniques with their training plans. More concretely, pupils are given a list of different levels of 

techniques and choose which of these they are going to develop according to their abilities. Teachers 

prepare learning materials and support for their independent learrung. Pupils evaluate themselves by 

keeping a learning diary. Nagata, (2001) presented a model lesson plan in which pupils who chose Kendo, 

Judo or Dance are encouraged to demonstrate their skiUs and progress In front of each other In her 

model, pupils are given two opportunities for demonstration mi the middle and end of the term. The first 

event is to be an interim demonstration. Pupils demonstrate to each other what they have been learning. 

Kendo pupils demonstrate to Judo and Dance pupils and vice versa. The other event is to be a Kendo 

tournament and Judo tournament and a dance perfonnance. Pupils are therefore encouragged. to 

experience plannmig, preparation, management and participation by holding tournaments and giving 

perforniances. This IS to develop their interests In sports by experiencing various ways of involvement In 

sports. 

Thus, various ideas that interest pupils by providing teaching materials such as free fencing, and Chambara 

and that motivates their independent leaming by introducing a grading system and demonstration have 

been presented. 
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2-6 Conclusion 

So far the cwnculum intention of the M. E. S. C. and suggesfions by some Kendo educationalists on Kendo 

in Budo wifin the PE curriculum and the change of the trend of research into the teaching of Kendo In 

Budo wiftri the PE curriculum have been reviewed. The M. E. S. C. clamied the conversion of teaching 

approach to Kendo from the traditional drill approach to child-centred approach that encourages pupils' 

independent learning, Kendo educationalists also suggested a review of the drill approach to encourage 

pupils' independent learning and to increase the number of young Kendo practitioners. The trend of 

research into the teaching of Kendo, with the PE curriculum has been shifted to a teaching approach that 

encourages pupils' independent learning activities. 

What has to be considered here is that both the M. E. S. C. and these Kendo educationalists take a stance of 

distinguishing Kendo within tlie PE cumculw-n from Kendo as Budo and regard Kendo as a sport. That 

is, the recommendation by the M. E. S. C. and these Kendo educationalists is to achieve the aim that 

encourages pupils to understand the attitudes to Kendo as Budo and etiquettes and behaviour based on the 

attitudes to Kendo as Budo by teaching of "Sport-Kendo7' as well as encouragmg pupils to feel pleasure 

and enjoyment and to lay the foundation of lifelong participation. 

With regard to the recommendation of the M. E. S. C, and these Kendo educationadists, various ideas for the 

teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum such as introduction of Chambara and a grading system have 

I-- 
been presented. There is little research, however, that investigates how school Kendo teachers have 

accepted the change of the teaching of Kendo and have been constructing their views of teaching. 

It seems, however, that it is doubtful that the recommendation, that regards Kendo as a sport and the aims 

of Kendo witl-ýn the PE cumculwn should be achieved through teaching of sport Kendo in child-centred 

approach, has been accepted by school Kendo teachers. 

According to Sparkes (1991), a successful educational change does not happen simply by changing a 

system and merely introducM. Cl, a curriculum package by outside experts, but is an extremely complex 

process. The key to a successfiil education change seems to be held by teachers (Berg and Ostergren, 

1977, Brown, 1980; Brown and McIntyre, 1982, Fullan, 1982; Ball, 1987; Sparkes, 1991). For example, 

Brown (1980) comments that educational reform will not be successfill unless teachers are willmg and able 
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to accept new ideas and apply them to their teaching. Brown and McIntyre (1982) also insist that what 

teachers regard new ideas as important and valuable to accept and change their preferred way of teachmg is 

whether or not new ideas provide teachers with the opportmity and conditions to do an effective and 

satisfying job, their competence as a teacher wiff be adequate, whether the substance of the new ideas wiH 

reflect their own specialisms. 

As figure 2-1 shows, Sparkes (1991) categonses the dimensions of change into three levels and points out 

the difficulty of a successful change. 

RELATIVELYEASY 

1) The use of new or revised materials, for example, a new book or 
curTiculum package. 

2) The use of new skills, teaching approaches, styles, and strategies, that 
is, changes in the practises of teaching. 

3) The transformation of those belief, values, perspectives, and 
ideologies that inform pedagogical asswnptions and practices. 
This may involve a substantial reorientation of personal educational 
pHosophies and a major reldentionfion of self. 

EXTREMELY DIFFICULT 

Figure 2-1. Dimensions of Change (Sparkes, 1991, p. 3 based on Fullan, 1982, p. 30) 

He insists that a real change will happen through transformation of the benefits, values, and ideologies held 

by teachers that inform their pedagogical assumptions and practices. It IS, however, as flie above figure 

shows, much more difficult and problematic d= other dimensions of change because teachers require a 

substantial redefinition of themselves. Considering school Kendo teachers' background of experience of 

Kendo as Budo and charactenstics of Kendo as Budo, it is thought that such tr-ansformation of the benefits, 

values, and ideologies would be especially difficult for school Kendo teachers. 
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Kendo, as has been noted, is an activity that requires pecullar techniques, compared to other activities. 

Most school Kendo teachers are usually those who have been practismig Kendo as Budo M local and 

school clubs smce childhood. Moreover, Kendo as one of the traditional Japanese cultures has the 

original teaching style in strict relationship between master and apprentices, and philosophies that do not 

approve alternative ideas to teaching. 

In Kendo m Budo, tmining is called 'Keiko'. This means studying (kei) ancient times (ko) (A. J. K. F, 

2000, p. 45). Kendo practitioners are supposed to practise Kendo based on training methods developed 

by precursors and endeavour to cultivate themselves and develop their skills and mderstanding, 

considering the teachings of precursors. Also as described earlier, in Kendo m Budo, a master is 

complete model for an apprentice. Inoue (1994, p. 147) likens the relationsMp between a master and an 

apprentice to a needle and thread and points out how important it is for teachers to lead pupils III the right 

direction and for pupils to make a cominitment to their teachers. That is, for school Kendo teachers, 

existence of their masters may come before the M. E. S. C. and Kendo, educationalists and school Kendo, 

teachers are Kendo practitioners before they are school PE teachers who are in charge of Kendo lessons. 

School Kendo teachers may have their thoughts, therefore, that they must act on the premise that Kendo is 

the way of character building and training of Kendo must follow the traditional approach to Kendo ay 

Budo (Asami, et al., 1999). 

Then how have school Kendo teachers been recogmsmg Kendo within the PE curriculwn and constructmg 

their views of teaching of Kendo within the PE curricultun? 

Moreover, despite the various ideas for the teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum that place an 

emphasis on providing competitive domams of Kendo, little has been introduced and known about pupils' 

application of strategies and tactics in Kendo lessons. Research into the teaching of strategies and tactics 

in Kendo has been presented by lbo (197 1 ), Eto et al (1985) and Sakudo (1994), but they focused on 

strategies and tactics for advanced practitioners. Otsuka, Utsunomiya and Sakagami (1990) have 

conducted the only research into the teaching of strategies and tactics for young beginners. They 

presented a model of a novel teaching, style which alves pupils an opportunity to 0 think about the tactics and 
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encourages them to tackle lessons independently and in co-operation by using video recorders, operation 

cards and then changing the rules. They have not however, applied their model Ma practical situation 

and the effectiVeness of the model has not been presented. 

Kern (1998) categorises a hierarchy of tactical requirements of different sports as table 2-5. shows. He 

identified that one-on-one combative activities required greater tactical acumen It shows that the 

significance of acquiring tactics in competitions in Budo such as Kendo are higher than most of the other 

activities. 

Table 2-5 Hierarchy of Tactical Requirements of Different Sports 
One-on-one activities 

Boxing, Fencing, Budo, 
Direct physical contact Wrestling, 

Activities between two activities Ball games 
opponents or teams fighting 
each other Football, Ice hockey, Handball, 

Basketball Rugby 
Ball games 

Non physical contact activities 
Volleyball, Tennis, Table tennis 
Badminton 

Activities that a certain number of athletes play in a game or race at Swimming, Boat race, 
the same time. I 00-meter race, Cycle race 

Activities that a game or race is not played at the same time. Shot Put, Ski jump, 
Perfonnance is compared by time, distance, height and judges' Gymnastics, 
scoring Weight Iffting, Figure skating 

(Kem, 1998, p, 4 1) 

(Emphasis was made by the author) 

This suggests that learning of strategies and tactics are important elements for developing their skills and 

their understanding of learning competitive domains of Kendo. Moreover, it is thought that it Is quite 

possible for pupils to have opportunities not only to understand the competitiVe domaM'S of Kendo, but 

also to understand the maditional attitudes to Kendo as Budo related to competitive domains through 

learning strategies and tactics. Then, why are strategies and tactics not introduced in the teaching of 

Kendo? Moreover, how strategies and tactics can contribute to achieving the au'm of Kendo wifl-: iin the 

PE curriculuni is worth asking. 
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This thesis, therefore, addresses the following research questions. 

Research Questions 

How have upper secondary school Kendo teachers conceptualised Kendo within the PE cumculum 

and how have they constructed their views of teaching of Kendo, within the PE curriculum? 

2) How and why have they dealt with the teaching of strategies and tactics M Kendo within the PE 

cumculum? 

3) How can strategies and tactics contribute to achieving the anns of Kendo within the PE curriculurn? 

By attempting to explore the above research questions, this thesis aims: 

(1) To understand gaps between curriculum policy and upper secondary school Kendo teachers In terms of 

their recognitions of Kendo within the physical education cumculum; 

(2) To establish the relationship between tWer secondary school Kendo teachers' thoughts of teaching 

strategies and tactics and their Kendo ideologies as Budo; and 

(3) To present a new teaching approach to Kendo that makes use of strategies and tactics. 

It is necessary to follow proper disciplmies of research methodology to attempt to explore the above 

research questions. The next chapter discusses the methodology employed in this thesis. 
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Chapter Three 

METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSIONS 

3-1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, Kendo within the PE CUMculum at upper secondwy schools was reviewed m tenns 

of cumculwn inýtions by the M. E. S. C., suggestions by Kendo educationalists and research trends into 

the teaching of Kendo within the PE cUMculum. The M. E. S. C. claimed the conversion of teaching 

approach to Kendo fi7om the h-aditional drill approach to child-centred approach that encourages pupils' 

independent learning. Kendo educationalists also argued for the need to review the drill approach and to 

encourage pupils' independent learning in terms of increasing the number of young Kendo practitioners. 

The trend of research into the teaching of Kendo with the PE curriculum has been shifted to a teaching 

approach that encourages pupils' independent learning activities. Upper secondary school Kendo 

teachers have been required not to teach pupfls m the traditional dnU approach but ma child-centred 

approach, regarding Kendo as a sport, not Kendo as Budo. School Kendo teachers are, however, 

nornially people who have on the idea that engaged themselves M traditional Kendo as Budo. Their 

thoughts of Kendo might be that Kendo has to be regarded as one with Budo and that the teaching of 

Kendo, within the PE cUMculum must follow the traditional way. 

The first research question is, therefore; how have upper secondary school Kendo teachers conceptualised 

Kendo within the PE curriculum and how they have constructed their views of teaching of Kendo within 

the PE cUMCulum? 

Moreover, despite that various ideas for the teaching of Kendo within the PE currictJum which have been 

presented previously, there is little research into teaching of strategies and tactics In Kendo. Strategies 

and tactics are supposed to be important elements in one-on-one combative activities like Kendo, 

Moreover, it was also stated that strategies and tactics could be useful teaching matter to achieve the aims 

of Kendo within the PE cumculum. My second and third research questions are, therefore, how and why 
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have they dealt with the teaching of strategies and tactics; and how strategies and tactics can contribute to 

achieving the aims of Kendo Within the PE cUrncWum at secondary schools? 

This chapter starts with discussions of the idea of a research paradigm and the methodology to answer the 

first and second research questions. Then the t)W of research which was conducted to answer the third 

research question is also discussed. These ideas are f6flowed. by discussions of what methods were 

employed and how data collected were analysed. Moreover, how reliability and validity in results of the 

data coUected were tested is also presented. 

this chapter. 

3-2 Research Paradigm and Methodology 

Considerations of research efics are chscussed at the end of 

To attempt to investigate the first and second research questions required that I understand and interpret 

upper school Kendo teachers'thougbts of Kendo within the PE curnculum and the process through which 

they have constructed their thoughts. Given the above research questions, it was thought to be 

appropriate to conduct the investigations within an interpretive paradigm. 

Research usually takes place within a recogrused or unconsciously assumed research paradigm. 

Accordmg to Kuhn (1970), a research paradigm is defmed as foHows: 

A set of beliefs, values and techniques which is shared by members of a scientific community, and 

which acts as a guide or map, dictating the kinds of problems scientists should address and the tý, pes 

of explanations that are acceptable to them (Kuhn, 1970, p. 175). 

Patton (1990) more specifically amplifies the definition of a paradigm as follows-. 

A set of propositions that explain how the world is perceived, it contains a worldview, a way of 
breaking down the complexity of the real world, telling researchers and social scientists in general 
'what is important, what is legitimate, what is reasonable' (Patton, 1990, p. 37). 

Thus, a paradigm conditions the patterns of thinking and underpins research actions. major paradigms In 

social science can be defined as positivistic paradigm, interpretive paradigm and critical paradigm (Sparkes, 

1992a, 1992b; Sarantacos, 1998). Guba and Lincoln (1998, p. 85) explam diat a paradigm encompasses 
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three elements. ontology (What is the nature of reality? ), epistemology (What IS the relationship between 

the knower and the known? ) and methodology (How do we know the world, or gam, knowledge of it? ). 

To understand paradigms from the view point of each assumption is essential in the sb* of social science. 

These beliefs shape how researchers see the world and act In each paradigm. These suggest a stance to be 

taken for research methodologies and methods In social science research. Sparkes (1992a) presents a 

description of positivistic paradigm, interpretive paradigm and critical paradigm and theoretical 

perspectives in social science as follows: 

Table 3-1 Assumptions Underlying the Positivist, Interpretive, and Critical Paradigms 

Paradigm 

Assumptions 
Positivist Interpretive Critical 

External-Realist 
Ontology External-Realist Internal-Idealist, Relativist or 

Internal-Idealist 

Epistemology Objectivist, Dualist Subjectivist, Interactive Subjectivist, Interactive 

Methodology Nomothetic, Ideographic, Ideographic, Participative, 
Experimental, Hermeneutical, Transformative 
Manipulative Dialectical 

Understanding and 
Interests Prediction and Control Interpretation Emancipation 

(Technical) (Practical) (Criticism and Liberation) 

(Sparkes, 1992a, p. 32) 

From the viewpoint of ontology, Which seeks to articWate the nature of the reality, In positivistic-thinking, 

there is only one reality that everyone shares in a society (Satwtacos, 1998). In contast, mterpretivists 

adopt an ideabst-intenialist stance. People subjectively attach different meanings to their own 

interpretation of a reality hidividuals use their own mind to recognise and shape their own reaW 
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(Sparkes, 1992a). The critical paradigm, however, regards reabty from two views. One is from the 

viewpoint of realist-external ontology which belongs to positivism and the other is fi7om the viewpoint of 

internal-idealist ontology which belongs to the interpretive paradigm. The former regards a reality as a 

social world that exists beyond individual cognition, which is a collected set of definite and rather solid 

facts, whilst the latter views reality to be mind-dependent (Sparkes, 1992a). That is, critical researchers 

can be both external realist and internal idealist. That means that although subjective meanings are 

relevant and important, objective relations cannot be denied. 

From an epistemological viewpouit, positivistic researchers are objectivists and regard the world and mind 

as separate. As for interpretive paradigm, Evans (1987, p. 34) explams that the concern of mterpretive 

research is to describe and explain hwnan agency and action and the social construction of the 

organisational worlds that people occupy. Researchers In the interpretive paradigm regard, therefore, 

hurnan beings as the central position of society and there is no separation between people's mind and the 

object be' examined. In the critical paradigm, the investigator and the investigated object are asswned I Ing 

to be interactively linked, with the presuppositim and belief of the investigator inevitably influencIng the 

mquiry process (Guba and Lmcoln, 1994). 

From the viewpomt of methodology, positivism can be viewed as deductive and experimental. Research 

based on positivistic methodology can examine their hypothesis by using objective measurement such as 

statistical techniques (Kitazawa and Koga, 1997). By contust, methodology in inteipretive paradigm is 

inductive and ideographic. It proceeds from the specific to the general and from the concrete to the 

abst-act where understandmg, meanmgs and mterpretations are more important (Otomo, 1997). Critical 

research is generally aimed to bring the results that will empower those involved in the inquiry and bring 

some positive change in society (Bain, 1989). Methodology In the critical paradigm is, therefore, 

ideographic, participative, and trunsformative. 

As stated earlier, this thesis was conducted within a fi7amework of interpretive paradigm in order to 

investigate the first and second research questions. Explaining more about methodology M the 

Interpretive pmdigm In order to jus* the employment of interpretive paradigm, as Sparkes (I 992a, p. 
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34) explams: 

hiterpretivists focus on the mterests and purposes of people and their mtentional and meanmgfW 
behaviour, then by attempting to construe the world from the participants' point of view, they try to 

understand how they constiuct and continue to reconstruct socW reality, given their interests and 
purposes. 

Interpretive researchers are concerned with process rather thm oiftcomes and results. This means that 

their concerns are to understand the processes by which people have come to merely agree on meanmg , s, 

how words have come to be accepted and / or by what process a word has become a part of common 

understanding aniong people (Otomo, 1998). Their substantial concern is the understanding of social 

meanings. They focus on understanding, as accurately as possible, the thoughts of their subjects from the 

viewpoint of the subjects, in contrast to research in which researchers report their ideas (Bodgan and 

Bikler4 1992). 

Methodology M the mteipretive paradigm can share many ideas with those of qualitative methodology 

According to Bryman (2001, p. 506), qualitative researchers usually take a stance of inductivist, 

construefiVist and interpretivist as opposed to deductivist and objectiVist by quantitative researchers who 

are in particular influenced by positivism. Silverinan (1993) distmguishes the research approach, 

concepts and methods for qualitative research as follows. 

Table 3-2 Research Approach, Concepts and Methods for Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
p oach r Concepts Methods 

Positivism Social structure, social facts Quantitative hypothesis-testing 

lnterpretive Social construction, Qualitative hypothesis-generation 
Social science meanings 

(Silverman, 1993, p. 21) 

hiagaki (1991) also presents the differences of methodology between quantitative and qualitative research 

as follows: 

1) Quan6tative research focuses on theoretical framework and an observation is taking place under the 

controlled situation. In contrast, qualitative research focuses on practices and an observation is 

taking place under the natural condition, focusmg on context and process. 
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2) In quantitative research, a problem is already set beforefmd and the purpose is an examination of a 

hypothesis. In qualitative research, a hypothesis is set though observation arid a problem is set in the 

process of the observation. 

3) Quantitative research for-uses on an activity which you can observe from outside and focuses on trying 

to generalise data by employing quantitative analysis. Qualitative research places the emphasis on 

grasp and understanding from the inside and focuses on individuality 

(InagAý 1991, p. 62) 

(Translated by the author) 

In this thesis, investigating the first and second research questions made necessary an attempt to understand 

upper secondary school Kendo teachers' intentional and meaningful behaviour aboid the teaching of 

Kendo within the PE curriculum from their points of view In other words, what was attempted was to 

understand not just how upper secondary school Kendo teachers were teaching, but how they had come to 

the way they recogrUSed and were teaching, and why. That is, the processes they had come to recognise 

and teach in their way and why were focused. Investigation of these did not need to be conducted in a 

hypothesis-expenment process because this kind of investigatioTý which attempted to explore school 

Kendo teachers' subjective thoughts, should not start with prejudged ideas. Investigation of these should 

be conducted inductively and interpretation of teachers' thoughts should be conducted through 

interpretation of data collected in the process of the mvestigation. For the above reasons, it was justifiable 

that it would be appropriate to investigate the first arid second research questions by ernplOYM9 qualitative 

methodology witlim the framework of the mterpretive paradigm- 

3-3 Action Research 

The third research question is; how can strategies and tactics contribute to achieving the aims of Kendo 

within the PE currictilum? To investigate this it was necessary to implement Kendo lessons that made 

use of strategies and tactics and to investigate the effectiveness of the approach- To do this, I organised an 

action research project team and attempted to develop and improve a new approach to Kendo through the 

action research process. 'Ibrough the investigation of the first and second research question, I met an 
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upper secondary teacher (Teacher K). Teacher K was havMg a problem about his teaching of Kendo and 

was hoping to improve his teaching of Kendo and develop understanding of his new teaching approach In 

a collaborative process. 

Explaining Teacher K and his concenis, he is fifty one years old with twenty nine years teaching 

experience of Kendo at upper secondary schools. He has been teaching Kendo at 0 upper secondary 

school (0 School) In Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan for twenty one years. Fukuoka Prefecture has 4,957,000 

people (as of Oct. 1,1996,3.9% of the national population), making it the 9th largest M Japan (see 

Appendix 4 for location of Fukuoka). Fukuoka Prefecture also has 185 upper secondary schools and 

192,23 3 pupils (as of Oct. 1,1996) (Fukuoka Prefectural Board of Education, 2000) 

1 interviewed Teacher K to gather some information about his recognition of Kendo witl-ýn the PE 

curriculum and the teaching of strategies and tactics on the 7 th of April In 2000. During and after the 

interview, he mentioned that he was feeling a necessity to change his overall teaching style. He told me 

that his traditional way had no problems with pupils five or six years ago. He was now feeling, however, 

that pupils now are different and they do not appreciate the traditional way. He was struggling to find 

how he could motivate pupils and make them learn the traditional etiquettes, behaviour and attitude to 

Kendo as Budo M an other way He had an idea of mtroducmg matches at the early leanung stage and 

group leanung system. These ideas were based on the suggestions from the Course of Study for Kendo 

within the PE curriculuin at upper secondary schools. The Course of Study, however, does not provide 

any concrete ideas of how to do this. Teacher K was not sure, therefore, what to do nor how to do it. 

After interviewing him, he showed great interest in applying strategies and tactics into his teaching of 

Kendo. He actiially offered me a position of part-time PE teacher at the 0 School M order to solve his 

problem and develop a new approach together. His concern and interest coincided with the third research 

question, What can strategies and tactics contribute to acbievmg the aims of Kendo widiin the PE 

ctunctdum? Therefore, we attempted to solve his problem M the process of developmg and improvmg a 

new approach and to investigate the effectiveness of the approach together in action research. 
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So far many papers and researches on a definition of action research have been presented. As Tinning 

(I 992a) pomts out however, the views of these researchers are not the same. Here, therefore, theoretical 

examinations of what action research is, its characteristics, its developmental process and its significance 

are attempted by literature reviews. These theoretical examinations will justify the reasons why and what 

type of action research was employed. 

3-3-1 The Origin and the Development of Action Research 

A 
. ý! Lsa Tin: nin=g (I 992b) comments, there seems to have been active discourses about the definition of action 

research. This can be seen by referring to the process of the development of action research. A great 

contfibution to the development of action research was made by American social-psychologist Kurt Lewin. 

Lewin presented a research methodology which consists of action cycle; analysis, discovery, 

conceptualising, planmng, implementation, evaluatiOn in the 1940s (Tinning, 1992b; Bums, 1999). 

The following figure shows the process of Lewin's action research that places an emphasis on a spiral 

process. 
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Figure 3-1 A Representation of Lewin's Action Research Cycle 

(Kemmis, 1982, p. 13) 
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Lewin's idea of action research had a great influent on teaching practice and supervision in education 

munediately after it originatý. Accordmg to Kemmis (1982, p. 17), for mstance, the Honace 

Mann-Lincoln Institute of teachers' College, Columbia University adopted his idea m the course of its 

educational PrOject. The institute was engaged in curriculum development for social reconstruction and 

collaborative research with teachers, other schools and school districts. 

LeWM's efforts to promote action research were not successful because of the influence of the 

overwhelming predominant research method M terms of posifivistic paradigms in social science in 

education m Amenca after 1953. According to Bums (1999, pp. 27-28), compared with research in the 

positivistic paradigm, action research received some active criticism. that it is unable to test hypothesis, 

present the relationship between cause and effect follow mainstream research methods and procedures, or 

generalise the research results. For instance, Wiles (1953, p. 408) pointed out, "It was called for a 

sharpening of the concept of action research. " Corman (1957, p. 544) wondered "whether it was research 

or teaching. " Hodgkinson (1957, p. 137) also pointed out; 

A. ction research was methodologically poor (in terms of statistical procedures), time-consuming, 
lacking follow-up investigation, incompatible with notions of general (rather than local) 

development of education systems, conceptually unclear, and, according to philosophy of 

social science of the clay, unscientific. 

There were attempts to offset these cnticisms of action research by focusing Increasingly on technical 

procedures for action research in order to make action research locate as a proper research methodology In 

social science. According to Bums (1999, p. 28), for example, Taba and Noel (1957) followed a 

rationalised six-step procedure: identifying problems, analysis of problems, formulating ideas or 

hypotheses, gathermig and interpretig data, iniplementation-action, and evaluating the results of action 

(also see Corey, 1953). Bums (1999) also points out however, that these attempts resulted m action 

research belng changed from Lewin's original action research that had an emphasis on flexible and 

reflecting spiral process. Kemmis (1982) summanses the historical position by saying that there was an 

increase m action research in the field of education from 1944 to 1953, whereas there was a declining 

interest arnong researchers M action research from 1953 to 1957. 
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Although action research lost status in social science research by the end of 1950s, it started to re-emerge In 

the field of education in the 1970s. In the 1970s, action research became to be understood to be useful 

(McTaggart, 1991, Tinning, 1992b). According to Tinning (1992b, p. 191), this was, as represented by 

Schwab (1969,1970), caused by the emergence of curriculum studies as a field of enquiry and the struggle 

to make that field distinctive and relevant to the solution of cturiculum problems. This movement also 

happened to the U. K. In the work of Lawrence Stenhouse based at the Centre of Applied Research M 

Education at the University of East, Anglia and his colleagues and collaborations, John Elliot and Clem 

Adeh-nan. Stenhouse, 0 975) suggested a new approach to curriculum development M his influential book 

'An IntnWuctIon to Cumculum Research and Developmen. Bums (1999, p. 29) comments on this book 

"Stenhouse argued for a new approach to cumculum development which involved the testing of 

educational theories, as they manifested themselves in cumculum specifications, through their application 

in practice. " One sigMficant outcome of Stenhouse's work was the development of the concept of 

'teacher as researcher' through his work 'the School Council Hutnanities Curriculum Project' between 

1967 and 1972. His successors Elliott and Adehnan further developed this concept In their work 'the 

Ford Teaching Project between 1972 and 1975 (Ahnond, 1976,1983,1987, McNife, 1992). McNife 

(1992, p. 20) explains that Stenhouse saw development and research as closely related, and required 

practising teachers to reflect critically and systematically about their practice. That is, Stenhouse regarded 

teachers as a central agent in the research process and teachers were expected to empower themselves as a 

professional. 

The background of the revival of action research is summarised. by Kemmis (1982) In terras of the 

fbHowing four points: 

A strong interest among educational researchers M helping practitioners deal with problems of 

praetice, 

2) A broad methodological interest of research methods In terms of interpretive paradigm among 

researchers who tried to define the problems of the field in ways which represent the understandings of 

practitioners (see Smith and Pohland, 1974; MacDonald and Walker, 1975; Stake, 1975; Parlet and 

Hamilton, 1976; Hamilton, et al., 1977; Wolcott, 1977); 

A growth of collaborative cUrnCWuTn development and evaluation work;. 
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4) An explicit ideological commitment to addressmg social and political problems of education through 

paitcipatory, reseuch carried otA by practitioners on problems of Immediate and more general public 

concern (see Curriculum Development Centre, 1978; Davis, 1980). 

(Kenimis, 1982, p. 19) 

In addition to the above revival of action research, M the 1970s another discourse on action research began 

to be foregrotinded. It has characteristics of critical theory. In terms of critical action research, the 

action researcher does not only consider improving one's practices in classroom, but also analysmg 

critically how me's practices are irffluenced by the unexamined assumptions of the educational system or 

institution and how the surroundings where one's practices take place can be improved. 

3-3-2 Action Research in This Thesis 

Action research that was developed by Lewin has been dealt with in various ways In the times. Moreover, 

action research has been defined and interpreted in different ways by different people (see Bwns' work In 

1999 which summarised definitions of action research by referring to Hodgkinson, 1957 cited m Cohen 

and Manion, 1994. - Rapoport, 1970; Bogdan and Biklen, 1982, Carr and Kemmis, 1986; Bums, 1994; 

Wallace, 1998). Bums (1999) presents some common feabues which emerged from these definitions as 

foHows: 

Action research is contextý small-scale and localised. It ýnvestigates problems within a specific 

situation. 

2) It is relevant and reflective as it ainis to bring about change and unprovement in practice. 

3) It is participatory as it provides for collaborative 'investigation by teams of colleagues, practitioners 

and researchers. 

4) Changes in practice are based on the collection of information or data which provide the impact for 

change. 

(Burn, 1999, p. 30) 
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Tinning (1992b) argues that in various interpretations of action research by many people it IS at least 

possible to say that action research includes planning, acting, monitoring, reflecting. Tinning (I 992a, pp. 

1-2) also points out that each different interpretation or reading of action research depends on its o-An set of 

assuniptions about knowledge and is influenced by particular interests. Habennas (1972) cited in Tinning, 

(I 992a, p. 3), the German philosopher, argues, "Human knowledge is organised by three features of human 

interests which are 'technical interests', 'practical interests' and 'emancipatory'. " 

The followmg table shows Habermasian concept of knowledge and human interests. 

Table 3-3 Knowledge and Human Interests 

Interest 

Technical 
(prediction) 

Practical 
(interpretation and 
mderstanding) 

Emancipatory 
chticism and liberation 

Knowledge 

Instrurnental 
(casual explanation) 

Practical 
(understandmg) 

Emancipatory 

Research methods 

Positivistic sciences 
(empinCal-analytic methods) 

hiterpretive research 
(hen-neneutiC methods) 

Cntical social sciences 
critical theory methods 

(Carr and Kemmis, 1986 cited m Tinning, 1992a, p. 3) 

Habermas' ideas of knowledge and human interest are applied in action research. Tripp (1984) identifies 

three different fonns of action research, technical action research, practical action research and critical 

action research, by emphasising different knowledge and human interests. 

He defines technical action research as follows-. 

Other-directed (that is, directed by others, where the educational or social practitioner IS the 

iniplicit self), individual or group, generally aimed a improving existing practices, but 

occasionally at developing new ones, wiffiin existing consciousness and value with an 

unproblematised view of constrains (Tripp, 1984, p. 12). 

Grundy (1987, p. 154) also argues that technical action research is designed to render an existing situation 

more efficient and effective. For example, Corey's wTitings (e. g. 1953) which tried to offset the criticisms 

of action research by placing an emphasiS upon technical procedures for action research and to make action 

research locate as a proper research methodology in social science wotild be classified as the technical 

procedures for action research (Kemmis, 1982; Tinning, 1992a, 1992b, Burns, 1999). 
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Practical action research is deffied as follows: 

Self-directed (that is, directed by practitioners), individual or group, anned as much at developing 

new practices as at improving existing ones, within consciousness and values from which a sense 
of what is 'right' is utilised to guide action, with an unproblematised view of constrains (Tripp, 
1984: 12). 

By contrast to technical action research, Grundy (1987, p. 154) argues that practical action research is .1 

designed to promote teachers'professionalism by drawing on their informed judgement. Asanexample 

of pr-actical action researck as Tinning (1992a, p. 7) suggests, Almond's (1983) research could be 

classified as a practical action research His concern about the teaching of games started with isolated 

skiHs from games and discotragement of understanding as the result of the ft-aditional teaching style. 

Therefore he made a contribution to developmg Teaching Games for Understanding approach with Bunker 

arid Thorpe. Almond (1986, p. 156) pointed out that most physical educational research had been 

conducted by those outside the classroom and that teachers had been left out of research process, drawing 

on the work of Bartholomew, 1972; Elliottý 1975; McCutcheon, 1981; Nixon, 1981; Verma, and Beard, 

1981 . Through action research, he attempted to lead the teachers to develop their understanding of their 

own teaching practice and use them to improve lessons, with a collaborative teaching system among the 

teachers and the project team. 

Almond (1986, p. 158) comments the reason for employing an action research, "An action research 

perspective was adopted because it attempts to mvolve teachers M developMig an understxiding of their 

own practice as a basis for improving it and creating change. " 

In addition, Almond (1983, p. 158) also comments that action research based on the above perspective is 

expected to help teachers,, 

1) To learn about teaching; 

2) To become more aware of the consequences of their action in teaching; 

3) To learn about gaines teaching and the nature of games. 

What should be stated here is, however, as Tinnmg 0 992a) pomts out, Ahnond's action research could be 

classified as a practical action research, and at the same time it has a possibility to be located as technical 
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action research. This is because his action research was initiated by the uruversity faculty and organised 

for the teachers. Considering Tripps's definition of practical action research as 'self-directed', Tinning's 

claim seems to be quite reasonable. Moreover, Almond (1986, p. 161) himself explains in his paper, "Ibe 

teachers became to depend on the university faculty and to be passive recipients of ideas. " Practical 

action research requires, however, that problems come from practical situations and teachers are central M 

a research process. 

Emancipatory action research is defmed as follow: 

The activity of a 'self-leading group, aimed at developing new pr-actice and / or changing the 

constraints, with a shared radical consciousness and problematised values' (Tripp, 1984, p. 12). 

Grundy (1987, pp. 146-7) argues that it seeks to develop in participants their understanding of illegitimate 

structural and interpersonal constrains that prevents the exercise of their autonomy and fteedom. 

McTaggart (199 1, p. 3 0) also explams that it extends beyond the interpretafion of nieanmgs for participants 

to an understanding of the social, political, and econonuc conditions which cause and allow meanings to be 

as they are. That is, a critical dimension involves not only the investigation on the actual social dynamics, 

but also the critical analysis of those practises with clarifyIng the political values and assumptions under 

certain social conditions. The differences between practical action research and critical action research 

are explained in term of the reflective practitioners and the critical theorist (Kemmis, 1997). Kemmis 

(1997) argues that practical action research alms to improve the teaching skills and techniques In certain 

teaching circumstances, whereas critical action research deals with a broader agenda of the educational 

conditions In classroom, ft*g to make charige In schooling system and society, Grundy and Kemmis 

(1982), who take a stance of critical action research, argue two essential alms of action research activity: to 

I improve 7 and to C involve". There are three meanings to 'improvement'. the improvement of a practice; 

the improvement (or professional development) of the understanding of the practice by its practitioners, 

and the improvement of the situation in which the practice takes place. By 'involvement', they mean that 

an action research expects to have those who become involved or influenced in the research process by the 

practitioners to take interests and acftial actions for the research (Gnmdy and Kemmis, 1982, p. 84), 

Considering the characteristics of the above types of action research and Teacher K's concerns as to his 
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teaching of Kendo, it was thought that a practical action research would be the most appropriate because 

his concerns were fi7om practical situation (the 0 School) and his interest was to miprove his teaching of 

Kendo, applying teaching of strategies and tactics to his teaching of Kendo though collaborative action 

research with me. In this type of action research, he himself actuaRy worked on improving his teaching 

in action research as teacher as researcher I worked as a part-time PE teacher who was In charge of 

Kendo lessons with him at the 0 School and also worked for him inside the school, making roles of 

supporter and observer. 

In an action research process, it is important for action research practitioners to have critical opinions from 

professionals so that action research does not proceed by the practitioners' self-seeking judgement. It is 

also helpful to have someone as a co-operator who helps the practitioners to prepare teaching materials and 

deal with data coUection and malysiS. Teacher K and 1, therefore, orgamsed an action research project 

team, including an expert M teaching Kendo and a co-operator before starting the action research. The 

followings are the members of the action research project team. 

Outside Advisor: Professor. X 

Prof X is a professor of physical education at a University of Education M Fukuoka, Japan. His research 

area is physical education pedagogy, teachers'education, especially, theory of teaching of Kendo. He was 

one of my advisors since I started my research at the University of Gloucestershire. He was headmaster 

of the lower secondary school attached to the university between 1992 and 1995. He has Kendo e dan 

(grade) and Hanshi. Hanshi is conferred on persons at the absolute highest level of authority as Kendo 

practitioner. He has been a member of the AIKE executive. 

Action Researcher: Teacher K 

Teacher K has twenty eight years teaching expenence as a PE teacher. He stTted working at the 0 

School when he was thirty years old. He has been domg Kendo for thirty eight years and has Ob dan. 

Teacher K is a well known Kendo teacher throughout Japan. 
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Inside Supporter: The Author 

The author has Kendo 5"' dan with twenty one years experience. 

Co-operator: Post Graduate Course Student S 

He is a postgraduate course student under Prof X's supervision (until April 2002). 

3-4 Methods Employed 

The first and second research questions were investigated by empIoYM'9 qualitative methods. There are 

various ways of collecting data in qualitative methods. Okade (1997) broadly classified common 

methods employed in qualitative research into five categories. They are 1) observation, 2) interviews, 3) 

artefacts, 4) docwnentwy analysis and 5) diaries and jounials analysis. Katagiri (1997) also classifies the 

representative methods in qualitative research into 1) interviews, 2) participant observation, 3) 

documentary analysis and 4) picture analysis. In this thesis, a method of interviews was employed to 

explore upper secondary school Kendo teachers' thoughts from their points of view The details of types 

of interviews and an interview procedure are discussed later. Tbrough these discussions, the use of the 

method of interviews is justified. 

A c! ,,. for research methods in the action research related to the investigation of the third research question, 

Y/I Tinning (1992b, p. 203) point out, "Action research is not the lCummis and McTaggart (1988) cited in 

"scientific method' applied to teaching. Action adopts a view of social science which is distinct from a 

view based on the natural science". Bums (1999, pp. 160- 1) also argues; 

We (action researchers) are not alMM, g to establish relationships between variables or to isolate 

causes and their effects.... Action research is concemed with gaining msights III one specific 

situation that may be useffil or relevant in ffluminatmg issues for other teachers. 

Considering a characteristic of action research that allows action researchers attempts to explore the reality 

of practical circumstances without controlling the variables of their context, data collection by qualitative 

methods would be more appropriate than those of quantitative methods. As concrete ways of coflecting 
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data m action research, Bums (1999, p. 117) outlines a number of methods and techniques such as notes, 

diaries / Journals, recording, transcripts and diagrams as observational techniques and interviews and 

discussions, questionnaires and surveys, life / career histories, documents as non-observational techniques. 

The data on action research in this thesis were collected by qualitative methods such as interviews, 

participative observation, doctunents and video recordmg, questiormaires, skiH test and mderstandmg test. 

The details of each method are discussed below. 

3-4-1 Interviews 

In this thesis, interviews were employed on three occasions. One group comprised interviews with 

seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers between March and April 2000. A second set of 

interviews with fifty three upper secondary school Kendo teachers were undertaken between April 2001 

and March 2002. The final set of interviews were with Teacher K at the 0 School between April in 2001 

and March m 2002. 

The fust interviews were conducted for the pwpose of exploring upper secondary school Kendo teachers' 

thoughts about how they had been recognisM9 Kendo within the PE cumculum and constructmg thew 

views of the teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum, and how they had been dealing with the teaching 

of strategies and tactics. The second interviews were conducted for the purpose of digging much deeper 

into the relationship between school Kendo teachers' negative thoughts of the teaching of tactics and their 

ideologies of Kendo as Budo which came up from the results of malysmg the data from the first mterviews. 

The third interviews were conducted for the purpose of exploring how Teacher K was dealing, with his 

teaching of Kendo, applying strategies and tactics. 

Interviews are methods that involve questioning and discussmig issues with people. By interviewing 

relevant pmons, it is hoped to find what interviewees think intemally and extemally (Patton, 1990). 

tati Interviews are used in both quantitative research and qualitative research. interviewing in quail ve 

research is, however, usually very different from interviewing m quantitative research. Interviews in 

qualitative research tend to be less structured (Bryman, 2001). On the other hand, interviews m' 
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quantitative research take place in a simpler set of questions and answers. As it repeats the same question 

for every interviewee, it ensures the reliability and validity of the research measurement (patton, 19903 

Bryman, 2001). 

There are various týpes of interviewing such as unstructured interview, semi-structured interview, 

unstandardised. mterview, M-depth mterview, focused mterview, group mterview, oral history mterview and 

life history interview mainly M qualitative research and structured interview and standardised, interview 

mainly M quantitative research although some types of interview are employed in both qualitative and 

quantitative research (see for detail Blaxter, Hughes and Tight, 1996, p. 154; Sarantacos, 1998, pp. 246-55; 

Brymaii, 2001, p. 110). Explaining some advantages of using interviews, compared with other qualitative 

methods, Patton (1990, p. 278) points out: 

It will not be possible to grasp their feelmgs, thoughts, irýtentions, behaviour that took place at some 
previous pomt m time and how they have orgarused the world and the mearungs they attach to what 
goes on in the world by the use of other methods. 

Robson (2002) expresses his impression on the interview method as it helps more and saves more time 

than observation in the course of research. Likewise, Seale (1999) shows his favour in interviews as a 

research method as it enables researchers to collect and summanse a wide range of information in a much 

shorterperiod than observations. VvUch type of intei-view ought to be employed depends on the research 

purpose and topic. It may also be influenced by the interviewer's knowledge, experience of the topic and 

interviewers themselves. For example, unstructured interviews carmot be completed without detaided 

knowledge and expenence. 

In this thesis, semi-structured interviews were employed. Semi-structured interview takes a stance 

between structured-interviews and unstructured-interviews. In this type of interview, interviewers have a 

list of questions as an interview guide. Though the questions are structured or focused on a certain 

agenda by the interviewer, the interviewees are allowed to reply with their own opinions and thoughts 

(Bryman, 2001). The advantage of using semi-structured inter-views is that it enables researchers to gam 

deep interpretations of people's perspectives and of the meanmgs of objects In research topics from 
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many-sided views because less structured approaches allow the interviewed much more flexibility of 

response (Koga, 1997; Robson, 2002). Moreover, interviews that are conduced In exchanging 

conversations between interviewer and mterviewee enable the interviewer to have opportmties to get an 

answer to complex questions because the presence of the interviewer can assist the interviewee. 

Misunderstandmigs by respondents can also be corrected. 

In this thesis, questions that needed to be asked had been already clear and by the use of semi-structured 

interviews it was ainied to extract as much inforination related to the questions as possible fi7om the upper 

secondary school Kendo teachers. 

Interview Sampling for the First and Second Interviews 

Sampling is divided into two groups; probability arid non-probability sampling. According to Bryman 

(2001), probability and non-probability sample are explained as follows: 

Probability sample 

A sample that has been selected using random selection so that each unit M the population has a 
known chance of being selected. It is generally assumed that a representative sample is more likely 
to be the outcome when this method of selection from the population is employed. The aim of 
probability samplmg is to keep samplmg error to a minimwn (Bryman, 2001, p. 85). 

Whereas non-probability sample is described as: 

A sample that has not been selected using a random methods. Especially this implies that some 
units M the population are more likely to be selected than others (Bryman 2001, p. 85) 

Normally quanfitative research employs probability samplmig and qualitafive research employs a form of 

non-probability sampling. In quantitative research, the purpose of sampling IS to induce the conclusive 

ass-Limption about the whole objective group by examining a subsection of the group Mi the research (Arber, 

1993). On the other hand, sampling m qualitative research is biased by the nature of the underlying 

qualitative fi-arnework, which is perceived as an mvestigative process (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 
"I--- 

Blaxter, Hughes and Tight (1996) present some sampling methods and sampling strategies as fbHows. 
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Table 3-4 Sampling Method and Strategies 

Probability sampling Non-probability sampling 
" Simple random sampling ... selection at - Convenience sampling ... sampling those 

random most convenient 
" Systematic sampling ... selecting every nth - Voluntary sampling ... the sample is 

case self-selected 
Stratified sampling ... sampling within - Quota sampling ... convenience sampling 
groups of the population within a group of the population 
Cluster sampling --- surveying whole - Purposive sampling ... hand picking 
clusters ofthe population sampled at random supposedly typical or interesting cases 
Stage sampling ... sampl mig clusters - Dimensional sampling ... multi dimensional 
sampled at random quota sampling 

0 Snowball sampling ... building up a sample 
through informant 

Other kinds of sampling 
" Event sampling ... using routine or special events as the basis of sampling 
" Time sampling ... recogriising that different parts of the day, week or year may be significant 

Blaxter, Hughes and Tight (1996, p. 79) 

In this thesis, snowball sampling through some inforinants was employed in the first and second interviews. 

Seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers III Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan participated in the first 

interviews. The reason for choosmg participants in Fukuoka is that Fukuoka is one of the most popular 

places for Kendo. The biggest upper secondary school Kendo championship called Gyokuryu-Ki 

(GyokLiryu Cup) takes place m Fukuoka every summer. Upper secondary schools from Fukuoka have 

won forty two tunes out of seventy two In the boys' championship and five times out of thirty five in the 

girls' championship. Moreover, this is not achieved by the same school, but achieved by different schools 

Fukuoka is. This is no doubt that teachers M in Fukuoka. This shows how high the level of Kendo M 

Fukuoka are very keen on teaching of Kendo and it greatly influences pupils' achievements In 

competitions. The fbHowings are descriptions of sampling. 

First Sample in the First Interviews 

The interviews were conducted between II th of March and 7'h of Aprfl Mi 2000. As soon as I was back mi 

Japan, I made contact with a physical education teacher who took charge of Kendo lessons vAien I was in 

upper secondary school. In the meetmg with hmý I explained the gist of the interviews and the contents 

of my research. He became my first interview partic' erviewmg 'Pant- After Int ii him, he idroduced me to 

four candidates. Requests for these four teachers to participate were all made by telephone by hi'm. He 

broadly introduced me to the candidates, explained the content of my research and requested their 
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participation in an interview Then, a convenient date, time and place for the candidates to be interviewed 

was arranged. Next I called the participants to introduce myself and to confum the time for interviewing 

the day before the interview As a result of this, I interviewed three of the four participants. One teacher 

could not participate owmg to pressure of work, 

The period of the fu-st interviews was in the spring vacation. These interviews were, therefore, all 

conducted in the afternoon. The place for interviews was chosen at my request where there was quiet and 

where there would be no interruption. They were a staff room for Kendo teachers, conference rooms and 

an audio-visual room, The average time of an interview was between one hour and one and half hours. 

Second Sample in the First Interviews 

For the next sampling, I made a contact with Prof X who is a Physical Education professor at a University 

in Fukuoka. He is also one of my research advisors. Because of his position, Prof X knew the purpose 

of the interviews and the contents of the research. Prof X had already found a golden opportunity for 

iriterviews. There were Kendo practical matches for lower and Lipper secondary school Kendo clubs M 

Kurume, city, Fukuoka Prefecture on the 29ýh and 30th of March 2000. Prof X called the organisers and 

broadly explained myself, the purpose of interview and the contents of my research. He obtained 

permission for me to appear at the Kendo venue and asked some teachers to participate in the interviews. 

A few days later, I called the organisers to confirm the perrmssion and also sent a letter that explained who 

am and the purpose of the interview (See Appendix 6). On the clays of the practical matches, one of the 

organisers introduced me and explained the purpose of interviews and the necessary tune for an interview 

to about fifteen Kendo club teachers. He also noted that their participation in the interview was 

voluntaffly, I had received a list of teachers, who were supposed to come and from this I made a fiffther 

list of candidates for interviews who were not only Kendo club teachers but also PE teachers who were mi 

charge of Kendo lessons. Based on this list, I asked them for co-operation and interviewed them in turns 

when they had enough spare time. In these two days, eight interviews were conducted- 

Third Sample in the First Interviews 

As the third interviews, Prof X introduced me to another four candidates. I called them and sent a letter 

to them. A few clays later, I called them again and asked if they could participate in an interview and 
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asked if they had any questions. All of them agreed to paitiCipate and we discussed a convement date, 

tune and place. These interviews were all conducted in the evening after they finished work at school. 

The places for interviews were chosen at my request where it was quiet and where we would be 

uriintmVted. These were a staff room for Kendo teacher and PE teachers' room. The average time of 

interviewing was about one hour. I interviewed seventeen paiticipants In total. The following is a 

description of the characteristics of the participants. 
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Table 3-5 The Characteristics of the Samples in the First Interviews 

Type of 
Teaching 

i 
Nurnber Interview 

Code Sex degree expe enc n Grade Type of school of Date 
e (Year) Dan students 

TI 
Bachelor 

f 8 7 th Maintained Academic M o 3 Upper Secondary School I >000 11/03/00 
Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic T2 F of 4 5 Upper Secondary School 17000 15/03/00 
Education 

T3 M 
Bachelor 

f th Maintained Acadernic 
o 8 5 Upper Secondary School 151200 16/03/00 

Education 

T4 M 
Bachelor 

f Maintained Academic 
o 

. 
3 Upper Secondary School 1,200 17/03/00 

Education 

T5 M 
Bachelor 

f th Maintained Academic 
o 5 5 Upper Secondary School 1,200 18/03/00 

Education 

T6 M 
Bachelor 

of 20 7 th Maintained Academic 300 1 29/03/00 
. Education Upper Secondary School , 

T7 M 
Bachelor 

f th Maintained Academic 
o 4 5 Upper Secondary School 360 29/03/00 

Education 

T8 M 
Bachelor 

of 3 4 th Maintained Academic 450 29/03/00 
Education Upper Secondary School 

T 
Bachelor 

f di Technical Upper 9 M o 7 5 Secondary School 600 29/03/00 
Education 

TIO M Master of 7 6 th Technical Upper 600 30/03/00 Pedagogy Secondary School 

Bachelor 
th Maintained Academic TIl M of 4 4 Upper Secondary School 1,280 30/03/00 

Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Acadernic T12 M of 29 7 Upper Secondary School 1,200 30/03/00 
Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic / T13 M of 18 6 Upper Secondary School 1,200 00 30/03 
Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic 
T14 M of 10 6 Upper Secondary School 1,200 01/04/00 

Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic 
T15 M of 18 7 Upper Secondary School 1,350 02/04/00 

Education 

T16 M Master of 4 5 th Maintained Academic 200 1 05/04/00 Pedagogy Upper Secondary School ý 

Bachelor 
th Private Academic Upper 

T17 M of 27 6 Secondary School 2,200 07/04/00 
Education 
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The second interviews were conducted to investigate upper secondary school Kendo teachers' negative 

thouglits about teaching tachcs deeper thm the fust mterviews. Interviews with fifty three upper 

secondary school teachers were conducted between 25ý' of March 2001 and 25 th of March 2002 while I 

was doing an action research project at the 0 School in Fukuoka The participants in the second 

interviews were mainly selected in Kyushu. Kyushu is one of the main islands In Japan and consists of 

eight prefecture, including Fukuoka (see Appendix 4 and 5 for location of Kyushu). Kyushu is qwte 

often described as Kendo Okoku (Kingdom of Kendo) and is a popular island for Kendo. Kyushu is also 

the island where the most Kyu-dan Kewb-ka, (ninth Dan grade, the highest grade of Kendo practitioners) 

have been bom. The following are descriptions of sampling. 

First Sample in the Second Interviews 

In the first interviews, fifteen teachers out of seventeen made the same comment that they denied teaching 

of tactics. These fifteen teachers were contacted to participate in a second interview In order to 

investigate their reasons more deeply than before. All of them agreed willingly to participate in the 

second interviews. The following table shows the characteristics of the first samples In the second 

mterviews. 
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Table 3-6 The Characteristics of the First Sample in the Second Interviews 

Type of 
Teaching Grade Number Interview 

Code Sex degree experienc (Dan) Type of school of Date 
e (Year) students 

T17 
Bachelor 

th Private Academic Upper M of 28 6 Secondary School 2,200 25/03/01 
Education 

TI M 
Bachelor 

of 39 th 7 Maintained Academic 1 000 03/04/01 
. Education Upper Secondary School , 

Bachelor 
-th Maintained Academic T3 M of 9 5 Upper Secondary School 1,200 03/04/01 

Education 
Bachelor Maintained Academic T4 M of 4 Upper Secondary School 1,200 03/04/01 
Education 

T5 M 
Bachelor 

of 6 th 5 Maintained Academic 1 200 04/04/01 
Education Upper Secondary School , 

T6 M 
Bachelor 

f th Maintained Academic 
o 

. 
21 7 Upper Secondary School 1,300 15/04/01 

Education 
I 

7 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic T M of 5 5 Upper Secondary School 360 19/04/01 
Education 
Bachelor 

f th Maintained Academic / / T8 M o 4 4 Upper Secondary School 450 19 04 01 
Education- 

TIO M Master of 8 6th Technical Upper 600 19/04/01 Pedagogy Secondary School 

Bachelor Maintained Academic 0 / /0 T11 M of 5 Upper Secondary School 1,28 22 04 1 
Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic 0 / 4/ T12 M of 30 7 Upper Secondary School 1,2 0 0 01 22 
Education 

T13 M 
Bachelor 

of 19 th 6 Maintained Academic 1 200 29/04/01 
. Upper Secondary School , Education 

Bachelor 
th Maintained Academic 

T14 M Of 11 6 Upper Secondary School 1,200 29/04/01 
Education 
Bachelor 

th Maintained Academic 350 9/04/ T15 M of. 19 7 Upper Secondary School 1, 01 2 
Education 

T16 M Master of 5 5th Maintained Academic 1 200 30/04/01 Pedagogy Upper Secondary School , 
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Second Sample in the Second Interviews 

was given an opportunity to present my research at a Kendo semmar organised by Prof X for jumor and 

upper secondary school teachers on the 19'h of May 2001. After the presentation, Prof X introduced me 

to six teachers. They were all happy to participate in an interview. I was also given an opportunity to 

interview eleven teachers by Prof X on the 3M and 4 th of November 2001 at the 7h Morita Cup JUMor and 

Upper Secondary School Kendo Championship organised by a university in Fukuoka where Prof X works. 

The followm*g table shows the characteristics of the second samples in the second interviews. 

Table 3-7 The Characteristics of the Second Sample in the Second Interviews 

Type of 
Teaching Grade Code Sex degree experience (Dan) Type of school Interview Date 

(Year) 

T18 M Bachelor of 11 6 Maintained Academic 
Education Upper Secondary School 19/05/01 

Bachelor of Maintained Academic T19 M Education 9 6 Upper Secondary School 19/05/01 

T20 M Bachelor of 9 5 Maintained Academic 
Education Upper Secondary School 19/05/01 

- Bachelor of Maintained Academic T21 M Education 3 4 Upper Secondary School 19/05/01 
- Bachelor of Maintained Academic T22 M Education 1 4 Upper Secondary School 19/05/01 
- Bachelor of Maintained Academic T23 M Education 11 5 Upper Secondary School 19/05/01 
- Bachelor of Maintained Academic T24 M Education 15 6 Upper Secondary School 03/11/01 

Bachelor of 3 Maintained Academic T25 M Education 7 Upper Secondary School 03/11/01 
- Bachelor of Maintained Academic 

T26 M Education 7 3 Upper Secondary School 03/11/01 
- Bachelor of 3 Maintained Academic 

T27 M Education 7 Up-per Secondary School 03/11/01 
- Master of Maintained Academic 

T28 M Education 1 4 Upper Secondary School 03/11/01 
- Bachelor of Maintained Academic 

T29 F Education 7 5 Upper Secondary School 04/11/01 
- Bachelor of Maintained Academic 

T30 F Education 4 4 Upper Secondary School 04/11 /01 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 

T31 M Education 8 4 
er Secondary School 04/11/01 

Bachelor of Maintained Academic 
T32 M Education 8 5 Upper Secondary School 04/11/01 

- Bachelor of Maintained Academic 
T33 M Education 18 6 Upper Secondary School 04/11/01 

- Bachelor of 28 7 Maintained Academic 
T34 M Education Ur Secondary School 04/11/01 
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Third Sample in the Second Interviews 

The 0 School where I worked as a part-time PE and health educatim teacher between I" of April 2001 

and 31" of March 2002 and did an action research project (the details will be introduced m chapter 7) 

regard sports clubs as of importance, The Kerido club is one of the special reinforcement clubs and the 

name of the 0 School Kendo club is known throughout Japan. To keel) up the reputation of the 0 School 

Kendo club, the club pupils do fwd training in the morning and evening every day. They spend time in 

holidays and at weekends taking part In matches with other strong schools. We visited Wakayama In 

Kansw from 2nd May to 5th May M 200 1, Kochi M Shikoku from 20 December to 27h December m 2001, 

Miyazaki in Kyushu from P January to e January in 2002, Saga in Kyushu from 9 d' February from I Oý 

February In 2002 and Kagoshima m Kyushu from 8h March to I& March m 2002 (see Appendix 4 for 

location of Kochi and Wakayama, and Appendix 5 for location of Miyazaki, Saga and Kagoshima). The 

Kendo club also bad a trairung camp with two other schools which took place at the 0 School from 21 ý' 

March to 25ý'Marchi 2002. At each place, I asked Teacher K to introduce me to other schools'teachers 

and to make an arrangement to interview them. it i'Ls entirely ffianks to him that I could interview twenty 

one teachers from Kyushu who are very famous for their teaching of Kendo and have brilliant careers. 
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Table 3-8 The Characteristics of the Third Sample in the Second Interviews 

Type of 
Teaching G irade Interview Date 

Code Sex degree experience (Dan) Type of school 
(Year) 

Bachelor of Maintained Academic 03/05/01 T35 M Education 31 7 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 03/05/01 T36 M Education 16 7 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 03/05/01 T37 M Education 20 7 School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 03/05/01 T38 M Education 16 7 ýciiooi 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 03/05/01 T39 M Education 19 7 School 
Bachelor of Maintained Acadermc 26/12/01 T40 M Education 33 7 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 26/12/01 T41 M Education 11 5 School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 26/12/01 T42 M Education 2 4 School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 04/01/02 T43 M Education 10 5 School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 04/01/02 T44 M Education 16 7 Upper Secondary School 
Master of Maintained Academic 04/01/02 T45 M Education 5 5 Upper Secondaiy School 

Bachelor of Maintained Academic 09/02/02 
T46 M Education 11 6 Upper Secondary School 

Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 10/02/02 T47 M Education 11 6 School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 10/02/02 

T48 M Education 4 4 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 09/03/02 

T49 M Education 24 6 School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 09/03/02 

T50 M Education 1 4 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 09/03/02 

T51 F Education 2 4 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 09/03/02 

T52 M Education 15 6 School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 10/03/02 

T53 M Education 7 5 Upper Secondary School 
Bachelor of Private Upper Secondly 25/03/02 

T54 M Education 16 6 School 
Bachelor of Maintained Academic 25/03/02 

T55 M Education 29 6 
er Secondary School 
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Conducting the Interviews in the First and Second Interviews 

In each interview, I introduced myself to the participant and broadly explained the pwpose of the 

mterviews. The purpose of the mterview had already been described to the participants through the 

informers; my upper secondary school Kendo teacher, Prof X, the organisers of the practical matches and 

Teacher K. Although the letter was sent to some participants, I repeated it in order to re-assure them. 

Then, I explained that there were no right or wrong answers and that they could speak their mind. Some 

ethical points were also confirtned. They were told that all conversations would be recorded during an 

interview, participants could decline to answer if they wanted, how the data collected would be treated; and 

how the participants' anonyinity would be protected when the results of the research were presented. 

Then, information about age, academic record, numbers of years of working experience and so on were 

requested in a standardised. format. There were some participants who started talking about their stones 

at this stage. In that case, I let them talk freely and attempted to get such information in conversations. 

The mam questions for both mterviews had been decided. However, these were merely prepared for 

reference. In actual interviews, emphasis was placed on free conversation more than the questions. The 

order of questions and wordings were changed according to participants and the actual situation, 

Moreover, careful wording was considered so that questions would not prescribe and lead participants' 

answers (see Appendix 7 for the list of questions used in the first interviews). In the second interviews, 

only two questions were asked of each participant. Several questions, with identical themes but different 

phraseology, were posed in order to explore different meanings and to allow the expression of different 

opmions. 

Conducting the Interviews in the Action Research 

Interviews with Teacher K were regularly conducted in the Kendo teachers' roorn. These were conducted 

at lunch time and after school. The interviews with him were basically aimed to investigate how he was 

dealing with the development of his teachmg; applying strategies and tactics. In actual interviews, 

however, the emphasis was placed on free conversation more than the questions. 
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Interview Memo 

During the interviews, notes of interviewees' verbal and non-verbal reactions were taken. Such 

information was considered useful when the data were interpreted. It was also considered that taking 

notes would not hurt the participants' feelings. The most important things in the interviews were to listen 

to them, to draw their stones and to make a rapport (Vaughn, Schumm and Sinagub, 1996). 

Interview Recording 

A portable mini disk player was used for recordmig all the interviews. 

3-4-2 Participant Observation 

I had an offer a position of a part-tune PE and health education teacher at the 0 School and worked there 

for a year between April 2001 and March 2002.1 was given a desk m the teachers' office and shared the 

Kendo teachers'room. with Teacher K. Because of my position, I was fiffly accepted as a member of the 

0 School by teachers, pupils and other staff. I could observe how he was dealing with his teaching while 

observing his teaching, suppor6ng him and engaging in work at the 0 School without having any problems 

or being looked upon strangely by pupils. 

In lessons, to grasp pupils' reaction and understanding, I tried to observe as many lessons as I could when I 

did not have other lessons of PE and health education at the same time. When I observed lessons, I made 

memos about pupils' activities, attitudes, teaching points, improvable points and so on. 

3-4-3 Documents 

Documents on teaching and learning were collected to reflect and evaluate how the action research was 

CY0 ,, ing and make the next plans. The following documents were used in the action research. 
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Pupils'Learning Diaries 

In the action research process, pupils were provided leaming diaries and asked to write down their 

impressions of lessons, what they can improve in and how they would attempt to do In the next lesson. 

Their diaries were an important tool to grasp their understanding and problems. 

Classroom Dairies 

In the 0 School, two pupils in each class had to keep their classroom diary everyday. They were assigried. 

to comment upon their impressions of each lesson ma few sentences. Classroom dianes were submitted 

to each classroom teacher after school. After classroom teachers checked and made comments, these 

were left in front of the Head master's desk and everyone could read them. Teacher K and I checked all 

diaries everyday and regLilarly discussed pupils'opinions of lessons with other prOject members. 

Teaching Diary 

I kept making a teaching diaty through the whole action research. This diary was used to reflect the 

action research process and develop the ideas of the action research with data from other methods. 

3-4-4 Video Recording 

In the action research process, some lessons were recorded by a video camera to observe pupits'movement 

again and again and grasp information about thew development of skills and mderstanding of traditional 

etiquettes and behaviour 

3-4-5 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires were conducted at the end of term three (8th January - 8hMarch m 2002) to investigate 

their unpressions of a Budo championship that was organised at the end of lessons and the whole Kendo 

lessons. Pupils were not asked to wTite down their names and encouraged to write down their honest 

opinions. 
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3-4-6 Skill Test 

A skill test was conducted during term two (I ý' September - 22nd December m 2001) to grasp pupils' 

development of their skills m the action research process. The contents of the skill test were divided into 

two: individual skills and interactive skills. Pupils were asked to show some basic movements in the 

individual skill test. More concretely pupils were asked to show sirnPle straight cuttIng towards open 

targets that an experienced pupil showed. In the mteractive skills test, pupils were asked to show their 

favourite techniques which they had been encouraged to develop independently and co-operatiVely. 

3-4-7 Written Test 

A written test was conducted to grasp pupils' understanding of Kendo as Budo and to make their 

understanding deeper through having a test. The test was developed by the project team with the 

consideration of the learning contents that pupils had. The contents of the test consist of three domains 

that were 1) competitive domain (mainly tactics), 2) cultural / behavioural domain and 3) attiftx1inal 

domam. 

3-5 Data Analysis 

Here, descriptions of the data analysis are divided into data analysis of the first and second interviews, and 

data analysis of the action research. 

3-5-1 Analysis of the Data from the First and Second Interviews 

Transcription 

All the data collected from the interviews were ftmscribed by the author When this work was being 

done, teachers' non-verbal reactions and tones of voice and the actual situation were also added on the 

transcriptions. With a letter of thanks these tanscnPhOns were sent to each interview participant in order 

to confirm whether they would agree with comments they said. 
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Open coding 

Prof X and one of his students who belongs to the postgraduate coursejomed in this open coding process. 

For analysis of interview data, compiAer bas become to be used not only for organismg data by 'cut and 

paste', but also for coding by the use of Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (Oka and 

Shaw, 2000)(see Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 316; Vaughn, Schwnni, and Signagub, 1996; for the use 

and application of computer programmes for analysis of qualitative data). In this thesis, despite 

advantages, computers were not used for the analysis. It was all done by hand except making 

transcnptions. This was to allow human judgements to be made rather than relying upon computer-made 

decisions. This is clearly a subjective response to be material. To try to ensure ffiat bias did not take 

place, each transcription was read and coded individually by the three of us. This allows a level of 

objectivity by ensuring that there was reasonable agreement in mterpretation- 

Each of us decided one colour for each code and underlined transcription related to each code. In the case 

that there were the same transcriptions related to two different temporary codes, two different colours were 

underlined the same transcription. After this work, each of us read the transcriptions again and changed 

, -q-n-d- modified the names of temporary codes and underlines related to the transcriptions. Then each of us 

cut a copy of transcriptions related to each temporary code by a pair of scissors and put it in an envelope 

that each name of temporary code was w-fitten. In this process, sometimes the same transcription needed 

to go in phiral envelopes. Many copies of the whole transcriptions were, therefore, prepared and me 

complete copy of the transcriptions was always kept by each of us. After this, we compared each other's 

temporary codes and copies of transcriptions related to temporary codes, and discussed each other's points. 

After the discussion, final names of codes and the transcnptions related the codes were decided and seven 

codes from the first interviews and four codes from the second interviews came up. 

Analysis and interpretation 

In this step, the interViewees' comments in the transcriptions were condensed and modified. -Men 

interpretations of the interviewees' meanmgs in each code and the whole relationship between the codes 

were attempted by three of us. 
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Generalisation and Theorisation 

Interpretations of the interviewees' comments in each code and the whole codes were compared with 

various researches and books related to Kendo vothin the PE curriculum and Kendo as Budo and 

generalised. Moreover, gaps between the curriculwn intentions and the interviewees, and the relationship 

between their negative thoughts of the teaching of tactics, and their ideologies of Kendo as Budo were 

examined. The details are presented in Chapter Four and Five. 

3-5-2 Analysis of Data from the Action Research 

Data fi7om action research are analysed to understand what is going on from the view point of those acting 

and interacting in the situation (ERiot, 1978). That IS, M the action research in this thesis, what is going 

on from the viewpoints of pupils and Teacher K at the 0 School was analysed through the process of 

action research. Action research is conducted in a spiral cycle of planning, acting, monitoring and 

reflecting. This means that data analysis is constantly conducted through the process of action research. 

Bums (1999, p. 154) argues, 

It is certainly not the case that analysis begins only when all the data are collected.... An essential 
feature of action research is the 'reflectivity' which results from cycling backwards and forwards 

from data collection to analysis to further data collection and so on as the need arises. 

Analysis of each data was, therefore, done when necessary according to its action research process. For 

example, pupils' comments on lessons were analysed as soon as each lesson finished. Pupils' diaries and 

classroom dianes were wialysed at the end of each day. These dairy malyses were done by Teacher K 

and myself to make use of the results for next lesson. In addition, the action research project team 

regularly had a meeting to discuss data collected and the results led from analysis of the data and reflect the 

action research process, and discussed plans for future's actions. 

Explaining how data from each method were analysed, the data from mterviews with Teacher K were 

transcribed by myself and the all action research project members read the transcriptions. Then we 

analysed the transcriptions M terms of how he was dealing with his teaching of Kendo m the action 
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research process. 

Data obtained from pupils' comments, observation memos, pupils' learnmg diaries, classroom dianes, arid 

teaching diary were organised individually by Teacher K and myself. Both of us attempted to mterpret 

these data and compared each other's interpretations Then we modified and evaluated them and made 

use of them for next action. 

Pupils' peiformarices recorded by video camera during some lessons and the Budo championship were 

analysed m terms of their development of skills and understanding of etiquettes and behaviour based on 

attitudes to Kendo as Budo. As for their development of skills, their perfonnances of ftee fencing and 

fights in Budo championship were analysed In comparison with the conditions of Ippon (valid strike). As 

for their undeTstanding, of etiquettes and behaviour, the action research project team watched the video 

again and agairi, focusing on how pupils were behaving before and after their free fencing and fights. 

From data fi7om the questionnaires conducted at the end of the academic year, pupils' unpressions of the 

Budo championship and the whole Kendo lessons In Year 10 were categonsed. into some codes and 

percentage of each code in each question was presented. 

Data from the skill test were analysed in terms of three points of view: Ki-ai (projection of fightIng spirit 

into voice or shout), accuracy of Shinai (a barnboo sword) control and posture. As for the individual skill 

test, pupils'perfonnmces were evaluated from the viewpoint ofA (excellent), B (standard) and C (poor) by 

Teacher K and myself. These three elements of Ki-ai, accuracy of Shinai (a bamboo sword) control and 

posture are related to the conditions of Ippon in Kendo. In this test to get A or B in all elements meant 

completIng tfie conditions of Ippon. As for the interactive skill test pupils' performances were evaluated 

in terms of Ki-ai, accuracy of Shinai control, body movement body posture and timing. These are also 

related to the conditions of Ippon. A was given if all of these were smootbly completed. B was given if 

these were just completed. C was given if these were not completed. 
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The written understanding test that consisted of competitive domains, cultural / behavioural domains and 

attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo were strictly marked in terms of correct or incorrect by Teacher K 

and myself. The percentage of correct answers in each question was presented. 

So far the methods of data collection and data analysis have been introduced. All data and the resLdts of 

the data were not only analysed individuaRy but also compared with each other to grasp what was going on 

from pupils'and Teacher K's point of Views in the process of the action research. 

The next paragraph discusses the reliability and validity of the interpretations of the data from interviews 

and action research. 

3-6 Reliability and Validity 

The term reliability is often confiised with validity 

Hammersley (1990,1992) as follows: 

[Reliability] 

The difference between ffiese is explained by 

refers to the degree of consistency vAth wbich mstances are assigied to the same category by 

different observers or by the same observer on different occasions (Hammersley, 1992, p. 67). 

[Validity] 

means truth: interpreted as the extent to which an account accurately represents the social 

phenomena to which it refers (Hammersley, 1990, p. 57). 

The views of reliability and validity for qualitative research are very different from those of quantitative 

research. The reliability in quantitative research depends upon the accuracy and sensitivity of the 

measurements taken. This will result in the same research outcome if the same measurement is repeated 

(Bryne, 2002). On the other hand, qualitative research uses the terms, 'auditability' and 'dependability, ' 

instead of reliability, Mi terms of the applicabilitY of findings in some research to other research (Guba and 

Lmcohi, 1989; Bryman, 200 1). 

Val idity in quantitative research is divided into internal validity and external validity. Internalval' ty, I idi is 

concerned with the degree of consistency with respect to hypothesis stated, measurement taken and the 
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methods of analysis. External validity is concerned with the degree of inter-relationship between the 

work in hand and other work published in the field (Denzm and Lmcoh 1998). 

Validity In qualitative research is replaced by different ternis such as applicability, cmdibility, 

trustwotihiness and authenticity (Guba and LmCoh 1989, Nfiles and Huberman, 1994 and Guba and 

Lincoh 1998). Bryman (2001) also explams that intemal validity is replaced by the term, credibility, 

whilst extemal validity is replaced by the tenn transferability. Validity m qualitative research concems 

ratlier personal and interpersonal perspectives dim methodological ones. Credibility, trmtworffiiness, and 

authenticity are based on the idea of consensus. 

To sum up, while quantitative research tends to depend on its reliability and validity and end up with only 

one defuute result, qualitative research can result Ma variety of mtelpretations, ensuring all the altemative 

elements related to reliability and validity discussed above. Harris (1983, p. 90) argues, "The problem of 

multiPle mterpretations may anse, at the tune a researcher stu&es a culture or, it may anse, when the 

mterpretations of two or more researchers who have studied the same culture, are compared. " Gmyling 

(1982, p. 137) admits, "Diverse ijrýpretations from a research and comments that it is logically possible to 

be any number of internally coherent systems or beliefs, and since there is no criterion for choosing among 

them, it cannot be known which is the right one". As Sparkes (1992a, p. 36) points out however, that 

does not mean that 'anydiing goes' or that we accept all interpretations. Soltis (1984) also points out that 

to openly accept the views and interpretations of others do not always mean to be without one's own 

opinions and perceptions. In qualitative research, the researchers' onginal hypothesis and views on the 

matter to be studied do not always allow them to judge the material subjectively They have to have m 

mind 1) coherence; does the work aU hang together, 2) openne. y. y; how transparent the methods applied to 

ion and evahý'on on the clata and their fmchngs ar* the research are, and 3) discourse how much chscuss' I ise 

for the researchers m the course of the study (Bogumil and hmerfall, 1985 cited in Sarantacos, 1998). It 

was attempted, therefore, to ensure auditability, dependability, applicability, credibility, tiustworthiness, 

authenticity and transferability of the interpretations of the data from the interviews and action research In 

this research by pursuing its logical consisterICY, openness and cliscourse through the research process. 

In addition, in the case of action research, triangulation was also an important technique to ensure findings, 

ThangLilation is regarded as a set of different methods, being valid in some mvestigation when the common 
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result is found amongst the outcomes from each of them (Bums, 1994). Likewise, SilveTman (1993) 

argues tfkq, by comparing different kinds of data and methods, wbich is called tnangulation, the correct 

position of an ob . ect can be given to see whether they are corroborating one another In action research at 9 

the 0 SchooL it was attempted to analysis data from various methods and various poitits of view such as 

pupils, Teacher K and other teachers' and to present less subjective interpretafion and to ensure 

applicability, auditability, confirmability, credibility, trustworthiness and authenticity of the interpreuion of 

the data from the action research by describing whether various kinds of data collected in various methods 

met the same result. 

3-7 Ethics 

The research process, especially In qualitative research, often involves investigating sensitive topics 

(Renzetti and Lee, 1993). It is sometime important for researchers to delve into sensitive topics which 

subjects have and to extract deep and useful infonnation from them. It will be difficult to do this, 

however, if subjects are not sure that infon-nation subjects provide will be used correctly and their privacies, 

will be protected. Even if deep infort-nation is extracted, it may hurt subjects unless what may happen as 

the result of publishing data is fully considered (Sebata, 2001). it is important, therefore, to follow some 

principles of research ethics in order to extract deep and useful information and protect subjects' privacies. 

Bodgan and Biklen (1992) suggest four ethical principles in research as follows: 

I) To protect the subjects' identities so that the information you coHect does not embarrass or in other 

ways harm them; 

2) To treat subjects with respect and seek their co-operation in the research; 

3) To make an agreement on the participation conditions in the research between the researchers and 

subjects and obtain the permission for the research by the subjects, by followMig the contract that is 

made m negotiation process; 

4) To tell the truth when you wnte up and report your findings. 

(Bodgan and Biklen, 1992, p. 50). 
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In the first and second interviews in this thesis, by word of mouth at the beginning of each interview or by 

letter a few days before each interview, each participant was informed of the identification of myself, the 

purpose for the interview and that data collected would be used only for my research and their names and 

name of school where they work would not be published. Moreover, permission of recording 

conversation was asked before each interview After each interview, a letter of thanks and copies of 

trmscriptions of each intemew were sent to each paitclpant. Transcnptiom were confirmed by the 

participants and the participants were informed that results of data analysis would be reported to them 

In the action research, doing an action research at the 0 School was discussed during a job interview and 

the headmaster and the head of the PE department agreed and encouraged me to do it. I promised to the 

headmaster that the results of the action research should be reported without identifymg individuals 

thereby 

3-8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the methodological strategy of the thesis has been presented. Tbrough these discussions, I 

have attempted to justify the employment of semi-structured interviews to explore upper secondary school 

Kendo teachers' views and a practical action research to explore interviewee Teacher K's concerns 

regarding his teaching of Kendo and develop a new teaching approach that makes use of strategies and 

tactics. The results of the interview data are introduced in Chapter Four and Five. The results of the 

action research are introduced in Chapter Seven. 

In the next chapter, the first interviews, the data from with seventeen upper secondary school Kendo 

teachers In Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan are introduced. These include explorations of their recogaitions of 

Kendo within the PE curriculum and teaching strategies and tactics. 
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Chapter Four 

THE EXPLORATION OF UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL IKENDO TEACHERS' VIEWS OF 

IKENDO WfI`HIN THE PIEWASICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM AND TEACHING 

STRATEGEES AND TACTICS 

4-1 Introduction 

The previous chapter discussed the research approach employed m this thesis. I set out a qualitative 

methodology in an mterpretive paradigm, which would be the framework for explonng upper secondary 

school Kendo teachers'views. More concretely, the use of senii-structured interviews to explore teachers' 

acceptance of the changes of Kendo within the PE curriculum since the revision of the Course of Study In 

1989, and their views of teaching of Kendo and teaching of strategies and tactics in Kendo within the PE 

cumculurn. 

In this chapter, the results of interviews with seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers In Fukuoka 

Prefecture, Japan, conducted between II th March and 7th April in 2000, are mtroduced. These seventeen 

teachers are all upper secondary school PE teachers who are in charge of Kendo lessons. Sbcteen out of 

seventeen teachers are male teachers and only one teacher IS female teacher The sampling approach to 

seventeen upper secondary school teachers, the characteristics of these teachers and the process of analysis 

of intei-view data were described in Chapter 'nuee (also see Appendix 7 for the list of questions m the 

interviews). The following are the results of analysis of the interview data. The teachers' comments 

quoted were translated into English by the author. 
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4-2 The Results of Analysis of the Interview Data 

The followmg seven categones emerged as a restAt of analysing the interview data. 

1. Teachers'recognitions of re-nammg from Kalaigi to Budo 

2. What they want to teach through Kendo within the PE cUMculwn 

3. How to engage pupils in lifelong pafticipation m Kendo 

4. How they organise their Kendo lessons 

5. The background of their teaching style 

6. Their problems M teaching Kendo 

7. How to deal with Senryaku (strategies), Sakusen (macro tactics) and Senjyutsu (micro tactics) 

Each category was also subdivided into sub-categories. Sub- categories are included in each category, btA 

have slightly different meanings and are sometunes opposed to each other In the fbHowM'9 residts, the 

teachers' comments in each sub-category are analysed first, referring to the literature on teaching of Kendo. 

Then the relationship between sub-codes In each code was analysed. After analysmg all the categories, 

die process by which the teachers have built up their views of teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum 

is presented in a diagram. Moreover, some points that cotild not be gained in the first interviews are also 

explamed. 

4-2-1 Teachers' Recognitions of Re-naming from Kakugi to Budo 

Questioning started by asking teachers how they recognised re-naming fi7om Kakug7 to Budo In the 

revision of the Course of Study in 1989. Two sub-categories 'Kendo is back to what it IS supposed to be, 

and 'Nothing changed' were categonsed. Ten opinions were subdivided into the first sub-category and 

seven into the other sub-category. These are displayed as follows. 

Kendo is back to what it is supposed to be Nothing Changed 
10 7 
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Some of the teachers' comments in the first sub-category: Kendo is back what it is supposed to be, are as 

fouows: 

[interviewer: 'What was your reaction to the re-naming from Kakugi to Budo? "] My teacher always 
told me that Budo and sports were different. In Kakugý cultural / behavioural domains of Kendo as 
the traditional Budo were not contained. Now it is Budo. So we can allocate as much time for 

teaching of Rei-ho (way of bowmg) and the meaning of Mokuso (meditation) as we want before 

teaching skills. (T7) 

This teacher positively accepted the curriculum revision and the change from KakuO to Budo within the 

PE cumculwn. It seems that the way he accepted the cumculum revision was that Kendo recognised as a 

sport was replaced by Kendo as traditional Budo. Other teacher made a similar comment. 

I think that it should have been changed earlier. Kakugi and Budo? I always separate Budo from 

sports. They are different. As you know, Budo has been developed from mere killing skills to the 

way of character building by many precursors so far. Now Budo is a necessary thing for Japanese 

people. Sports are also important. I know that, but Budo .... you know.... for Japanese. (T 13) 

Since the cwncWum revision in 1989, Kendo within the PE curriculum has been expected to provide 

pupils with an opporturnty to leam traditional etiquettes and behaviour based on the attitudes to Kendo m 

Budo through its leammg. hi adchtion to this, Kendo wiffiin the PE cturicWum has also been expeded to 

encourage pupils to develop their skills as one-on-one combat activity and to enjoy attacking and 

defending (M. E. S. C., 1989). These teachers seem to recognise, however, that the traditional etiquettes, 

and behaviour are much more important than learning skills. The next two teachers also positively 

accepted the re-mmmg from Kakugi to Budo and recognise that Kendo as a sport was replaced by Kendo 

as Budo, but what they warit is more than that. 

Kakugi is a spoi t-like martial art, but Budo, IS what we have been doing. By this curriculum 

revision, I think that it became what we wanted. I think that we should do teaching which places an 

emphasis on Rei-ho and Sa-ho (proper forms of etiquettes). Basically Budo, and other activities in PE 

are different. (T9) 

I think that this change is a good change because it is what it should be. My truly honest opinion is 

that I think that Budo should be treated as one independent course of pupils' cUMculuni, not as one 

of activities in PE. (T 15) 
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The current PE curriculum In Japan consists of seven activities; gymnastics; apparatus gymnastics; 

athletics, swimming; team sports; Budo; and dance. As these teachers' comments show, however, they 

seem to distinguish Budo from other PE activities. They think that: Budo should not be subdivided into 

PE but at least have the same status as PE. They were asked to explam more about this. 

[Interviewer: "Could you explaM more? "] I think that our traditional teaching styles like we have 
been doing should be kept as the Japanese taditional culture. A master and an apprentice, such 
relationship should be kept In Budo. So that's why I think that Budo should be treated as one course 
of the cLuriculum, not one of PE activities. Then we can teach real Kerido as ongunal Budo. (T9) 

[Interviewer: "Could you explain why you fink of that? "] In the current curriculuni, Budo is placed 
in the PE curriculuin, but actually it should not be. Budo is not just only Budo In PE. More flim that. 
[Interviewer: "What do you mean? "] WelL. -I mean, Budo should become one course of the 

curriculum like physics, history. I think that Budo is as important as those. 
[Interviewer: 'Why do you think of that? "] Because Budo is about human education. Buck-ka 
(Budo practitioners) leani important thing for their lives though Budo. More tune needs to be spent 
for such education. (T 15) 

T9 explained his reason referring to the relationship between a master and apprentice existing in traditional 

Budo. The ftindamental style of traditional Budo is based on the strong relationship between a master 

and an apprentice. An apprentice copies a master and follows what the master does (Inoue, 1994). Such 

a way of teaching is not encouraged m Budo within the PE curriculum, rather teachers are supposed to 

encourage pupils' independent learrmg ma child-centred approach. Teacher 15 explained his reason M 

terms of human education. It is clear that these teachers recogmse that Budo, within the PE cumculum 

and the traditional Budo are the same. 

According to The Handbook of Teaching Kendo (Kendo Shido no Tebiki) published by the M. E. S. C. in 

1993, it clearly explains that Kendo within the PE cUMCulum IS regarded as a sport and teaching that 

encourages pupils' independent learning should be encouraged. It IS hard to believe that these teachers, 

who are upper secondary school PE teachers, do not recogmse the cumculwn intention of Kendo within 

the PE curriciflum. It seems that the teachers were aware of the formal cumcidum alms but they view 

Kendo widiin the PE cumcWtun as they want to recognise it. It is also thougbt dierefore, that they hope 

that Budo is placed as an independent subject such as history and mathematics so that they can teach what 
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they really want to teach. 

As for the other sub-category 'Nothing changed', three out of seven teachers became teachers after the 

curricul-Lun revision. Their opinions are, therefore, not subjected to analysis. The other four teachers 

commented that they had been teaching Kendo within the PE cumculw-n with the idea of the traditional 

Budo from the time of Kakugi. One teacher comments,, 

Oh, I just recognised that it just only changed the naine. Only the name. Kendo IS Budo, you know. 
It is for the way of character building. (T 12) 

This teacher also made his comment from the viewpoint of Kendo as Budo that Kendo alms to build 

character For this teacher, Kendo is only recognised as Kerido as Budo. The following two teachers 

make similar comments. 

Well,.... my teaching itself didn't change at all. By that revision, other subjects' teachers might have 

changed their recognition, but I have been doing Kendo since childhood, so I know Kendo IS one of 
Budo. Change from Kakugl to Budo means nothing to me. (T6) 

Kakugi? Budo? Nothing to do with me (sneering). Kendo IS Budo. It never changes. It shoWd not 
be changed. I have always been teaching Kendo as Budo. (T I) 

These teachers have already been recognismg, that Kendo within the PE curriculum and Kendo as Budo 

are the same sMCe the time of Kakio. The re-nammg from Kakugj to Budo and the cu-rricWum mtention 

by the M. E. S. C., meant nothing to them. Especially TI's attitude during making his comment shows his 

strong belief that Kendo is one of Budo and that is the only way Kendo is recognised. 

To stun up, although the teachers' recognitions of the re-nammg from Kakugi to Budo were divided mto 

two sub-categones; 'Kendo is back to what it is supposed to be' and 'Nothing changed', there is common 

recognition by these teachers uTespective of their grade, age and experience, that Kendo is one of Budo. 

These teachers also recognise that the purpose Of KendO Is for acquiring etiquettes and behaviour, and a 

way of character building. The content of Kendo In Budo within the PE curriculum, however, also 

Includes the competitive domaMiS arid affective domamis. Here there is a gap between the curriculum 

intention and teachers. The next question is what exactly they want to teach their pupil through their 
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Kendo lessons. Their answers are introduced below. 

4-2-2 What Teachers Want to Teach through Kendo within the PE Curriculum 

Tbree sub-categones 'Cultin-al / behavioural domains', 'Spiritual domains' and 'Attitudinal domains' are 

categonsed. Seventeen opinions were included in the sub-category of 'Cult" / behavioural domains', 

ffiirteen opinions were included in the sub-code of 'Spmtual domains' and twelve opinions were included 

in the sub-code of 'Attitudinal domains'. These are displayed as follows. 

Cultural / Behavioural Spiritual domains Attitudinal Domains 
domains 

17 13 12 

All the teachers gave more than one answer and all of their answers were counted here. There was no 

answer related to competitive domains. First of all, some teachers' comments on ctdftral / behavioural 

domains are introduced: 

Acquisition of skiUs is one thing, but more iMPortant things are etiquettes because it is the way of 

character building. (T7) 

This teacher recognises the importance of teaching of skiUs, but his priority of teaching IS etiquette. In 

Kendo as Budo, a saying 'Rei ni Hazimari, Rei ni Owaru (Kendo staits wiffi bowing and ends with 

shows, acqwsition of etiquette is very important. The following teacher makes a similar 

comment. 

As long as they do Kendo, they at least have to acquire proper etiquettes, especially greetings. I want 

them to be a person who can say 'Onegaishimasu (please)"Arigatou gozaimaslýita (dw* you)'with 

clear and big voice. Also a person who can treat Bogu, (Kendo amour) properly. I diink that is it. 
J17) 

in Kendo, these words 'Onegaishimasit' and 'Afigatou gozaimashita' are indispensable. Beforeandafter 

every practice, teacher and pupils, and pupils each other bow with these words, and show their gratitude to 

their teacher and each other Ms teacher also mentioned the importance of how to treat Kerido armour 

In Kendo, as Budo, Kendo practitioners are expected to be people who take good care of their belongings 
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through learning of taking good care of their armour. The followMig teachers place an emphasis on the 

importance of acquiring etiquettes in terms of Kendo as the traditional Japanese cWture as follows. 

Kendo, is our culture. So I think that there is something Japanese people should learn. For 

example, proper behaviour and proper forms of etiquettes. I want pupils to accept such things and 
to leam. (D) 

Budo and sports are different because Kendo is one of traditional Japanese cultures. Kendo is not 

just about winning and losing, you know. Etiquettes come first III any matches. I want them to learn 

such traditional culture. (T9) 

Etiquettes and behaviour practised m Kendo as Budo are applied m daily life as proper polite etiquettes 

and behaviour Acquiring etiquettes, and behaviour are also unportant leammg contents in Kendo within 

the PE curricultun that is regarded as a sport. 

As for some teachers' comments on spmtual domains of Kendo, all teachers In this sub-category take it for 

granted that Kendo trammg is supposed to be hard. Wit they expected pupils to develop through hard 

training is introduced, quoting some teachers' comments as foRows. 

It (Kendo) is not somefing you do for fim. There are a lot of hard things In Kendo training but I 

want them to be a person who can overcome hard things because that idea is one of the Japanese 

people's virtues. (T 11) 

Kendo training is very hard. Very very hard. I want my pupils to develop their spiritual strength 
through hard training. I don't want my pupils to be a person who escapes from hard fings, but I 

want them to be a person who pursues hard things of one's own cholCe. (T7) 

Spiritual ithings. Kendo taining IS hard. It is for Kendo practitioners to develop their spiritual 

strength by overcoming hardness. So I want my pupils to acquire something without 

compromising and to be the first to do what other people don't want to do. (T 17) 

hTespective of their grade, teaching expenence and age, these teachers made the same týW of comment 

that they request hardness In Kendo, lessons and expect pupils to overcome such hardness. As a result, 

they want their pupils to acquire an indomitable spirit. To enhance the indomitable spirit through hard 

training is one of the alms of Kendo as Budo. Donohue (1990, p. 60) points oiA "AH modern Budo are 

initially concerned with Seisin Tanren (spintual forging). Budo at its best is not a game, a sport, or even 

self-defence, but a method for the development of human potential. - It is clear that these teachers also 
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recogruse Kendo within the PE currlcWwn as Kendo as Budo. 

A52 for attitudinal domains, aH the teachers Mi this sub-category made their comments in terms of attitudes 

Kendo practitimers shoWd take as Kendo as Budo. The foHOWing teacher commented in term of the 

relationship between Kendo practitioners. 

I want them to be a person who understands other people's feelings and I want to teach them to be so 
through Kendo. I want my pupils to help each other develop together That's Kendo as Budo as the 

way of character building. (T3) 

As long as pupils do Kendo, they have to learn what the traditional attitudes to Kendo as Budo are. 
For example, two people fight in a match, but they are never meant to be oppositions each other. 
They are meant to tell each other's weakness and progress through fighting In a match. I want my 

pupils to learn such a way of thinking In Kendo as Budo. (T6) 

In Kendo as Budo, practitioners are not supposed to confront each other in practices and matches, but try 

to help and to develop each other (Inoue, 1994). Kendo practitioners are never siMPly opposed to each 

other but partners. Through practice and matches, Kendo practitioners encourage each other to overcome 

hard training and point out each other's weak points by sft*ing them. It is thought that the above 

teacher's comment is influenced by this idea in Kendo as Budo. 

To sw-n up, what these teachers want to teach and achieve through their lessons of Kendo within the PE 

curriculum is not consistent with the aims of Kendo wifin the Course of Study for PE at upper secondary 

schools, but the aims of Kendo as Budo such as acquiring etiquettes, taking good care of one"s belongmgs, 

developmg spmtual strengtI4 and understanding the traditional attitudes as to pailners In Kendo as Budo. 

it IS interesting that aH of the teachers' comments are based on their premise that Kendo IS one of Budo. 

They recogr1ise themselves as Kendo practitioners rather than PE teachers who are in charge of Kendo 

lessons. Although the above teachers commented 'Kendo as Budo' and 'Kendo is one of Budo', no one 

commend 'Kendo within the PE cumculum'. Moreover, despite these teachers teaching m Fukuoka 

Dep 
,,,, fecture where competitive level of Kendo is very high, no teacher put a first priority on competitive 

domains. It is clear that these teachers place an emphasis on 'education through Kendo' rather d= 

'teaching Kendo itself'. Then how do these teachers deal with the aun of laying the foundation of 
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lifelong sports in Kendo within the PE cUMculum? 

4-2-3 How to Engage Pupils in Lifelong Participation in Kendo 

Two sub-categones 'To provide enjoyable Kendo' and 'The idea of lifelong participation in sports are 

incompatible with Kendo' were categonsed. Four opinions were included in the first sub-category, 

thirteen in the second sub-category. These are displayed in as follows. 

To provide enjoyable Kendo 

4 

The idea of lifelong participation in sports 
is incompatible with Kendo 

13 

There were four teachers who commented that Kendo within the PE curric-Ld-um. was expected to develop 

as a choice of lifelong parficipation in physical acfivifies by providing enjoyable Kendo In lessons. The 

majority of ffiirteen teachers'opMlon is that Kendo and the idea of lifelong participation is mcompatible. 

Comments on 'To provide enjoyable Kendo' are introduced as follows. 

I ffiink that this is all about the difference between Budo and sports. The pupils' iniage of Kendo as 
Budo is 'hard' and 'painU'. Therefore, they don't want to do that. However, they come if we 

provide them with an enjoyable circumstance like sports, don't they? So the way pupils lead to 
lifelong participation in Kendo is to get pupils interested. And we have to compromise but 

we probably have to shake ourselves free from the tuditional idea that Kendo IS strict, make it fun. 

(T9) 

In the early stage of interview, this teacher mentioned that Budo wid-lin the PE curriculum shovdd become 

an independent subject and also mentioned that he wanted to teach etiquettes and the unportance of 

appreciation of partners. This teacher also commented, however, that we should provide enjoyable 

lessons m order to achieve the ann of lifelong Kendo. It is obvious, as his comment shows, that there is a 

compromise irt his mind. In the prevIOUS category, it was mterpreted diat many teachers MCluding this 

teacher recognised themselves as a Kendo practitioner rather than a PE teacher who is M charge of Kendo 

lessons. It was not until this time, however, this teacher was asked how he dealt with the aim of lifelong 

participation in physical activities that he showed his face as a PE teacher, 
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Some other teachers also showed their compronuse: 

Ummmmmmm, (putting his head a little to one side) the Course of Study says that we shoWd 
encourage pupils to lay the foundation of lifelong participation in sports. I think, therefore, I should 
not be so strict but make pupils enjoy it, btit 

...... Ummmmmrn (putting his head to the offier side) , 
even if it is not like Kendo as the way of character building, I think I should devise lessons to excite 
pupils and get them interested. 
[Interviewer: "For example? "] For example, to introduce free fencing in the early learruing stage to 

make them experience as much attacking and defending as possible. And to allow them to cheer 
vigorously. Something like that. (T3) 

This teacher's body language showed his dilemma between what he wants to do and what he is expected to 

do. He described an idea of competitive domain of Kendo as a way of getting his pupils interested. His 

idea is also mentioned in '7he Handbook of Teaching Kendo (Kendo Shido no Tebiki)' published by the 

M. E. S. C. In 1993. His reluctant attitude of introducing free fencmg in the early learning stage shows the 

gap between the cumcular intention of the M. E. S. C. and his recognition of Kendo within the PE 

curriculum. The following teacher who has much longer experience than the above two teachers also 

seems to be unhappy to proVide lessons that are anned directly at enjoyable experiences. 

I don't think that kids follow you unless it is enjoyable. They lose interest. You have to devise 

lessons to make them feel enjoyment, So that is why I think maybe I am supposed to teach Kendo in 

a sports way. But it is difficult. Balance between Kendo as Budo and enjoyment (big sigh). (T 17) 

This teacher who commented in the previous code that he warited to develop pupils' cultural / behavioural 

domains and spiritual domains also did not seem to be happy to provide enjoyable lessons In order to keep 

his pupils interested. The above comment shows that he is struggling as to what extent he should provide 

his pupils with Kendo lessons as Budo or as enjoyable lessons. The following female teacher also made 

a compromising comment: 

.... I 
have been doing Kendo for a long long time. So I have a strong feeling about etiquettes and a 

thoughtftd heart. It is a major prenuse. I fl-ýnk that it comes first, but actually I have to try to 

encourage them to feel enjoyment because of the Course of Study. (T2) 

This teacher is the only female teacher in aU the interview participants. Female teachers who are in 

charge of Kendo within the PE curriculum are very few *in Japan. This teacher also mentioned that she 
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would encourage pupils to feel enjoyment against her will because of the curriculum ýitention. 

Summansmg their comments, it is very clear, irrespective of the differences of teaching experiences and 

gender, that there is a comproinise in common belýiind these teachers' comments that they make their 

lessons enjoyable in order to lead pupils to lifelong Kendo. In the question of what they want to teach 

through their Kendo lessons, these teachers conunented that they would like to teach cult" / behavioural 

domains, spiritual domains and attitudinal domains. What they want to teaeh and what they actually 

teach, however, are different. Iheir honest opinion would be that Kendo IS not like that but they have to 

do it against their wills because the Course of Study for PE aims for lifelong participation in sports and 

Kendo is one of the PE activities. These teachers have been struggling with such conflict. As for the 

concrete methods of making pupils feel enjoyment they mentioned devising of competitive domains such 

as the introduction of attacking and defending, and free fencIng and easmg the restnctions on cheering. It 

is clear diat these teachers have a picture in their minds that learnirig of cultural / behavioural. domains, 

spiritual domains and attitudinal domains are hard and competitive domains are enjoyable. 

Comments on 'The idea of lifelong participation in sports is incompatible with Kendo'are: 

.... 'Lifelong participation in sports' sounds different from Budo (traditional Budo). I feel strange. 
Recently as a tendency towards a new Kendo approach, I have often seen something like introducing 

matches M the early stage, making group note to evaluate each other, discussing what is good or bad 

and doing it again. I think that is the recent trend, but I feel it is different. 

Pnterviewer: "How different? "] Well, there has to be a master and apprentice relationship in Budo. 

What the master says is absolute. He or she is like a charisma. However, I think the ciurent PE 

deriits that. If we do ongiýml Budo style, they say that we make pupils who dishke exercise. So diat's 

why, they say modern PE should make pupils interested m physical activities by encouraging their 

independent activities. I think it is different. I don't get convinced. I don't expect them to continue 
Kendo at all. At leastý if they remember what they learned, for example etiquettes and greetings, and 

they practise these in society when they become adults, that's fine, As I have said earlier, Budo 

should become one independent course of the cUMculurn, not one activity in PE. (T 15) 

This teacher is me of the teachers who insisted that Budo should become an independent subject. 

Although T9 commented that he would provide enjoyable lessons to keep his pupils interested, he would 

prefer not to have to do this. This teacher's comment was a complete contrast to T9 and hold on to his 
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belief as a Kendo, practitioner. He denied all recent trends of teaching of Kendo, within the PE cumcuhirn 

and explained his reason in tenns of his belief of Kendo ay Budo. Whether his pupils will continue 

Kerido In the future or not is not important for him. For bini, it is lifelong Kendo if his pupils live with 

what they learned in his Kendo lessons. Similar comment on lifelong Kendo was also made by other 

teacher. 

I think that it's hard to make these two compatible. I know that it is important to proVide pupils with 
enjoyment but the more important things In teaching of Kendo are cultural and spinb-W domains. So 
I have a feeling that I want to teach them. My pupils had no expenence until my lesson and I don't 

think that they will start doing Kendo again in the future. So I think that now I should teach the more 
important things. Basically, treating Budo as one of the PE activities is wrong. (T 12) 

This teacher also does not mind whether his begimer pupils will continue Kendo In the future or not. It is 

not important for him. He insists, therefore, that teaching cultural and spiritual domams is more 

important dm anyffiing else m Kendo widin the PE curricultun. He himself seems to recogiise the 

importance of providing enjoyment in Kendo within the PE curriadum but at the same time, he also 

comments that Budo should not be included withm the PE curriculum. This shows that he basically 

recogMSes Kendo as traditional Budo as some other teachers do. The following teacher who is much 

younger than this teacher also comments: 

Well, if you regard Budo as a sport, it is going to be difficult. Sports that came from other countries 

are basically for refreshment and enjoyment. On the other hand Budo such as Kendo, Judo and Sado 

(tea ceremony) is for moral cultivation. So Budo should not be in the PE curriculum. Speaking about 
lifelong Kendo, I don't think that doing Kendo is the only way of practising lifelong Kendo. I mean 

that it is also lifelong Kendo if they live attitudes to Kendo as Budo in their lives, I think that this is 
the original way of lifelong Kendo as Budo. (T 10) 

Irrespective of the age difference between these teachers, this teacher also comments that Budo shoidd not 

be included within the PE curriculum. In thew thoughts, there is no feeling that they would like beginner 

pupils to continue practisM9I but there is a common opinion that if their pupils live what they learned 'in 

Kendo lessons in their future lives, that is the original way of lifelong Kendo even if they do not continue 

practising Kendo. Here what they mean by 'what their pupils learned in Kendo lessons' is not 

competitive domains of Kendo, but culftral /behavioural domains, spintual domains and attitu&W 

domains of Kendo as Budo. 
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To sum up, some of the teachers have recognised that Kendo lessons should be enjoyable by encouragmg 

pupils and should get pupils interested by making use of competitive domains to achieve the aim of 

lifelmg participation m sports. However, for Kendo practitioners, it ts a compronuse to make Kendo 

enjoyable Mi order to develop life-long pracfice. Asanu (1993) points out that general there is a 

tendency that people think that to regard Kendo as a sport is to place great emphasis on its competition. 

D- 

Referring to harmful effects of sport Kendo In the past the first All Japan Kendo Club Championship was 

held in 1965. The number of private Kendo clubs reached a peak arid the population of participants in 

this championship increased up to five thousand in 1970. The First All Japan Lower Secondary School 

Kendo Championship was held in 1971. The increase of Kendo clubs, the participation in Kendo 

matches and opportunities for matches were significant. At the same time, however, the tendency 

towards emphasis on wmtmg M matches and the change m qLWity of Kendo III terms of techniques and 

attitude accompanied by the increase of matches came to be criticised (Otsuka., 1995). With the review of 

11- -1 1975 diese problems, the ATK. F enacted the concept of Kendo and the purpose of practising Kendo In 

and aimed to return to Kendo as the way of character bading (Otsuka., 1995). It seems that the teachers 

who pursue Kendo as Budo, based on the concept of Kendo enacted by the A. J. K. F, are worried that their 

pupils become to focus too much on wmrung and forget the onginal purpose of Kendo as Budo by 

teaching Kendo as a sport. 

The teachers whose opinions were categorised in 'The idea of lifelong participation in sports is 

incompatible with Kendo'also were of a common mind. This IS 'it IS the original way of lifelong Kendo 

if pupils practise what they learned fi7om cultural / behavioural domains, spiritual domains and attitudinal 

domains m their future even if they do not continue Kendo'. They do not care whether pupils continue 

doing Kendo. That IS, their opinion is based on its assuniption that fitue Kendo practitioners are only 

pupils who have been doing Kendo since they were little and belong to Kendo clubs. 

Next more precisely how teachers orgamse their Kendo lessons is introduced. 
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4-2-4 How Teachers Organise Their Kendo Lessons 

All the teachers were asked to describe how they orgamse their Kendo lessons In details. Here, all 

analysis and examinations are based on their comments. Their lessons' patterns are divided into the 

following three patterns. 

Table 4-1 Pattern 1: Thirty Hours a Year, One Lesson Fifty Minutes per Week, Six Successive Terms 

in Two Years in Year 10 and 11 
Year 10 (age 15-16) Year 11 (age 16-17) 

Term one (April-July) Term one (April-July) 

1, orientation: explanations ofthe history of I. Orientation 
T7 - Kendo, etiquettes and etiquette, and 
Shinai (bamboo sword) 2-5. Review of the last year 

2. Footwork practice, how to control, -5hinai, 6-9. Ouzi-waza (counterattack techniques) 

swinging practice practice 

3-5. Various footwork practice Term two (September-December) 

10-15. Practice of various Ouzi--waza 

6-8. Various Ku-kan datotsu (striking an 

imaginary opponent practice 16-18. Practice of a series of techniques, 

free fencing 

Term two (September-December) 

9. Review of term one 1 19-21. Free-fencM. 91 Modified simple matches, 

referee practice 

10. Practice of how to wear amour except 
Men (mask) 

Ku-kan datotsu practice with amour 

(except Men attacking) 

Term three (January-March) 

22-23, Review of teTm two 

24-30. Matches, (team matches and individual 

toumament matches) 

12. Practice of how to wear Men 

13-14. Basic cutting practice with all ainour 

15-18, Practice of various attacking 

techniques 
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19-2 1. Renzoku-waza (strikes In a continuous 

motion), attacking and defending (for 

the last 5 minutes) 

Term three (January-March) 

22. Review of term two 

23-25. Hiki-waza (strikes while retreating 
from close distance to the opponent) 

25-27. Combination techniques 

28-30. Uchikomi practice (basic techniques 

of striking by responding to striking 

chances provided by partner) 
(Pupils are encouraged to try 

attacking and defending for 5 -10 

minutes M the end of a lesson) 

Ten teachers use this pattern. In this pattern of lessons, pupils do not wear any amour and they learn the 

proper etiquettes and very basic techniques during term one. Its teaching style is a teacher-cent7ed drill 

approach. Pupils repeat the same movement again and again in Kukaku Datosu practice. 

KiAaku-Datosu practice is the practice where one strikes an imaginary opponent's striking zones without 

direct consideration of one's distance from the opponent or of the opponent's posture (A. J. K. F, 2000, 

56). After pupils master techniques through this repeated practice, they move on to the next stage. 

A Aa 

Aner two months summer holiday, many pupils forget what they leamed m term one. Therefore, pupils 

spend the first lesson in terni two for review of term one. The next stage is to leam how to wear and 

re-pack amour of Doh (trunk protector) and Tare (hip protector). This takes at least one lesson. 

Teachers teach aU basic tecbnicpes fi7om the begitming III amour. After this, fmally they wear the Men 

(mask). It also takes at least one lesson to master how to wear it and take it off After pupils become 

able to wear all the an-nour, at last they experience direct striking. It takes about thirteen lessons to get 

this stage- 
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The next stage is called Yakusoku-keiko. In Yakusoku-keiko the roles of offence and defence have been 

predetermined. (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. I 11). The contents of this type of practice focus on basic tecbniques. 

When they are accustomed to this týW of practice, they experience simple attacking and defending In free 

fencing for the last five minutes in a lesson. This aims that pupils try to use the techniques they have 

learnt so far. At the beginning of the third term, they learn Hiki-waza. Hild-waza is a technique in 

which a player strikes Whilst retreating in situations where one is very close to one's opponent (A. J. K. E, 

2000, p. 34). Hiki-waza is also one of Yakusoku-keiko. This contmues mtil the middle of the term three. 

At the end of the terin three pWils leam Uchikomi-keiko. Uchikomi-keiko is a practice m which one 

learns basic techniques of striking by responding to striking chances provided by a partrier (AIKE, 2000, 

p. 106). The aim here is for pupils to acqwre smooth footwork and qwck Shinai control. After t1iis 

Uchikorni-keiko, they again try free fencing for the last 5 minutes In a lesson. These are the contents of 

the syllabus M Year 10. 

In Year 11, after the syllabus for the year is introduced dwimg the orientation in the first lesson, pupils 

review the contents of Year 10. As the next stage, they I earn Ouzi-waza (counter attack). There are 

vaneties of pattems of Ouzi-waza and the teacher chooses which pattem to teach. This contmiues mfil the 

beginnmg of the second term. After learning some t)Ws of Ouzi-waza, pupils spend half a lesson on 

practice of a series of techniques and another half on free fencing. At the end of the second terni, pupils 

learn the rules for matches and refereeing and experience simple matches such as a one-point match. in 

the third term, they have team matches. After team matches, pupils have mdividual matches and all 

Kendo lessons end. 

This pattern of lessons is seen as the most orthodox style m Kendo. This does not mean only Kendo m 

the PE curriculum, but rather Kendo m general inCluding school Kendo club and private Kendo club. 

The teaching style is basically a teacher-centred drill approach where everyone does the same thing 

together. In practices, etiquettes are more important dian any other things. As a competitive domain, 

the acquisition of basic skills is the main content diring the two years. ]Pupils leam basic skills step by 

step, As for the experienced pupils and Kendo club pupils, the above lesson plan does not show it but 

they do the same syllabus as beg,, ýmner pupils. 
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According to the Course of Study for PE at upper secondary schools, the number of lesson for a year is 

expected to total thirty five hours. All of the teachers who were interviewed commented, however, that it 

was impossible to have thirty five hours because of other school events. The actual hours normally 

amount to about thirty The details of this matter of the number of lesson hours are described later In the 

introduction to the interview results under 'Their problems In teaching Kendo'. 

Table 4-2 Pattern 2: Twenty Five Hours Lessons a Year, Three Times Lessons a Week for Two 
Months in Term two in Year 10 and 11 

Year 10 (age 15-16) IV- 
krar 11 (age 16-17) 

Term two (September - October) Term two (September - October) 

I. Orientation, history of Kendo, Rei-ho and 1. Orientation 
Sa-ho 

2-4. Practice of footwork, Shinai control and 

2-4. Review of the contents of the syUabus in 
XT- iL var 10 

swinging practice 

5-6. Swmgmg practice 

9. Leanmg how to wear Doh and Tare 

5-8. Hiki-waza and free fencmg (lastmg 5-10 

minutes) 

9-12. Ouzi-waza, free fencM'g and review of 

what pupils have leamt so far 

10. Leaming how to wear Doh and Tare 

13-14. Referee practice and simple matches 

II- 12. Reviews of what they have leamt so 
far m Doh and Tare 

13. Learmng how to wear Men 

14-16 Yakusoku-keiko M aU atnour 

15-16. Modified matches 

17-20. League matches 

21-25. Team matches 

17-20. Combination techniques, 

Uchikomi-keiko 

21-25. Practice of a senes of techniques, 

-C-- liee-fencmg 
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Tbree teachers teach in this pattern. As common points, these three schools have small numbers of pupils 

and classes (about three hundred pupils m total m each school). These schools have Kendo lessons dime 

times a week for two months from September to October during the second term In Year 10 and 11. 

Because of this mtensive curriculum, far fewer Kendo lessons (about twenty five hours) are planned, 

compared with other schools. Also because there is no holiday between each term, there are fewer 

mstances of pupils forgettMg sUls and how to wear amour The other problem is, however, that there is 

ten months from the end of Kendo lesson in Year 10 to the beginning of Kendo lessons In Year II and 

Year 10. The progress of lessons In pupils forget what they have leamt In i this týW of structure is faster 

than pattern 1, but there is no big difference of learnmg stages between pattern I and 2. The teaching 

style is also teacher-centred. Etiquettes and acquisition of basic skills are emphasised as well as in pattern 

1. 

Table 4-3 Pattern 3: Thirty Five Hours Lessons a Year, One Lesson a Week for Six Successive Terms 

in Two Years in Year 10 and 11 
Year 10 (age 15-16) 

Term one(April-July) 

I. Onentation 

2. Practice of footwork and Shinai control 

Year 11 (age 16-17) 

Term one (April-July) 

I. Orientation 

2-3. Review of the content of the syRabus in 

Year 10 (baslC strikes, attacking and 
3-5. Practice of swinging with footwork 

6-7. Leammg how to wear Doh and Tare, 

swinging practice ofMen and Kote, 

defending techniques) 

4-10. Pupils are divided into several teams and 

practice m their own group. 

practice of Doh cuttmg (pupils actually Practice and practical matches m group- 

strike Doh) 

8-9. Leanmc,,, how to wear Men, 

Term two (September-December) 

II- 12. Review of tenn one 

cuttmg practice (all targets) 

10. Pupils try free fencmg 

13-2 1. Team matches after basic practice m each 

team 

Term two (September-December) 

11. Review of term one (how to wear amour 

and basic strike) 

Term three (January-March) 

22-23. Review of tenn two 

24-30. Basic practice, mdividual matches. 
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12. Practice of basic strike, free fencmg 

13-14. Practice of combirtation tecliniques, 

free-fencing 

15-16. Hiki-waza, free-fencng 

17-18. Uchikomi-keiko, free-fencing 

19-21. Ouzi-waza, free-fencing 

Term three (January-March) 

22-23. Review of term two 

24. Refereeing practice by video 

25-30. Practical matches for leanung rules 

and refereemg 

Four teachers use this pattern. These four teachers are the teachers who answered 'Making lessons 

enjoyable by compromise, to the question of 'How to deal with the aim of lifelong participation in sports5. 

This pattem seems to reflect the recent trend of Kendo teaching In the academic world that reviews the drill 

approach and encourages pupils to develop ther mterests and to take part M lessons independently by 

making use of the competitive domains of Kendo through expenence, of attacking and defending. For 

example, the All Japan University of Education Kendo, Federation (1993, p. 26) claiined. it necessary to 

review the traditional style of the teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum. The All Japan University 

of Education Kendo Federation, therefore, made a Kerido lesson video 'Kendo lessons in PEfor beginners' 

aimed at Year 10 pupils as a means of unprovement in teaching beginners in Kendo lessons within the PE 

cuMCuIum. The background to making the video and some points for effective development are 

summansed as table 4-4 shows below. Pattern 3 bY these four teachers has some similar points, 

compared with the video. 
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Table 4-4 The Background to Making the Video and Points for Effective Development 
The background to making the Video For effective development 

oSystematic leaming is not provided. 

Decline of learners' enthusiasm because of *To avoid overall teaching. To introduce 

too much learnMg of basic practice. group activities and applied skills at the early 

stages of learning. 

oLeainers'conf4sion and discomfort because 

of too much explanation of vanous 
techniques. 

oTo avoid teaching too many techniques and to 

choose the Most necessary techniques In order 
to help Pupils understand Kendo wiflýiin the 
limited time and make pupils practise 
thoroughly. 

*To devise the teaching of attacking distance 

and movement under the principle of 'from 

simple 

movement to a complicated one', 'from near to 
far' and 'from slow to fast'. 

oExplanations of how to hold a Shinai and 

where feet should face are unnecessary. 
Other explanations should also be kept to a 

minimura. 

Table 4-5 The lessons plans in the video Wendo Lessons for Beginners' made by All Japan 

University of Education Kendo Federation 

Main contents 
Lesson I 

To learn the history of Kendo 

To learn how to treat one's amo-ur and 

equipment and how important it is 

To lean where the targets are 

Teaching Points 

Lesson I 

Sunple explanation 

To emphasise that in Kendo thoughtfulness 

towards others is important 

To learn proper etiquettes 

Lesson 2 

To learn basic movement 

To learn how to control the Shinai 

To learn how to sxNqng 

Lesson 2 

Too much explanation should not be 

provided 

It is impossible to teach everything. Itis, 
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unportant to judge how much to teach 

Lesson 3 

" Review of Lesson I and 2 

" To learn Men cutting (slow and big) 

Lesson 3 

- To enable pupils to check whether they can 

show proper forms of etiquettes and do 

proper swinging by themselves. 

Lesson 4 

Review of Men cutting 

To leam Men cutting (qw*ck) with Ki - 

Ken - Tai no iechi (hannonising spirit, 

handlMig of Shinai, body movement and 

posture together ) 

Lesson 5 

Review of Lesson 4 

To learn how to wear and re-pack Doh and 
Ta re 

To learn combination techniques 

Lesson 6 

To learn how to wear and take off Men 

and Kote 

To learn Doh cutting 

Lesson 7 

To learn Kote cutting 

To leam how to defend 

To try free-fencing 

Lesson 8 

" To learn Hiki-waza (Men) 

" To learn Uchikomi-keiko 

- Free-fencing 

Lesson 9 

Lesson 4 

" To try to et-iable pupils to master Men 

cutting 

" To enable pupils to understand what Ki - 

Ken - Tai no icchi (condition of valid strike - 

harmony of spirit Shinai haridIMg and body 

movement)is 

Lesson 5 

- To make pupfls master how to wear and 

re-pack Doh and Tare 

Lesson 6 

To enable pupils to master how to wear and 

take off put Men 

To enable pupils to experience Men and 

Doh strikes and discuss flieir feelings 

T esson 7 JL-Ilu 

" To devise the time for free fencmg 

Lesson 8 

- Do not spend too much time on the practice of 

Hiki-Men and to have enough time for free 

fencing 

Lesson 9 
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. D- ' 

Review of Lesson 7 and 8 

- To leam Hikiwaza (Doh and Kote) 

- Do not spend too much time on Hiki-Doh and 

to have the time for siMPle matches 

- To try siMPle matches 

Lesson 10-14 Lesson 10- 13 

- Learning of techniques by pupils'own choice 

And vanous types of matches (mdlvidual 

and team matches) 

0 To divide pupils into several groups 
To use video and show various apphed 
techniques in Kendo 

a To edit the video beforehand 

As the above pattern 3 and the examples of plans by the All Japan University of Education Kendo 

Federation show, fts brings in fTee fencmg at an early stage of learrung. PWils try free fencmg as soon 

as they leam basic Sffiking and defence. The teaching points are that explanation should not be long and 

should place more emphasis on givmg pupils experience. The teachers who employ pattem 3 also 

commented about how to devise lessons at the stage of acquirement of basic skills. For example, 'to use 

a badminton shuttlecock when teaching swinging' 'to use video to enable them to compare themselves 

with Kendo club pupils' and 'to use balloons to improve Shinai cmtorol'. They also make lessons 

interesting by doing swinging and footwork practice in relay By these devices, the teachers try to interest 

-pupils. In the second term, pupils have time for free fencing. Their style is not like patterns I and 2 

which are 'pupils learn all basic skills briefly, but it tends to encourage them to try free fencing with their 

current level of skill. Matches are already planned m the third term. This B also not like the other two 

patterns 'after learning all techniques' or 'letting them have matches because it is the end of lesson', but it 

is that pupils try matches with their current level of skill. In this way, teachers also tend to help pupils 

leam refereemg through expenencmg matches. 

in Year 11, Pupils are divided into groups and practise in their group. They are given a list of techniques 

and choose what they want to practise in order to develop their favourite techniques and to overcome 

problems With techniques they are not good at. This ensures that they think about their learning am-is and 

tackle their activities independently From the second term, various types of match such as team and 

individual matches are the main components of the course. A team match is generally made up of three, 

five or seven individuals. Both individual and team matches take place m league format and touniament 
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fbimat. In addition, there are two methods of scormig used for team matches: the Sho-sha-su-ho and the 

Kachi-nuki-ho. In the Sho-sha-su-ho, the wfimffig team is decided by the total number of ýidivicktal wins. 

in the Kachi-nulcj-ho, beginrýg with first player from each team the matches contmue with the victor 

facing the players of the opposing team, one after another, until he / she is defeated. Finally the team with 

the last survivor wins (AIKE, 2000, pp. 84-85), 

To sum up, some clear pichres emerged as to how the teachers organise their lessons. The teachers, who 

answered that the idea of lifelong participation in sports is incompatible with Kendo because they see 

Kendo IS one of the traditional Budo, take traditional typiCal teaching style. The teacbers, who answered 

that Kendo is one of the traditional Budo, but also answered enjoyment is provided in lessons because it is 

one of PE activities in schools, adopt a teaching style that encourages pupils to try free fencmg m the early 

stages of learning as recommended by the AR Japan University of Education Kendo Federation. One 

thing that all teachers have in common is that Kendo is one of original Budo for them. Whether or not 

they compromise, it is the same. The next section explores why these teachers have come to have ideas 

of their teaching styles and what influenced them to have their ideas. 

4-2-5 The Background of Teachers'Teaching Style 

Most of the teachers contributed more than one answer to the question regarding to background of their 

teaching style. These are divided into three sub-categones; 'Experience of university Kendo club, 

'Expenence of upper secondary school Kendo club' and 'Experience of private Kendo club' 

Experience of university 
Kendo club 

7 

Expenence, of upper 
secondary school Kendo 

club 
12 

Expenence of pnvate 
Kendo club 

II 

There was no comment that the background of teaching was from the expenence of Kendo within the PE 

curriculum. All teachers' teaching background seems to be ftorn thei Z: ý ir experience of Kendo as Budo. 

Some teachers' comments are introduced below 
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What I learned in upper secondary school and university Kendo club and what I learned from my 
teacher was Kendo as Budo. His teaching was very strict. No compromise was required. He pointed 
out everything in daily life, greetings, etiquettes.... He also forced me to practise basic skills 
thoroughly I didn't understand why I had to do this so hard when I was young. Now I think, 
however, that he was instrumental In my being what I am at the moment. His teaching laid the 
foundation of my teaching style. (T 14) 

All this teacher's comments were consistent with his belief of Kendo as Budo and his teaching style was 

categon in pattern I that followed the traditional way of Kendo as Budo. His background of teaching 

is based on his teacher's teaching at upper secondary school and umversity. He himself was not happy 

with the way he was taught. At present as a teacher, however, he understands the way he was taught and 

he tries to teach what he was taught. The following teacher mentioned his experience ma local Kendo 

club. 

I think that I've got my local Kendo club teacher and my senior's influence. He was very strict about 
everything such as etiquettes and greeting and I was very afraid of him. I did everything very hard 

not to be told off by him. At the same time I wondered why I was doing it but now I understand 
very well what he told me. I think that he wanted to tell me that the reason we do Kendo is not for 

just improving me's skills but for cultivating oneself M terms of daily life. So it's probably hard for 

my pupils to follow my way but I think they will understand when they become adults. I hope so and 
I think so. (T 12) 

His teaching style was also categorised in pattem 1. He commented that his teaching was influenced by 

his teacher in a local Kendo club. He also commented that he was also not happy with the way he was 

taught when he was yomg, but now he mderstands what Kendo as Budo should be and tries to practise 

ideas of Kendo as Budo M his Kendo lessons. He knows ffiat it is bard for bis pupils to accept his way. 

He thinks, however, his pupils will understand what he tries to do in his lessons as he did when he became 

adLdt. 

A young teacher who became a teacher after the curriculum revision in 1989 comments: 

I think that it is fi7om my grariffather who was a teacher in the Kendo club in my town. He was a 

strict Kendo teacher. I was always told off by him for not only Kendo itself sd , 
but also etiquette an 

life-style. He taught me basic techniques from the beginning and I practised 365 days a year, 

everyday, everyday. I couldn't stand practising so hard but I was not allowed to take a day off At 

that time I always wondered why I had to do this way. 

[interviewer: "How about now? "] Yes. Now it is entirely thanks to him. I think the reason why I can 
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teach pupils here everyday is because I overcame that hard practice and my spiritual strength and 
physical fitness were cultivated. I think that I want my pupils to learn what I was taught by my 

grandfather. (T 16) 

This teacher's teaching style was also categonsed in pattern I and this teacher also recogmses himself as a 

Kendo practitioner rather than a PE teacher who is III charge of Kendo lessons. His comment is quite 

similar to other two teachers; T 12 and T 16 

A teacher who was categonsed in pattem 2 cormnents: 

Well, it IS from my experience in a local kendo club and upper secondary school and university 
Kendo club. I was trained strictly in Kendo and now I teach. When I was a pupil, I always wondered 
why I had to do such a thing, not only practice but also etiquettes. I am in the same situation as my 
teachers. What I try to do is what I was taught by my teachers and semors. (T8) 

Although the teaching style in pattern I IS different from pattern 2m terms of the number of lessons per 

week and the number of lessons in year, the basic teaching style is the same. The youngest teacher in all 

the teachers who particlPated in the interviews made the same comment as other teachers who were 

categonsed m pattem 1. 

A teacher who was categorised in pattern 3 comments: 

Basically my teaching is influenced by my seniors and teachers who taught me in local and school 
Kendo clubs. As my senior and teachers did, I want to enable my pupils to understand Kendo as 
Budo and I want each of them to be a person who can overcome any hardness. In reality, however, 

things do not go as I wish and I quite often have to change my ideas.. .. 
(T2) 

in the category: How to engage pupils In lifelong participation in Kendo, this female teacher commented 

that she would get pupils interested by providing enjoyment. It was interpreted, however, that providing 

enjoyment was a compromise for her and she also takes a stance of a Kendo practitioner as other teachers 

do, The above comment supported this interpretation. 

These teachers perceived that they were strictly ft-ained by their teachers and semors m their school Kendo 

clubs or private Kendo clubs. By copmg with such strictness and becoming teachers, they saw the way to 
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success as Kendo practitioners was by holding to the style atid syllabus that had taught them. It seems, 

therefore, tha the training they had is the basis of their teaching style. This style is deeply connected with 

the Kendo tradition. lhespective of differences in their grades, teaching experience and ages, their 

comments aH reflected the view of Kendo as Budo. 

As described earlier, M Kendo, as Budo, there is a strong relation-ship between master and apprentice, 

senior and Junior. A masw is likened to a needle and an apprentice is likened to a dread (Inoue, 1994). 

This means that the apprenfice always follows after the master. Master and sernor pass Kendo to the 

apprentice. When the apprentice becomes senior, this person passes on Kendo to another apprentice. A 

tradition is formed like this. These teachers' comments reflect this tradition. For these teachers, 

teaching by their senior and teachers has greater power than the M. E. S. C. 

It is clear that these teachers' recognition of teaching Kendo M school clubs and private Kendo clubs is the 

same as the teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum. It is not always possible, however, to teach In 

the way of their teaching philosophy. For example, some teachers' comments revealed that there was a 

comprornIse they have to do against theT wiU The results of the problems they have m Kendo wiffiin the 

PE curriculum are introduced below. 

4-2-6 Teachers' Problems in Teaching Kendo 

Two sub-categones "Cliaracteristics of modern day pupils' and 'Time limitation' were categonsed. 

Twelve opinions were included in the first sub-category and ten in the second sub-category. 

Characteristics of modem day pupils Time limitation 
12 10 

Even if the teachers try to do a lesson as they wish based on their teaching belief, there exists some 

problems. Their comments on 'Characteristics of modem day pupils' are - 
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J have been trying to teach pupils to master spiritual things, but my way seems to be going against 
their lifestyle. For example, I am supposed to teach Ritsu-rei and Za-rei (a bow from the formal 
kneeling position), but pupils have little experience of these nowadays. Maybe they haven't learnt 

these at home. How to talk to older people as well. It used to be very easy because they knew these. I 

think the difficulty I feel is their limited experience of them. (T 14) 

This teacher has II years expenence. This teacher compares the lack of knowledge of etiquettes with that 

of past pupils. He would like his current pupils to have a certain level of knowledge of etiquettes as the 

past pupils had. A teacher who commented about his dilemma between Kendo within the PE cUMcuIum 

and Kendo as Budo makes a sunflar comment. 

Uumnimmin (big and long sigh), pupils nowadays don't know anything. I have to teach everything, 
how to sit down, how to bow, greet people. They are crazy about Westem sports such as football and 
baseball. They don't learn efiquettes from such sports. That is why I teach these a lot M my lessons, 

but they don't learn and practise them. I mean they do In the Dojo (Kendo gym) because there is 

me in the Dojo, and I tell off if they don't do it, but they don't do it in their classroom at all. That 

doesn't mean they can do. Something must be wrong with them. I am not sure what it is (shrugging 

his shoulder). (T 17) 

This teacher recomises that he has a role to teach pupils etiquette and behaviour because they do not know 

about them. His problem is that his pupils do not understand why they have to. Other teacher also 

comments about problem of pupils' acceptance. 

They might think that they don't need the traditional culture (sigh). They have no interests In Kendo. 

Their interests are rockn' roll, football, baseball and western things. These are much more 
interestmg for them, much more fiui for them (sigh agam). (T 12) 

This teacher has almost the same teaching expenence as TI 7. This teacher also complained about 

modem pupils'great interests m sports and pupils'reluctance to accept etiquettes In Kendo as Budo. 

A teacher who is much younger than the above three teachers' comments: 

... 
Pupils have changed. Recently I feel strongly that pupils are not like 7 or 8 years ago. They don't 

appreciate attitudes to Kendo as Budo. They listen but they don't learn. I mean they pretend to listen 

not to be told off, but they are not interested In the contents at all. I don't feel their enthusiasm in 

Kendo lessons. But in football or basketball, they are so keen (big sigh), (T 10) 
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This teacher who became a teacher eight years ago also pointed out the difference between modem pupils 

and past pupils. The problem for him is also that pupils M his school do not accept attitudes to Kendo as 

Budo. 

For the above teachers, 'modem day pupils' means the pupils who do not show usual Japanese manners, 

cannot show proper etiquettes and greetings, are clurnsy, are not keen on lessons and not interested in 

understanding the traditional culture. On enquffY they perceived that they did such good things when 

they were pupils. It also seems that these teachers have a feehng that they want their pupils to do the 

same as they did. In the interviews I felt their disappointment from not only their words of resignation 

which came from the difficulty of understanding modem day pupils, but also their expressing attitude such 

as a sigh. Some of them took baseball and football as comparative activities with Kendo. Their 

thoughts seem to be that modem day pupils are very keen on such sports and not interested m Kendo 

which is strict and hard, and they do not want pupils to leam Kendo, like doing sports. 

D- 

Reguding their comments on the problems of 'tune limitation', basically Kendo within the PE cUMCulum 

is supposed to have thirty five hours of lessons a year. Thirty five hours is counted as one credit and two 

credits are compulsory for pupils in upper secondary schools. It seems that thirty five hours is a very 

difficult number to achieve as the following teachers commented. 

The Course of Study says diirty five hours, doesn't it? but I have about 30 hours because of many 

school events. If you have 2 or 3 weeks between one lesson and the ne4 you don't remember 

what you learned in the last lesson! It is hard, isn't? (T5) 

This teacher was categorised in pattern I Mi which Kendo lesson takes place once a week. His problem is 

that pupils forget what they leaned in the previous lesson if one lesson is cancelled and pupils have two 

weeks until the next lesson. The fbHowmg teacher who was categorised m pattern 2 in which Kendo 

lesson takes place three times a week during term two comments - 

The Course of Study expects thirty five hours but actually I can have about 20 hours. I always think 

that I wish I could have more. It can't be helped. There are other events in schools and Kendo is 

always taken by those things. (T 10) 
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This teacher also comments that thirty five hours a year is IMPOssible to have because Kendo lessons are 

sometune cancelled by other school events. 

The only female teacher who was categonsed in pattern 3m which Kendo lesson is done once a week 

comments: 

About 20 hours actually. It is a serious problem (sigh). This is all about school events. We have a 
sports day in June. So Kendo lessons are taken by its preparation for the sports day until the end of 
June. I have only 4 or 5 hours In the term one (sigh again). (T2) 

In this teacher's school, sports day IS the biggest school event and a lot of PE lessons are cancelled because 

of practice and preparation for the sports day It was obvious that she was disappointed and fi7ustrated 

when this teacher commented the above. 

It is clear that thirty five hours of lessons IS very difficult munber for these teachers to achieve. Many 

other teachers also commented that Kendo lessons were replaced by school events such as sports day, 

school excursion, and culture festival and so on. This matter of the numbers of lesson hours is not only a 

problem of total lesson hours but also a problem of extended time between one lesson and the next. This 

happens because Kendo lessons are cancelled for other school events. Three teachers out of the 

seventeen seemed to have fewer problems with the ntunber of lesson hours d-ian other teachers because 

they have three hours a week in an intensive curriculum. The other fourteen teachers, however, have a 

Kendo lesson only once a week. As T5's comment represents, pupils sometimes have two or three weeks 

between lessons and this bothers the teachers seriously because they cannot proceed with lessons according 

to their plans. 

To sum up, there are two problems in most of these schools that are not considered in the Course of Study 

for PE. For example, I strongly felt the gaps between schools and the Course of Study for PE by listening 

to them. Many teachers complamed that the M. E. S. C. and researchers have no idea what IS happenmg M 

schools. In the interviews, it was obvious that many teachers were confused and disappointed with the 

difference between their boy and girlhood, and modem day pupils. Many teachers were also fi-ustated by 

the time limitation that they cannot do their plan Mi enough time schedule and pupils forget wha they 
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learned last time because they have too much time between one lesson and the next. 

Ne)d their comments on the teaching of strategies and tactics M. Kendo within the PE cUMCulurn In these 

seventeen teachers' schools are introduced. 

4-2-7 The Definitions of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

Before starting to analyse seventeen teachers' views of teaching strategies and tactics, there are several 

things that should be, stated. In the intemews, the teachers used the words, 'Senryalcu' 'Salaisen' and 

'Senjyutsu'as their meanings related to st-ategy and tactics in Japanese. The teachers and I didnot have a 

discussion to arrive at a common recognition of each meaning of these words before interviewing. This 

was In order to understand their understanding of these words without any influence from me. Analysmg 

their comments, they did not distmgwsh these words clearly and used them ambiguously. For example, 

C such things' and 'things like Senryaku or Senjywtsu'. I also realised that one teacher's meaning of 

Senryaku was the same as another teacher's meaning of Sen&utsu. After the interviews, some of them 

said, "ActuaUy I don't know the difference between Senryaku and Senjyutsu. " 

In this thesis so far, I have been using the words strategy and tactics In English. Looking up dictionaries 

of both English-Japanese and Japanese-English, they say that Senryaku is translated as stategy and 

Senjyutsu is translated as tactics (Akao, 1975; Hasegawa et al., 1986; Okado et al, 1992; Koj uma, 

Takebayashi, Nakao, 1995a, 1995b; Konishi et al., 1997, Horiuchý 1999). There is, however, another 

word 'Sakusen' In Japanese that is also ft-anslated as tactics, but actully has slightly different meaning 

from Senjýywtsu (Aiga, 1981; Noma, 1989, Sato, 2001). It is iniportant to disfin&sh these subtle 

differences clearly in order to make the teacher's meanings based on their true intention. Here, therefore, 

defmitions of words, Senryaku, Senjywtsu and Sakusen are attempted. 

There have been active discussions of strict differences between Senj)mtsii and Sakusen in Japan (see, e. g. 

Nishitnu, 1975; Clausewits, 1968a, 1986b, 1986c; Koyamauchý 1980; Koyarna, 1984; Hara, 1985; Inagaki 

et al., 1985; Stlehler, 1980a, 1980b; Hasegawa, 1990- Yoshida, 1992- Kem, 1998). 
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The ongMiS of the words, 'Senryaku, 'Sakusen' and 'Senjýwtsu' come from the military or political 

temmology M the Greek era (Hasegawa, 1990). Nowadays, these words are used m the field of 

economics, management, sports and so on. The f6flowing sub-section discusses the definitions of these 

words in Japanese. 

Senryaku 

First of all, as for Senryaku, Stichler (1980a, p 68) defines it as a means related to putting the whole 

militaiy power mto the war and related to all figbfing oMations such as the mam aftacIdng target. 

Inagaki et al (1985, p. 2) also define it as a means of planning, prepanng and teaching of tactics, and as a 

means of the use of each battle to achieve the aim of war. They also divide the definition of Senryaku In 

the broad sense and narrow sense. According to their examples of sports In a nation and a university, 

Senryaku in sport In the broad sense is a means of politics, diplomacy and economics with the concept of a 

nadon or university's Senryaku (Inagald et al, 1985, p. 2). This means that both a nafion and a umversity 

take advantage of sport as a means of politics and diplomacy, for example, to strengthen the ties of 

friendship with another country through sport, to raise the profile of the university by strengthening sports 

clubs and winning championships, to make plans in the longer term In order to keep winning and retain the 

reputation of the university Senryaku in the narrow sense, IS a theory related to planning, preparation and 

teaching to win; to choose a coach; to scout for talents, to make a training schedule and so on (Inagaki et 

al., 1985, p. 6). 

To sum up, Senryaku is the first stage of making the all-romd planning towards a goal. In the broad 

sense, it is a means of preparation and planning related not only to winning, to the reputation and 

development of a sports club but also the organisation to which the club belongs. In the narrow sense, it 

is an all-round plan of the club activities In the long term. This includes planning of team making, 

trainmg and tactics m games. 
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Sakusen 

Sakus, en comes between Senryaku and Senjyutsu in Japanese. Sakuven is more concrete dim Senryaku 

and it is to command corps for military actions in a certain period (Koyamauchi, 1980). Stiehler (1 980a, 

p. 68) sIMPly and clearly defines Sakusen as a theory which comects Seq#wsu with Senryaku inseparably 

for achievement of aims in Senryaku. Yoshida (1992, p. 215) also defines Sakusen as a means related to 

how to fight by combmm'g individual and group Senj)wtsu in each game towards the achievement of 

Senryaku. Applied to sports, Sakusen would be defined as a means for developing acts by Senryaku such 

as attacking and defending mtentionaUy towards winning each game. 

Senjyutsu 

hiagaki et al, (1985, p, 7) define Senjywtsu as a means of command of each figbfing act and a theory related 

to the fightMg act that is the most suitable in the situation. In the case of sports, Hasegawa (1990) 

explains that Senjyutsu is a means of acting patterns by a player or group M game. Hasegawa (1990) also 

explains that it means to aim to achieve the best result In each situation in a game, considering the actions 

of one's opponents and team mates, n&s and the external condition. Yoshida's (1992, p. 215) definition 

of Senjyutsu is that it is a ffiwry dmt IS gained fi7om actual garnes and generallsed in order to play 

reasonably and rationally M each situation in a game. 

Examining their definitions, the difference between Sakusen and Senjyuft would be that Sakusen is the 

guiding principle ma whole game to achieve Senryaku-tekiMokuhyo (state i goal) and Senjyutsu is gic 

subordinated toSakusen and it is an act to achieve Sakusen Mi each situation in a game. 

After Senryaku, Salaisen and Senjývutsu were defined, I looked up some Engglish Dicfionafies (Burchfield, 

1983; McLeod, 1985; Wehmeire, 1993; Sinclair, 1987,1995,2001) and compared the definitions of 

Senryalm, Sakusen and Senjywtsu with the definition of strategies and tactics. As a result, it was thought 

duat Senryak-n would be translated as strategies and Sakusen would be translated as macro tactics and 

Senjywtsu as nucro tactics. The following figure shows the definition and relationship between Senryaku 

(strategy), Sakusen (macro tactics) and Sen&utsu (micro tactics) m this thesis. 
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Table 4-6 The Definitions and Relationship between Senryaku (strategy), Sakusen (macro tactics) 

and Senjyutsu (micro tactics) 

Senryaku (Strategy) 

A means of overall preparation, plans, practices to achieve the goal in long term 

e. g. Common understanding with coach, team members 
Self analysis 

Planning and practice for training 

Analysis of opponent(s) 

jEj7. 
- 

Sakusen (Macro Tactics) 

A means of fighting style for each competition based on Senryaku 

e. g. To make a decision to keep defending to make opponent(s) tired in the first 

half and look for a chance to score in the second half 

Z:: 
_ 

Senjyutsu (Micro Tactics) 

A means to achieve Sakusen in a situation with one's opponent in a game 

e. g. Deliberately to show one's opponent an opportunity to score by approaching 

closely, opening Shinai or pretending not to be confident 

When I finished transcribing all the conversation from the interviews and sent copies of these to the 

teachers, I also sent a list of the definitions of SenrYaku, Sakusen and Senjjusu. I confirmed which word 

they acftmfly meant in the interviews in order to analyse their true intention of meanings. After 
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confirmed if they wanted to change or correct by e-m" or phone, the transcriptions were corrected to the 

words that they actually meant. In the followmg comments, strategy, macro and micro tactics are all 

described in Japanese as Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

4-2-8 How to Deal with Senryaku (strategies), Sakusen (macro tactics) and Senjyutsu (micro tactics) 

Two sub-categones 'I do not teach Sakusen and Senjývutsu' and 'I teach Sakusen and SenOutsu' were 

categonsed. Fffteen opmions were mcluded m the first sub-category and two M the other sub-category 

These are displayed below. 

I do not teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu I teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu 
15 2 

It is interestMg that the teachers who answered that they did not teach Sakusen and Senj)wtsu were the vast 

majority; that is fifteen out of seventeen. 

Some of their comments on why they deny teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu are as fbHows: 

For beginners, it is difficult to use Sakusen and Senjyutsu. Especially in Kendo it is dilficult. They 

don't have enough skills, experience and understanding. You know, there are the four unfavourable 

mental conditions called Shi-kai (astonishment fear, doubt and hesitation). I think that is related to 

Senjyutsu, but it is impossible for beginners to understand Senjyutsu. (T6) 

This teacher's reason for denying Sakusen and Senj)vutsu is that it is too difficult for beginners to 

understand them before they acqwre a certain level of skills. Other teachers make similar comments as 

follows: 

Sen . yutsu Mi lessons? All I say IS "Do besC. If I could have more lessons then I might be able to 9 your 

teach Senjyutsu after they fmish skill practices. However, in reality it is impossible. (T 13) 

I think that it Is impossible in Kendo lessons in schools, If you could teach how to referee, that 

would be the maximuni. I don't think that my pupils develop they skills to that stage in 2 years. And 

there is not enough time for that. If you have some club pupils or many experienced pupils, you may 

be able to do that. (T 12. ) 
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These teachers recognise Kendo within the PE curriculum from the viewpoint of Kendo as Budo In 

common and their teaching styles were categonsed in pattern 1. These teachers also deniedSakusen and 

Senjyutsu In term of teaching stage of Kendo in conunon, 

The Mowing teachers have negative opinions about teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

I don't like to teach Kendo's dark side. I think that pupils should become able to use them by 

themselves. If they focus too much on Sakusen and Senjyutsu, they forget more important fl-iings. 
For example to fight with fair play. And if they only use feint, that means lying. It might be important 
in a way, but it is not good to allow them to lie from the viewpoint of education. (T 14) 

For this teacher who recognises, Kendo a. y Budo, Sakusen and Senjýw. vu are Kendo's dark side and agamst 

the spifit of fair play. As his word 'feint' shows, his view is that the use of Salaisen and Senjýyutsu is to 

outwit an opponent and it is to encourage his pupils to tell a lie. A similar comment was made by other 

teachers. 

Basically I say "Fight with Sei-sei-dodo (the spirit of fair play)" -I 
keep saying only that, so I never 

teach. Making Sakusen and using Senjyutsu is for sports, not for Kendo. (T 15) 

This teacher is also a teacher who recOgnises Kendo as Budo and comments that Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

are agamst the spirit of fair play. His last cominent seems to mean that it IS allowed to make Skausen and 

use Senjyutsu M sports but it is not allowed in Kendo as Budo. 

The foUowmg teacher gives a concrete example of what is allowed and what is not. 

I don't like teaching things like Sakusen and Senjyutsu. It's not Budo-like. I don't like my 

pupils tryMg to make a draw by Sakusen against an opponent who is stronger. I want them to try to 

strike head-on. I don't want them to Win by cheating, using Senjyutsu such as feint. I want them to 

fight with fair play. (T8) 

This young teacher also recograses Kendo as Budo and comments tha &&usen and Senjývtsu are not for 

Kendo as Budo. His example seems to be reasonable choice of Salaisen in matches although he does not 

like this. As for his example of feint as Senjýwtsu, it also seems to be effective, but he criticises it as 

cheating. 
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The Mowing teacher denies teaching of Sakuven and Senjyutsu because he has no experience to teach 

them. 

I don't encourage my pupils to make Sakusen and to use Senjyutsu, in my lessons. I don't Imow, I am 
not sure if I should or not.... (silence about ten seconds).... I haven't done anything like that 
before. 

-I 
haven't read any of that sort of research either .... No. I haven't done that before. I want 

to see how to do it. Do you know anyone dolng that? (T 17) 

This teacher has not taught Sakusen and Senj)witsu before but showed his interest In teaching them. 

Although this teacher has twenty seven years expenence as a PE teacher who IS in charge of Kendo lessons, 

he comments that he has not seen any research into Sakusen and Senjyutsu In Kendo. It can be said that 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu are undeveloped subjects M Kendo. 

These teachers' comments are cliVided into three types. First of all, type 1: It is impossible to teach 

Sakusen and Senjywtsu withoLd a certain level of skills, Type 11 reject the teaching of Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu flatly and type 3: 1 do not know how to teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

In type 1, the reason teachers deny the teaching of Sakusen and Senjývutsu IS that they think that it is 

impossible to teach them because these are too difficult to understand and pupils do not have enough skills 

to deal with them. For example, T6 took up one of the b7aditional saymgs, 'Shi-kai' and commented how 

difficult it was for beginners to understand. Shi-kai is not directly included in Sakusen and Senjyutsu but 

it is the four unfavourable conditions in Kendo- Kyo (astonisbinent), Ku (fear), Gi (doubt) and Waku 

(hesitation), It is important to control the mind in order to suppress these conditions (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 

34). Shi-kai in Kendo is related to Shi-kai in life. To eradicate these feelings thorough training In Kendo 

is, therefore, the purpose of Kendo as character building (Inoue, 1994). Originally M Kendo as Budo, as 

this teacher pomts out, this kind of traditional saymg is not givert to begirmers but is offered to experienced 

Kerido practitioners who have a certain level of skills. Beginners are simply encouraged to engage In 

acquiring basic skills. There are teachings and doctrines related to fights In Kendo that have been passed 

P-- - Irom the old times. These are very abstract and technical, however, and offer no concrete explanation. 

abotit how to fight and why These are not something a master explains how and why to an apprentice, 

but the apprentice is supposed to understand the meanings of the teachings and doctrines by expenencm'g 
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during practices agam and agam. In the interviews, none of the teachers In this tyW commented that they 

tried to change words to enable pupils to understand and provide the teaching of Sakmen and Senjpitsu 

according to pupils' development of skills. Two teachers (T12 and T13) commented that if they could 

have more time for lessons, they nught be able to finish skills teaching and start teaching Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu. 

As for type 2, the reason these teachers deny the teaching of Sakusren and Sej)msu seems that they don't 

like pupils making Sakmen and using Senjyutsu. They ffiink that pupils become too focused on winning 

and tend to make light of more important learning contents. Also for them, makmg Sakusen and usmg 

Senjyutsu mean 'One can do anything to win'. For example, Sakusen is made to make a draw when 

fighting against someone stronger. Senjýwtsu is used to outwit opponents by usmg feint M attacking and 

defending situation. They described the use of Sakusen and Senryaku with the Mowing phrases 

'cowardly' and 'sneaky measure', and 'against Se-isei-dodo (the spirit of fair play)'. According to the 

Japanese-English dictionary of Kendo, Sei-sei-dodo III Kendo means facing the opponent staight, without 

deceiving or using sneaky tactics and fighting to the end with respect for the opponent and in a correct 

of Sei-sei-do-do is not to make etiquette (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 82). In the interviews, teachers' meaning 

Sakusen, but to try to fight head-on against any opponents. That is, 'deceiving or usmg sneaky tactics*' 

would be equal to their meaning of making Sakusen and using Senj)wtsu. Also 'facing the opponent 

straight and figbting to the end with respect for the opponent and ma correct etiquette' would be equal to 

'to fight head-on'. It was impossible to understand why the teachers in this type recogruse Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu ftoin such a viewpoint. From their comment of Kendo as Budo In contrast with their comment 

of sports, however, it is thought that their opinion is related to their recognition of Kendo as Budo. 

As for type 3, there is just one teacher's opmion that he does not teach because he does not know how to 

teachSakusen and Senjývutsu (T17) although he is interested in teaching them. He is not sure howto teach 

them because he has never seen any research papers on the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu. This 

comment highlights that there is little research into the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu, 
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As for the positive opinions of teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu, two teachers commented that they taught 

them. One of them conunented as foUows: 

Yes. I teach Senjyutsu, but I just tell them what the Kendo club pupils do In matches and what they 
try to do to win. Pupils in Kendo lessons don't have enough skills to use it, but they like trying. I also 
think that I should let them experience matches for fim at the end of lessons. I say like "OK, now 
you use your brain and think about what to do". For example, "In this situation, you could do this or 
the Kendo club pupils would do it like this7'. I know that everyone wants to win so they listen 

quietly (T9) 

This teacher just tells pupils what club pupils do M matches and does not actually teach them how to do. 

This teacher is one of the teachers who strongly wishes Budo within the PE curriculum to be an 

indeperident subject and recogmses Kendo as Budo. In reahty, however, he also comments dia he has to 

admit Kendo is one of the PE activities and provide pupils with enjoyable lessons against his will. For 

this teacher, the introduction of Senjyutsu may also not be what he wants to do. 

Another teacher is positive to teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

Well, Yes. I teach Senjyutsu In my lesson because it is one of the fascinating things M Kendo. Of 

course it is in other sports as well. So I say "As you think about Senjyutsu In other sports, for 

example, you pretend to shoot but acwally do dribble to outwit your opponený don't you? " The 

same in Kendo. And I encourage them to try to do various means of attacking which incorporate 
feint. That excites them. I also advise them during matches like "You did this, but it could have been 

better if you had done thisý'. And m team matches, if experienced pupils are there, I make other 

pupils discuss how to fight against these experienced pupils. Or I make them think about the team 

score m the middle of a team fight and say "If you make a draw against that opponený your team 

will win"... 
[Interviewer: 'When do you start teaching them in your teaching plan? "] It is at the very end of the 

lessons. I mean the end of term three in Year 11, February and March. (T2) 

This female teacher recognises the significance of the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu and therefore 

teaches them. As she comment shows, she finds the significance of teaching Sakusen and Sen&utsu that 

her pupils get excited and interested by using them- She introduces Sakusen and Senryaku after learning 

for matches starts. More concretely, for Sakusen she makes her pupils think how to fight in a sib iation in 

a team match, considering the team score and the characteristics of their opponent. She does not deny 

that her pupils ai'm to make a draw in order to lead they temn to win. Her positive opinion of teaching 
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S If akusen and Seqjyvau is notý however, related to the fitct that she is the ordy female teacher m all the 

interview participants. At the beginning of the interview With her, as with many male teachers, she 

clearly commented that Kendo was the way of character building even it was Kendo wifin the PE 

curriculum. Moreover, looldng back at her comment on 'How to engage pupils In lifelong participation 

in Kendo', she is also one of the teachers who seems to have made a compromise to make Kendo lessons 

fun and to achieve the alms of both Kendo and PE. Teaching Sakusen and Senj)vutsu might be a 

compromise for her and her honest opinion may be that Sakusen and Senjywtsu will lead pupils to view 

Kendo, as a sport as much as other many teachers do. 

I asked her what was the difficidty of teaching Sakusen and Senj)vutsu: 

Pupils' levels are different. Experienced pupils have skills, so I can teach but.... 

[Interviewer: "Is it difficult to teach if they don't have enough skills? "] Yes. Indeed! I think that basic 

skills are necessary And you should explain some terminology M plain language. Otherwise it is 
too technical to understand. Sometimes this happens. I am the only person who thinks everyone is 
following me, but actually they have no idea what I am talking about. I have been doing Kendo for a 
long time, so I am used to the terminology but they have no idea. (T2) 

Here 'A certain level of skills is necessary for the teaching Sakusen and Senjywtsu' came up again. She 

also mentioned the problem of languages when teaching them. Kendo requires quite different movement 

from other sports. Moreover, a lot of words used in teaching of Kendo are original and classical 

languages because Kendo has a long history Inoue (1994) points out that enough effort has not been 

made to change technical tertninologies of Kendo to words that are easy for beginners to understand. He 

also points out that it is important for educationahsts to work m research into Kmdo ter-mmologies and for 

teachers to make an effort to teach begumers, with easy words to understand. 

4-3 Conclusion 

So far the results of analysis of the interviews with seventeen upper secondazy school Kendo teachers have 

been discussed. The results have provided information that would not have been able to be collected 

from literature reviews. All the teachers who participated in the interviews were teachers III Fukuoka 
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Prefecture and there were differences between their grade, gender, teaching experience and age. There 

were many common opinions between them despite age differences and these seem to be related to their 

recognition of Kendo within the PE cumculum and the process they have used to construct their views of 

teachitig of Kendo wifl-fin the PE curriculum (see figure 4-1). Most of these teachers seem to have 

positively accepted re-nammg from Kakugi to Budo within the PE curriculum. Many teachers 

commented that the re-narrung from Kakugj to Budo meant a return from combative sport to tWitional 

Budo. Moreover, mespective of the re-nanung from Kakugi to Budo vAtbin the PE cumcLdum and the 

cLunculum intention by the M. E. S. C., some teachers commented that they had already been teaching 

Kendo wid-iin the PE curricWtun with the idea of Kendo as Budo before the re-nanung from Kakto to 

Budo. Concretely, what all teachers want to teach in their Kendo lessons within the PE c-Lunculmn is 

Kendo as Budo and not as a sport; to aim for the way of character building which is in the concept of 

Kendo. Their hope that they want to teach Kendo as Budo is, however, not all pi-actised m thew schools. 

In reality there exist various problems. Some teachers seem to have to hide their hope away and have to 

make a compromise with the reality because Kendo is one of the PE activities. Also other teachers are 

bothered with the characteristics of modem day pupils even if they try to practise teaching as they wish. 

Moreover, they are disappointed that what they pursue is old-fashioned and goes against the times of 

modem day pupils. 
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Modem day pupfls Time hnfitation 

Problems they have 
1 

13 1 
Type I Type 2 Type 3 

Teaching approach Kendo is incompatible with the 
and their idea of the ideas of lifelong sport. 
relationship between No expectation of beginners 

sport and Kendo continue doing Kendo aft 
leavig schools 

Kendo is the way of 
character building, improving spiritual 

The teachers'view of strength, understanding traditional 
Kendo within the PE etiquettes and behaviour, and the 
cUMctduTn traditional culture of Japan based on 

attitudes to Kendo, as Budo through 
hard training 

oya e lessons 

with comprorm 

Happy for re-nammg to 
Budo 

Kendo as Budo and 
Kendo within the PE 

cUMCulwn are the same 

The foundation of their teaching philosophies 

Drill and repeated practice Hardness 
Circumstances Strict relationship between teachers, seniors and pupils 

sed they practi 

) 

Emphasis on acquisition of etiquettes, behaviour and basic 

Place they practised 

Practice at local club, upper secondary and university Kendo club 

with teachers and semors 

Figure 4-1 The Process by Which the Teachers Have Built up Their Teaching Approaches and 
Ideologies 
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As to the reason for the teachers who pursue Kendo as Budo, there seems to be a relatively shared 

background that they have been practismg Kendo as Budo. All of them started Kendo when they were 

very young. Since then they have been continumg Kendo at local private Kendo clubs, upper secondary 

schools, university and the schools where they work. They are Kendo practitioners who have been 

t-xmg very hard in the relationship between master and apprentice, and senior and Junior under the 

traditional teaching way Many of them commented that they did not understand why they had to practise 

very hard, but now they think that the reason they can teach as teachers is because they overcame such 

hard practice and understood what their teachers tried to teach them. Now times have changed. 

hnported sports are more popular and the traditional Budo such as Kendo, Judo and SLuno are less popular 

They are disappointed that their pupils do not appreciate the traditional style they appreciate. 

Most of them do not expect their beginner pupils to continue in the future. They do not want to change 

their belief of Kendo M order to encourage their pupils to continue doing Kendo, but teach them Kendo as 

Budo based on thew belief They have an idea that people who continue Kendo are people who already 

have experience at a private Kendo club or lower secondary school club and belong to an upper secondary 

Kendo club. Their common thougbts abow lifelong Kendo for beginners are that it would be hard for 

beginner pupils to follow their teaching way but pupils would later understand what their teachers had 

wanted them to understand and why when they become adults. Many of the teachers also had a common 

recognition that it IS still lifelong Kendo, Ma way, if pupils lived what they have learned m Kendo lessons 

from cultural / behavioural domains, spiritual domains and attitudinal domains and practise them it in their 

ftiture, even if they did not actuaUy practise Kendo M the future. 

As for teaching of strategies and tactics, the seventeen teachers were using the words Senryaku, Sakusen 

and Senj)wtsu ambiguously in the interviews. The meanings of these words In this thesis were, therefore, 

defined and a list of the definitions was given to the teachers to confirm which word they actually meant. 

As the result, it turned out what they meant were Sakusen and Senjýwsu. It is interesting that most of 

them had negative opinions about the teaching of Sakusen and Senjywtsu. Their reasons for this were 

divided into several types. First of all, there are the teachers who think it would be difficuIt to teach 

pupils Sakusen and Senjýutsu if pupils did not have a certain level of skill. These teachers commented 

that pupils would not be able to reach that stage in Kendo within the PE cumculum. Most of these 
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teachers are the teachers who recognise Kendo within the PE currictilum as Kendo as Budo. It is 

doubtful, therefore, they would actually teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu if they had enough time and their 

pupfls had enough skiUs. 

Second, it is interesting diat the majority of teachers'opinions. are that making Sakusen and usmg Senjýwtsu 

are not traditional Budo-like, but spoTts-like, cowardly and cheating measures. It seems that making 

Sakusen and using Senjyutsu are not acceptable for these teachers who pursue Kendo as Budo. Their 

comments seem to imply that their ideologies of Kendo aý Budo commonly exist as their reasons for 

denying teaching Sakusen and Senjýwtyu. It is like a natural extension of their Kendo as Budo ideology 

examining this question, refening to Hasegawa (1990) and Kuroda and Sencla (I 999)'s papers would 

be interestMig. In Hasegawa's (1990, p. 64) paper on sports tactics, he comments, "In sports, immorality 

in real life is necessary and is encouraged. That is, players must deceive, trick, enchant and tease 

V- opponents. reint is legal fraud and a team is the most advanced 'intellectual and group fraud'. He 

views controlling Sen&tsu as an important element of performance. On the other hand, Kuroda and 

Senda (1999, p. 26) comment "Acts that a player or both players try to make a draw intentionally in team 

matches are one of the causes of Kendo losing the attitude based on traditional characteristics, " It might 

be only natural to think that acts of Sakusen and Senjyutsu such as tryIng to make a draw intentionally, 

makin, g, use of the rules and committing fouls deliberately are useful to take advantage of games or 

stoppmg an opponent's score as long as there are matches or competitions In any activities. Nakamura 

(198 1) also comments, however, that tryMig to make a draw intentionally will result in losing the traditional 

characteristics of Kendo, as Budo and such a way of fighting is influenced by aii idea of American sports 

that one figbts for one's team and winning is the supreme purpose. Nakamura (1981, p. 26) also points 

out "An idea such as tying to make a draw intentionally is based on the interpretation of Kendo as sport 

and it is different from the viewpoint of the concept ofKendo, as Budo, and the traditional characteristics. " 

It was surpnsmg that there were only two teachers who had positive opinions about teaching Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu. Fukuoka Prefecture is one of the prefectures where the level of Kendo, at upper secondary 

schools is the highest. It was unexpected, therefore, that most of the teachers were reluctant to teach 

Sakwen and Senjyutsu in order to maintain high competitive results. 
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The findings gained from the interviews are summarised as follows: 

The school teachers' beliefs of teaching of Kendo, have been constructed through their experiences of 

Kendo as Budo at local clubs, school Kendo clubs and umversity Kendo clubs. 

- Most of them recogmsed the re-naming from Kakto to Budo wid-fin the PE cumcultun as a retw-n to 

Kendo as Budo. 

- The teachers wish to have their lessons aimed at character building. This involves understanding and 

learning traditional etiquettes and behaviours ffirough flie teaching of Kendo wiffiin the PE cUMCuluTn 

I-- - following the traditional approach to Kendo as Budo. Dy 

Most of them denied teaching Sakusen and Senjyuuu. The reasons for their denial seem to be related to 

their ideologies of Kendo, as Budo. 

The teachers expect only those who have experiences at private Kendo clubs or lower secondary school 

clubs and belong to upper secondary Kendo clubs to be future's Kendo practitioners. Some of them 

mentioned that the idea of lifelong Kendo that includes pupils living with what they learn In Kendo even 

if they do not continue to practise it. 

Unfortunately, it was iMPOssible to understand in the interviews the relationship between their reasons for 

denying teaching Sakusen and Seq&tsu and their ideologies of Kendo ay Budo 

were, therefore, conducted. These are introduced in the next chapter. 

The second ffiterviews 
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Chapter Five 

THE EXPLORATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL 

IKENDO TEACHERS'REASONS FOR DENYING TEACHING OF SAKUSEN AND 

SENJYUTSU AND THEIR IDEOLOGIES OF IKENDO AS BUDO 

5-1 Introduction 

The previous chapter presented the results of the interviews with seventeen upper secondary school 

teachers in Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan. They were all PE teachers who are in charge of Kendo lessons. 

The data have revealed that most of them recognised the re-nammg from Kakugi to Budo as a return to 

Kendo as Budo and regarded simply Kendo aý Budo even if it was Kendo within the PE curriculum. 

What they want to teach in Kendo lessons wifin the PE cufficulum is the contents of Kerido as Budo and 

they expect their pupils to acquire cultural / behavioural domams such as the ft-aditional etiquettes and 

behaviour, to develop spiritual domains such as spiritual strengffi to overcome hardness and difficulties, 

and to understand attitudinal domains such as respect for partners In Kendo as Budo. None of the 

teachers mentioned that the development of competitive domains such as skills or strategies and tactics was 

a first priority 

To achieve the aim of lifelong participation In physical activities, some teachers explained that they tried to 

make their lessons enjoyable. It is clear, however, that there is a comprormse in their thinking in that their 

approach merely pays lip service to the Course of Study for PE even if they do not want to follow it. 

Other teachers explained lifelong Kendo will be achieved even if pupils live with what they learned from 

cultural / behavioural. domams, spiritual domams and attitudinal domams of Kendo as Budo though they 

do not contmue practismg Kendo. They do not mind whether or not begmner pupils continue practismg 

Kendo M, tile fiAwe. They see only pupils who started Kendo young and are still practismg ma school 

and private Kendo club as future Kendo, practitioners. 

These teachers' teaching approaches were divided into two patterns. One pattern IS a teaching approach 

that introduces free fencmg and matches at the early stages of learnIng and follows the recent trend of the 
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teaching approach to Kendo within the PE cumculwn. The other pattern adopted by the majonty of 

teachers follows the same way as the teaching approach to Kendo as Budo. Although their teaching 

styles are divided into three, the teachers' ideology underpýmjng their pedagogical philosophy has been 

constructed out of their experiences of Kendo under their teachers' and semors' teaching in their private 

Kendo clubs, upper secondary and umversity Kendo clubs. Irrespective of the differences of their grade, 

teaching experience and age, for thein, their ideologies of Kendo as Budo based on their experience in 

local and school clubs are more powerful than the curriculum intention by the M. E. S. C. 

D- 

Regarding the teaching of Senryaku (strategies), Sakusen (macro tactics) and Senjývutsu (Micro tactics), it 

turned out that no teachers mentioned Senryaku in the interviews and most of the teachers had a negative 

opinion of the teaching of Sakusen and Senj)mtsu. It is reasonable to infer that the reasons they described 

Sakusen and Senjýwtsu as "cheeky", "Kendo's dark side, "a sneaky measure" and so on would be related 

to their ideologies of Kendo cu Budo, It was impossible, however, to understand exactly how their 

ideology of Kendo as Budo would be related to their reasons In the first interviews. To investigate this, 

therefore, the second interviews with fifty three Kendo teachers In Kyushu were conducted. This chapter 

introduces the results of the interviews. 

5-2 Interviews with Fifty Three PE Teachers Who Are in Charge of Kendo Lessons at Upper 

Secondary Schools in Kyushu, Japan 

In the first interviews, seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers In Fukuoka Prefecture were 

asked to participate in the interviews. Fifteen teachers, who commented that they did not want to teach 

Sakusen and Senj)wtsu, were contacted to participate in an interview again in order to investigate their 

reasons more deeply than before. In addition, in the second interviews, another thirty eighth participants 

were chosen in Kyushu area which was quite often called Kendo Okoku (the kingdom of Kendo). Fifty 

out of fifty three teachers are male teachers and three teachers are female teachers. The samp] mg 

approach to these teachers and the characteristic of them has been already described m Chapter Tbree. 
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5-3 The Data from the Interviews 

The data from the second interviews have revealed that all of the teachers denied teaching of Sakusen and 

Senjywtsu and their reasons for denying teaching of Sakusen and Senjýyutsu are strongly related to their 

ideologies of Kendo as Budo. As a result of the malysis of the interview data, the following four 

categOries emerged;. 

1) Kyushu teachers' Ideology of the purpose of traditional Kendo (24 teachers) 

2) Their ideology of how the teaching and training of traditional Kendo should be (25 teachers) 

3) Their ideology of the posture, forms and movement of traditional Kendo (10 teachers) 

4) Their ideology of the matches, winýg and losmg m Kendo (35 teachers) 

Many teachers gave more than me reason and their reasons were aH categonsed in the above categories. 

In the following restilts of analysis of the interview data, each category is separately examined, considering 

each teacher's characteristics and referring to literature. Then the relationship between the categories is 

examined. The reason that the results of analysis of each category are presented in the above order is 

because the relationship between each category can be clarified and examined more clearly dim the other 

ways. The teachers' conunents quoted were translated into English by the author. 

5-3-1 Teachers' Ideology of the Purpose of the Traditional Kendo as Budo 

Twenty four teachersreasons for denying teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu were related to ther ideology of 

the purpose of Kendo as Budo. The foHowmg teacher who also participated m the first mterview gives 

his reason as follows. 

Kendo is not just for winning by using things like Sakusen. Kendo should be taught like we have 

been doing, and it should be the same Mi the fiAure, too. I teach my pupils as I was taught and I am 

going to keep the same way. That's tradition! It's not a matter of whether you like or 
dislike.... 

[Interviewer: 'What do you mean by 'we have been doing? "] It's Kendo for character building! It's 

not just for winning but trying to cultivate oneself. Whatever the Ministry of Education, Science 
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and Culftre says, it is not a sport. Even if it's school Kendo, Kendo is Kendo. It's the same. Same 

Kendo. Kendo is one of Budo. (T 11) 

As it became clear in the first interview with this teacher, he recogMiSes Kendo within the PE cUMCUlum as 

Kendo as Budo and comments that the pimpose of Kendo is character building even if it is Kendo within 

th e- PE curriculum. Tbis teacher thinks that teaching Sakusen and Senjýyutsu prevents his pupils from 

achievmg it. This teacher was asked why he thought so. 

[Interviewer: 'Why do you think that Sakusen and Senjývutsu will prevent pupils from learning 

character building? "] Because, you know, traditional Kendo doesn't just aiin to win. Sakusen and 
Senjyutsu. are just for winning. Pupils want to win and they win become to focus only on winning if 

they learn techniques to win such as Sakusen and Senjyutsu, but as I am saying Kendo is not just for 

winning. It IS for character building. So we should pass real Kendo as the way of character building 

to the new generation. That is tradition. (T I I) 

His comment seems to imply his concern that pupils come to focus too much on winning by teacbing 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu and forget that Kendo is character building. The following teacher also made a 

similar comment and explained why teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu prevents pupils from developmg 

their character. 

What we have to teach in Kendo within the PE curriculum is etiquettes, not Sakusen and SerijyLitsu! 

To teach what Kendo shoWd be is more important than to teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu. I want my 

pupils to leam that because I have been taught Kendo like that. 
[Interviewer: 'What do you mean by 'what Kendo should be'? "] It's of course the thing tha Kendo 

is the way of character building. If you dm't teach that, it's not Kendo. Kendo is not just two people 

trying to hit each other and trying to Win by using Senjyutsu. I want my pupils to learn other things 

like thoughtfiAness and proper etiquettes through Kendo practice. 
[Interviewer: 'Why do you think that Sakusen and Senjývutsu will prevent pupils from leanmg the 

way of character building? "] Because these are for winning and Kendo is not all about that! Think 

about it. Teacbing Sakusen and SenDwtsu is to teach techniques to win, isn't it? Once you start 

teaching them, pupils will forget what Kendo should be because everyone wants to win. I am sure 

that 0 my pupils will forget everything I have taught so far and become keen only on beating their 

classmates. As I am saying, however, we are teaching Kendo as Budo, so there are more important 

things you should teach in Kendo as Budo. You know that the concept of Kendo by the All Japan 

Kendo Federation says, Kendo is a way to discipline the human character through the application of 

the principles of the Katana (Japanese sword). We should go for that. (T32) 
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This teacher is also concerned that his pupils will come to forget the purpose of Kendo and focus too much 

on winning as the result of teachingSakusen and Senjyutsu. As described in the previous chapter, there is 

some evidence that young Kendo practitioners came to focus too much on winning with an increase in the 

number of competitions and the decrease in quality of Kendo (Otsuka, 1995). The following female 

teacher also made a similar comment. 

Teaching Sakusen and SenjyLitsu makes pupils focus too much on winning and they don't leam 

more important things. 
[What are more important ffiings? ] Well. 

-First of a it is traditional etiquettes. Pupils must leam 
how to bow and greet. Then they must understand attitudes to Kendo as Budo. For example, 

meaning of practice and matches. They never learn these if they learn Sakusen and Senjyutsu, and 
start being keen on winning .... As the concept of Kendo clearly defines that Kendo is one of Budo, 

not a sport. This means that we are not supposed to do Kendo only for winnirig, bid for character 
building. I want to keep Kendo as Budo. Kendo will become one of sports unless we teach Kendo In 
correct way If you think about the background that the concept of Kendo was enacted, it is obvious. 
We have to keep Kendo as Budo. (T29) 

As many male teachers commented in the first interviews, she also thinks the important things to teach are 

etiquettes and attitudes to Kendo as Budo even if it is Kendo within the PE cumculum. She also has the 

same reason for denying teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu as T32 that pupils will come to focus too much 

ort winning by teaching them. The following teacher, who had a high reputation as a competitor and now 

also has a high reputation as a coach, also made a similar comment. 

We should teach our tradition because Kendo, is one of our traditional cultures. 
[Interview What do you mean? ] Well, what I mean by tradition is etiquettes and greetings. I was 
tramed m Kendo that way I was trained Kendo as Budo, not a sport. If pupils leam Sakusen, they 

will forget important values of our traditional culture. They will just become to concentrate oil 

winning. That's not what Kendo should be. As long as my pupils decide to do Kendo, they must 
leam Kendo as the way of character building. I entirely thank my teachers that they taught me this 

wonderful cWture. (T44) 

This teacher won the All Japan Upper Secondary School Championship when he was an upper secondary 

school pupil. His pupils in his school Kendo club also won the All Japan Upper Secondary School 

Kendo Championship during the 1990's. Even this teacher, who has a high reputation of competitive 

Kendo, made a similar comment to others. His reason that teaching of Salaisen and Senjyutsu prevents 
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his pupils from learriffig the traditional culture is: 

[Interviewer. "Why do you think that Sakusen and Senjýyutsu will prevent pupils from leammg the 
traditional Japanese culture? "] How can you teach etiquettes In the teaching of Sakusen and 
Senjyulsu? OK. Imagine. You are teaching Sakusen to your pupils In your lesson and they are trying 
to beat their opponents. So they are only thinking about winn-mg and beating the opponents. How 

can you teach etiquettes In that siwation? They are not able to understand two completely different 

things In such a situation. It's not effective. It's not effective at all! (T44) 

This teacher also commented that Sakusen and Senjyutsu are only for winning and these are incompatible 

with the learning of etiquettes. The following teacher explams his reason in terms of importance of 

spmtual forgMg m Kendo as Budo. 

Pupils should master things we should master as Japanese people. If you teach Senjývutsu, that will 
make pupils focus too much on winning and losing and prevents them from learning Japanese 

things. 
[Interviewer: "What are Japanese ffiings? "] Hu-doh-shin (unshakable state of mind), Hei-zyo-shin 
(disciplined state of mind). These important things should be taught through learning Kendo. 
Otherwise it's not Kendo. It's just a sport, I don't think that I was taught sport Kendo but Budo 
Kendo and I teach Budo Kendo-At (teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu) doesn't follow the traditional 

way. I mean teaching Sakusen and Senjývutsu makes pupils acquire skills only to Win but not things 
like Hu-doh-shin and Hei-zyo-shin. They can acquire them as the result of overcoming hard tough 

training and practice. The traditional way doesn't include Sakusen and Senryutsu. does it? (T47) 

This teacher's reason is the same as the other teachers that teaching of Sakusen and Senj)mtsu makes pupils 

focus too much on acquiring skills to win. This teacher insists that learTmg of these is not included In 

, --- A tudifional way of training of Kendo as Budo. 

In this category, irrespective of the differences of the teachers'grade, gender, teaching experience, and their 

achievement as a Kendo competitor and coach, their comments seem to be all based on their ideology of 

Kendo as the way of character building. Their ideology also seems to have been constructed directly 

P-- - from iffleir experiences of Kendo. Similar comments were also made by the interviewees in the first 

interviews. Their ideology goes against the current idea of PE (education 'in sport) and goes with the old 

idea of PE (education through physical activities). The concept of 'education in sport' alms to teach the 

essential and educational value of an activity itself, whereas 'education through physical activities' regards 
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an activity as a mean of teaching other things (Locke, 1973; Arnold, 1979; Takahashi 1997b; Suzuki 1998). 

As T32 and TI I's comment exemplifies, these teachers' common opinion is that Kendo practitioners are 

not supposed to do Kendo for the purpose of learnmg how to strike people and how to wn-1, but for the 

purpose of cultivating oneself through leammg Kendo. This follows the concept of Kendo as Budo that 

is not merely about what you can learn to do, but is about what you can learn to be (Donohue, 1999, p. 32). 

Fourteen teachers actually used the traditional Kendo temunologies 'Hu-doh-shm' and 'Hekýýshm' to 

explain what to pursue in Kendo. Hu-doh-shin is a state of mind which is not moved or distracted by 

anything; a flexible state of mind able to respond to various changing situations (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 25) and I- 

Hekýýshin is a disciplined state of mind which can respond to change in a situation ma calm, nonnal 

etiquette, without beconiing agitated (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 33). For these teachers, making pupils acquire 

Hwdoh-shin and Hei-zyo-shin through teaching of Kendo, is more important than teaching Kendo itself 

For most teachers In this category, their recognition of Sakusen and Senjyutsu in Kendo is that these are just 

a means of winning. This is not surpnsmg because basicafly Sakusen and Senjýwtsu are used to take 

advantage of matches and to win m any sports. There seems to be, however, a picture m most teachers' 

mmd that; 

making Sakusen and using Senjyutsu mean amung to wM -ý pupils focus too much on winning ---+ pupils 

forget the essential contents of Kendo as Budo. 

Thus, they deny teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu because these go against their ideology of the purpose 

of Kendo that Kendo IS supposed to aim for character building. In addition, there is another picture in 

many teachers' mind that the teaching approach to Kendo should be based on the traditional way and 

teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu is not included in the traditional way. 

Next, teachers'reasons for denying the teaching of Sakusen and Senj)mtsij are analysed fi7om the viewpoint 

of the teachers' ideologies of the teaching and training of the traditional Kendo as Budo. 
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5-3-2 Teachers' Ideology of How the Teaching and Training of the Traditional Kendo as Budo 

Should Be 

Twenty five teachers'reasons for denying teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu were related to tlielr ideology of 

how the teaching and training of traditional Kendo should be. The following teacher, who commented 

that he was mterested m teachmg Sakusen and Senjyvt. yu but did not know how to teach thern, explamed 

his reason for employing his overall teaching style and denying teaching of Sakusen and Senj)wIsu in tenns 

of the number of pupils in his class as follows. 

In my school, there are about 55 pupils In a class. There are also 14 classes In Year 10 and another 14 

classes in Year 11.1 think that this is probably the lugest nuinber in Fukuoka Prefecture. I am 
actually interested in teaching Sakusen and Senj)vutsu and encouraging their independent leamig, 
but.... 1 have been thinking how to do it, but I still don't have clear ideas. In fact if there are 55 

pupils In a class, I don't think that I can keep an eye on each pupil. So I teach in overall style. (TI 7) 

As this teacher commented, his school is a private boys school and there are many more pupils in a class 

and classes in the school than other teachers' schools. This teacher is actually interested in teaching them 

in his Kendo lessons. Du6ng the first and second interviews, I discussed with this teacher about a 

teaching approach to Kendo wiftn the PE curricWum that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen andSen"tsu. 

The details will be introduced in Chapter Six- The following teacher, who commented that it was 

unpossible to teach Sakusen and Sen&utsu if pupfls did not have enough skiHs and uriderstanding, 

comments: 

As I told you In the previous interview, I can't teach them (Sakusen and Senjývutsu) before my pupils 
have enough skills and understanding. The Course of Study for PE mentions the importance of 

making pupils feel enjoyment of attacking and defending, but I think that beginners should focus on 

acquiring basic skills. Besides, I have never thought that I teach such things. There is a Kendo way 

as Kendo as Budo. It is to focus on acquiring basic skills, not Sakusen and Senjyutsu. (T13) 

in flie first intemew, it was IMPOssible to understand whether this teacher would actually teach Sakusen 

and Setgwitsu i pupils had enough skills and understand' . From his comment In the second if his mg 

interview, it is clear that this teacher would not teach them. For this teacher, as analysed in the previous 

chapter, the tra&tional way of trainýg in Kendo as Budo is more absolute d= the curriculum mtention by 
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theM. E. S. C. The following teacher, who commented in the frst interview that it was impossible to teach 

Sakusen and Senjyut. vu because there was not enough number of lessons, comments: 

.... It IS true that it is impossible to ensure enough numbers of lessons because these are quite often 
replaced by other school events. It is sometime impossible to ensure enough tune for teaching of 
basic skills (started explaining some examples in the past) .... 

but it (the reason for denying of 
teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu) is not all about that. When I was a begimer, I was always 
practising basic skills. I think that that is important for beginners. I think that that's way of Kendo as 
Budo. You are a Kendo man, too. You know what I mean. We must follow the traditional way 
because it is one of Budo, not a sport. (T 12) 

This teacher's comment clearly explains that his real reason for denymg teaching of Sakusen and Senjýwtsu 

is not the mafter of the numbers of lesson, biA it is the matter of whether teaching of Kendo follows the 

traditional way of Kendo as Budo. As for concrete traditional training of Kendo as Budo, the following 

female teacher explains it in term of the relationship between a master and apprentice, with her reason for 

denymg Sakusen and Senjyulsu. 

I don't teach such things (Sakusen and Senjy-utsu) because there is the traditional way M Kendo In 
the relationship between Shi-sho (master) and Deshi (apprentice). Deshi has to believe and follow 
his / her Shi-sho whatever the Shi-sho says. Desk is not supposed to think about winning until he 

she finishes learning everything from the Shi-sho. If you forget that it is not Kendo. It's a sport. 
(T5 1) 

Comments on the relationship between a master and apprentice were made In the first interviews by many 

male teachers who had strong feeling about Kendo as Budo. This female teacher has the same thinking. 

This teacher was asked why Sakusen and Senjyutsu woidd break the relationship between a master and 

apprentice. 

[Interviewer: 'Why is the teaching of Sakusen and Senjývvu against the relationship between 

Shi-sho and Deshi? "] Because Shi-sho is supposed to lead apprentices to real Kendo. Shi-sho is not 

supposed to teach sneaky things like Sakusen and Senjyutsu. Shi-sho IS supposed to teach real Kendo 

that is based on basic techniques and that dominates an opponent's Chu-shin (a vertical line of the 

middle, of body protected by a Shinai) with good postire. I would like my pupils to do the real 
Kendo as Budo. (T5 1) 

In her opinion, a master (teacher) is supposed to lead apprentices (pupils) to acquire real Kendo and 

Sakusen and Senjpasu are sneaky and not admitted as an element of real Kendo. Here the word I sneaky, 
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emerged again. She described real Kendo for her in terms of the use of techniques and breaking an 

opponent's Chu-shin. In factý this IS an ideal way of fighting in Kendo as Budo (this ideal way of fightIng 

related to Chu-shin will be discussed later). Another teacher also commented upon the way to acquire 

real Kendo as foflows. 

I have been doing Kendo for a long time. So I think I know what to teach. Don't you think that basic 
techniques are more important than Sakusen and Senjyutsu? I think, as there is a saying, 
Sen-ren-ban-tan (a thousand practices and ten thousand times of training) and 
Hyaku-ren-zi-toku (hundreds of practices makes a technique your own) makes you acquire real 
Kendo which is based on right straight basic techniques. -What we have to try is to use our 
techniques In matches as we practise, isn't it? It is the most difficult thing you do M Kendo, but it 
becomes possible by trying to overcome hard training and being Mushin (no-mindedness). You have 
to make yourself able to use techniques without thinking! Sakusen and Senjýyutus are something you 
do deliberately. If you want to do real Kendo, you have to use your skills with Mushin. To be able to 
be Mushin, you keep doing the same practice again and again. That's the way it is. (T42) 

This teacher always made great achievements as a competitor when he was an upper secondary school 

pupil and University student. He is still a famous competitor. His fighting style has been supported by 

many people and he is expected to achieve greater success M the ffiftre. Especially he referred to the 

sayings (Sen-ren-ban-tan and Hyaku-ren-zi-toku) M Kendo as Budo. He insists upon the mip"nce of 

acquisition of basic skills by repeated practice. The purpose of repeated practice is to use techniques 

automatically with Mushin. According to his opinion, choosing techniques based on Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu is not to show techniques in being Mushin and it is against real Kendo for him. The following 

teacher uses a different tenninology and explains his reason for denying Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

Whatever you do, the basics are the most important, aren't they? When you start something, you 
learn basic things first. Right? Especially in Kendo as Budo. Beginners should do Kata-Geiko 

(practice of form) a lot. So I am not supposed to teach Sakusen and Senjywtsu. Such things are not 

included in the traditional practice of Kendo as Budo. I did a lot of Kata-Geiko when I was 

young .... 
To focus on practising basic techniques, that IS Kendo as Budo. Kendo, is not a sport. I don't 

like teaching Kendo as a sport. (T55) 

The ptirpose of Kata-Geiko is to acquire the correct forms of movement and Shinai control by repeating 

the same action again and again (Sumi, 2WO). In Kata-Geiko, ideas of interpersonal skills in terms of 

Salaisen and ýenjývutvu such as how to WM and how to control an opponent are not mcluded at all. This 
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teacheriTiSists that to lay the foundaion by this t)W of traiiýg IS the way of Kendo as Budo and to lemn 

Sakus, en and Senjywt. vu is to leam Kendo as a sport. Moreover, for him, teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

prevents his pupils from tmining in the process of the traditional way The follOWM*g teacher also 

describes, as his reason for denying Sakusen and Senjyutsu, the process of the traditional way of training M 

Kendo as Budo and explains where begmner pupils are placed in the process of the traditional traffiffig In 

Kendo as Budo. 

If you follow the tradition, you realise that there is no space for the teaching of Sakusen and 
Senjyutsu. I want my pupils to acquire the real Kendo which follows the basics and consists of 
proper straight techniques. 
[Interviewer: "Why is the teaching of Sakusen and Senjývutsu against acquiring basic techniques? "] 
Because you know Shu-ha-fi (levels of training M Kendo), Tbat's the fundamental practice style in 
Kendo. Pupils are at the stage of Syw (the stage one follows one's master). They have to follow the 
basic things I teach. The first stage is the most important to acquire real Kendo. You know You do 

Kendo, too. If you don't focus on the basic techniques when you are a beginner but focus on applied 
techniques or winning, you won't be able to be good in the future. I want my pupils to acquire good 
basic skills in school. (T27) 

This teacher applies the training process In Kendo as Budo to Kendo wifl-iin the PE cumculum and points 

out that beginner pupils are m the stage of Shu arid should follow what he teaches. His comment shows 

that he does not mind what his pupils diink and dia his way is everyffiing. Moreover, he fmffly believes 

that his way is the right way for his pupils' future. 

in this category, some common reasons for denymig Sakwen and Senpasu among the teachers who have 

different grade, gender, teaching expenence and achievements as a player and coach were found m terms 

of their ideology of teaching and training III Kendo as Budo. 

in the analysis of the first mtenqew data, some teachers denied teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu because 

of pupils' lack of skills and understanding, and the nwnber of lessons. Tbrough the second mterviews 

that focused only on a few questions of teaching Sakusen and SenjYldsu, however, it became clear that their 

real reason was that they denied because it did not go with the traditional way of Kendo as Budo. 
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As a concrete way of Kendo as Budo, as exemplified by a female teacher T51, some teachers denied 

teaching of &tkusen and Senjývutsu M terms of the relationship Shi-sho (master) and Deshi (apprentice) M 

Kendo av Budo. There exists the strong relationship between Shi-sho arid Deshi In Kendo a5 Budo. 

Donohue (1990, p. 59) explains that the student can make no demands upon the teacher. Deshi must 

place him / herself in the hands of Shi-sho, blindly t-ust this individual, and do whatever is demanded on 

him / her by the Shi-sho. That is, a Sht-sho is complete model for a Deshi. The Deshi grows up by 

copying the Shi-sho and inwardly digesting the Shi-sho's ways and thoughts. As a saying "Sannen 

Kakattemo Yoi Shi wo MiLvukeyo (spend three years to find a good mastery' imphes, the Shi-sho's existence 

is critical for each Deshi (Matsumoto, 2002). This does not mean, however, Shi-sho can do whatever he 

/she warit to do, rather, Shi-sho IS responsible to lead Deshi to develop Deshi's skills, mderstandmg and 

character From some teachers' comments, it seems that they recognise themselves asShi-sho and their 

pupils as Deshi and they feel their responsibility to lead their pupils to 'real Kendo' for them. Some 

teachers In this code explained that the most important fl-fing to acquire real Kendo is to acquire basic 

techniques and their pupils were placed in the stage of Shu In the process of the traditional training in 

Kendo as Budo. Shu IS the level where one obeys the principles of one's master and leanis the basics 

solidly. Ha is the level where one adds one's own idea to what one leamed m the previous level, and Ri is 

the level where one rises above what one leamed m the previous two levels, firffier develops one's 

techniques, and establishes a new, personal style (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 93). For these teachers, teaching 

Sakus, en and Senj)wtyu is to prevent their pupils from acquiring basic techniques In the stage of Shu. In 

Kendo as Budo, the acqwsition of basiC techniques are, as some terminologies such as Sen-ren-ban-tan (a 

thousand times practices and ten thousand times training), Hyaku-ren-zkoku (hmdreds of practices makes 

a technique your own) and Kata-geikv (repeated practice which aims to acquire the correct form) show, 

achieved through repeated practice. Kendo practitioners are expected to become able to show good form 

and each technique Mi being Mushin through such training, Mushm means the condition of mind m which 

the mind is not preoccupied with anyffiing, (A. J. K. E, 20W, p. 06). It does not mem that one's rnirýd is 

empty, but is in a mental condition of selflessness, free of worldly thoughts and a mirror-like mental 

condition that reflects all phenomena (ATK. F, 2000, p. 66). It is said that when one can be m, the 

condition of Mushin, one's mind functions best because the mind is purely concentrated and undistracted. 

Leggett (2001) points out that if one fights in bemg Mushin, satisfied result will be gained. As T42s 
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cormnent IS exemplified, for some teachers, choosmg techniques based onSakusen and Senjývutsu is not to 

show techniques m bemgMushin and it is against real Kendo. Tomiki(1991) argues that itis mipossible 

to undef-stand what Kendo as Budo is, in a training method which does not follow the traditional way and 

if we do not follow the traditional method, Kendo as Budo will change to sport Kendo. Many teachers In 

this category made the same comment that even if it is Kendo within the PE curriculw-n and diat the 

traditional way is the only way to lead pupils to real Kendo. 

Thus, the teachers M this category have their ideology of teaching and trammg of Kendo based on the 

traditional way of training, the relationship between a master and apprentice and learning stage in Kendo 

as Budo, and there is no space for Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

Next, some teachers' reasons for denying the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu are analysed from their 

ideology of posture, forms and movement of traditional Kendo av Budo. 

5-3-3 Teachers'Ideology of the Posture, Forms and Movement of Traditional Kendo as Budo 

Ten teachers' reasons for denying teaching Sakusen and Senyyutsu were related to their ideology of the 

posture, forms and movement of the traditional Kendo. The following teacher places an emphasis on the 

importance of keeping good posture in terms of Kendo, as an art 

We must not forget that Kendo has an aesthetic domam. When you fight, you shoWd show a mce 

quality of Kendo. 

[Interview: What do you mean? ] I mean, showing good st-aight stable posture. You have to impress 

people who are watching by keeping your posture stable during matches .... I think that by using 

Senjyutsý pupils will become not to care about keeping good posture because they become to focus 

only on winning .... Kendo IS an art. I want my pupils to acquire real Kendo that includes an aesthetic 

domam. (T43) 

As Budo is translated into martial arts in English, Budo includes an element of art. More concretely, 

aesthetic domains of Budo mean beauty of posture, forms and movements (Sumi, 2000). Kendo 

practitioners are expected to acquire beautiful posture, forms and movements through repeated training in 

the traditional way. As many other teachers do, this teacher also thinks that pupas will come to focus too 
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much on winning as a result of teaching of Senj)mtsu. Moreover this teacher also thinks that pupils will 

come not to care aboiA keepMg good posture as a resudt of focusmg too much on wmnmg. That IS, for 

this teacher, teaching Senj)vsu means making pupils unable to acquire an aesthetic domain of Kendo as 

Budo. The following female teacher makes a similar comment on an aesthetic domain of Kendo as 

Budo. 

I don't want to teach Senjyutsu because I think that pupils won't come to care about their posture if I 

teach it. I understand that pupils want to win matches, but Kendo is an art. We should remember that 
Kendo has to look beautiful.... 1 was always told the importance of showing good posture by my 
upper secondary Kendo club teacher. I was strictly told off if I fought with broken posture. My 

teacher also told me that In Kendo, broken posture means distortion of mind, but if you keep 

your posture straight In any situation, that's real Kendo, beautiful Kendo. (T30) 

She also mentioned that pupils would come not to care about their posture by teaching Senjývutsu. Her 

opinion has also been influenced by her Kendo teacher The fbHowing teacher also mentions the 

importance of keeping straight posture as his reason for denying Sakusen and Senjyutsu and the importance 

of passIng what he leaned from his teacher to his pupils. 

I have been told to pass real Kendo to the next generation by my teacher. If you want to teach real 
Kendo, you have to make pupils acquire right posture. It's not Chambara. (sword baffle game). It's 

an art. Kendo, is one of Budo. Looking good by keeping your posture straight is important.... 1 want 

pupils to learn an aesthetic domain of Kendo that Kendo practitioners should try to show good 

posture In fighting. I don't want to teach Sakusen and Senjyutsu to my pupils and encourage them to 

do anything to wirt. -My teacher taught me what real Kendo was. Now it is my turn. I have to pass 

real Kendo, to my pupils. (T3 1) 

As he explained an aesthetic domain of Kendo in companson with Chambara, for this teacher, teaching 

Sakusen and Senjývutsu seems to mean to agree that his pupils can do anyd-ýing to wm even if they do not 

keep good posture. Another teacher also referred to Chambara and mentioned the importance of an 

aesthetic domain of Kendo as his reason for denymg teachmg of Senj)wtsu. 

Kendo isn't Chambara. It' not like swinging your Shinai randomly. In Chambara, you can do 

anything you want. You don't need to care about your posture and movement. You just try to attack 

your opponent. However, what IS important In Kendo as an art is to look beauffUl. Your posture and 

movement has to be beautiful .... I think that teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu. means encouraging 

pupils to focus on hitting people. Just like Chambara because these are just a meaning of winning 

and an aesthetic domain of Kendo is not 'included *in teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu. As I am 
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saymg, however, Kendo isn't Chambara, but it's an art. I think that I am responsible for teaching 
Kendo as an art. So I should not be teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu. (T2 I) 

This teacher also has a strong feelffig about an aesthetic domain of Kendo. Moreover, this teacher also 

feels that teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu means letting his pupils learn just a means of hitting opponents 

and prevents pupils fi7om learning Kendo as an art. This teacher was asked what was beautifW posture 

and movement. 

[Interviewer: What IS beautiful posture and movement? ] I mean, straight back and stable movement. 
In Chambara, you can bend your back and neck to any direction, but you are not supposed to do that 

in Kendo as Budo. When you hold a Shinai and face on your opponent you must stand straight and 
try to look bigger. When you move, you must keep your head the same height. So your head moves 
parallel to the floor 

.... What is important is that you try to do it not only in practice, but also In 
matches. That IS why, I am saying that Sakusen and Senjyutsu should not be taught. Basically there is 
no space for teaching and leanmg Sakusen arid Senjyutsu In Kendo training and you have to focus 

on developing. your basic skills and building up good forms. There should not be difference between 

your movement In practice and matches. What you try to do in practice is what you have to try to do 

in matches. That is real Kendo. (T2 I) 

As some other teachers do, this teacher also insists that teaching and learning of Sakusen and Senjýwtsu are 

not Included m the traditional way of trai=g in Kendo as Budo and Kendo practitioners should focus on 

the basics. This teacher also describes the iniportance of showmg techniques In matches as they show 

them in practices as his other reason for denying teaching of Sakusen and Senjývutsu and his interpretation 

of real Kendo. The following teacher explained his reason for denymg Sakusen and Senlyutsu, referring 

to a sayM9 on how one shotdd perform in practices and matches. 

Isn, t the teaching of things like Sakusen and Senj)wtsu against the idea of Keiko-ha-shiai-no-gotoku, 

Shiai-ha-keiko-no-gotoku (you do practise as if you were to play In matches and vice versa)? You try 

to build up beautiful and reasonable movement and posture in everyday repeated practice, and you 

try to show them In matches. That's Kendo as Budo. Even if you start thinking Sakusen just before a 

match or you start thinking Seniyutsu during a match, it will only confuse you. J42) 

The above saying originally means an attitude that Kendo practitioners should be as serious in practices as 

in matches (Sumi, 2000). As this teacher's comment shows, he refers to this saying to show that one 

should show good posture and forms In matches as one does In practices. For him, Sakmen and 

Senjyutsi, mean preventM9 his pupils from showmg good posture and forms m matches as they do m* 
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practices and they are useless to build up real Kendo. Another teacher also used the same saymg and 

explained his reason for denyMg Sakusen. 

Keiko-ha-shiai-no-gotoku, Shiai-ha-keiko-no-gotoku. As this saying shows, there is no difference 
between practice and matches. What you do M practice is what you do in matches. I think that all 
Kendo practitioners try to keep proper posture and to use proper footwork in practice. It is important 
that these also have to be seen in matches. If you follow the traditional way of training in Kendo as 
Budo, you will be able to do it automatically That's what we have to try In Kendo. On the other 
hand, Senjyutsu. means that you do anything to win even if you lose your balance, posture and 
footwork, doesn't it? (T35) 

This teacher also recognises the meaning of this sayi as performing in matches as doing i Mg _, in practice and 

also thinks that teaching of Senjyutsu means to let pupils focus only on winning and domg anyfing to wm. 

Moreover, as many teachers do, this teacher also places an emphasis on the importance of usmg proper 

posture and footwork arid believes that these have to be acquired through the traditional way of training M 

Kendo as Budo. 

It is clear that all the above teachers think that as the result of teachig of Sakusen and Senjývutsu, pupils 

will forget the importance of keeping good posture and showing proper forms that they have been building 

up through training and pupils will try to strike and defend even if they lose balance and posture in order to 

beat opponents. hi fact in Kendo as Budo, a greater emphasis IS placed on keepMg a straight posftre, 

compared with other activities. It is said that mbalanced posture in Kendo can be likened to one's 

disturbed mind (Sumi, 2000). To attack and defend by deliberately breaking one's balance in practices 

and matches is highly admonished and criticised. in Kendo as Budo. For example, shooting with an 

unbalanced posture or defending an opponent's attacking, whilst falling to the ground, are probably greatly 

praised as wonderful skills In sports such as basketball and football hi Kendo, however, one's strike is not 

regarded as Ippon (a valid strike) if one strikes with mbalanced posture even if one strikes very hard. 

This IS the original idea of Kendo as an art. Kendo as Budo is not just an activity In which two people try 

to hit each other For example, figure 5-1 below shows, there is a way of defence which hides one's Men 

(head), Kote (right hand and forearm) and right Doh (right stomach area) by elevating the left fist over the 

head. This is often seen in begm'ers' practices and matches. Kendo teachers cnificise this type of 

defence. Okajima (1992, p. 147) strongly criticises this type of defence as just for defence and goes 
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against an idea of "Bougyo no tameno Boýyo nmhi (No defence just for defencey'. In Kendo as Budo, 

defence is supposed to be done In order to promote the next attack to make it possible and defensive 

movements should be the minimum (Kanzaki, 2001). One has to make an action of defence just before 

an opponent's Shmai reaches one and has to make an action of attacking unmediately after defending. 

This is also called Wo-bo-icchi'in traditional Kendo terminology. Attacking and defending are supposed, 

to be regarded as one m Kendo (Kanzaki, 200 1). 

As for the way of fonning the right posture, as already 

described in the analysis of the first interviews, many of the 

teachers who belong to this category also conunented that the 

right posture m Kendo should be acquired m daily repeated 

practices and teaching and learning of Sakusen and Senj: yutsu 

are not mcluded m the ft-aditional way of trammg M Kendo as 

Budo. 

AI. S introduced Min the above T35 and T42' comments, the saying 

r,, uiko-ha-shiai-no-gotoku, Shiai-ha-keiko-no-gotoku onginaRy 

means that one shoidd be as serious in practices as one is In 

matches. ActuaUy another five teachers, irrespective of the 

differences of their grade, teaching experience and age, used 

this saying to explain that one should show one's movements 

Figure 5-1 Bad Example of 
Defence in Kendo 

which were acquired by repeated practices without changing and should not try to do something diflerent 

in matches, but should try to do the same movements in matches as one does M practices. 

Thus, the teachers III this category display their ideological belief that m Kendo, proper posture, fonn and 

movement have to be build up and these have to be shown in matches as one does In practice. 

in tile next paragraph, some teachers' reasons for denying teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu are analysed 

in terms of teachers' ideology of matches, winning and losing in Kendo as Budo. 
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5-3-4 Teachers'Ideology of the Matches, Winning and Using in Kendo as Budo 

So far many teachers commented that Sakusen and Sen&utsu are only for winning and they denied 

teaching them as these were agamst their ideology of the purpose of Kendo as Budo, the way of trainirig 

and teaching In Kendo as Budo and the importance of acquisition of posture, forms and movements of 

Kendo as Budo. Here some teachers' reasons for denying teaching of Sakm-en and Sen&utsii were 

analysed in term of their ideology of meaning of matches, winning and losing. The numbers of teachers 

whose reasons were categOrised in this code were thirty five and it was the biggest number in aH the codes. 

A teacher who has a high reputation as both a competitor and coach commented on his feeling about his 

pupils'fight as foHows. 

I would not be happy even if my pupils won by making Sakusen. For example, tying to make a 
draw intentionally. I don't want my pupils to use such dirty techniques.... I want them to be good 
loser rather than bad winner. 
[Interviewer: 'Why IS making Sakusen and using Senjyutsu so bad? "] Because that IS not Kendo as 
Budo. You know, you are supposed to fight with Mushin in Kendo matches. You know the purpose 

of matches. It's not just for winning. We have to encourage our pupils to understand that they try to 

develop each other through practising together and fighting together. Taking part In matches doesn't 

mean you can do whatever you want. (T44) 

As described earlier, Kyushu is an iffland where the level of upper secondary school Kendo is hidier fl-km 

any other islands in Japan. In addition, this teacher has led his school Kendo club to victory In the All 

Japan Upper Secondary School Kendo Championship before. Even this teacher denies Sakusen and 

Senivuftu and ffiinks that it is better to lose ffian wirining by making Sakusen and using Senjývutsu. For 

by f him, making Sakusen and using Senjyutsu mean tying to win air means or foul as many other teachers 

ffiink. 

The follOWM9 teacher explains an attitude that Kendo practitioners should take in matches. 

I don't like the idea that you can do anyfl-iing to win. It's so cheeky. Making , 
Wusen and using 

Senjywtsu are based on that idea and for winning, right? I don't want my pupils to do Kendo that way. 

As the regulations and rules for matches and refereeing by the A. J. K. F say, Kendo matches should 

be done with the sprits of Sei-sei-doh-doh (fair and square) and Ko-mei-sei-dai (fair and square). 

[interviewer- Why are making Sakusen and using Senjývutsu cheeky and why are they against the 

sprit of Sei-sei-doh-doh? ] Because Kendo practitioners are expected to fight fair in any situations, 
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they should always fight In fifty-fifty situation. Avoiding fighting not to lose arid taking advantage of 
score situation in a team match are the worst of aU! (T34) 

This teacher explained attitudes that Kendo practitioners should take by referring to sayings 

Sei-sei-doh-doh and Ko-mei-sei-da. He also explained the worst way of fighting for Kendo praditionerS, 

givmg some examples of Sakusen and Senjýwtsu. As other many teachers commented, this teacher also 

thiT& that Sakuven and Senjyutsu are agamst the spmt of fair play This teacher also ffiý& that Kendo 

practitioner should always fight in fifly-fifty In any situation and changing figbfing style considering 

opponents and team score situation are against the spirit of fair play 

The follOWM, g teacher explams the right way to wirl, referring to Sei-sei-doh-doh. 

Kendo matches should be done in the spirit of Sei-set-doh-doh and you must win in the right way, 
not the cowardly way. 
[Interviewer: 'What do you mean by the right way? "] I mean dominating an opponent's Chu-sin and 
overwhelming your opponent's Ki (spirit) by your Ki, and trying to win. This IS the Kendo that I 
have been told by my teachers and that is the real Kendo that we should tty to do. Using Sakusen and 
Senjy, utsu to win is against the fighting spirit of Kendo because you try to do anything for yours or 

your team's Victory. That's not the right way. (T 15) 

Tbrough both interviews, this teacher always made comments from the viewpoint of Kendo as Budo. 

For this teacher, teaching of Sakusen and Senj)mtsu means to agree that one can do anything to win. His 

mear the right way seems to be qtdte a high level of the way of winning. His comment Ling of winning In 

"Dominating an opponent's Chu-shin" and "Overwhelming your opponent's Ki by your Kf ' seems that it 

does not try to break an opponent's balance by one's physical power and speed, but try to make an 

opponent upset by spiritual pressure that is given out from one's tip of Shinai and whole body This is the 

ultimate way of fighting In Kendo as Budo (Ka=4 2001). The following teacher who has only one 

year teaching experience also used the saying Sei-sei-doh-doh and commented about the ultimate way of 

figtltmg- 

I want pupils to fight with Sei-sei--doh-doh because it is what Kendo should be. I have only one year 

teaching experience, but I have been trying to teach the real Kendo. You use your Shinai correctly 

you keep your posture correctly You fight trying to break an opponent's Chu-sin. You develop a 

match with your opponent Mi silent spmWal attacking and defending through eye contact and touch 

of the tips of each other's Shidi with your opponent. The outside looks silent and hard attacking and 
defending are developed inside. And finally one tries to attack. That's Kendo. That's how Kendo, 
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matches should be developed. I was taught that I should try to do that sort of Kendo and now I teach 
my pupils to do the same. J28) 

This teacher's meaning of the way of fighting seem to be the same as T 15. Moreover, how he has come 

to thinklike this is also the same as T15. The reason why this way of fighfing is regarded as the Wtimate 

way of figbting IS related to a competitive characteristic of Kendo as Budo that Kendo IS an activity that 

people can practise Kendo everi if they get old (Sumý 2000). The following teacher explains his reason 

for denyMig Sakusen and Senjyutsu and placmg an emphasis on the way of fighting that tries to give 

spiritual pressure m term of this charactenstic of Kendo. 

.... You should try to win M the right way. 
[Interviewer: "What do you mean by right way? "] Well, I mean fighting against your opponent 
head-on in any situation, overwhelming the opponent's Ki by your Ki and doing straight cuts. Even 
if you win by using feint as your Senjývutsu and avoiding figliting as your Sakusen, you have no 
future for development of your Kendo if you keep doing such Kendo. If you want to develop your 
Kendo, you must keep doing the real Kendo by following the traditional training In Kendo as Budo. 
You try to use your Shinai, footwork and posture correctly, and you try to overwhelm your opponent 
by your Ki and win. I can still beat my pupils In spite of my age because I don't depend on physical 
power, but Ki. (T35) 

This teacher is the second oldest teacher in all the interview participants. This teacher places an emphasis 

on wýming M the right way m ternis of pupils' future development of Kendo. His opmion is also related 

to a competitive characteristic of Kendo as Budo that people still can practise Kendo even if they get old. 

The reason why people can continue doing Kendo through their lives is that Kendo places a greater 

emphasis on spiiiWal domains than physical domains in one-on-one fighting (SUMI, 2000). More 

concretely, this means to fight by making the best use of one's Ki to overwhelm an opponent's Ki and 

making maximum effect by minimum physical movement. This higliest level of fighting is not acquired 

in a short time, but acquired through hard trainmg over a long time (Sumý 2000). This teacher is nearly 

60 years old. It seems that he has been building up such style of fighting through long time training and 

recognises the importance of the process of building up this style of fighting. That is, it seems that this 

teacher thinks that if his pupils do not bear in mind to do Kendo that makes ffill use of action of Ki when 

they are young, it is going to be too late to change their fighting style that relies on their physical abilities 

when they get old. This teacher denies teaching of Sakusen and Seq&tsu because of this reason. The 
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following middle aged teacher also makes a similar comment. 

In. yoiir matches and free fencing In practices, you should focus on internal things more than external 
things like Sakusen and Senjýwtsu. If you keep training in the traditional way and follow the real 
Kendo, you will be able to do Kendo for a long long time. Even if you become 80 years old, Yes. It 

is still possible for you to practise and beat young people because your Kendo does not rely just on 
physical strength, but spiritual strength. You know, Sakusen and Senj)mtsu are physical thing. I mean 
lots of body movements and Shinai movement. J41) 

Even though this teacher is much yomiger, the two teachers above share the same opmion. His mearmg 

of 'internal thing' would be Ki. This teacher also comments that it is important to practise Kendo that 

makes more use of Ki dim physical strength in order to practise Kendo through life. His explains his 

reason for denymg Sakusen and Senjýwtsu very clearly. For him, &tkusen and Senjyutsu should not be 

taught because making Sakusen and using Senjýwtsu means using wasteful Shinai and body movements. 

It is clear again that this teacher recognises fighting in Kendo In term of the idea of 'minimum movement 

and maximum effect'. Another young teacher also made a similar comment, referring to this idea. 

.... 
I have confidence in my physical fitness. I also have a confidence in my speed and I have a lot of 

techniques. My Kendo teachers, however, still completely defeat me. They know what I am tying to 

do before I move. In ftont of them, I am nothing. Just like a baby. Whatever I do, they just move only 

a bit and do counterattack. I think that this is something that does not happen in sports, but happens 

m Budo. Moreover, you know a saying "Utte Katsuna, Katte Ute (Win then strike. Do not strike to 

win) ". They actually win before striking me. I am overwhelmed by their Ki and my Chu-shin is 

totally dominated by their Ken-sen (tip of a Shinai). I think that thew Kendo is real Kendo that was 
built up through a long time of traditional training and I would like to acquire their Kendo by 

following the same way. I would also like my pupils to acquire their Kendo. If I teach them Sakusen 

and Seqvutsu, they will not able to acquire real Kendo because real Kendo is not about physical, but 

spiritual, (T48) 

This teacher explains the same competitive characteristic of Kendo as Budo from the opposite point of 

view of T35. This teacher also recognises, therefore, that Salmsen and Senipitsu are conducted by relying 

on physical strength. This teacher recognises that there is great difference between his level of Kendo and 

his teachers and he has been trying to approach to the level of his teachers by trying to acquire 'real Kendo,. 

For this teacher, as he described by referring to a saying "Utte Katsuna, Kafte Ute", doing real Kendo is to 

achieve to, e. wm (overwhelm his opponent's Ki by his Ki and dominate an opponent's Chu-shin by the tip 

of his Shinai) and then strike'. 
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The above teachers commented that they placed a greater emphasis on fighting In the right way than 

winning. In sports, winning sometimes brings winners social glory and physical benefits but it is not 

supposed to happen in Kendo as Budo. In traditional Kendo as Budo, matches are supposed to take place 

for the purpose of grasping one's ability and progress, getting opportunities to find one's weak points and 

improbable points and reviewmg the process of one's Syugyo (training) (Inoue, 1994). 

Many teachers in this category also commented that fighting with Sakusen and Sen 
, IýWsu IS against the way 

of fighting In real Kendo as Budo. As an attitude that Kendo practitioner should adopt, some teachers 

refeiTed to the phrases 'Sei-sei-doh-doh' and 'Ko-mei-sei-dai. These meanmgs speak both to the 

condition of being fair and square and not cowardly in one's conduct (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 129). These two 

phrases are an important feature of the attitude to be taken when Kendo practtioners take part in Kendo 

matches. As T34 commented, the phrases 'Sei-sei-doh-doh' and 'Ko-mei-sei-dai' are described in the 

regulations for matches and referring prescribed by the A. J. K. F and demonstrating these spmts is 

encouraged in matches. These teachers explained their reasons for denying teaching of Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu by us Mig the words 'cheeky, 'cowardly' and 'mean' just as many teachers did m the first 

interviews. What they meant by using these words seemed to imply the way of fightIng that one tries by 

considering an opponent's ability and team score situation. More concretely, for example, in the case that 

the first and second compettors won and the third competitor made a draw in a team match that consists of 

five competitors, the fourth competitor does not have tc) Will and making a draw brings the team victory 

What the fourth competitor tries to do is, therefore, to fight M defensiVe style m order to make a draw 

Another example IS that In the case that one scores a pomt In an individual match that takes place In 5 

minutes match time and a competitor who scores two points before the other competitor Wins, one tries to 

avoid fighting during the rest of the match time and be defensive in order to make one's possibility of 

winning more secure, The above acts seem to sound quite reasonable Sakusen and Senjyutsu M matches 

and ggames. For the teachers interviewed here, however, such acts are used only In sports and should not 

be used in Kendo as Budo. These are sneaky acts and against the spirit of Sei-sei-doh-do because a 

Kendo competitor must fight fifty-fifty mi any situations. These Kendo teachers, views of the order of 

outcome to be encouraged in matches m Kendo matches would be summarised as; 
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1) Good winner; 

2) Good loser; 

3) Bad wmner and loser. 

These meanmgs are that a good wumer is a person who does the real Kendo with the right etiquette, fights 

with the spirit of Sei-sei-doh-doh, is modest and has an understandmg of the meanmg of matches. Even if 

one wMS a match, one perceives the loser's feelings and never shows off one's victory. A good loser is a 

person who did not wM a match, but has got the same attibide and understanding as the good winner. A 

bad wumer and a bad loser are people who show off their victory and show their ffiistrated attitude as the 

result of losing and cannot praise the opponent's winning, Such bad winner and bad loser are regarded as 

people who focus only on winning and losmg and have forgotten the essence of matches in Kendo. 

Kuroda and Senda (1999) argue that from the viewpoint of the concept of Kendo and the traditional 

characteristics,, a draw In Kendo matches should not be made by competitors' intentional acts, but is 

supposed to happen as the result of figbting head-on and having no scoring or the same score by both 

competitors m the match time. hi this case, it is thought that Kuroda and Senda also have the same view 

as the teachers that Sakusen and Senjyutsu are agamst the spirit of Sei-sei-doh-doh and Kendo competitors 

must have fight fifty-fifty In any situations. 

As for the way of fighting that Kendo practitioners should demonsft-ate, some teachers described their 

meaning of the way of figbtino, i real Kendo ay Budo. It seems that the way of fighting i real Kendo as Cl In In 

Budo for them is the ultimate way of fighting 1TI Kendo as Budo that achieves maximum effect by 

mininitun movement, More concretely, it IS the way of fighting that one mimmises Shinai and body 

movement and footwork, and Ippon IS made Mi such movement. There is little movement of hwds, foot 

and Shinai In this minimum movement. There is active involvement of the spirit, however, in order to 

give an opponent Seme (spiritual pressure) and to overwhehn an opponent's Ki by one's Ki. Ki is 

understood as a powerful, latent force inherent In all creation (Donohue, 1990, p. 61). Tbýs IS expected to 

be naturally acquired through development of skill and spintual strength In the long process of Sj4qyo, 

Ippon is supposed to be made by a strike with the right posture and movement in a style of Kendo. From 

this pomt, their reasons for denying the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyjasil would be that making Salaisen 
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and usmgSenjývutsu mean encouragM9 pupils to move one's body and Shinai umecessar-fly. In Kendo x 

Budo, there is an miportant concept concenmg three ways to overwhelm an opponent called San-sappo. 

These three ways are 'to kifl the opponent's H, 'to kill the opponent's sword (Shinai)' and 'to kiH the 

opponent's skiUs'. 'To kiH the opponent's KP means that the one's Ki overwhelms the opponent's Ki, 

thereby forestalling his / her attack. 'To kill the opponent's sword (Shinai)' means that the one controls 
A- - dic movement of the tip of the opponent's sword (Shinai) by restraining or deflecting the sword. 'To kill 

the opponent's skiUs' means that the one anticipates the opponent, giving him / her no cbance to attack 

(A. J. K. F, 2000, pp. 79-80). In these three ways, 'to kill the opponent's Ki'is especially regarded as the 

most important way of attacking In Kendo (Donohue, 1999). 

Some teachers'reason for denyMig Sakusen and Senj)mtsu are also related to a competitive characteristiC of 

Kendo as Budo. In Kendo as Budo, anyone is assunied to have the possibility of beating anyone else 

regardless of the difference of sex, age, physique and physical strength. Moreover, Kendo is an activity 

that one can do throughout one's life. This is because the way of fighting places more emphasis on 

spiritual work dian physical work (Sumi, 2000). Some of the teachers also comment from the viewpoint 

of lifelong Kendo that doing too much physically active Kendo does not make one develop one's Kendo In 

the ftiture and one will be in trouble with one's Kendo when one gets old. Moreover, these teachers 

recognise how important it is for pupils to develop their skills towards real Kendo. Although these 

teachers commented that they would like to make thew pupils acquire real Kendo for their future, none of 

them mentioned what they were doing something different from the way of traditional training of Kendo 

as Budo to encourage pupils to continue Kerido in their lessons wid-iin the PE curriculum. These teachers 

believe that the traditional way is the only way to acquire the way of fighting in real Kendo as Budo. 

Thus, it is summarised that the teachers who belong to this category have their ideology of matches and 

winning and losmg m Kendo that Kendo practitioners must become good losers rather than bad winners, 

fight head on in any situations and show the real Kendo that does not rely on their physical abilities, but 

makes the best use of Ki and achieve minimum movement maximum effect. 

In the next paragraph, as a conclusion, the relationship betwem all codes was exmmed in tenn of their 

ideology of real Kendo. 
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5-4 Conclusion 

So far teachers' reasons for denying the teaching of Sakusen and Senj)mtsu related to their ideologies of 

Kendo as Budo have been analysed separately Here, their relationship to each other is examined in term 

of their ideology of real Kendo as Budo. The following figure shows the relationship between the 

teachers' ideologies of Kendo as Budo and their ideology of real Kendo. 

Teachers' ideology of 
. I- - die purpose of the 

traclitiOnal Kendo as 
Budo 

Teachers'Ideology of 
the posture, forms 

and movement of the 
traditional Kendo as 

Budo 

Teacher's Ideology 
Sakusen 

of Real Kendo and 

as Budo 
Senjyutsu 

Teachers' ideology of Teachers' ideology of 
the training and matches, winning and 
teaching of the losing in the 

traditional Kendo as traditional Kendo as 
Budo Budo 

Figure 5-2 The Relationship between the Teachers'Ideologies of Kendo as Budo 

The connection between these seems to be thew ideology of the real Kendo as Budo. For example, In 

some teachers' ideology of the purpose of the traditional Kendo as Budo, some teachers take it for granted 

that domg Kendo for the purpose of character building is the real Kendo, For the teachers, Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu which are used for the purpose of winning are not compatible with the real Kendo. 

in some teachers' ideology of the traditional Kendo training and teaching, they comment that good posture, 

reasonable Shinai control and Mushin that are required m Kendo are acquired as the result of f ollowing the 
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traditional way of Shugyo and teaching which involves repeated practice again and again. They also take 

it for granted that the real Kendo, is acquired as a result of following fl-iis process for a long time. The 

reason why Sakusen andSenjývutsu are denied is because these are not included in the traditional Shy*v 

which makes the real Kendo. 

In some teachers' ideology of the posture and movement of tra&tional Kendo as Budo, they take it for 

granted that to use the n& posture, footwork, body and Shinai movement accluired in the traditional 

Shugyo is the real Kendo. For these teachers, making Salcusen and using Senjývutsu mean aimmg for 

oneself and one's team to WM even if the right posture and movement are broken. Therefore, the teaching 

of Sakusen and Senjyutsu are denied by them. 

Finally, in some teachers' ideology of matches, winning and losing in the traditional Kendo as Budo, 

Kendo matches are seen as being for the pLupose of grasping one's ability and progress, getting 

opportunities to find one's problems and to review the process of one's ShqSTo. The content of Kendo 

matches places an emphasis on fighting by one's Ki and an opponent's Ki. Even if there is little exterior 

movement, there are active interior movements in two competitors' minds. They take it for granted that 

tlvmg to overwhehn an opponent's U by one's own Ki and to strike is the real Kendo. For these teachers, 

making Sakusen and using Senjyutsu mean bringing wasteful extenial Shinai and body movement into 

play which is not compatible with the real Kendo as Budo. 

To susn up, the reasons why the teachers deny the teaching of Sakusen and Sen&tsu are because their 

ideas of Sgkusen and Senjýwtsu are antagonistic to the dominant and widely shared ideology of the real 

Kendo as Budo. Interestingly, even if many teachers did not mention the words Sakusen and Senjyutsu, 

they mentioned. the content related to Sakusen and Senjývutsu and they ptit such content In the category of 

the real Kendo. What we have to think about here is that the content of their comments on the real Kendo 

such as 'to take the Chu-shin' and 'to overwhehn an opponent's Ki bY giving pressure by one's KP are the 

ultimate ways of fighting In Kendo and they are qwte a high level of 'acts' to do before stiking. It is 

thought that these 'acts' would be explained by the words Sakusen and Senjyutsu M another way Thatis, 

there are Salaisen and Senjyiitsii that are supported to use and criticised to use by these teachers. 
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Table 5-1 Sakusen and Senjyutsu that Are Supported to Use and Criticised to Use 

by the Kendo Teachers. 
Sakusen and Senjyutsu that are supported 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu that are achieved with 

minimum movement and maximum effect and 
Mushin (This is the ultimate floiting style In 
Kendo, as Budo) 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu that are criticised 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu with wasteffil Shinai 

and body movement. 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu dia are used with lost 

balance, posture and bad cutting action. 
For example 

To overwhelm an opponent's Ki by one's Ki Sakusen and Senjyutsu fliat outwit opponents 
by feint action. 

To break the opponent's Chu-sin (centre) by 

the one's Ki and mmimum Shinal and Body Sakusen and Senjyutsu fliat are intenfionafly 

movement used for leading oneself or one's team to 

victory. 
To sttike the opponent with straight and 
beautiful cut. 

Real Kendo 

For example 

To avoid figbting to make a draw agamst some 

one stronger 

Sport Kendo 

For these teachers, &rkusen and Senjýwtsu that they support are those m which wastefW body and Shinai 

movement are not used but which overwhelm an opponent's Ki by one's Ki. Sakusen and Senjývutsu that 

are criticiSed are ones where one relies on physical strength more than menW streno. For example, 

external feinting movements and moving around the match court in order to avoid fighfing head-on against 

an opponent. It is mterestmg that the use the phrase 'the real Kendo' for the Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

demonstrated by taking Chu-shin and overwhehning by Ki and only use the words for negative aspects of 

fighting. 
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The fmdmgs gained from the second interviews are sunimansed as fbHows: 

- The school teachers'reasons for denying Sakusen and Senjyutsu were related to their ideologies of Kendo 

as Budo. There were divided into four categories; thew ideology of the purpose of Kendo as Budo-, 

their ideology of how the teaching and training of Kendo as Budo should be; their ideology of the 

posture, forms and movement of Kendo as Budo, and their ideology of the matches, winning and losing 

m Kendo as Budo. 

- The idea of "real Kendo" as Budo is related to all the four categories of the teachers' ideologies of Kendo 

as Budo. 

- As to their ideologies of matches, wiming and losmg m Kendo as Budo, there are Sakusen and Senjýusu 

that are supported by the teachers to use, and Sakusen and Senpitsu which are not supported. The 

teachers appreciate Sakusen and Senbusu that encourage minimum movement with maximum effect by 

making the best use of one's Ki to overwhelm the opponent's Ki, and by being Mushin. On the other 

hand, for instance, Sakusen and Senjýyutsu that takes wasteful Shinai and body movement received their 

major criticism. 

- The teachers associate the words "Sakusen" and "Senjyutsu" with the negative critical ideas. 

The purpose of the second interviews was to explore In greater depth the relationship between their reasons 

lor denving the teaching of Sakusen and Senj)vutsu, and their ideologies of Kendo as Budo, Surprisingly 

although there were differences between their grade, gender, teaching experience, age and achievement as 

a coach and competitor, there were a lot of common opinions between them and there were no significant 

findings related to these differences. The results have revealed that their reasons are closely related to 

their ideologies of the traditional Kendo as Budo and these ideologies are also related to their ideology of 

real Kendo as Budo. 

What I felt through the interviews was their confidence. When I was making an-angement of interviews 

with them, i briefly pointed out the Imutation of applying the traditional style of Kendo to Kendo within 

the PE curriculum and explained the charactenstic of my research that supports the teaching of Sakuven 

and Senjyyjtvu to them. During the mterviews, however, they mostly spoke with some certamty that they 
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were right on commenting about their views of teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

In the next chapter, I attempt to respond criticaRy to the teachers' conception of Kendo within the PE 

curriculum and their negative views of teaching Sakusen and Senjyutsu based upon their ideologies of real 

Kendo as Budo. It is also attempted to discuss new ideas of teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum 

that make use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 
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Chapter Six 

A CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS AND EXANMATION 

OF A NEW TEAMING APPROACH TO IKENDO WITHIN THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

CURRICULUM 

6-1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, tile results of the interviews with fifty three upper secondary school Kendo 

teachers In Kyushu were presented. Their reasons for denying teaching of Sgkusen and Senjýyutsu were 

divided into four categories, their ideology of the purpose of traditional Kendo, as Budo, their ideology of 

the teaching and training of traditional Kendo as Budo, their ideology of the posture, fon-ns and movernent 

of traditional Kendo as Budo and their ideology of the matches, winning and losing in Kendo as Budo. It 

also became clear that their ideologies in each category were not separated, but closely related to each 

other mder their ideology of 'real Kendo' as Budo. Under their ideology of 'real Kendo', teachers aim at 

character building following the traditional drill style in a strict relationship between master (teacher) and 

apprentice (pupils). Pupils'Kerido style should follow the basiC footwork and body movement of Kendo 

with straight posture, and reasonable Shinai control and they should come to show their good posture and 

use their techniques without thinking (Mushin). Even if they take part In matches, they do not think 

anything special to win, but fight head-on M any sitmtion to become a good winner who knows the 
I- 

meariing of matches M Kendo as Budo. The ideal way of figlifing mi real Kendo as Budo is not to rely on 

physical strength to hit an opponent by usIng physical power and speed, bit to achieve 'mummum 

movement maximum effect'that is done by overwhelming an opponent's Ki (spirit) by one's Ki. 

On the other hand, these teachers think that making Sakusen and using Sakusen are for just wmnmg as 

sport Kendo and that teaching them will lead pupils to have no opportunities to expenence hardness. in 

addition, by teaching malang Sakusen and Senjywtsu, they ffiink that pupils Will do anything to win, will 

come not to care about their posture, footwork and body movement and pupas, fighting style will come to 

akusen and Senjýwitsu is denied for the above reasons depend on the physical. Although teaching, of S 
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related to the teachers' ideologies of real Kendo as Budo, it was also poinW out that their ideal way of 

fighting M real Kendo as Budo required quite a high level of Sakusen andSenjývtsu. It seems, therefore, 

that there were Sakusen and Senjyutsu that were supported to use and criticised to use by thern. They 

never used the words Sakusen and Sen"tsu to express their ideal way of figbfing in Kendo. Instead, 

they expressed what they meant by uSM9 a phrase 'right way in real Kendo as Budo'. It also became 

clear that they limited the meanmig of the words Sakusen and Senyývutsu. From the words Sakmen and 

Senjyutsu, they only think of Sakusen and Senjyutsu In a negative critical way 

Thus, through analysMig the mterview data m Chapter Four and Five, I attempted to mterpret the Kendo 

teachers' conception of Kendo within the PE currictiluin and the relationship between their reasons for 

denying teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu, and their ideologies of real Kendo as Budo. 

This chapter attempts to respond cnticaUy to the teachers' conception of Kendo within the PE cumcidiun 

and their negative views of teaching Sakusen and Senj)wtsu based upon their ideology of real Kendo as 

Budo. This IS Wowed by discussions of how ideas of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senj)vsu can contribute to 

achievmg the aims of Kendo within the PE curTicuhun, referTmg to the ideas of Teaching of Games for 

Understanding and arguments for and against the Teaching Games for Understanding approach. At the 

end of this chapter, a new model of teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum that makes use of 

Sentyaku, Sakusen and Senjyut. vu is presented. 

6-2 Critical Discussion of the Teachers'Views of Kendo within the PE Curriculum and Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu 

Most of the teachers who paftiCipated in both the first and second interviews seem to recogM, Se that Kendo 

is only recogrused as one of tra&tional Budo even if it is Kendo as one of the activities widiin the PE 

Curriculum. They also have a recognition that the teaching of Kendo by alternative approaches to the 

traditional way Is to recognise Kendo as a spoM and in sport Kendo winning is the supreme purpose. 

with regard to the biggest aim of PE that encourages pupils to lay the foundation of lifelorig participation 

in physical activities, they have an original point of view. As Kendo practitioners, what they mean by 
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'lifelong Kendo' does not necessarily mean contmumg to practise Kendo, btA also means living with what 

they have leamt from cultiral / behavioural domains such as acquiring etiquettes; spiritual doma= such as 

developMig spiritual strength, and attitudinal domains such as understanding the meaning of partners and 

matches m Kendo as Budo In their Kendo lessons within the PE curriculum. What they expect as future 

Kendo practitioners are pupils who belong to school and private Kendo clubs. 

Examining critically their conception of Kendo within the PE curriculum, the traditional teaching style In 

Kerido as Budo seems to be effective for people who have a strong will to leam under their teachers' 

authority Pupils normally have to take either Kendo, Judo or dance uTespective of whether they like 

them or not because it is a compulsory activity widiin the PE curriculum. There is no doubt that some of 

them are not interested in Kendo and have a negative attitude to it. Teaching such pupils In the ti-aditional 

style will not change their unage of Kendo because it represents one-way teaching ftom their teachers and 

pupils' feelings and motivations are not considered. Upper secondary school Kendo teachers should 

realise that Kendo within the PE curriculum should be taught under an alternative conception that is 

different from Kendo as Budo. Even if some pupils are interested in Kendo, it woWd be diffiadt for them 

to realise why they are required to do what teachers say because they are not specifically told what they are 

doM9 it for nor wbat they are goM9 to do M the future. This will not keep pupils' interest M Kendo or 

motivate them. 

The traditional style is more effective for people who belong to school Kendo clubs and private Kendo 

clubs where people acquire basic techniques and understand the meaning of forms and etiquettes behind 

the traditional way of ffiinking In Kendo as Budo in long tenn repeated practice. In the first interviews, 

fourteen out of seventeen teachers commented that they taught Kendo once a week in six successive terms 

m Year 10 and II and the remauýg teachers commented that they taught Kendo three tunes a week for 

two months in term 2m Year 10 and 11, In both patterns, it should not be expected that pupils could 

acquire basic techniques and understand the meanings of forms and etiquettes behind the traditional way of 

tjjjnýg in Kendo as Budo within about sixty hours lessons over two years 'in Kendo within the PE 

curriculum. Otsuka (1982) already expressed his doubt about applying the traditional way of teaching to 

Kendo within the PE cumcWwn. He pointed out that beginners Pupils would not develop their 
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understanding of what Kendo is in Kendo within the PE curriculum if school Kendo teachers followed the 

traditional way and tended to make pupils 'do' in their lessons but would not teach arid provide ideas of 

'why'. As his comment shows, pupils might become able to acquire some level of techniques but it 

would result M pupils not knowMg what they have leamt M Kendo. Leammg through the traditional way 

of thiiýg III Kendo as Budo with its emphasis on the tr-aditional attitudes to Kendo as Budo is one part of 

the learning syRabus In Kendo within the PE curriciJum. The most teachers think, however, that it is 

unpossible to make pupils leam them by employing alternative ways to the traditional way. 

What seems to be important here is whether pupils canor camot learn traditional attitudes and values M 

the teaching of "Sport-Kendo" that encourages pupils' independent teaming. Despite previous research 

into various aspects of Kendo, pedagogy, there is no research that shows how cultural / behavioural. 

domains and attittidinal domains of Kendo as Budo are achieved in the teaching of Sport-Kendo or 

whether the teaching of Sport-Kendo actually makes pupils understand what Kendo m Budo is. The 

M. E. S. C. and some Kendo educationalists only suggest that lean-ung of cultural / behavioural domains and 

attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo should not be inculcated, but should be provided in appropriate 

timing and stages encouraging pupils' independent learnmg. It is important, therefore, to consider how 

the leanung of cultual / behavioural domains and attitudfiW domains of Kendo av Budo should be 

achieved in the process of teaching Sport-Kendo. It is also important to consider the way that pupils' 

motivation can be developed with such recognition despite the limitation of time. The introduction of 

more competitive domains would be one possible method. Tomiki (1991) points out two things on 

The first is the learrung of attitudinal Significances of learning of competitive domains of Kendo. 

domains by experiencinge, winnmg and losing as stated by the British National Curriculum. That is, pupils 

are provided with an opportunity to learn the importance of controlling one's mental conflict that appears 

in wmnmg and losing situations and in learning how to deal with them. The other me is to leam how tc) 

apply what one has leamt m basic practices according to one's opponent who also tries to attack and 

defend. This is, without doubt, deeply related to Sakusen and Senjyutsu. 

The results of the interviews showed that Salmsen and Senjy7itsu are against the teachers I ideologies of real 

Kendo as Budo. We should not however, only view Sakusen and Senpasu as a means of wummg in the 
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fixed idea but also view them m multiple perspectives. It is expected thatSakusen and Senjyutsu can be 

used as quite a useful teaching strategy to achieve each domain of learning m Kendo within the PE 

cumculum without the loss of the traditional values. As Otsuka (1982) comments, what is the most 

interesting and original characteristic of Kendo from pupils'point of view would be to try to score. The 

skiUs of Kendo are a means of tying to score in interaction between two competitors. Sakusen, such as 

considering how to fight according to one's opponent, and Set? Dwtsu, such as making various actions 

according to each situation to achieve Sakuven, are very important mean of scormg. Hasegawa (1990) 

argues that learning of Sakusen and Senjývutsu can promote pupils' motivation and have a clear significance 

in the realisation of one's lack of skills, and can enable progress through their use. Moreover, in addition 

to Sakusen and Senjýwtsu, Senryaku such as practising to establish one's Kendo style accordmg to one's 

plan could also be used as an important teaching strategy that encourages pupils' independent leartung. 

Hasegawa (1990) also argues that teaching of Senryaku and Senjywtsu encourages pupils not only to leam 

how to attack and defend in a garne, but also to learn how to control the whole game with consideration for 

their team members, opponents' physical ability and skill levels and other circumstarices. That is, pupils 

are given an opportunity to develop garnes by their independent action. A fiirther sigrifficance of teaching 

of Senjyutsu is also explamed from the viewpomt of 'spectator sport'. Okade (1994) pomts out that 

pupils will come to enjoy sports not only by playing but also watching with understanding by acquiring 

tactical appreciation. 

In the teaching of games, teaching that places an emphasis on the importance of tactics was &eady 

developed with criticisms of skill-oriented teaching approaches to games In England M 1980s. It is called 

the 'Teaching Games for Understanding (T GFU. ) approach. It was developed by David Bunker, Rod 

Thorpe and Len Ahnond who were PE staff at Loughbrough University M England, This idea of the 

TGEU. seems to give great suggestions for development of the teaching of Kendo fliat makes use of 

Sentyaku, Sakusen and Senjýyutsu. I elaborate these ideas in the next section. 
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6-3 Criticisms of the Skill-oriented Teaching of Games in England in the 1980s 

The basis of the introduction of the T. GFU. approach arose fi7om critICISM of the traditional teaching 

anxoach. Bunker and Thorpe (1986a, p. 5; 1986b, p. 7; 1986c, pp. 26-27 and p. 33) characterised the 

iti teaching approach as a skill-based, highly structured lesson, technique-centred and content 

based approach. More concretely these criticisms meant that 1) the traditional teaching style was 

skill-onented and the teaching of techniques was not taught at aii appropnate time and m an appropnate 

situation during a gatne and 2) the tendency was for teachers to teach 'how' before they teach 'why' (see 

for other examples, Pigott, 1982; Jackson, Jones and Williamson, 1983; JeffTay, 1985). 

Examining the above criticiSnIs of the teaching of games, it seems that the truditional teaching style failed 

to encourage pupils to develop their cognitive domain in games playing. In PE, the development of 

cognitive domain aims for pupils to become able to understand principles in each activity, the importance 

of helpmg each other and the ability to apply knowledge, followed by skill and techniques, to practices. It 

is an essential element that pupils are encouraged to acquire in PE. Annarino (1983) pointed out that PE 

should consist of the physical domam, psycho-motor domain, cognitive domain and affective domain and 

also placed an emphasis on the importance of the systemafic leanmg process III which all domairis would 

fiinction togedier The traditional teaching style, however, seemed to result In making pupils become able 

to play rather than making pupils become able to understand. Moreover, it also seemed that only skilled 

pupils could enjoy playing whereas the majority of pupils just expenenced vanous games rather fl-km 

learning skills and techniques supported by certain knowledge and understanding (Bunker and Thorpe, 

1986b). 

Through these criticisms of the traditional teaching of games, an innovative new approach called 'Teaching 

Games for Understanding' was introduced. This placed emphasis on the development of pupils' 

cogriitiVe domain, m particular 'understanding' from the viewpoint of 'tactical awareness'. 
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6-3-1 From Skills-centred Approach to Understanding Approach 

The TGFU. approach shifts the emphasis from skifls practices to the actial playmg of games of modified 

games. Skills and techniques are introduced and practised ansing out of the needs of pupils to be 

effective in the game. Bunker and Thorpe (1982) presented a model for the teaching of games and the 

procedure for garne-centred lessons which explained the ideas In which each and every pupil is able to 

participate in decision making based upon tactical awareness, thereby retaining an interest and involvement 

m the game. 

F 

LEARNER 

TACTICAL 
AWARE HE SS 

MKING APPRORIATE 
DECISIONS 

Figure 6-1 A Model for the Teaching of Games 

(Bunker and Thorpe, 1982, p. 6) 

As the figure 6-1 shows, the model for the teaching of games consists of 6 stages. Explaining each stage, 

the first stage (GAME) is the stage to decide perspective of games lessons. With carefid lesson planning, 

teachers are requested to create appropriate game situations which consider pupils' age, expenence and 

,e2 
(GAME APPRECIATION), teachers have to create new gaines rules which are suitable ability. hi stag, 

for the pupils levels of attainment and also to make pupfls understand the rules of the game to be played. 

Stage 3 (TACTICAL AWARENESS) is the stage teachers make pupils consider the tactics to be used In the 

game zifter they understand the rules. In the explanation of what has happened at this stage, Bunker and 

SKILL 
EXECUTIOH 

-flioipe(19,, S6c, P. 29)emphasise. -Less able children physically can play the game and have as muchiput 
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to the lesson as their more physically capable class mates. " Stage 4 (MAKING APPROPRIATE 

DECISIONS) is the stage teachers encourage pupils to make their own decisions about what to do, when 

and how to do it and m doing so they come better to understand the "why"' of game playmg. In stage 5 

(SKILL EXECUTION), teachers encourage pupils to use the range of skills in appropriate contexts. 

They are also helped to develop new skills as and when they need them. Stage 6 (PERFORMANCE) is 

the stage pupils practise what they have leamt and teachers see the outcome of the performance M full 

game situations. 

Thorpe, Bunker and Almond (1984) Insisted that a lack of tactical awareness would prevent pupils from 

developing their performances in games, and tha the teaching of tactics would achieve a breakthrough and 

enable all pupils to enjoy games. The idea of the T. GFU. approach does not deny the necessity for doing 

technical practice, but also requires that pupils should see beyond the necessity of the acquiring techniques 

and appreciate the comection between ganies and techniques. It puts great emphasis upon pupils' 

understanding rather than repetitive technical practices and ai to make pupils recogtuse problems which 

they face and make them solve them. 

The TGFU. approach helps not only pupils but also teachers to realise the ways of solving tactIcal 

problems that are common to various games beyond the diflerences between them. Thorpe, Bunker and 

Almond (1984) explam that teachers recogtuse tha what they say In basketball may well be useffil In 

soccer and they begin to view the games curriculum in a different light. Based on this idea, they 

presented an example of procedures for making teaching strategy for games that consists of, 

samplmg, 

2) modification-representation; 

3) modification-exaggeration; and 

4) tactical complexitY 

With regard to 1) sarnplmg, games are selected not only for the variety of experiences which can be offered, 

but for the possibilifies that exist for showing similarities between apparently dissimilar games and 

differences between apparently similar games, al] leading to much better understanding of games m- 
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general (Thorpe, Bunker and Almond, 1984, p. 164). Wiffi regard to the spmiflc difference between 2) 

and 3), 'representation' means to modify teaching tools such as equipment or court size. For example, M 

tennis sponge balls, plastic bats and a badminton cotut may be adapted to allow pupils to play In a way that 

represents the adult game of tem-iis, from a tactical point of view. 'ExaMeration' means to modify 

learning content from the viewpoint of the selection of tactical problems. Here, a specific game condition 

is made by exaggerating a tactical point to be explored. For example, In badminton the court is changed 

to a long and thiý court that makes pupils realise, the necessity of practising drop shots and clears. Thorpe, 

Bunker and Ahnond (1984, p. 166) point out that the skill of the teacher hes m an ability to select a suitable 

game modification to exaggerate tactical considerations and to build these modification into something 

which resembles the fiffl game. Through the employment of the TGFU. approach, teachers are expected 

to try to develop their own knowledge and understanding of games, to investigate what games are and to 

discover what kinds of tactical decisions children make. They are also expected to consider pupils' levels 

of techniques and create mini-games or modified games tha meet pupils' abilities by devising rules, sizes 

of playing area and eqwpment. As Jackson, Jones and Williarnson (1983) point out, pafticipation in 

official game rules requires pupils to execute quite high level of tactical awareness and most pupils do not 

satisfy this condition with their decision-making and controfling tactics. 

The development of the TGF U approach was based on the criticisms of sIdIl-oriented and teacher-centred 

approach very similar to the conditions of Kendo as Budo. The TGEU. ideology is also similar to the 

cumculum intention by the M. E. S. C. in that the teaching of Kendo within the PE cumculum should be 

converted from teacher-centred and drilI-approach to child-centred approach that encourages pupils' 

independent learnig. In the case of TGEU. approach, the learning process that consists of six stages and 

learning content in. each stage is clearly presented- In the case of the teaching of Kendo within the PE 

cumculuni, however, although the M. E. S. C. published Ae Handbook of Teaching Kendo M 1993 and 

suggested some ideas of teaching Spolt-Kendo, how learning of cultural / behavioUl'al domains and 

attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo could be achieved m the process of teaching Sport-Kendo was not 

mentioned. Neither does it mention the teaching of tactics In Kendo within the PE cumcWum despite the 

fact that Kendo is one-on-one combative activity. The attempt to adapt tactics In games is, therefore, 

somediing which is not included in Kendo within the PE curriculum. It is not however, as smiple as that. 
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Basically there are a lot of differences between games and Kendo. Moreover, although In theory the 

T. GFU approach seemed to be an innovative idea to review the traditional teaching approach to games, M 

practice there seem to be active argumerAs both for and agamst the TGFU. approach to refresh the 

traditionalist approach. 

The next section discusses the impact of the TGFU. approach. Through these discussions, what will be 

considered to apply the ideas of the TGEU. approach to Kendo wid-fin the PE curriculum is discussed 

later. 

6-3-2 The Impact of the Teaching for Understanding Approach 

For developing the TGF. U. approach, the Physical Education Department at Loughborough University 

held a meeting entitled 'a Project on Games Teaching' In 1982. The foUOWM, g were discussed as the 

mam aspirations of the project, 

1) To examme the ways teachers think about games teaching 

2) To produce case studies of games teaching 

3) To examine the use of case studies as a means of develop Mig the games curriculum 

4) To identify the problems of teacher involvement in action research 

(Jeffray, 1985, p. 1) 

The idea of the T. GFU. approach was introduced to PE teachers and educationalists and their responses 

and questions were requested- The content and the result of their case studies such as voUeybaU, 

bachninton, hockey, tennis and basketbafl were introduced in 'Teaching Games for Understanding" 

(Spackman, 1983), 'Games: Case Studies in Teaching for Understamfing, (Elrn Bank Teachers' Centre, 

1985), and 'Rethinking Games Teaching' (Thorpe, Bunker and Almond, 1986). Lawton (1989) 

commented that the TGFU. approach had attracted widespread attention within the teaching profession 

and that the dissemmation of relevant infon-natIon had taken Place through course, workshop and articles 

presented in physical education jownals. Okade (1998) also commented that the TGFU. approach had 
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gained world-wide attention since it had been presented at the Olympic Congress In 1984. 

The TGFU. approach was also supported with some evidence of the effectiveness examined in academic 

papers. For example, Lawton (1989) presented evidence of the effectiveness of the TGEU. approach by 

comparing two methods of teaching games (T. GFU. approach and skiUs-based approach) In terms of 

improvement of the level of skill and 2) improvement of understanding of basiC tactiCs and games 

strategies. The results showed that the amount of improvement of the T. GFU. approach group was 

greater than the amount of improvement of the skill-based approach group in both skill test and 

understanding test. Affison and Thorpe (1997) also compared the effectiveness of two types of teaching 

approaches to games (TGEU. approach and skill-based approach). They examined the effectiveness 
P- - from the viewpoint of 1) improvement of skills Mi basketballs and hockey and 2) tactical knowledge and 

understanding. The results showed that there was greater improvement in both of 1) and 2) by the 

T. GFU. group thw the group taught by a skill-based approach. Thus, M the academic field, the TGFU. 

approach had a greater impact dim the traditional teaching approaches. 

As opposed to these positive opimons m acadenuc field, there are some contrastMig opimons about the 

TGFU. approach. These are related to; 1) PE teachers' difficulty of understanding the TGFU. approach 

at theoretical level; 2) the undeveloped practical base of the T. GFU. approach at practical level; and 3) the 

problem of teachers' acceptance of the TGEU. approach. As for 1), there is an opinion that it is not easy 

to mderstand what exactly the TGFU. approach aims for Chappell (1990) pomts out that there is not 

enough literature for schoolteachers to understand what the TGEU. approach is. Fleming (1994, p. 90) 

also points out a confusing point about certain distinction between 'Teaching Games for Understanding' 

and 'Teaching Games from Understanding', 'by', 'through', 'to' or 'with'. Moreover, he also points Out 

another confusion point for teachers about the place of the teaching of skills and techniques within the 

T. C. 1F. U. approach. The explanation, that TGFU. approach does not deny the necessity of acqwsition of 

s"ls and techniques and that pupils are taught skills when they are needed, seemed to be rather ambiguous 

for teachers and teachers get confused with understanding the T. GFU. approach. In addition, there is the 

conflision that school teachers see the TGFU. approach m terms of small-sided games and mim-games 

(Almond, 1986; Flermng, 1994). This idea seemed to lead teachers to misunderstand that they were 
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already doing T. GFU. approach because they used small-sided games and mini-games III their teaching of 

games. Fleming (1994, p. 94) points out that it IS merely 'teaching through games' and playing games 

itself does not explicitly develop understanding of games. 

As for 2), Chappell (1990) points out that the TGEU. approach seemed to be successfid in some games 

such as badminton, volleyball and netball, but it would appear to have had little relevance to major games 

such as rugby, football and basketball. In other words, it IS possible to say that net / wall games are suited 

to TGFU. approach but invasion games are not, although he did not mention the reason. for this. 

Considering these types of games, however, it is thought that it is related to the differences of tactical 

complexity between these types of games. Tactics in invasion games have to be more sophisticated than 

in net / wall games owing to the physical contact involved and the unpredictability that ensues from these 

encounters (Kern, 1998) (also see Table 2-5. Hierarchy of Tactical Requirements of Different Sports), 

The result of the action research project conducted in 1982 under supervision by Len Ahnond showed that 

most of the teachers who participated m this project actually fomd great difficulty with mvasion games m 

devising a way to represent garne fonns (Almond, 1986). It is thought, therefore, that teachers have 

difficulty considering which tactics should be taught and in which situation particular tactics would be 

appiropnate. 

As for 3), The TGEU. approach aflows the movement from leamer-dependence to leamer-independence 

(FlemMig, 1994). That is, the TGFU. approach alms to provide pupfls with the opportm-fity to take 

greater responsibility for their own learrung (Thorpe, 1992), and to develop an enhanced awareness of the 

leammgg, process (Laws, 1990). This means that teachers should leave the decision-makiqg process to 

pupils m leanung. It seemed, however, that this was not so easy because some PE teachers were familiar 

and felt comfortable with the teacher-centred approach (Butt, 1991). Another part of the difficulty for 

many teachers seems to be the shift of emphasis away from a techrfique-onented approach with which they 

are familiar. In Almond's action research project, many PE teachers seemed to experience great difficulty 

in breaking away from their conventional conception of teaching which placed an emphasis on teaching 

techniques (Ahnond, 1986). 
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So far, some arganents both for and against TGFU. approach have been introduced. It seems that the 

T. GFU. approach was an innovative idea to review the maditional teaching approach to games in academic 

field, but this approach also caused some problems M both theoretical and practical application. It is 

thought that Kendo within the PE curriculum cannot only learn from the theory of the TGFU. approach 

that was greatly supported, but can also benefit from some contrasting arguments. The next paragraph 

discusses what Kendo within the PE cwnculurn can learn from the TGEU. approach and experience of 

the impact of the TGFU. approach. 

6-4 Discussions of What Kendo within the PE Curriculum Can Learn from the T. GY. U. Approach 

and Experience of the Development of the T. GF. U. Approach 

Starting with what Kendo within the PE cuiliculum can leam from the theory of the TGFU. approach, it is 

thought that the ideas that make use of tactics to develop pupils' understandirig, of rules and characteristics 

of activities are very important for development of teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum. 

Adopting a drill based approach under the teacher's authority will not encourage pupils to have flexible 

skiHs and cleciSion-making ability, but rather direct them to respond only to specific situations without 

understandmg (Flemmg, 1994). 

By applying the TGFU. approach to the teaching of Kendo, it IS expected that pupils will be encouraged 

to have more opportwuties to expenence vanous competitive characteristics as one-on-one combat activq. 

It is also expected that pupils will become able to choose appropriate skills and make appropriate decision 

in various competitive situations with the development of their tactical awareness. Moreover, in 

experiencirig various competitive situations with learning tactics, it is also expected that pupils will have 

more opportunities to learn cult" / behavioural domains of Kendo as Budo such as the t-a&tional 

etiquettes and behaviour and attitu&ial domains of Kendo as Budo such as the attitude to be taken towards 

the results of winning and losing in appropriate tin-ung and situations dm pupils do in a drill style. The 

leaming of etiquettes, behaviour and attitudes directly related to matches are better to be taught through 

actual experience, of matches than being inculcated by teachers. By putting pupils m actual competitive 

situations and learning cultural / behavioural domains and attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo related to 
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matches in appropriate tffnmg and situation, pupils will be able to understand the iraportarice of acquisition 

of proper etiquettes and behaviour and the way of thinking of matches in Kendo as Budo. 

The T. GFU. approach also encourages pupils to tackle independent problem-solving through the leartung 

process. This problem-solving leaming process can be taken ftuther than the appreciation of tactics. It 

can be used to consider strategy also. This IS a development ftom the TGEU approach. To teach 

strategy in sport means not only teaching how to attack and defend in each situation in a game and match, 

but also encouraging pupils to undertake planning for the whole game with consideration of their Wain 

members and opponents' physical abilities and skills levels and other circumstances (Hasegawa, 1990). 

Moreover, it also means teaching pupils how to make a long term plan which includes planrung of practice 

and developmg tactics mder their strategic plan (Okade, 1998). In other words, it alms to bring up an 

41-% ies. Developing such bility In which pupils can devise all essential means to achieve their aims in gan 

ability will also enable pupils to understand that they can keep strategy and tactics under their control and 

enable them to observe themselves objectively and think through their learning activity logically 

(Hasegawa, 1990). To encourage pupils' 'independent problem-solving is also aimed at in the teacbing of 

Kendo wid-fin the PE curriculum. It is thought, therefore, that the above learrung process is imýartt to 

consider for development of teaching approach to Kendo, within the PE cUMcWum. 

As for the contrastmg opmions of the TGEU. approach, what Kendo wifin the PE curriculum has to leam 

from the experience of the TGFU approach is as Mows. First of aR, what is aimed through a teaching 

approach has to be very clear to teachers. It is also important to present clearly the learning process to 

achieve anns of leammg through a teaching approach. The Course of Study for PE at upper secondaTy 

schools provides the aims of learning, but does not provide concrete ideas for teaching to achieve these. 

7-he Handbook of Teaching Kendo published by the M. E. S. C. In 1993 provides ideas to encourage pupils' 

indeperident leanimg, but it does not provide m what process cWftral / behavioural domam-s of Kendo as 

Budo, such as acquiring the traditional etiqueft and behaviour and attitudinal domams of Kendo as Budo 

such as understanding the traditional way of thinking In Kendo as Budo, are taught in the teaching of Z: ) 

Sport-Kendo. It Is important therefore, to consider what is aimed for through teaching of Senryalai, 

Sakusen and Senjýylavu and through what process the aims are achieved- What should also be considered 
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is the difference of the meaning of tactics between English and Japanese, and games and Kendo. In this 

thesis, it is applied to both, &Ausen andSenj)mtsu M Japanese. The TGEU. approach does not mention 

strategy (Senryaku). Ihe definitions of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu were stated in Chapter Four. It 

is important to distinguish clearly the differences of each role and aim when applying these to the teaching 

of Kendo within the PE cumculwn. In addition, matches In Cý Kendo are different from team games in 

which more than two players engage in a melee. Matches In Kendo take place between two competitors 

ma one-on-one sitLmtlon. Tberefore, it is also necessary to have clear ideas of &nrayku, Sukusen and 

Senjyutsu of Kendo as one-on-one combative activity Unforttmately there is little research and there are 

few books related to Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu in Kendo. A worldwide well known book called 

'Gorin no Syo (Five Rings)' that was written in 1645 by Musashi Miyamoto IS about Sahisen and 

Senjyutsu m sword battles. Even if the book was written a long time ago, it still gives us a lot of 

suggestions of fightMg, Moreover, it is not on]y used for Kendo nowadays, but also for other sports, 

business and as a life bible (Teranaka, 1984). As for suggestions of fighting m Kendo, however, these are 

mainly of use to experienced high grade Kendo practitioners. Most explanations and descriptions are 

hard to understand for beginners. Other books written by both Kendo Hanshi 8th Dan (highest grade In 

Kendo), Ibo (1971) and Sato (1987) also present a lot of ideas of Sakusen and Sen&utsu such as how to 

fight against vanous types of opponents. These books are, however, also written for advanced Kendo 

practitioners and explanations, are complicated and difficult for beginners to understand. It is importarit, 

therefore, to interpret and translate these great precursors' books into easy languages for beginners. 

Secondly, as well as tactics in invasion games, Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu that are reqwred in 

one-on-one combative activity like Kendo are more complicated than other types of activities. The 

results of the interviews with the upper secondary school Kendo teachers have revealed that there are 

S4kusen and Senj)wtsu that the teachers criticise the use of Sakwen and Senjywtsu that they support 

bemg used are based on their ideologies of fighting M real Kendo as Budo at quite high level. Pupils 

i Kendo within the PE cumculum m two years. Wiat should be would be unable to reach such a level in 

considered is to provide Senryaku, Salaisen and Senjyutsu ffiat meet pupils, level of skills and 

understanding. Basic practice in Kendo proceeds from simple, big and slow movement and Shinai 

control to c , Omplicated, small and qLuck movement and Shinai control. It is important to consider that we 
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should also lead pupils from the tewhing of simple level of Sakusen and Senjýwtsu to compliCated level of 

Sakuven and Senjutsu. Moreover, as many teachers assumed m the mterviews, Hasegawa (1990) also 

comments diat pupils tend to focus on competition itself as everyffiing, ignoring what they have learnt until 

then and playing only for winning as soon as they hear the signal of the beginning of a game or match. 

To Win in a game in PE lessons is one of the aims of teaching, but it is not a mam aim m PE lessons. We 

cannot exclude winning and losIng from games and matches. Yoshida (1992) also points out teaching 

which takes account of Sakusen has a dariger that forces pupils to tackle "ment systetn" that advanced 

players always have the right to decide everything. In other words, nUsunderstanding of Sakusen has a 

danger that may cause lessons that teachers admit self-righteous activities by advanced players. It is, 

therefore, very important not to let pupils focus only on winning but let them look at the contents of games 

and matches; for example, what kind of play they aim at; how they should work on their alms, how they 

have actually played and then to get them to reflect and review their learning activities. 

Fimlly, what teachers should be careful of IS, as Idehara, Nakamura and Todoroki (1988) msist, not to 

monopolise Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjýwtsu and just make pupils practise and play under teachers' 

y instructions. As described earlier, the TGEU. approach allows pupils to have a great responsibilit for 

their own learning and encourages them to develop their awareness in their learning process. Teachers 

are expected, therefore, to make pupils engage in the whole process of planning, practice and evaluation 

with teachers' supports. Moreover, it is also important for teachers to play various roles such as 

consultant, 9Wde, arbiter, mentor and learning resource in teaching and also to support pupils' independent 

learnig (Cox and Ledinghman, 1988). This matter of teachers' involvement in the teaching and learnig 

process would be the most difficult part for school Kendo teachers. In earlier discussion, it was stated that 

school Kendo teachers should not only view Sakusen and Senj)wtsu as a means of winning but also view 

them m multiple perspectives. It would be, however, difflicult for teachers to do this. In the case of the 

TGEU. approach, it became clear that some teachers had difficulty In accepting an innovative idea and 

converting their teaching approach because of their advocacy of a skdl-Onented approach. In the case of 

Kendo within the PE curriculum, it would be very difficult to make school Kendo teachers view Sakusen 

and senoutsu from different angles because the results of the interviews have revealed that a majority of 

the teachers' ideology of Kendo as Budo reinforces the idea that the traditional way of teaching is the only 
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way to achieve the aims of Kendo. What is important is frstly to present not only theory, but also 

develop a new teaching approach to Kendo that makes uses of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu In practice 

and present some evidence that Senryaku, Sakwen and Senjýwsu can be used as a usefill teaching strategy 

to achieve the aims of Kendo without losing the traditional values of Kendo, as Budo. hi the next 

paragraph, based on the above discussions, it is shown in what process the aims of Kendo within the PE 

c-umculum can be achieved by making use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Sen[ywtsu without losing the 

traditional values of Kendo as Budo, before developing it in practice. 

6-5 The Process to Achieve the Aims of Kendo within the PE Curriculum through Sport Kendo 

A new idea of the process to achieve the aims of Kendo within the PE curriculmn is presented in figure 6-2. 

In traditional Kendo as Budo, a teacher-centred overall teaching approach is normally employed. There 

is a major premise of Kendo as one of the traditional Japanese cultures that it is necessary that Kata 

Wiactice of set forms), pattems of behaviour and basic techniques are trained thoroughly by employing 

such an approach (Tatsumi, 2001). Learners cannot learn applied techniques and take part in matches 

until they acquire the whole set of basic techniques and behaviour in this approach. In Kendo within the 

PE curriculum. within the limited period, however, pupils should be encouraged to experience competitive 

situations with their current abilities and to move to the stage where they make use of techniques and 

knowledge they have learnt (M. E. S. C., 1993). It is of courw impoftant for beginner pupils to learn basic 

movement and techniques. Pupils should not, however, be forced to spend a long time only for 

acquisition of these at the beginning of leanung stage. Basic movement and techniques should be taught 

in relation to interpersonal skills. Interpersonal skills are core in attacking and defending in Kendo and 

m1portant learning contents to provide pupils with enjoyment and an experience of the pleasure of Kendo 

(Otsuka, 1982). Boxes drawn by broken Imes in the figure mean teachers' leammg support. The 

process that encourages pupfls' independent learning is; 

to find problems --+ to make plans to solve the problems --+ tackle thew activities based on their plans ---+ to 

evaluate their leaming activities --+ to find new problems. 
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This process consists of teachers' support and pupils' activities. Tatsurni (2001) points out that it is not 

always possible to proceed smoothly in this type of lessons. Pupils do not always have knowledge of 

how to plan their learning activities and what to do when they get stuck with ideas. It is important, 

therefore, for teachers to provide pupils with some ideas of the learning process and enough leammg 

materials. In figure 6-2, four examples of teachers' support are presented. In. the leanung process, 

pupils are provided with ideas of learning tasks that are suitable to each pupil's ability and characteristic of 

Kendo within the PE curricultun. Also pupils are not taught In an over" teaching approach, but are 

provided with opportunities for individual and group learning that divide them according to their tasks. 

Tbrough these individual and group learning activities, pupils are provided with opportunities for self and 

mutual evaluation. 
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The entrance of '\ / Life with Budo \\ / Lifelong '\ / Other ways of 
Kendo as Budo spirits pwticipation in mvolvement of 

other morts sl)orts 

Development of 

7competitive 

domams, cWtural / behavioural domams 

and attitudinal domams of Kendo as Budo 
Understanding of enjoyment of exercise and involvement of exercise 

...................... I ........................ .......... I .......................... ................................... 
Provision of appropriate Creation of opportunities for 

ideas of leamIng task individual or group learnirig 

............................................. 11 ......................... : ................................................................ 

Basic techniques 
When and where to attack Spirtis, history How to create 

philosophies of opportimities and attack 

Kendo as Budo k 1ý 

Encouragement of development of ils' understanding throu earning of Senryaku, Sakusen and 
Senjyutsu. 

Rules, regulations, 
referring, and 
forms of matches What techniques need to be 

How to defend and react to Various ways of 4 No 
developed and why 

opponents' attacking involvement in How to develop techniques 
Kendo 

........... - ...... ....... .................. ........ ............ I ............. - ... ................. 
or Provision of enjoyment Provision of opportunities f 

and pleasure of exercise self and mutual evaluation 
............ ................................ I ....................................... ............ ...... I ............. .......................... 

Learners are encouraged to deal with their abilities at the early learning 

stage and encouraged to tackle their learning activities by making use 

of techniques and knowledge they have acquired 

Sport-Kendo 

(Chfld-centred approach) 

Figure 6-2 The Process of the Teaching of Kendo within the PE Curriculum 
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As for the provision of enjoyment and Pleasure of exercise, provision of opportunities for self and mutual 

evaluation and encouragement of development of understanding, pupils normally like matches and games. 

As mentioned earlier, Otsuka (1982) suggests that the most interesting and original characteristIC of Kendo 

iew is to try to score. Teachers are expected, therefore, to create opportumfies rom ule pupfls'point of vi 

-0--- for competitive situations as often as possible and to encourage pupils to feel enjoyment and pleasure. 

In addition, pupils are not only encouraged to feel enjoyment and pleasure, but also to develop their 

understanding in enjoyable leammg activities. Teachers' support is expected to encourage pupils' 

learning activities that are described in the boxes dravm by black Imes. It is necessary to provide a series 

of progressive lessons according to a plan rather than a series of repetitive practices. It also means that 

dividual auns related to the overall general aim. In the leaming each lesson fits ma sequence with in 

process, pupils are encouraged to find their problems, think and discuss methods of solution, evaluate the 

results and get feedback by themselves, Teachers do not just leave pupils to do as they Wish, but support 

pupils' independent learning activities by acting various roles such as supporter, adviser, instructor, 

co-operator, listener and so on. In the end, both teachers and pupils evaluate whether they have achieved 

the alms. Pupils confirm their progress and find new problems to be solved. Teachers evaluate their 

teaching styles as well as evaluating pupils and reconsider them. Here an important key word is 

'. understanding'. Unlike the way of Kendo as Budo that places a great emphasis on the acquisition of 

basic techniques and leaves acquisition of how and when to use techniques In matches to pupils, pupils are 

intentionally provided with opportunities to understand when and where to use techniques; what 

techniques need to be developed and why, and how and why to show proper etiquette and behaviour To 

develop their tuiderstanding, as the TGEU. approach makes use of tactics, the leammg process that makes 

use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Sen&utsu is suggested. Of course, learnitig of these aims is to leam 

Senryaku, Salaisen and Senjýwtsu themselves. These are important elements of competitive domains of 

Kendo. At the same time, pupils are also expected to learn vanous doinams of Kendo through leammg 

Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjývutsu. For example, pupils are encouraged to understand the connection 

between basic techniques and applied techniques, and the importance of leaming of basic techniques 

through learning, these in competitive situations and by teachers' intentional creation (concrete ideas of 

each role and aim of Senryalm, Salaisen and Seqiyutsu are introduced later m Chapter Seven). Pupils are 

also provided with opportLuuties to leam the meanmgs of matches, the attitude towards the results of 
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wmrtmg and losing, rules and regulations of Kendo through their experience of competitive situations In 

leanung of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senj)Adsu. These leanung strategies are also expected to provide 

pL4)fls with opportimities for creating their own Kendo style and considering how to fight according to 

each situation. This means that pupils are encouraged to tackle their learning activities independently. 

As the results of learmng m this process, pupils are expected to achieve the development of vanous 

domains of Kendo such as competitive domains such as acquiring skiUs and understanding Sewyakii, 

Sakusen and Senjywtsu, cultmal / behavioural. domains such as acqwnng the traditional etiquette and 

behaviour with understanding and attitudinal domains such as understanding the way of thinking of 

partners and results of matches M Kendo as Budo. In addition, the acquisition of understanding of 

enjoyment of exercise and various ways of involvement of exercise are also expected. As for the aim of 

laying the fo-Lmdation of lifelong physical activities, I agree with most of the teachers' idea of lifelong 

Kendo cu Budo. It does not mean, however, that I do not mind that pupils do not continue doing Kendo 

in the future. It would be better if pupils decided to continue practismg Kendo in order to approach to the 

aim of Kerido as Budo as the resWts of leaming Kendo wifin the PE cumculum. Kendo wifin the PE 

curriculum, however, does not just encourage pupils to do Kendo M the fiAure. It is expected that pupils 

will leam enjoyment and pleasure m physical activities, choose to do any physical activity and have a rich 

sparts life ffirough learrmig Kendo wiffiin the PE cumculum. Moreover, it is also expected dw pupils 

will become mterested in getting MV01ved m sports not only as player, but also as planner, manager, 

spectator and so on as the results of learnmg m this process. The final goal of the teaching of Kendo In 

this process is, therefore, to lead pupils either to entrance of Kendo as Budo, to live with Budo spirit 

practice of lifelong participation in other physical activities or practice of other ways of InVOlvement of 

sports. 

For further development a teaching approach to Kendo in this process needs to be developed In practical 

situations and the effectiveness of this new approach needs to be examined. As discussed earlier, 

presenting a theory is not enough. It will be necessary to make school Kendo teachers believe that 

Senryaku, Salmsen and Sonjpasu can be used as a usefW teaching strategy to achieve the alms of Kendo 

wittiout losing the traditional values of Kerido as Budo. It is important to present some evidence of the 
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effectiveness of the new teaching approach. 

6-6 Conclusion 

This chapter began with a critical chscussion of teachers' recognition of Kerido withýi the PE cwnculwn 

and their views of teachmg Sakusen and Senjývutsu based upon their ideologies of real Kendo as Budo. 

Through these discussions, it was stated that it was important that the traditional way of teaching of Kendo 

as Budo should not be applied to Kendo within the PE curriculum and diat cultural / behavioural. domains 

and attitudinal domains of Kendo ay Budo should be developed in the process of the teaching of 

Sport-Kerido. This was Mowed by &scussions of how Kerido wifliin the PE cumcidum shoWd be 

taught, with what ideas, what process and how Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu can contribute to 

achievmg the aims of Kendo within the PE currictiluni, refening to the ideas of the T. G. F. U. approach and 

arguments for and against the TGFU. approach. Moreover, through these discussions, a new idea of the 

learning process of Kendo, within the PE cumculum has been presented. In this learning process, it can 

be encouraged to develop various domains of Kendo as Budo as well as providing pupils, with enjoyment 

and pleasure by making use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu, 

In the foflowing chapter, I investigate the third research question, how can strategies and tactics contribute 

to achievmg the aims of Kendo widiin the PE curriculum? By domg this, I will try to develop a new 

teaching approach to Kendo within the PE curriculum based upon the new idea of learning process 

presented in this chapter. I shaU also present some evidence of the effectiveness of the new approach. 

Tbrough the first and second interviews, I met T17 (Teacher K) who is a Kendo teacher at an upper 

secondary school in Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan. As his comments during the first and second interviews 

showed, he was aware of the need to change his overall teaching style. Although he was also interested 

in teaching which encouraged pupils' independent leanung, and m applying Senryalm, S7kjsen and 

Seqjymm to his teachmg of Kerido to develop his teachmg, he was not sure what to do because of the lack 

of literature on teaching of Senryaku, Salaisen and Seniyutsu In Kendo, especia4 In Kendo within the PE 

curriculum, and the circumstances of his school where there are fifty five pupils in a class and fourteen 
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classes In each Year. He actually asked my research advisor Prof X to look for someone who could work 

with him to change the teaching of Kendo In his school. Prof X and Teacher K were both executives of 

Fukuoka Pref School Kendo Association and very closely acquainted. Prof X told me to contact 

Teacher K and discuss my research plan. Teacher K and I discussed my concern about the teaching of 

Kendo wid-ýn the PE currictflum and my research mterests. He became mterested m my research plan 

and we decided to develop the ideas of the new approach together and investigate its effectiveness as weU 

as considering both the potential advantages and disadvantages by employing a practical action research at 

his school. It was thought that dealing with his concern at his school would deal with the third research 

question. He offered me a job as a part-time PE teacher who teaches Kendo lessons within the PE 

curricultun with Teacher Km his school for a year so that I could work as teacher-as-researcher with him. 

The next chapter introdaces, the process and results of action research that attempts to develop the new 

approach to Kendo within the PE curriculum that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senj)nitsu and to 

investigate the effectiveness of the approach. 
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Chapter Seven 

ACTION RESEARCH AT AN UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL IN FUKUOKA, JAPAN 

7-1 Introduction 

The previous chapter attempted to respond critically to the teachers' recognitions of Kendo within the PE 

cumculum and their views of teaching Sakusen and Senjývutsu based upon their ideologies of real Kendo aý 

Budo. Through these discussions, it was stated that it was important to consider how learning of cultural / 

behavioural domains and attitudinal domains of Kendo av Budo should be achieved in the process of 

teaching Sport-Kendo. It was also stated that Senryaku, Salaisen and Senjpitsu could be used as a useful 

teaching strategy to achieve them, Moreover, what IS expected and what has to be considered to 

mtroduce Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu to Kendo wiffiin the PE cuniculum were discussed, refening to 

the ideas of the TGFU. approach and argwnents for and agamst the T. GFU. approach. Based on these 

discussions, a new idea for leanung Kendo within the PE curriculum that encourages pupils to develop 

various domains of Kendo as Budo as well as providing pupils with enjoyment and pleasure by making 

use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjýywsu was presented. It was also stated d-lat it was mTortant to present 

not only theory, but also to develop a new teaching approach to Kendo that makes uses of Senryaku, 

Salhisen and Senjyutsu In practice and to present some evidence of its effectiveness. 

Through the first and second interviews, I had an opportunity to develop a new teaching approach with 

Teacher K in an action research manner. His problems of teaching Kendo at his school have already been 

idenmied m Chapters Tbree and SiX. He was concerned with how to develop and unprove his teaching 

of Kendo in order to encourage pupils to appreciate Kendo as Budo, while at the same time applying 

teaching of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyutsu. This cohered with research question 3) How can Senryaku, 

Sakusen and SeniYumi contribute to achieving the aims of Kendo within the PE curriculwn? Teacher K 

and 1, therefore, decided to work together, and organised the action research project tearn (see Chapter 

Tbree for details of the project team members). This chapter introduces the process and the results of the 

action research. 
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7-2 The School Where Action Research was Conducted 

The action research was conducted between April 2001 and March 2002 at the 0 School In Fukuoka, north 

Kyushý Japan. There are about 2,100 pupils in this school (Years 10,11 and 12). The 0 School is 

farnous school for the high pass rate in the University entrance exanunation as well as m some sports such 

as Kendo, Judo, baseball, volleyball and basketball. There are 14 classes M each Year 10 (age 15-16), 

Year II (age 16-17) and Year 12 (age 17-18) at this school. Two classes in Year 10 and II are taught 

Budo together within the PE curriculwn m the school. Pupils must choose either Judo or Kendo M Budo 

wiffiin the PE currlcWum. 

7-3 Action Plan 

In this action research, Teacher K and I decided to focus only on Year 10 pupils. Year II pupils already 

had one year experience of Kendo and our interest was begmner pupils. The project team made a one 

year teaching plan which divided the whole lessons into seven stages; 

1. Free fencmg, 

2. Modified matches 1, 

3. Modified matches 2, 

4. Team making, strategic planning and plan execution, 

5, hidivid" matches, 

6, Team matches, 

7. OfFicial championship. 

We knew that this fi-arnework would have to be flexible and be changed as things developed. The anns of 

teaching and leanung content in each stage are introduced later with the process and results. The project 

team also decided upon the following pedagogical strategy, which (it was hoped) nught bring aboid a 

))4asu to Complicated SenJYutsu,, to provide as successfiil intervention: to start working from simple Sen 

much competition as possible; to teach etiquette, behaviour and cultural domains of Kendo as Budo in a 
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competitive situation when the timing is appropriate; to encourage pupils to tackle their independent 

learning by providing different tasks and encouraging them to find thew ovvn tasks, and to have regular 

meetmgs, discuss, plan, evaluate, reflect and re-plan m collaborative system. 

7-4 Stage 1: Free Fencing 

This stage mainly aimed to encourage pupils to understand some competitiVe domains of Kendo in terms 

of understariding what is the difference between merely hitting and sftiking M Kendo. Secondly, pupils 

must recognise where the targets are m Kendo, and then how to recognise / create an opporturnty to attack. 

Finally, they must be able to execute the attack and prepare for their next action. Free fencMig with 

newspapers (Chambara), Senj)wtsu 1,2 and 3 and free fencing in armour were introduced to achieve these. 

The followm'gs are the lesson plans M this stage. 

Table 7-1 Lesson Plans at Stage 1 

Teaching points Pupils' activities 
Lesson 1 To explain some ground rules 

* Where they take off their shoes 
Orientation 9 What to do when pupils cannot 

practise 
To explam lesson plan 

To annoLmce Budo championship 
To provide questiomaire sheets 

Pupils must choose either Judo or 

Kendo 

To answer the questionnaire 
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LVIOson 2 To prepare for rolled newspaper (20) Pupils are encouraged to try to do 

To encouraged them to enj oy attacking and fencing by using rolled 
Chantbara attacking and defending news papers. There are no rules of 

To make them understand the where and how to attack. They just 
difference between Kendo and just try to attack and defend against each 
merely hitting actions and other 

understand how a Shinai should be 

treated and why through Chambara, 

Senjyutsu 1 To introduce tactics 1: To keep Sen&utsu I 

one's centre and break an - Two pupils are asked to volunteer 

opponent's centre by Shinai to demonstrate footwork for 

Kendo fi7om Chudan no Kamae 

To encourage them to understand a (basic posture) (i. e. to start with 
basic footwork and Senjývutsu of right foot when one moves to 
Kendo to create attacking forward and nght and to start with 
opportunities left foot when one moves to 

backwards and left, keeping 

Shinai the same height) 

Pupils take a partner and face each 

other with Chudan no Kamae. 

Pupils decide a controller and the 

controlled (i. e. pupil A is a 

controller and pupil B is the 

controlled. When A moves to 

the right B moves to the left, 

keeping the same distance and the 
height of the Shinai) 

The speed is getting faster 

adopting diagonal movement. 

They are advised to keep "soft 

knees". 

They practise footwork using the 

Senj)ýVsu I 

Pupils are explained that this is a 

basic Senjývutsu in Kendo and this 

leads to a successful strike. 
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Lesson 3 Targets (In the relation to the tactics 1) 

and the Senjyutsu 2 
Men striking Pupils gather at the centre of the 

Dojo (gym) and are asked for the 
targets 

Two pupils are asked to volunteer 
to demonstrate Men striking (it 

does not matter whether they are 
good or bad) 

Pupils are told what a correct Men 

strike is based on the volunteers' 

strike 
Pupils take a partner and practise 
Men (strike partner's Shinai) 

More experienced pupils are 

asked for a demonstration and 

other pupils are expected to depict 

differences. 

Senjyutsu 2 To introduce target areas In Kendo Explain to pupils why they should 
and to introduce Senjyutsu 2: To 

go through next to the partner 
try to attack as soon as one's after striking. In relation to this, 
opponent turns round explainn Seqy)wtsu I To try to 

attack as soon as one's opponent 
To encourage them to understand finishes attacking and turns round, 
when there is an opportunity to 

attack and to understand why they 

do bow in Kendo In the relation to Rei (boWM'g) 
the tactics 2 In relation to the Men practice and 

Senjywtsu 2, the meanings of doing Rei 

are explained and practised when they 

change partners. 

Lesson 4 To teach how to wear and fold Pupils try to wear Keiko-gi and 
Kendo uniform (Keiko-gi and Hakama. 

Wearing Kendo Hakama) They also try to put on Tare and Doh. 

uniform They take off Tare and Doh and try to 

To proVIde pupils armour (Tare and fold Keiko-gi and Hakama. 

Doh) and to teach how to put on 
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Lesson 5 Introduction of Son-kyo in the Son-kyo 

relation to the review of Senjyutsu 2 - Pupils are asked why they should 
Sonkyo do Rei and Son-kyo when they 

Explanation change partners every tune. 
In Kendo, one tries to develop - Pupils are led to the right answer. 
his/her skills and cultivate 
hirrvherself with the partners. S/he 

can become a better Kendo 

practitioner because s/he has 

partners to practise with. 
Therefore, one must expresse 

gratitude to his/her partner before 

and after practising by taking Rei 

and Sonkyo. 

Sen&tsu 3 To introduce Senjyutsu 3: To show Senjyutsu 3. 
Zanshin (remaining spirit) and pupils are asked what to do with 
prepare for next action. an opponent trying to attack you 

after me fmishes attacking. 
Pupil are led to the right answer 
ccounterattack' 

Pupils are again asked what 

makes it possible to counterattack 
Pupils are led to the right answer 
4; qwck preparation for next action' 
Explain to pupils that this is what 

we call Zanshin in Kendo. 

Pupils are encouraged to take 
Zanshin (to take Chu-dan posture) 

and defend one's opponent's Men 

(the way of defence is up to them). 

Pupils do Rei and Sonkyo before 

and after practising with their 

partners. 

Lesson 6 To teach how to put Men (mask) on Pupils try to put Men on 

Putting Men on To ask experienced pupils for help 
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Free fencing Not too much explanation should be Free fencing 

provided, but should make them feel - Pupils pair off 

relaxed by showing a demonstration 

by experienced pupils. 

To explain the importance of 

controlling their excitement after 

free fencing and of showing 

gratitude to partners. 

Lesson 7 To make an original video In order to 

make pupils reflect what they have 

Reviews of lesson learnt so far (e. g. Senj)wtsu 1-3, Rei, 

1-6 through video Son-kyo, controlling emotional 

session excitement after fighting). 

To show an ongirW video that 

Kendo club pupils act some model 

of Sen&utsu I and 2, Rei and 
Son-kyo Ma match. 

To explain some points to watch the 

video 

Pupils try to attack and defend 

Men, Kote and Do In their own 

way. 

Pupils take off all annour and are 

asked their impressions. They 

put back annour and fold up 

uniform. 
Video session 

Pupils watch the first video (the 

original one about 3 minutes) 

Discussion 1 

Pupils are asked what they thought 

of the video 
Pupils watch the sarne video again 

Pupils are again asked what they 

thought 

7-4-1 Implementation and Results 

The Orientation and Questionnaire 

(see Appendix 8 for detailed lesson plans) 

The first week was orientation week for Year 10 pupils. 367 pupils out of 724 Mi 14 classes decided to 

choose Kendo. As graph 7-1 and 7-2 show, although there were two hundred pupils who had experience 

of Kendo within the PE cumculum at lower secondary schools, lower secondary school Kendo clubs and 

local Kendo clubs, only 20 pupils had more than 2 years experience at lower secondary school Kendo 

clubs or local Kendo clubs before. Kendo practitioners are regarded as beghners for the first three years 
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and encouraged to practise only very basic practices (Inoue, 1994). Judging from this, most of the pupils 

who chose Kendo were begirmers 

Graph 7-1 Pupils' Experience of Kendo 
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Graph 7-2 The Period of Pupils' Experience of Kendo, at Clubs 
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Senjyutsu 1-3 and Free Fencing 

Tbrough leammg Senj)mtsu 1-3 and fi7ee fencing in lessons 3-6, pupils were encouraged to learn basic 

Senjjwtsu to create opportunities to attack and how to complete their attack and prepare for the next action. 

The introduction of Senjýyulsu 1-3 and free fencing also aamed to provide pupils with an opportunity to 

learn Rei and Son-kyo in competitive situations. Rei means behaviour and conduct which show respect 

for the opponent. In Kendo, the saymg Rei-m-hajimari-rei-m-owam (beginning with Rei and ending 

with Rei) is used to express the unportance, of etiquette which shows respect for one's opponent (A. J. K. F, 

2000, p. 74). Son-kilo is one of the courtesies done with one's knees bent to show respect. At the 
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begmnmg of a match or practice, this posture serves as a preparatory posture m which one can prepare 

one's spirit adjust one's spirit to that of the opponent decide what Ma-ai (distance) to keep between 

oneself and the opponent and decide how to carry oneself Also, at the end of a match or practice, this 

posture is one in which one maintains a full spirit and ends Ma dignified etiquette (AIKE, 2000, pp. 

94-95). Pupils were expected to try to control their excitement and to show proper Rei and Son-kyo 

before and after each practice with partners. Some pupils told me their unpressions of learning Rei and 

Son-kyo as follows. 

(In the cpestiomaire) I wrote down that Kendo was old-fashioned the other day But I realised 
that the way of diinkitig M Kendo is very important to live m society It is reaUy deep and I like it. 
(Pupil m Class 7) 

Kerido, Judo and other martial arts were so stnct about etiquettes. I didn't actually like such stnct 
atmosphere, but I realised that it was very important to do things like Rei and Sonkyo. I realise that I 

should not be figliting with anyone without expressing my gratitude. Otherwise it is just fight and 
violence. Am I right? (Pupil in Class 7) 

(In the refectory at the 0 School 28/05/0 1) 

These were beginner pupils. When they saw me havM*g lunch at the refectory, they came to tell me the 

above comments. These comments made us realise that etiquettes should not be forced upon pupil even if 

these were very important elements M Kendo. It might not emerge for a long time, but we realised that we 

had to be patient and we had to try to create the opportunity for pupils to appreciate this fact for themselves. 

We also realised that lessons plans should be flexible. It IS easy to do the same lesson again and agan-ý but 

it does not respond to each pupil's need. 

According to the results of observation of the lessons In this stage, the mtroduction of Senjjvutsu 3 did not 

go well. It seemed that it scared some pupils. It was not a good idea tc) mtroduce mterpersonal skills 0 
1-%d. 
before they put on Men. Teacher K and I discussed a change to our plan inimediately after the lesson. 

We decided to get nd of Senjýyufsu 3 and to introduce how to hit other targets (Kote and Do). Pupils were 

supposed to be encourac,,, ed to expenence fi-ee fencmg m annour for the first tune In the next lesson. We 

thought, therefore, that it would be better if they had an idea of where and how to strike all targets. 
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Free fencig was introduced as soon as pupils pit all armour on and it was explained where to attack. As 

the first interviews show, pupAs nonTWly put on armour fi7om term two (September). Pupils In the 0 

School used to do the same. This was a big change to Teacher K. I asked him how he was feeling about 

this charige. He told me that he was enjoymg it and was lookmg forward to seemg how pupils would deal 

with their first experience of attacking and defending. Pupils seemed to enjoy their first experience of 

fi7ee fencmg very much although we were a little worried that some pupils woWd hesitate. Tbrough the 

experience of free fencing, pupils were also encouraged to understand that there was the original way of 

thinking In Kendo as Budo which practitioners aim to develop themselves together through trajnirýg and 

competing. We tried not to teach them by merely explaining a one-sided way, but teach them In relation 

to the content of lessons. Some pupils commented on their impressions of free fencing as follows: 

I enjoyed free fencing very much! That was exciting. I didn't know what to do once it started. I 

couldn't think anything. Just trying to hit my opponents. I realised that it was important to show my 

gratitude to my opponents when fightMg was over I understand it is because we try to develop each 

other and together (Pupil M Class 10,22/05/0 1) 

I got a couple of Men successfwly. I tried to hit my opponent'Shinai and hit Men! It was very 
difficult to break opponent's defence. I realised that hitting Shinai was not enough. I need to do 

something more. (Pupil in Class 11,24/05/01) 

We were very pleased with the above pupils' comments. Their comments were exactly what we hoped 

and expected. We also checked pupils' class diaries The followings are what some pupils felt in the 

lesson. 

We experienced free fencing today That was fun. I think that everyone reallsed that we needed to 

iniprove our techniques more (Pupil in Class 7,21/05/0 1). 

ShowMig gratitude is very important in Kendo because it is not just fighting. Kendo is deep and we 

are learning a real Japanese martial art (Pupil in Class 8,21/05/01). 

Kendo, is difficult. I could not pass my power to my Shinai properly. Experienced pupils 

performances were great. I want to be like them (Pupil 'in Class 8,21/05/0). 

As Teacher K and i expected, pupils seemed to be motivated for technical practice through the experience 

of fi7ee fencing. We discussed how we should be careful of teaching techniques. It is very easy to just 
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teach pupils attacking techniques. It is unportant, however, to make pupils realM the connection between 

techniques they learn and matches. If they do not see what they pi-actise for, it is just technical practice 

for practice. They do not see when and where they ought to use the techniques they learn. We decided, 

therefore, to encourage pupils to have a clearer picture of competitive aspects such as how to attack, what 

sort of techniques they need to acquire and to make their understanding of Senjýyutvu I and 2 deeper To 

do these, the project team decided to make an original video which shows easy examples of Senjyutsu I 

and 2, Rei, Son-kyo and Zanshin. We also decided to show Senjývtsu 3: To show Zanshin (remaining 

spirit) and prepare for next action. We thought that it would be good if pupils had an idea of Senjyutsu 3 

before they actually tried to do it. The following is the content of the original video. 

Original Video 

The project team made an original video help of three Kendo club pupils (two performers and one camera 

man). The purpose of making this video was to encourage pupils to develop their understanding of the 

content they have learnt such as Senjývutsu I and 2, Son-kyo and Zanshin by watching it. Two perfonners 

(pupils A and pupil B) demonstrated some attacking and defending as intentionally planned beforehand. 
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Table 7-2 Actions and Purposes of the Video 

Action Purpose 

I Rei and Son-kyo To show how to do Rei and Son-kyo properly 
2 A and B. - To try to take Chu-shin each other To show how to do Senjyutsu I 

by hitting the opponent's Shinai 

3 A: attack Kote-Men B: defend 

Kote-Men --+ Tsubazetlai (A close up 

position with sword guards touching. see 
Appendix 9) 

4 A: Hiki-Doh from Tsubazeriai (attacking To show Senjyutsu 3 

Doh as stepping backwards from 

Tsubazefiai )--+ Zanshin 

5 A and B: To try to take Chu-shin each other To show Senjyutsu I again 
by hitting the opponent's Shinai 

6 A: Men B- Men-Nuki-Doh (Counter 

Doh attack following opponent's Men attack 
by using evasion) 

7 B: Kote-Men To show Senjýyutsu 2 

A: Attack Men when B turns round 

8 A and B: Free fencing To show a high level of Kendo 

9 Son-kyo and Rei To show how to do Rei and Son-kyo again 

The pupils' comments are divided into two. One is two beginners 7 comments and the other one is fi7om. 

two expenenced pupils. 

The beginners 7 comments after watching the first Video: 

[Interviewer 'What did you find from the video? ] Well, I could see what was happening- I mean, 

people in the video were trying to make oppommities, to hit. Their movement was not so fast. That 

was good for me. (Pupil In Class 12,07/06/0 1) 

I think that I already know what to do before attacking. What I was watching w how to def It as ýnd- 

looked easy but I think that it is actually not. (Pupils in Class 12,07/06/0 1) 

Their comments were more dim Teacher K and I had expected. We did not mention anyfl-ýng about 

posture and defence. These pupils seemed already to have constructed some images of the competitive 

aspects of Kendo by themselves. They seem to be ready to practise techniques for attacking and 
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defending. 

The experienced pupils'comments after watching the video: 

I don't know The same (looked bored). (Pupil M Class 11,07/06/01) 

That was good. Interestmg- 
[Interviewer- "Anythmig else you want to say? "] Not really (Pupil m class 11,07/06/01) 

The video seemed to be boring for these experienced pupils. We felt that they wanted to move on to 

actual fighting as soon as possible because they could do it. We also felt the difficulty of making two 

goupS of be&ners and experienced pupils happy M the same lesson. This IS somethingy we ýnew that 

we would have to work on in later lessons. So far the lessons have been focused mainly for beginners 

and the experienced pupils have been helping us. We reallsed that we had to consida how to keep both 

beginners and experienced pupils motivated through the teaching approach. 

The Discussion with the Project Team (06/06/01) 

After the 7'hlesson, the project team had a meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to watch a video (I 

taped pupils' performance in free fencing) and to discuss their performance and future plan The 

Mowing are what we found after watching the tape and discussion. 

1) Pupfls' footwork is very good. They are usmg smooth footwork. They are not only movmg 

forward and backward, but all directions, which is very good for beginners. 

2) Most pupils are tying to hit opponent's Shinai and to take Chu-sin each other. They succeeded M 

stiking the target only a few times after hitting the opponents'Shinai, but they seem to know what to 

do before sftiking, (Senjyutsit I ). 

Pitsu 2. We thought this was because their techniques were still 3) Most of them are not using Sen 

poor. 

4) Their striking is not hard enough and economical. Some pupils looked exhausted after three times of 

free fencmg. 
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5) They looked like they were enjoymg free fencmg very much, They were excited and smiling. 

6) They first seemed to have a difficulty In calming themselves down and do proper Rei and Son-kyo 

because of too much excitement. However, after the explanation of controlling emotional feeling 

and showing gratitude, they were trying to do it very hard. However, someone's seriousness 

sometunes made other pupils laugh 

7) Senjyutsu 3 should be introduced again. 

7-5 Stage2 -. Modified Matches 1 

After lesson 7, we had a PE trainee teacher who specialised m Kendo. We had to leave our lessons to 

him and supervise him for two weeks. He was basically responsible for the whole two weeks Kendo 

lessons. He had to plan, teach and reflect upon his lessons. The project team decided to encourage him 

to teach some basic techniques such as Men, Kote and Doh striking during the two weeks as he had wished. 

We thought that this could be a good timing to int-od= some basic techniques. The pupils seemed to 

begin to reallse the importance of leanuing basic techniques after the expenence of free fencing- 

After the trainee teacher completed his two week assigrument and pupils learned basic striking, the project 

team decided to introduce modified matches. The purpose of introduction of modified matches was to 

provide pupils with various competitive situations and develop their awareness and abilities of Senjývutsu, 

and make them reallse the importance of acquiring basic techniques. 

The plan for stage 2 is as follows. 
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Table 7-3 Lesson Plans at Stage 2 

Teaching points Pupils' activities 
I dX& . son 8 Lesson is conducted by the trainee 

teacher 

To introduce basic striking (Men, 

Kote and Doh) 

Pupils practise basic striking (Men, 

Kole and Doh) in Kendo 

Lesson 9 Lesson is conducted by the trainee Pupils practise basic striking (Men, 

teacher Kote and Doh) in Kendo 

To introduce basic striking (Men, 

Kote and Doh) 

Lesson 10 To introduce modified match I Modified match 
Modified match 1 To explain what pupils are expected - Pupils pair off Two of them are 

to do. divided into attacking side and 
defending side 

0 Attacking side tries to keep 

attacking and defending side tries 

to keep defending for 2 minutes 
Pupils change over their roles and 
do the same thing 

Pupils discuss which one gets 

successful strikes more (winner). 

Senjyutsu 4 To introduce Sen! bwtsu 4: Senjyutsu 4-- combination techniques 
combination techniques Pupils are asked how to apply 
To introduce simple combination techniques they have learrit so far 
techniques to beginners (e. g. in their matches. 
Kote-Men, Kote-Doh) 

0 They are led to the right answer 
To encourage experienced pupils to 'combination techniques. 
keep their posture straight in . Easy example 'Kote-Men' and 
fighting. 'Kote-Do' are introduced and 

pupils are encouraged to use them. 

0 Experienced pupils are 

encouraged to keep their posture 

straight in attacking and 
defending. 

Pupils try the same matches again 

Explain to pupils the purpose of 
To introduce the purpose of matches 

matches in Kendo as Budo 
in Kendo as Budo 
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Lesson 11 

Modified match II To explain the rules of the modified I Pupils try the same modified matches 

match I agaM agam. 

Senjyutsu 5 To introduce Sen&tsu 5: Feint Senjyutsu 5: Feint techniques 

techniques * Pupils are asked what to do to 
To give some examples of feint outwit their opponents. They are 
techniques led to the right answer 'to use 

e. g. to pretend to attack Men and 

attack Kote 

Free fencing To encourage pupils to try to use all 

tactics they have leamt so far. 

feint'. 

How to use feint techniques IS also 

asked. (An example of answers: 
To pretend to attack Men and 

actuafly try to hit Kote when an I 

opponent raises his hands to 

defend Men) 

Pupils are asked to pair off and 

practise m tums 

Pupils do free fencmg agam as the 

firial activity m the term one. 

The end of the lesson m the tenn one. 

7-5-1 Implementation and Results 

Modified Matches 1 and Senjyutsu 4 

(see Appendix 8 for detailed lesson plans). 

According to the results of observations, pupils looked very senous m ther matches. At first, they were 

not making successful strikes. After introducing Senjyutsu 4. Combination techniques, however, many 

pupils started touching the target areas although their striking was not hard enough. 

Some pupils seem to have forgotten to do Rei and Son-kyo or could not control their excitement. They 

were too excited to show proper etiquette after each match. After explainitig the purpose of matches m 

Kendo as Budo, however, they became to do Rei and Son-kyo properly and looked like reflecting theIr 

matches or observmg other pupils'matches carefully. 
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Senjyutsu 5 and Free Fencing 

According to the results of observations, pupils seemed easily to understand Senjývutsu 5. Feint techniques. 

It seemed to be difficult, however, for them to actuaUy use them m free fencMig. The most popular femt 

technique was 'Men-feint-Doh' (to pretend to attack Men and actually hit Doh). Unfortunately their 

motion was too big and not qwck enough. This lesson was taped by a pupil who could not Join the lesson 

because of his injury The project team watched it all together and discussed development of their 

perfonnance. As the results of observation, pupils were using the following feint techniques. 

Begmners 

- Pretend to attack Men and strike Doh 

- Pretend to attack Doh and strike Men 

- Pretend to attack Men and sixike Kote 

Experienced pupils 

e Pretend to attack Kote-Men and strike Doh 

* Pretend to attack Men and then pretend again to attack Doh and strike Men 

'Ihe beginners were using just one feint before trymg to strike a target. The experienced pupils showed 

their combination skiUs and were using two feint techniques before tying to strike a target. Because of 

the above snmple way of using feint techniques, the begmners could not strike successfully On the other 

hand, the experienced pupils easily outwitted their opponents (beginners) and made successful strikes. 

All pupils were tying very hard to use feint techniques and to create their own feint techniques. 

Some pupils commented; 

it wasn't easy to outwit my opponents because they were also trying to read my mind. I was also 

trying to read their mind and to make my strikes successful. So both of us tried to read each other's 

mind. That was fun and exciting. I enjoyed so much (Pupil in Class 2,10/07/0 1 ). 

I reallsed that my Shinai control was very poor. ff it is better, I will have more successful strikes. I 

didn, t have any problem With my defence, but with my attacking instead. I want to be able to use my 
Shinai more quickly (Pupil in Class 2,10/07/0 1). 
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I was totally controlled by my opponent (an experienced pupil). He used double feints and I could 
defend his first attack after his first feint, but his second feint got me. I tried to copy him but I wasn't 
good enough. Anyway, that was interesting and very useful for me (Pupil In Class 3,14/07/0 1 ). 

Aq the' f-Ila ir comments show, they not only enjoyed the learning of feint techniques, but also realised. their 

skills level and what they needed to improve. Their classroom diaries showed that: 

In fighting M Kendo, feint techniques are veiy effective, but both competitors try to outwit each other. 
Therefore, feint action should be quick and combination. It seems that most of us need to improve 
our speed and accuracy (Class 2,10/07/0 1). 

I can see that many of others have improved their skiUs very much. I fink that I have also improved 
my posture. HeIpMg Teacher K and teaching beginners were good for me. As Teacher K told me, 
teaching is lean-ung. I think this is right (Class 10 experienced Pupil, 10/07/1) 

The experienced pupils' comment particularly pleased Teacher K and me. We were worried that some 

expenenced. pupils would get bored with learning basic simple Senjýyutsu. We asked them to help 

beginners and encouraged them to try the same things In better posture and balance. They looked as 

though they were enjoying teaching beginners. They qwte often came to Teacher K and asked how to 

teach. They were also helpful in letting him know some pupils' particular problems. For example, an 

experienced pupil noticed that a pupil who was very short was having difficulty with his partner who was 

very tall. The shorter pupil could not reach the taller pupil. Then the experienced pupil came to him and 

asked him for advice to give the pupil. I tried to observe everyone, but it was not always possible. 

Expenenced pupils' infonnation was very helpful to teach some pupils who were havilig particular 

problems. 

As for their performances III fi-ee fencing, all project team members watched the video from the viewpoints 

of, 

I) pupils' posture and balance; 

2) pupils' Shinai control; 

3) pupils' striking strength and 

4) what they do before and after attacking. 
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1), 2) and 3) are related to the necessary conditions of Ippon (valid strike) In Kendo 

Ippon are defmed as follows: 

The conditions of 

Ippon is given when the foflowM*g conditions are met. showing a fuHness of spirit and appropnate 
posture, striking Datotus-buj (a target area) of the opponent with striking region of one's own Shinal 

while usMg correct Hasuji (direction of Shinai), and expressing Zanshin (A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 142) 

In a match, it requires that two out of three referees agree that these conditions have been satisfied in order 

for a pomt to be awarded. The project team agreed that 1) and 3) performed by the pupils had not reached 

to the levels of necessary conditions of Ippon yet. Everyone in the project team agreed that the pupils in 

the video were trying to swing their Shinai very hard but their postures were not straight and their striking 

strengdi was not enough, They could touch the targets, but that was not enough. Both accuracy and 

strength of strikes with good posture are required for Ippon in Kendo. 

The project team was pleased to see that the pupils on the video were usmg Senj)msu 1-5 constantly. We 

could see that they were tying to Iiit theff opponent's Shinai to break their Chu-shin before striking each 

other, waltmg for their opponent to turn round after the opponents' first attack and trymg to attack as soon 

as the opponent turned round; trying not to show their back and to always keep eye contact with their 

opponent; preparing themselves for their next action and; using combination attack with feint actions. 

There were many successful 'touches' but few 'Ippon' strikes because of maccuracy and weakness. 

From the results of the observation of the video, the project team judged that pupils knew how and when to 

create opportunities for successful strikes. In fact the project tearn was not so worried about pupils' lack 

of keepmg good posture and striking strength. In term one, we did not teach such very basic things so 

much except the two lessons by the trainee teacher histead, we focused on developig pupils' abilities of 

Senjyutsu. 

The PrOject team decided to move to the next stage: modified matches 2m term two. We also decided to 

provide pupils with good opportunities to realise the necessity of acquisition of basic techniques through 

this stage. 
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7-6 Stage 3 Modified Matches 2 

This stage was planned to start with a review of the learning content in the tenn one. It was thought that 

most pupils might have forgotten what they learned m the term one after two months summer hOlidaY. 

After reviewmg Senjyutsu 1-5, it was planned that pupils would learn basIC Doh striking In relation to 

Senjyutsu 5. Then it was planned that pupils would learn Senj)wtsu 6: Counter attack in relation to Doh 

strikingg. This was planned to be followed by modified matches 2 in the relation to Senjyutsu 6. At the 

end of fts stage, it was plarmed. to divide pupils Ma class into several teams and to encourage them to 

tackle independent leammg in term two. The foUowmg are the plans for stage 3 and the results of the 

action research m the term two. 

Table 7-4 Lesson Plans at Stage 3 

Teaching points Pupils' activities 
Lesson 12 To encour-age pupils to remember Reviews of the learning content of 

the learning content of the term one term one 

Review of term Pupils are asked what they learned 

one in the term one 

Explain to pupils Senj*yutsu 1-5 

Doh striking To introduce Doh striking in relation Basic Doh striking 

to Senjyutsu 5 - Pupils are taught basic Doh striking 

in relation to Senjyutsu 5 

Free fencing Free fencing (pupils are especially 

encouraged to use feint action --* Doh 

striking) 

Lesson 13 To remind pupils of Senjývutsu 5 with Review of feint-Doh striking 

Open lesson Doh striking 

Sen&tsu 6 To introduce Senjyutsu 6: Counter Senjyutsu 6 

attack - To react to an opponent's Men 
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To introduce Men-nuki-Doh (counter attacking and counter attack Doh 

Doh attack) as an example Pupils are told not just to wait but 

to lure the opponent into one's 
Men by doing something (i. e. 

opening the one's Shinai and 

showing the one's Men) 

Modified matches To explain the rules of modified Modified matches 
2 matches 2 Pupils are divided into attacking 

side and defending side. The 

defending side sometimes only 

attacks Men and attacking side is 

encouraged to react to the 
defensive side's Men and 

counterattack Doh. 

Pupils are told that this 

interpersonal skill makes them 

able to overcome the differences 

of sex, ages and physiques. 

Free fencing Free fencing 

Lesson 14 To explain the purpose and how to Explain to Pupils how Kendo lessons 

practise in a team will proceed from now. 
Team making 

Introduction of variety of techniques 
Pupils are introduced to various 

Free fencing techniques according to the list in team 
diary. 

Free fencing with team members 

(see Appendix 8 for detailed lesson plans). 
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7-6-1 Implementation and Results 

Basic Doh Striking 

Half of the first lesson in term two was spent for reminding pupils of the learning content of term one. 

Pupils were encouraged to remember and practse Sen&utsu 1-5 as weU as how to wear Kendo unifort-n 

and other equipmentý and basic striking. In the relation to Senjyutsu 5. Feint techniques, pupils were 

taught how to strike Doh. The most popular feint technique was Men-femt-Doh (to pretend to attack Men 

and actually attack Doh). It was thought that this would be an appropriate time to introduce basic Doh 

striking. The concrete learning content was how to use a Shinai and footwork for Doh striking. Pupfls 

were asked to pair off and to get close to each other. One raises his hands and shows his Doh clearly. 

The other one swmgs up hisShinai over the head and strikes Doh (both sides). When the pupils got used 

to this, they were asked to do it with footwork. They were encouraged to make one step In towards their 

partner when they strike Doh. As soon as they strike Doh, they were encouraged to move one step back 

and show Zanshm. The pupils were asked to do this in turns. Then they were encouraged to try 

Men-feint-Doh agam and try to use this Senjyutsu in free fencmg. 

Their classroom dairies show that they recognised the necessity of learning basic Doh striking. 

Feint Doh technique was very impressive! I want to acquire that technique. For that I need to 
improve my Doh striking more. Today I realised that my Shinai angle was wrong. It should not be 

parallel to the floor, but diagonal (Class 11,20/09/0 1). 

I was also impressed with the demonstration of femt Doh striking Teacher K. showed. I think 

that it is very effective technique. I wiH practise Doh striking more and I want to use that Doh 

str&. ing M matches (class 12,20/09/01). 

Teacher K and I again realised the importance of the timing of introducing basic techniques. The timing 

of introducirig basic Doh striking was good in this lesson. The pupils were motivated and tried very hard 

to practise it m the relation to Senjyutsu 5: Feint techniques, Doh striking was agam used to introduce 

Senjyutsii 6: Counter attack in the next lesson. 

The biggest leammg content of lesson 13 was Ouzi-waza (counter attack), Ouzi-waza IS the act of 

panying the opponent's stfiking, Shnai with the left side or nght side of one's own Shinai, and then Cý 
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comterattacking the opponent immediately (A. M. F., 2000, p. 72). This is the core part of the 

competitive domain in Kendo. The differences of sex, ages and physiques are not supposed to be 

important for perfonTiance in Kendo as Budo because competitive characteristic that beats the opponent by 

makmg use of the oppment's power IS the core of performance. The learrung of Ouzi-waza in lesson 13 

was, therefore, very important, In vanous Ouzi-waza, Men-nuki-Doh (to lure an opponent into one's Men 

and attack Doh when the opponent comes to attack Men) was chosen as Senjyutsu 6. The fbHowirig is an 

account of what happened. 

Senjyutsu 6: Counterattack Men-nuki-Doh) and Modified Matches 2 

The reason why the project team picked up Men-nuki-Doh (to lure an opponent mto one's Men and attack 

Doh when the opponent comes to attack Men) for Senjyutsu 6 was that this counter attack technique was 

easier than other counter-attack techniques and one of the most appealing techniques in Kendo. After the 

pupils tried Men-nuki-Doh several times, it was explairied. to them what they should do to make their 

couriter-attack successful. One cannot perfonn successful counter-attacks if one is just waiting for one's 

opponent to attack. One can do it successfully when one lures the opponent into one's target by doing 

C somediing'. Two types of 'somed-iing'were introduced to pupils. One is to step foTward and get closer, 

open one's Shinai and make the opponent think that one's Men is open. The other one is to upset the 

opponent's mind by showing aggressive attacking spint and pushing the opponent's Shmai, and to open 

one's Shinai and lure the opponent into one's Men. At this stage, an emphasis was not placed on the 

ability to do these, but simply to understand them. In fact, the acquisition of counter attacks takes a long 

time because these are more difficult thati other techniques. It is important to encourage pupils to have an 

understanding of techniques M Kendo, within the PE curriculum which is taught in limited time. 

Modified matches 2 auned to make pupils in the attacking side feel secure when they attacked and týed 

various ways of attacking without panicking and to make pupils in the defence side focus mostly on 

defending and feeling confident about their defence. The followings are some pupils' comments on 

Senjyzitsu 6 and modified matches 2 
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I could do Senjyutsu 6m practice but it was very difficult M modified matches. I was always late to 

react. I realised that I should not be waitIng, but should do something for making my opponent 
attack my Men (Pupil m Class 1,25/09/0 1). 

I thought diat some people were doing it (Senjywtsu 6) brilliantly, but other people also seemed to 
have a difficulty of timmg. I advised some people to open their Shinai pwposely and lure them mto 
their Men. I think that that is the simple and effective way (Experienced pupil In Class 8,24/09/0 1 ). 

My partner did somethi like 'open his Shinai and step M'. It totally got me. I copied his Senjyuts-u Ing 
and it worked as well! I am going to create my own way next time. It is interesting to think and 
create my own Sei? lyutsu and Waza (skills)(Pupil M Class 9,25/09/0 1). 

A c! As their comments show, although some pupils could perform Men-nuki-Doh successfiifly, some looked as 

though they were having a difficulty with their ttining. Teacher K and I were very pleased, however, to 

see pupils trymg to fmd and sort out their problem and helpmg each other. Some pupils were also ft*g 

to develop their own feint techniques. After this lesson, the project team decided to move on to the stage 

4: Team making, stmtegic planning and plan execution. From the observations of how pupils were 

deali with Sen J Ing _)yutsu 
6 in modified matches 2, the project team 'udged that pupils were keen enough to 

focus on developing their techniques and creating their own Senj)mtsu III their independent learning. 

7-7 Stage 4: Team Making, Strategic Planning and Plan Execution. 

Team Making 

A teacher-centred approach in drill style is the normal teaching approach to Kendo. I claimed, however, 

that approach would be problematic In Kendo within the PE curriculum because pupils leam Kendo within 

only two years and there are already different levels of pupils at the starting point. Asami (1992) points 

out that we should review the employment of the traditional style and introduce group learning in Kendo 

there are pupils who can / cannot quic ,,,, cause acquire new techniques i MY The PrOject team had a similar 

opinion that we should review coercive and obli in 'gatory t"-aching approach i the t-Ational style and 

develop a new approach that encouraged pupils to have confidence and to challenge new tlmgs, and to 

deepen tllelr understanding of Kendo. What the project team expected by introducingr group and 

individual activities was that pupils would have their owri favounte techniques and develop thern to 

techniques they were good at, and eventually would under-stand that they could overcome the differences 
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of physiques, sex and ages by acquiring techniques which were suitable for them. Pupils In a class (about 

55 pupils) were divided into eight teams (about seven pupils in a team). Team making was decided by 

pupils themselves. Experienced pupils were put into separate teams. 

Strategic Planning and Plan Execution 

Each team selected a Captam and Vice Captain They were expected to help their team members' 

independent learning activities move smoothly Each pupil was encouraged to decide what type of 

Kendo he wanted to acquire. Then each pupil made a strategic plan to achieve their goals. Pupils then 

infoimed their partners of their individual goals. The pair then devised ftuther mutual plan to enable both 

of them to be successful In their individual aims. An important point was that even if team matches were 

employed, Kendo matches which took place between two competitors did not need systematic play styles 

such as team fonnation in basketbafl and footba. U. It was not necessary, therefore, for everyone to have 

the same practice in their teams, but it was necessary for them to make a plan that they would be able to 

execute. The significance of working in a tearn was to support and evaluate each other as observer, 

advisor, coach, score keeper and so on to achieve each aim. Tbrough observmg, evahiatmg and talking to 

each other, pupils were expected to change their feeling to languages and to develop their understanding. 

7-7-1 Implementation and Results 

Individual Activities: To Develop One's Favourite Techniques to Special Techniques 

Each team was given a team diary Each team's Captain was responsible for each team's diary. 

Captains were requested to submit their diary after each lesson and aU team members finished their 

reflealve writing (see Appendix 10 for tearn diary pupils were given). Pupils were also given a list of 

techniques and encouraged to find their favourite techniques (see table 7-5). They could also create their 

own techniques. Although they were given a list of numbers of techmques, they were actually 

encouraged to pick up a few techniques. It was thought that to attempt to acquire many techniques would 

result in acquiring each technique incompletely. Pupils were, therefore, encouraged to find their favourite 

techniques in their independent and co-operative learning in their teams. Pupils were advised which 

tectirtiques they would be recommended to practise, considering, each pupil's physique, reach, physical 
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fitriess, power, quickness, experience and so on. Moreover, Teacher K demonstrated these techniques 

with the help of the expenenced pupils and explained how to practise. After they found their favounte 

techniques, they were also encouraged to develop their favourite techniques which they may not have been 

particularly good at to techniques they were good at. This second variety of technique is called 'special 

technique' in Japanese. Okajlrna (1992) explained a psychological effect that is gained by acquiring 

special techniques. He explains that if one has one's own special technique that has high possibility of 

gettmg Ippon, me can manage a match under the one's control and psychologically get relaxed. On the 

other hand, diinking from an opponent's point of view, if one ýnows that the opponent has a special 

technique, it is difficult to manage a match at one's own pace because one gets anxious about the 

opponent's special tecbnique. 
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Table 7-5 A List of Techniques 
Types of techniques How to do Effective to use against 

Kote-Men Combination technique Any opponents 

(try this technique in different 

timing) 

Kote-Doh To pretend to do Kote-Men and Same height and taller opponents 

attack Doh after Kote 

(Make your opponents defend 

Men by feint action ) 

Men (feint) Doh To pretend to attack Men and Same height and taller opponents 

attack Doh 

(Make your opponents defend 

Men by feint action ) 

Men (feint) Kote To pretend to attack Men and Same height and taller opponents 

attack Kote 

(Make your opponents defend 

Men by feint action ) 

Kote - kaeshi -Men To parTy the opponent's Kote Same height and shorter 

attacking with your Shinai and opponents 

then turn over your hands and 

attackMen 

Kote - nuki -Men To cause the opponent"s Kote to Same height and shorter 

miss and swing through air by opponents 

pulling up your arms and attack 

Men 

Ai-Kote-Men To kill opponent's Kote attacking Same height and shorter 

by attacking Kote at the same time opponents 

and attack Men immediately 

Hiki-waza To attack Men, Kore or Doh as Any opponents 

(Senjyutsu 7) stepping backwards from 

(Men, Kote, Doh) Tsubazefiai (A close up position 

with sword owds, touching. see 

Appendix 9) 

Taidtail-waza To push and break the opponent's Same height and shorter 

(&njyutsu 8) balance and attack opponents 

(Men, Kote, Doh) (Proper Taiatari-waza will be 

demonstrated) 
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Created Senjyutsu: Defence Senjyutsu 

Pupils were working on developing accurate Shinai control and ability to anticipate an opponenf, s attack in 

the team activities. Their comments III the team diaries showed that they were not shy and were attacking 

positively. It seemed, however, that they were still aftaid of being attacked and they needed to improve 

their defending skills. The following comments show how they were dealing with opponents' attack and 

their defence. 

I have a problem with my defence. I know how to defend, but I panic once free fencing 

starts. Maybe I am too afraid of being hit. I know that it is not so painfW. I am fiffly protected 
by armour It's been fi-ustratirig. I need to do something about this. (Team diary from class 7, 
15/10/01). 

Defence is my problem. Probably this is not only me, but also other members in my team. We 

have been doing well M practice of tectiniques, but not doing well in free fencing. Especially 

when I am fighting someone big and fast I get scared and become negative. I want to improve my 
defence. (Team diary from class 8,15110/0 1). 

As their comments show, it was thought that it would be important for pupils to overcome fear of being 

attacked by improving defence and having confidence. OkajffM (1992) comments that beginners' 

anxiety and fear of opponents' attacking would prevent them from finding opportunities for a strike. It is 

suggested, therefore, that we should introduce not only attacking techniques, but also defending techniques 

in Kendo practice. This might sound strange because teaching attacking and defending is probably 

natural In other sports. Kendo, however, places a great emphasis on attacking forward and defence is 

regarded as negative actiorL More concretely, there is normally not much defence practice in Kendo. 

As the results of the second interviews have revealed, there is no defence for just defence in Kendo as 

Budo. Defence is supposed to be done for the next attack. Defence movement should be the minimurn 

to make it possible. Therefore, learning how to defend normally ends after a simple explanation. 
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It is difficWt for beginners to anticipate an opponent's 

movement and defend the opponent's attack with nunimurn 

movement because of their poor abdity to recognise 

distance and space between themselves and their opponents. 

When they thed to defend, they tended to defend by using 

their arms by mistinct and twisting their body. As a result, 

they were hit on their arms and back and they were m pam. 

Such pain seemed to give them fear, anxiety and negative 

thoughts about Kcndo. We thought, therefore, that 

teaching this type of defence would help them to relieve 

their fear m Kendo within the PE curriculum (see figure 

7-1). An important fl-ýing was not just to teach how to 

defend, but to make pupils understand that they should try 

Figure 7-1 Defence Employed 
as a New Senjyutsu 

to attack as soon as they defended. Pupils were gathered in the centred of the Dojo and we explained that 

they were encouraged to use this type of defence as a new Senjývutsu if they thought they were not good at 

defence. Okajima (1992) comments that strong defence is an important element in performance in Kendo. 

If it is so, it follows then that it can be an unportant Senjyutsu. 

By the middle of November 2001, the pupils had become accustomed to practising in the team and their 

practice was going smoothly In order to evaluate how they developed, the project team decided to 

provide them with a skill test before we moved to the next stage. The content of the shill test was divided 

into two- individual skills and interpersonal skills. In the individual skill test, pupils were asked to show 

siMPle straight striking towards open targets (Men, Kote and Doh) which an experienced pupil 

demonstrated. Pupils perforniance was evaluated from three points of view: Ki (spirit), Ken (Shinai 

control) and Taj (footwork and posture). Each pupil was also evaluated on grades of A (Excellent), B 

(standard) and C (poor) by Teacher K and myself. These three elements of Ki, Ken and Tai are related to 

the conditions of Ippon (valid strike) m Kendo. In this test to get A or B in all Ki, Ken and Tai meant 

completing the conditions of Ippon. The following are the contents of the skill test and results. 
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Table 7-6 Skill Test 

1. Individual Skills 

Uchikomi-Keiko (attackmg open targets one's partner makes) 

Ki (Spirit) 

A. Showing good attacking spirit by loudly vocalising the narne of target 167 
B. Showing reasonable attacking spirit by just vocalising the name of target 145 
C. Showing little attacking spirit (not vocalising enough) 55 

Ken (Shinai control) 
A. Strike on the right target (Men, Kote and Doh) with enough strength 156 

in sweet spot of a Shinai 

B. Strike on the right target with enough strength 156 
C. Strike on the right target 55 

Tai (Footwork and posture) 
A. Smooth skipping footwork with right foot stamping and left leg inunediate return to starting 

balanced position with straight posture 187 

B. Smooth skipping footwork with right foot stamping and left leg immediate return to starting 
balanced position 155 

C. Smooth skipp m*g footwork 25 

2. Interpersonal Skills 

Pupil's choice (pupils are asked to show two techniques they are good at) 
A. Successful strikes that includes good Ki-ai, accurate strikes and smooth body movement with 

straight posture in good t' ' 293 

B. Strikes with good Ki-ai, accurate strikes and smooth body movement with straight posture 

in mood timinm 47 

C. Strikes with good Ki-ai, accurate strikes and smooth body movement with straight posture 
27 

N: 367 

(Numbers written Mi bold are numbers of pupils) 
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Analysing the results of the individual skill test separately, although some pupils hesitated to shout loudly 

and did not have accurate Shinai control and footwork and body movement most pupils showed good 

performance in all elements of Ki, Ken and bi. 212 (85.0%) pupils got A and B in Ki, 312 (85.0%) In 

Ken and 342 (93.2%) M Tai. hi the review of their performance M terin one, the project tem decided that 

their footwork was good, but their accuracy of Shinai control and striking strength should be improved. 

Here these results clearly showed that pupils unproved them. Moreover, most of the pupils showed good 

perfonnance of Ki In the individual skill test. This pleased Teacher K and me very much. In Kendo, 

shouting the name of each target loudly is necessary to complete one of the conditions of Ippon, One is 

required to show a state of mind where one is fully focused on the opponent's move and one's planned 

moves by shouting the name of the targets (AIKY, 2000, pp. 48-49). Beginners tend to dislike sboutmg 

loudly M frmt of other people because they are not confident of their techniques and they are embarrassed 

to show they perforniance. In this tesý however, 85% of the pupils got A and Bm Ki. It is possible tc) 

say that most pupils were confident of their techniques and knew what they needed to complete the 

conditions of Ippon. Fifty five (15.0%) pupils who got C in Ki seemed not to be confident in their 

techniques. Pupils'perfonnance of Ken and Tai were, however, better than we had expected. Teacher K 

and I realised diat pupils would shout louder if they realised that their techniques were good enough and 

that we should encourage them to have more confidence with the results of Ki and Tai. 

for interpersonal skills, pupils were asked to show two tecbniques they were good at (special 

techniques). For the last five weeks, pupils were encouraged to develop their favourite techniques to 

4 special techniqws' with team members' help and co-operafion. Pupils were encouraged to put 

themselves In match situations and consider how their special techniques should be applied in a real match 

in terms of timing their own movement and their opponent's reaction. Pupils were, therefore, expected WI 

not just to show their special techniques without domg anything before attacking, but also to show 

something to upset the opponent, and something to lure the opponent into a particular target area, Their 

special techniques were evaluated in terms of voice, accuracy, body movement body poswre and timing. 

These are also related to the conditions of Ippon. An A grade was given if all of these were smoothly 

completed, AB grade was given if these were just completed. AC grade was given if these were not 

completed Pupils special techniques were Kote-kaeshi-men (97), Men-feint-Doh (84), KOte-feint Men 
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attack--Doh (63), Kote-nuki-Men (32), Men-laiatati-hiki-Men (attack Men - push and distub the 

opponent's balance - attack Men as steppmg backwards) (3 1), Men taiataii-hiki-Doh (attack Men - push 

and disturb the opponent's balance - attack Doh as steppIng backwards) (3 1) and Kote-Men (29). It was 

assumed that Kote-kaeshi-Men was the most popular because it was related to the defence tecbnique 

shown above. This technique is a technique to block the opponent's Kote attacking first by covering Kote 

as the above figure shows and attack Men by tmmg over the vmsts. As the results show, pupils' 

performances of ffieir special tecbniques were more than we had expected. 293 pupils (79.3%) got A and 

47 pupils (12.8%) got B. In total 340 pupils' (92.6%) performances were regarded by Teacher K and me 

to have completed the conditions of Ippon. Most of the pupils also showed various actions such as feints 

and deceptions to upset and lure the opponent into a particular target before attacking. We realised that 

one of our aims in this approach that encoinuges pupils to realise the relation between practice and matches 

through the teaching of Senjjvutsu had been achieved so far 'Me project team judged that they were ready 

to move on to the stage 5: individual matches. 

7-8 Stage 5: Individual League Matches 

The introduction of individual league matches aimed at three objects, firstly, it was to encourage pupils to 

learn more about how to apply thew techniques and Senj)mtsu in match situations. Pupils were 

encouraged to have opportunities to reallse wbat they had improved and what they needed to miprove to 

achieve. Secondly, the matches were designed to learn how an actual Kendo match proceeded. 

Explanations of rules, etiquettes in Kendo matches were given in this learning stage. Thirdly, it was to 

leam the mearungs of matches m Kendo. Wiriiýg is not the sole purpose m Kendo as Budo. Pupils 

i Kendo as Budo through experience of were encouraged to have clearer idea of the purpose of matches M 

matches. 

I-%-- * 

kxie in a team was supposed to fight against other team members. They were also encouraged to referee 

(three pupils), score-keep and time-keep In turris. In this individual league matches, modified matches 

were applied first (modified matches 3). Normally M official Kendo matches, three referees judge the 

conditions of Ippon afl together. When one of two competitors scores, the chief referee stops two 

competitors fightirig and caUs what was scored. After diat, the competitors start fighting agam and fight 
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until one of them scores twice or time is up (normally 4 minutes for upper secondary school pupils). 

Judging all conditions at the same time, however, would be too difficult for begmners. Wmning and 

losIng were, therefore, decided by three referees' opinions of which one of two competitors was superior in 

a match in term of Ki, Ken and Tai. One referee was encouraged to focus Ki. which competitor's Ki 

(voice) was bigger than the other's. One referee was expected to focus on Ken: which competitor 

touched or hit more than the other One referee was encouraged to focus on Taj-. which competitor's 

posture was better thm the other's. This anned to encourage pupils to easily understand the conditions of 

Ippon by focusing on only one particular condition. After pupils fmish the first league matches, pupils 

were encourage to do the league matches again but this time official rules were applied. Experienced 

pupils'help was essential to make matches go smoothly. This stage 5 was an important learning stage to 

learn the above three things (see Appendix II for an example of score sheet in an individual league match). 

7-8-1 Implementation and Results 

Individual league matches were continued until the end of term two. According to the results of 

observations, In the first modified matches 3, pupils looked confident about ther judgement because they 

could focus on only one condition in Ki, Ken and Tai. In the second league matches in official style, 

although pupils first looked unconfident and made a lot of nustakes, gradually they came to referee with 

greater confidence. Experienced pupils helped beginners, a lot and it seemed that they enjoyed teaching 

them how to referee. Some pupils did not agree with ther referees' judgement. Especially when 

referees judged their opponent's attacking as Ippon in spite of an unsuccessful strike and they lost the 

match, they were upset and complained against the referees. This was what the project team expected to 

happen. Pupils were told that mistakes could happen and it was important for referees to give their 

decisions clearly without hesitating. Pupils were encouraged to learn from mistakes they made. 

Moreover, we had a plan to introduce an important way of thinking about matches in Kendo aý Budo in the 

relation to pupils' Mistakes in matches. In Kendo as Budo, Competitors must think that winning is just a 

result and they must accept any results positively even if referees make a mistake and a judge is completely 

wrong. To object to a referee's judgement and to compiam to referees are regarded as shameful acts m 

Kendo as Budo. As a saying Utte-hansei, iitarete-kansya (reflect one's attack after successfLdly scoring 
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and fluank your opponent after scoring) shows, Kendo practitioners are supposed to reflect and review their 

perfonTiance and their training process, and grasp their weakness and progress objectively through 

experience of matches (Sumi, 2000). Their opponents are not their enemy to destroy, but partners who 

expose each other's weaknesses, allow them to be recogrused, so enabling the weaknesses to be dealt with. 

Kendo practitioners, therefore, bow to each other and show their gratitude before and after a match as an 

important etiquette. This important way of thinicing In Kendo as Budo was already explained to pupils 

once m modified matches 1. It seemed, however, that pupils completely forgot what they were told- It 

is quite understandable that pupils becarne very keen on winning and they got angry when they lost 

because of miSjudgement. This is, however, one of the most important ways of thirýg M Kendo as 

Budo and is very different from sports. Pupils were encouraged to control their emotional excitement and 

to understand this. Actually Teacher K and I did not expect pupils to perfectly control their excitement 

and show to ther gratitude at this stage. We knew that it would take some time to understand and 

1ý 
,,, come able to control themselves with understanding and we also knew that we should not force them to 

do it. Pupils were expected to understand this sort of way of thinking M Kendo as Budo and to show 

proper etiquette as the results of learning, not as the purpose of learning. Some comments on how pupils 

felt about referee m*g are introduced. 

It is difticult to control my feeling when I WM. I want to do some perfonnance like holding up my 

fists in triumph but I remember that I should be a good winner. It is frustrating, to be honest. (Pupil 

in Class 14,14/12/0 1) 

I mclerstand that I shoWd not be angry even if referees make a mistake, but I still feel What! Why! 

and then I realise, oh no. I should cabn myself down. I am still shocked if I lose because of the 

wrong judge. (Pupil M Class 14,14/12/01) 

I could have won two matches, but actually I didn't. I know that I am not supposed to blame on the 

referees. I just feel fi7ustrated. (Pupil in Class 13,14/12/01) 

These pupils were obviously frustrated by referees'misjudgements. They knew how they were supposed 

to behave, but it did not seem that they truly understood the meanings of matches in Kendo as Budo. it 

was thought that there were many other pupils who feel the same. Teacher K and I realised that this 

should be an important problem to be addressed in the future. We also realised that that we should try to 

create situations in which pupfls would understand that the results of matches should be accepted without 
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their bemg upset. This does not mean that competitors are supposed to kill their feelings. They can feel 

pleasure when they WM but should not be boastful and they can also feel ftustrated when they lose, but also 

feel happy for their opponents. 

As for pupils' development of Senjyutsu, there were a lot of pupils who commented that their special 

techniques worked very weR and they tried to create new techniques and Senjýwtsu. Introducmg some 

comments: 

I successfuUy scored Kote-kaeshi-men twice today. My Sakusen is to show my Kole to my opponent 

by raising my Shinai a bit and lure my opponent into my Kote. It was so exciting when it was clearly 

scored! (Tearn diary from class 1,11 /12/0 1) 

I was totally caught today. One of my opponents did Kote-feint Men-Doh. I knew that was his 

special technique, but it was veiy good. I thought that he was going to do Kote-Men. Both my arms 
were up to block his Men attacking and my Doh was completely open. I am going to get him next 
time. (Pupil in Class 11,13/12/01) 

My team members know what I am good at so I have to outwit them, but they also try to read my 
tactics, so I have to read what they are thinking and change my Sakusen. It is fun! We discuss what 
we were thinking with each other after matches and which was cleverer After discussing, we try to 

create new Senjyutsu and techniques. (Team diary from Class 11,13/12/01) 

According to the results of observations, many pupils were gathering together and discussing how their 

matches went and how their Senj)wtsu worked. They were also trying to create new techniques and 

Senjyutsu together or sometimes secretly after the discussions. These pupils were independently tacklmg 

their tasks and co-operatively working together This was one of the aims we tried to achieve by 

introducing team learning system. By introducing some Senjywtsu and encouraging pupils to create new 

Senjyutsu, pupils were engagmg in both independerA and co-operative lean-ung and developM9 each 

other's and their own leanung activities. From pupils' comments, their team diaries, the results of 

observation and skill test, the project tearn judged that pupils leamed enough m this stage and they were 

ready to move to the next stage: team matches M term three. 
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7-9 Stage 6: Team Matches 

Stage 6: Team matches started in term three (January 2002). We aimed to encourage pupils to have a 

clearer idea of what Ippon (a valid stfike) IS through team matches. We also aimed to encourage pupils to 

decide upon Sakusen with team members before and during their matches with understanding of their 

abilities of Kendo and various situations in matches. For example, to change a fighting order, in response 

to opposing teams before the match and change fighting style during a match according to an opponent and 

team score. Pupils were expected to choose appropriate Senjyutsu to achieve their Sakusen in matches. 

Pupils were encouraged to focus not on the results of matches, but the content. Moreover, pupils were 

also encouraged to understand the meaning of matches In Kerido and practise proper etiquettes, and 

behaviours M team matches. 

There were 7 or 8 teams In one lesson with two classes. Each team was given an example of a team score 

sheet and blank ones (see Appendix 12 for an example of score sheet M team matches) to record results of 

matches. It was explained that one team should decide their fighting order before the other team and 

show it to the other team. Then the opposing team decided the fighting order, considering their opponent 

team's fightMg order. Pupils were also told that match time was 2 mmutes and teams that were not 

fighting should be referees and tune-keepers. 

7-9-1 Implementation and Results 

Team matches were continued until all teams fought agamst each other According to the results of 

observation, it seemed that pupils enjoyed making Salaisen and tryMg it very much. Pupils looked as 

though they were seriously discussmg the best order for their team and trymg to practise Sen&tsu m order 

to achieve their Salaisen. Pupils were watching their team members' matches very carefully and giving a 

lot of advice during matches. Introducing some of their Sakusen, Senjyutsu and advice, as for Salaisen, 

pupils were discussing and calculating who should wm and who should try to make a draw after they 

checked matching. When a beginner pupil fights against an experien fl, it is v Ic t to ced pup ery diff ul beat 

or make a draw if one fights without Salaisen and Senjývutsu. Their levels of skil-Is are different. in this 
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situation, however, pupils were giving advice of Sakusen and Senjývulsu to their team members, for 

example; to try not to stop footwork; try not to let the opponent focus on any targets; to keep attacking and 

keep the opponent defending; encourage bigger pupils to try to push smaller pupils out of the court, to 

encourage small pupils to dodge so fliat bigger pupils overbalance. In Kendo rules, a competitor gets a 

Hanvoku (penalty) when the competitor goes out of the court. If the competitor makes a Hansoku twice, 

Ippon is given to the oppment. Since this rule was introduced to pupils, Taiatat! (the act of colliding with 

the opponent with the surplus force of a strike) has become the taller and bigger pupfls' favourite 

techniques. When their opponent was standing at the end of the courý team members were always 

shouting "Push him out! push him out! " Some pupils were usIng a quite high level of Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu. Introducmg their comments: 

When I checked the team score, my team was losing. I needed to win by 2-0 and my opponent was 
S. H. who was much taller fl-kan me. I thought that he was thinking that I was trying to attack 
Kote-feint Men-Doh because this is a basic Senjyutsu against taller opponent. So I read my 

opponent and decide to try to attack Men. To get his Men, I made my Sakusen that was to pretend 
to do Kote-Doh and actually attack Kote-Men. My Sakusen was to keep attacking Kote-Doh to make 

my opponent believe that I was seriously trying Kote-Doh, and I finally got Kote-Men! (Pupil in 
Class 8 immediately after his match, 21/01/02) 

I was Taisho (7h person and last person to fight in a team). My team was wnuung by 2 pomts. So 

I did not have to win. Just Hikiwake (draw) was enough. I thought that my opponent was better 

tl= me. I knew that he did Kendo when he was a pnmary school pupil. So I was thinking what I 

should do and how to fight. My team members gave me great advice. They told me to be a bit 

defensive and to be careful of his Kote attacking. Some of my team members know that he is good 

at Kote and it is really fast. So I covered my Kote by moving Shinai slightly to the right. My Men 

was open, but I was not afraid because I could see him feeling difficulty. I was looking for an 

oppoftunity for Kote-kaeshi-men at the same time. Although I did not have any chance I made 

a Hikiwake with him, so my team won. (Pupil In Class 7 immediately after his match, 21/01/02) 

Teacher K and I were impressed with their comments. According to the restilts of observations, there 

were other pupils trying to fight with their own Sakusen and Senjywtsu, but in niany cases, these did not 

work as they wished. In fact Teacher K and I were expecting that most of their Sakusen and Seqjyvtsu 

would not work, but would successfully work only a few times. Kendo is not that simPle. Teacher K. 

and I hoped that pupils would realise the importance of the acquisition of basic skills from the results of 

. Pitsu In their attempts of Sakusen and Seni ' their matches as well as they would feel enjoyment of creating 
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and reflecting their techniques, Sakusen and Senpitsu. Analysing pupils' reactions to the results of their 

unsuccessfid Sakusen and Senjyutsu fi-om pupils' team diaries, it seemed that most of pupils reviewed the 

results of these m tenns of their lack of basic skills. 

A. Lack of skill (techrtiques, speed, timing, co-ordinatM) 
B. Wrong choice of Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

C- Poor Sakusen and Senj'yutsu 

D- Nervous 

E. Frustrated 

(from team dianes m all classes) 

More than half of the pupfls commented that the reason for their unsuccessful Sakusen and Senjýwtsu was 

because of their lack of skills. More concretely, they mentioned that their striking was not sharp and 

qwck enough to upset the opponents, the timing was wrong, they could not use their body smoothly as 

they wished and their footwork was not correct and could not complete their attacking. The second most 

frequent comment was that they chose the wrong Sak-usen and Senjyut. vu. They commented that their 

opponents did not react as they Wished when they tried their Salaisen and Senjyvtsu. For example, one of 

them commented that he tned Kote-nuki-Men (to cause an opponent's Kote and make an opponent rm-ss 

and swing through the air by pulling, up your arms, then attack Men) and showed his Kote purposely by 

raising the tip of the Shinai slightly. His opponent, however, attacked Doh and it was very quick. He 

did not realise that his opponent was good at Doh and his movement was quick. He also commented that 

he obviously chose the wrong Senjyutsu arid realised the importance of observing his opponents In 

advance. 



for poor Sakuyen and Senjýwtsu, pupils' comments were that it did not work because it was easily read 

by their opponents and they only had a rough idea of what to do, but did not have concrete ideas. It 

seemed that they were trymg to read each other's Sakusen and Senbwvu before and dumg matches. 

Moreover, it seems that they were not sure what to do next when their Sakusen and Senjýyutsu were read by 

their opponents. These pupils were not flexible enough to change their Sakuyen and Senj)mtsu according 

to their opponents'reactions, nor did they have enough options of Sakusen and Senjywisu. Although they 

were given some examples of Sakusen andSenjyutsu for some t)ws of opponents, they were not taught 

how to figbt in a particular situation in a team match. We thought tha to encourage them to observe other 

pupils' matches and to discuss with their team members would help them to develop their options. Asfor 

the comments on nervousness, these pupils commented that they were not sure if their Sakusen and 

Senjy-utsu would work or not and they were too nervous and anxious to complete their actions. ff one's 

Sakusen is wrong and Senivutsu is completely read by one's opponent, one will be in a danger of getting 

counterattacked. It seemed that these pupils became nervous because they had thought of the results of 

unsuccessful Sakusen and Senpitsu before they tried and their nervousness made their actions small and 

also made thew Sakusen and Senj)4dsu unsuccessful. As for their comments on frustration, pupils 

commented that it was because their Sakusen and Senjýyutsu did not go well. 

Their self-analysis of unsuccessful Sakusen and Senjyutsu really impressed us and none of these pupils just 

simply mentioned that their opponents were better without objectively analysmg why their Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu did not work. Teacher K and I were pleased that many pupils analysed the results of their 

unsuccessful Salaisen and Senjyutsu from the viewpoint of their lack of techniques. 

We were also glad that many of these pupils also considered what they would need as fiffther development 

of their techniques, Sakusen and Senjýywsu. Through the team diaries, we realised that some pupils would 

need to be encour-aged to develop ther options of Sakusen and Senj)wtsu and not to be emotional about the 

results, but reflective for furffier development. Such pupils were, however, quite smail In number and we 

were veiy pleased about this. 
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"Dirty" Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

Some pupils complained tha other pupils used "dirty" Sakaven and SenjýWdsu. For example, they 

avoided fighting and kept escaping from their opponents and kept sticking to their opponents in order to 

lead their teams to winning. These were points that many of the teachers pointed out as a bad effect of the 

teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu In both the first and second interviews. The pupils who actually 

performed the above fighting styles focused only on winning their matches and leading their team to 

winning. As a result they did not keep straight posture in their matches and avoided attacking and 

defending with their opponents. According to the regulations and rules of matches in Kendo, intentional 

acts to avoid fighting and to waste time are prohibited and penalised. during a match (A. J. K. F, 2000). We 

were expecting that this would happen and we thought that it would be a good opportunity to explain that 

not all Sakuyen and Senj)wtsu were allowed to use for wmnmg but they had to be used m mteractions of 

attacking and defending M Kendo as Budo. Pupils who used dirty Sakusen and Senjyutsu looked as 

though they were feeling guilty because other people complained. It seemed, therefore, that al] pupils 

understood and liked the idea of fighting in Kendo as Budo. Teacher K and I were very pleased that this 

gave us a wonderful opportunity to explain this important idea of figbting In Kendo as Budo. We did not 

see any pupils avoidmg fightmg after we had explamed this. 

In relation to explaining this to pupils, they were also told some etiquettes in Kendo as Budo agam. They 

were told not to show off their winning by holding up their fists in triumph, jumping around the match 

court and so on, but to always think about how the person who lost would be feeling and how to behave. 

Looking at their reactions to the explanation of the above from their team diaries and classroom dianes: 

It is really important for us to remember that winning is not all about in Kendo. It is probably not 

only M Kendo, but also In everything. We tend to forget how other people are feeling if we are happy, 

but we have to keep reminding us of this important Kendo philosophy. (from a team diary in class 9, 

15/01/02) 

We are trying to do our best towards the Budo championship, but this does not mean that we are 

aiming only at winning. Witining is important but the more important thing is what we have done 

to achieve our aim. We want to vari, but we don't focus only on it. We try to develop ourselves In 

ten-ns of skills and our character. (Team diary m class 10,15/01/02) 
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It is sometimes still difficult to control my feeling of excitement and to show a gratitude to my 

opponent after matches. I realised, how important this is. I should be able to control my feelings. 

I lost one match today and my opponent"s attitude was excellent. He did not show off He did not 

smile. He was very polite and made me feel happy for him. I thought that was Kendo as Budo. 

(Classroom diary in Class 11,17/01/02) 

The project team was quite happy to read their team diaries and classroom diaries. From our observation, 

everyone was fightmg aggressively and showing proper eficluette once their fights were over. No one 

complained about referees' misjudgements. There were s probably some pup s who fo d -t cult till il un i diff 

to control their emotions after their matches and about misjudgements, but they did not show it anymore 

and it seemed that pupils had genuinely started to focus on the content of their matches rather than results. 

It was impossible for all pupils to take part In the Budo championship as players. The PE teachers had a 

meeting and decided that ten pupils could take part In the Budo championshiP as a team from each class. 

We decided to have preliminarily matches M Judo and Kendo lessons In Febmary and that a winning team 

could fight m the championsbip as the represeritabve of each class. By doMg this, everybody cotdd 

expenence fonnal matches. 

One fing that worried the project tearn was that some pupils would start focusing too much on winning 

again if we started formal matches for selecting a winning team from each class. We just had a wonderful 

opportunity to make them understand the meaning of matches, etiquette and what Sakusen and Senjývutsu 

were for, We did not want pupils to forget these as the results of the preliminary matches. We decided, 

therefore, to conduct a written 'understanding' test before the prelimffiary matches. The test was 

conducted for two aims that were to evaluate pupils'mderstanding of Kendo as Budo and to deepen their 

understanding through the preparation and perfonnance of a test. The test was developed by the project 

team with the consideration of the leanung content that pupils had had. The content of test consisted of 

three domains, 1) competifive domain (mainly Senj)mtsu), 2) moral domain and 3) Budo spiritual domain. 

The following are the questions and exaniples of answers of the test and results. 
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Table 7-7 The Questions and Examples of Answers of Understanding Test 
Understanding test 

Please answer the followmig questions 

Ql. Senjyutsu: Please describe four best moments to strike 

Answers 
When the opponent begMS to strike When the opponent blocks a strike 
When the opponent finishes a strike When the opponent moves back 

Q2. Senjyutsu: How would you fight against the following types of opponent? 

2-1. Someone taller than you 

Examples of answers 
To get Chika-ma (closer distance) 
To pretend to attack Men and attack Doh (Kote-feint-Men-Doh) 
To keep moving and be careful of the opponent's Taiatari 

2-2. Someone shorter than you 

Examples of answers 
To attack from Too-ma (further than Issoku-itto-no ma-ai) 
To upset the opponent's balance by attack 
To lure the opponent into Kote and attack Kote-nuld or kaeshi-Men 

Q3. Moral 

3-1. Why do Kendo practitioners do Rei? 

Examples of answers 
6 To show a gratitude to the opponents and partners 

3-2. Why does Kendo-ka have to treat one's Shinai and other equipment carefully? 

Examples of answers 
Because a Shinai is the only weapon that protect oneself 
Because it is not just a tool and equipmentý but has feeling. Therefore these have 
to be treated as if these were a part of our body 
To cultivate our mind that treats our belongmgs properly and carefully 

Q4. Budo spirit 

44. What are the meanings of matches in Kendo? 

Examples of answers 
To grasp our progress objectively 
To teach each other's unprovable points and develop together towards next step 

4-2. What are your opponents regarded for you in Kendo? 

Examples of answers 
People who tell our progress and improvable points 
People who try to develop together towards the aim of approaching to the way of 
character budding 
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Table 7-8 The Results of the Understanding Test 

ll: ýuestions QI Q 2-1 Q 2-2 Q 3-1 Q 3-2 Q 4-1 Q 4-2 

Numbers and % 
of Correct Answer 

299 
(8 1.4%) 

367 
(100%) 

367 
(100%) 

367 
(100%) 

326 
(88.8%) 

332 
(90.1%) 

294 
(80.1) 

N: 367 

All tests were marked by Teacher K and me and we tried to be severe about the marking of it. For 

example, in question 1, we did not give a mark unless pupils answered four perfect answers. As for the 

rest of the questions, we did not give a mark unless pupils described their answers in details. As the 

above results show, pupils showed great understanding M all questions. The rate of correct answers was 

more than 801/o In all questions, besides all pupils had correct answers In questions 2-1,2-2 and 3-1. The 

results pleased us, but they were not swpnsmg for us because the content of the test was what pupils had 

been leanmg through the whole process m the tactical approach. hi fact, even if they know all the 

answers to the questions, it is not quite Possible to say that they have understanding if they do not practise 

diese. One of the aims of this understanding test was to deepm their understaicling through havMg the 

test before preliminary matches. When returning the test and explaining the correct answers to pupils, it 

was explained to them that they could prove they had proper understanding when they coWd practise the 

contents of the test In preliminary matches, Budo championship and their real lives, 

Preliminary Matches (February 2002) 

The preliminary matches started m February. 3 or 4 lessons M February were spent on the preliminary 

matches. A winning team was decided in league matches In each class (a team ma class fought agamst 6 

or 7 teams in the same class). Teacher K, myself and some expenenced pupils supported them as referees. 

According to the results of observations, pupils' reactions were more dm we had expected. They 

became very serious and each team's attitudes to warmmg up, practice of techniques and team meeting 

looked enthusiastic. Pupils' excitement was greater than we had expected, TheY had no problem with 

referees' decisions. This is probably because experienced pupils did refereeing in turns an th Ir de 

refereeing was very good. Their attitudes towards the results of matches were also very good- None of 

them showed their excitement and ftustration, but they praised each other's and the team, s fight after 
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matches. 

7-10 Stage 7: Budo Championship 

The Budo championship was held on 7d' March 2002. The school reserved the biggest and most famous 

Budo-facility M Fukuoka called Fukuoka Budo-kan for the whole day. On the day, about 1650 pupils and 

50 teachers gathered in the Fukuoka Budo-kan. The rules were based on the A. J. K. F matches regulations, 

but some original rules created by the project team were applied (see Appendix 13 for the rules, eqwpment 

used and schedtfle). 

7-10-1 Implementation and Results 

To grasp pupils' impressions of the Budo championship and Kendo lessons In the whole year in Year 10, 

questionnaire sheets were provided after the Budo championship. 

Table 7-9 Questionnaire on Pupils'Impressions of Budo Championship and 
Kendo Lessons in Year 10 

Questionnaire March 2002 

1. Please describe your impressions of the Budo championship 

2-1. Kendo was interesting and the contents matched your expectations 
1.1 strongly agree 2.1 agree 3.1 don't know 4.1 don't agree 5 

0000 

2-2. Further comment: 

I strongly don't agree 
0 

3-1. The lessons provided you with new knowledge and understanding of Kendo. 
1.1 strongly agree 2.1 agree 3.1 don't know 4.1 don't agree 5.1 strongly don't agree 

00000 

3-2. Further comment 

4. What did you enjoyed the most? 

5. Which part of lessons did you think the most difficWt? 

Thank you very much 
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Pupils' Impressions of the Budo Championship 

Table 7-10 The Results of Question 1: Pupils' impressions of the Budo Championship 
Pupils'comments Number of comments and % of the total 

comments (1,168) 

Exciting 243(20.8%) 

1 want to fight next year 221(18.9%) 

The most enjoyable event In the year 177(15.2%) 

The event that gave a sense of unity with the 

classmates 

144(12.3%) 

Moving event 132(11.3%) 

1 wanted to fight 129(11.0%) 

Nervous 67(5.7%) 

Happy or disappointed about the results of matches 55(4.7%) 

N. 367 

Pupils' impressions of the Budo championship were good. Not only pupils who took pail M the Budo 

championship as competitors, but also other pupils who joined the championship as score keepers, time 

keepers and supporters seemed to have had a good and memorable time in the championship. Although 

the majority of pupils gave very positive comments, they also expressed strong desires to be able to fight as 

well, which a lot of pupils were unable to do so. For these reasons the project team was pleased with 

results, but the lack of competitive opporbimty because of numbers is a potential drawback. In the Budo 

championship, only ten pupils could take part in the Kendo championship (another ten pupils In Judo) as 

competitors from each class because of time limitation and availability of the Budo-kan. instead, they 

had prelimaiary matches with fon-nal rules M February However, prehniffiary matches and the 

championship were different. 

next year 

This was considered as an important point in the planning for the event 

The Project Team's Review of the Budo Championship 

Some pupils'matches were video-taped and the project team watched them after the Bucto championship. 

We discussed the contents of their matches in terms of four points of view based on the conditions of 

Ippon; 1) their spirit 2) Shinai control, 3) posture and 4) Zanshin. The pupils M the video were pupils 

who won the preliminary league in each class. It can be assumed safely that their Kendo was better than 
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other pupils who were watching. However, the results of the preliminary leagues between all teams were 

very close. We did not see any technical difference between all teams and the results would not be the 

same if they fought agam. Therefore, their Mfon-nance would exemplify the other pupils'pelformance. 

LAIS for 1), pupils showed no hesitation and vocalised the targets loudly. Vocalisming the targets loudly 

means that they overcame their shyness and fought with confidence. Their aggressive fighting . also 

showed this. As for 2), most pupils' Shinai control was improved in terms of accuracy and ti: ming. 

However, their stiking strength stlU needed to be improved. There were many pupils whose strikes were 

on the targets, but these were not hard enough. This means that they know how to create opport=tles 

for a strike, but they cannot make their strikes hard enough. This ILS, however, actually much better than 

other way round. If their striking 1S hard enough and inaccurate,, their fight may get rough It MIght give 

pupils a fear of hurting orbemg hurt. The project team judged that their developmental process was good. 

As for 3), their posture also seemed to be unproved. The project team judged that this was because they 

improved their defence. They were defending without losing their balance. They were tryMg to defend 

by usMig footwork and mmunutnShmai movement. Their tmlingof defence was stiH poor and t1ley were 

easily outwitted by the opponents. However, they had been practising Kendo for less flm one year 

The project team judged that they knew how to defend and needed to improve when to defend. Asfor4), 

most pupils' preparation for the next action was very good. The project team was pleased with this the 

most. They easily outwitted each other but no me was scored after finishing attacking and tiuning 

aromd. They were always keeping eye contact with opponents and preparing for the next action as soon 

as finishing attacking. They were keeping their concentration all through the match by keeping eye 

contact and taking Zanshin. Therefore, their matches looked tense and made us and the audience feel as 

if we had also been fighting. The project team could see that some in the audience were moving their 

hands as the players were doing in the video. From the project tearn"s observation of the video, we 

judged that pupils' Kendo was much improved in terms of their fighting spirit Shinai control (accuracy 

and timing), posture, feint attacking and Zanshm. Their weak points were striking strength and timing of 

defence. These were stffl poor However, considering their experience, the project team judged that 

pupils' development and improvement were more than pupils who have practised for about nine months m. 

the traditional style. We were very happy to reach this conclusion. 
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7-11 Pupils' Impressions of Kendo Lessons in Year 10 

The results of question 2-5 in the questionnaire were analysed as follows. 

Table 7-11 The Results of Question 2-1: Kendo was Interesting and 
the Contents Matched Your Expectations 

Pupils' opinions Number of opnions, and % of the total 

opinions (367) 

1 strong agree 202 (55.0%) 

I agree 132 (36.01/o) 

I don't know 33(9.01/o) 

I disagree 0 

1 strongly disagree 0 

N: 367 

Table 7-12 The Results of Question 2-2: Further Comment 
Pupils'coninients Nw-nber of comments and % of the total 

comments (1,0 19) 

More fl-ian I expected (deeper, loftier) 276(27,1%) 

More than I expected (more fiin, excitin& 
fascinating, interestMig) 

232(22.8%) 

More than I expected (more mental than physical) 199(19.5%) 

More than I expected (more difficult complicated) 178(17.5%) 

More than I expected (harder, more smelly) 134(13.2%) 

N. 367 

Most pupils answered that Kendo was interesting and the content of lessons met their expectations. Most 

of the pupils made plural comments about their expectations. Their comments were categonsed into five 

and put In order as the above shows. Their most comments were that Kendo was deeper and loftier than 

they had expected. Thus it IS thought that pupils probably mentioned about some way of thinking in 

Kendo as Budo. These comments were followed by comments that Kendo was more ffin, exciting, 

fascinating and interesting fl= they had expected and Kendo was more mental than physical. It is 

t1jought that pupils mentioned some competitive characteristics of Kendo as Budo. These comments on 

some way of diinýg in Kendo as Budo and competitive characteristics were regarded as positive 

comments and the project team was very pleased that pupils realised these. On the other hand, there were 
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so many pupils who commented that Kendo was harder and Bogu (armour) was smellier than they had 

expected (134 pupils). Kendo has a bad reputation as 3 K. 3K means Kitid (hard), Kitanai (uniform 

and an-nour are dirty) and Kusai (uniform and armoir are smefly) (Asarm 1992). This 3K is also 

regarded as part of the reasons for the decline in number of young Kendo practitioners (Origuchý 1992). 

Here 2K of Kitusi and Kusai M 3K is MCluded m pupils'comments. The project team expected that some 

pupils would have opinions of fis 3K, but the number of pupils who made this comment were more than 

we had expected. Like most schools, the school also provided pupils with armour. There were sixty 

sets of armour in the school. These were enough for pupils In a lesson, but pupils In all classes (367 

pupils) used the same sixty sets. Although all armour was kept In a drying room, there was no time to dry 

anno-ur, if one lesson was followed umediately after one lesson, pupils who took the later lesson had to 

use wet annour Unfortunately Teachers K and I could do noti-fing about this. He has started seriously 

considering sorting out this problem by negotiating with the Head master to purchase another sixtY sets Of 

armour. 

Table 7-13 The Results of Question 3-1: The Lessons Provided You with New Knowledge and 
Understanding of Kendo 

Pupils'opmions Number of opinions and % of the total 

opinions (367) 

1 strong agree 245(66.8%) 

1 agree 122(33.2%) 

1 don't know 0 

1 disagree 0 

1 strongly disagree 0 

N. 367 
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Table 7-14 The Results of Question 3-2: Further Comment 
Pupils'comments Number of comments and % of the total 

comments (822) 

1 learned a lot of onginal Budo philosophies such as 222 (27.0%) 

meanmgs of training and matches 
I learned that people who practise with me are not 212(25.8%) 

enenues and opponents, but partners who try to 
develop together 

Some forms such as Ritsu-rei, Za-rei and Son-kyo 189(23.0%) 

A lot of techniques, Sakusen and Senjyutsu 178(21.7%) 

Training method s in Budo, 21(2.6%) 

N: 367 

All pupils answered that the lessons provided them with new knowledge and understanding of Kendo. 

Looking at their furdier comments, pupils made comments on some way of ffiinking In Kendo as Budo 

such as meamng of training and matches (222 pupils), and partnership (212 pupils), etiquette and 

behaviour such as Ritsu-mi, Za-rei and Son-kyo (189 pupils), competitive aspects such as techniques, 

Sakusen and Se? odsu (178 pupils) and training methods In Budo (21 pupils). The project team was very 

pleased that pupils made comments not only In one particular domain, but also vanous domams. 

Tbrough lessons, Teacher K and I tried to make pupils not only just know, but also show their 

understanding by practising philosophies, etiquette, behaviour, techniques, Sakusen and Senjyutsu M 

matches and in their real lives. In both preliminary matches and the Budo championship, pupils showed 

that they tuiderstood these and developed their skills very well. The project team was very pleased with 

pupils' achievement. There were some improvable points such as their striking strength and timing of 

defence. These should be fliture tasks to be considered. Moreover, the project team realised that we 

could not provide pupils with enough opportwifties to learn the original methods and teachers-pupils 

relationship in Kendo as Budo. As the above results of the question 3-2 show, pupils who made 

comments on tranung methods M Budo were only 21 pupils and this was much less ffian we had expected. 

This should also be an important task m the future. 
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Table 7-15 The Results of Question 4: What Did You Enjoy the Most? 
Pupils'comments Number of comments and % of the total 

comments (367) 

Team matches 189(51.5%) 

Building up new techniques with team members 58(15.8%) 

Individual matches 47(12.8%) 

Modified matches 38(10.4%) 

Budo championship 35(9.5%) 

N: 367 

Most pupils' comments were flia they liked matches the most, especially team matches were very POPUla-r- 

The project team aimed to encourage pupfls to learn various things about the way of thinking in Kendo as 

Budo, etiquette, behaviour and moral as well as competitive domains through experience of matches in an 

enjoyable and creative atmosphere. In both preliminary matches and the Budo championship, pupils 

showed that they developed thew understanding about these domains. Here the results show that pupils 

also enjoyed matches, especially team matches. 

Table 7-16 The Results of Question 5: Which Part of Lessons Did You Think the Most Difficult? 
Pupils" comments Number of comments and % of the total 

comments (367) 

OUZI-waza (tactics 6) 101(27.5%) 

Fight in team matches 100(27.2%) 

Smell of Bogu in summer 98(26.7%) 

Wet Bogu in summer 68(18.5%) 

M. 367 

As mentioned earlier, Ouzi-waza is one of the most difficult techniques M Kendo. Ouzi-waza is used In 

the opponent's reaction; a counter-attack. It Ls unportant for successful Ouzi-waza to control not only 

one's movement posture and Shinai, but also to control and lure the opponent into a particularly target. 

Because of such difficult techniques, the project team chose Men-Nuki-Doh because it was a very 

appealing technique. In later lessons, each pupil was encouraged to choose their favourite Ouzi-waza in 

team practice. According to the team diaries and from our observations, it seemed that pupils had their 

own choice of Otai-waza and they were tying to develop it. As for team matches, it seemed that these 

were the difficult part as well as the most enjoyable part It would be possible to say that this shows that 
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pupils were trying to create their own techniques, Sakusen and Senjývutsu with their team members. As 

their team diaries and the results of some pupils comments showed, many pupils had difficulties of how to 

fight m vanous team score situations and what techniques, Sakusen and Senjywtsu should be used and 

improved. It seemed that some pupils also had difficulty controlling their emotional excitement and 

fiustration about the results of matches and referees' misjudgements. However, this state of affairs 

iWoved m term three as they progress through the first team matches, the understandirig test prehminaiy 

matches and the Budo championship. It seemed dia pupils faced these difficulties ma more posltve way 

and showed their understandmg of what they were expected to do by practismg it m matches. 

7-12 Conclusion 

The alms of the action research were 1) to develop a new approach making use of Senryalai, Sakusen and 

Senjyutsu and 2) to investigate the effectiveness of the new approach through the process of planning, 

unplementation, reflection and evaluation. The new teaching approach to Kendo that makes use of 

Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjyvtsu was developed M each stage of 1) free fencmg, 2) modified matches 1,3) 

modified matches 2,4) team making, strategies plarinirig, plan execution, 5) individual matches, 6) team 

matches and 7) official championship. It is thought, through leammg of Senryaku, Sakusen and,, 5enyyutsu 

in the action research for a year, pupils greatly developed their skills and understanding of competitive 

cliaracteristics of Kendo, acquired cultural / behavioural domams such as traditional etiquette and 

behaviour with mderstanding and had mderstanding of attitudinal domams such as the way of thirýg of 

the results of witining and losmg m Kendo av Budo. It is also thought that providing various competitive 

situations through learning Senjýyutsu enabled Teacher K and me to create appropriate timing and situations 

m an enjoyable atmosphere to make pupils realise the unportance of acquiring basic techniques and the 

meaning of acqwnng of cWtural / behavioural donlams and attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo. 

Moreover, it is also thought that encourag ing each pupil to make their own strategic leammiz plan and to 

practise their plan in their team enabled pupils to tackle both in independent and co-operative leartung 

activities. Ihese were supported by the results of observations of each lesson, video observations, pupils, 

comments, classroom diaries, team diaries, questionnaires, skill test, understanding test throughout the 

action research process. In addition, from the results of the action research, it is possible to provide some 
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important suggestion to solve the problem of the number of lessons. 

As many teachers mentioned in the first interviews, two or three lessons were cancelled in every term and 

pupils sometimes had two or three weeks between lessons. As many teachers commented M the first 

mterviews, the project team had a problem with this m term one because many pupils forgot what they had 

learnt III the previous lessons. However, after introducing pupils' independent and co-operative learning 

in dieir teams in October 2001, pupils had opportunities to reflect on their learning goals and the extent to 

which they had achieved them by USM9 their team diaries. These indicated they had improved both skills 

and understandmg to a great extent. 

Exaniinýg Teacher K's change through the action research, he confessed that at first he was not sure if the 

new approach would really work although he was very interested. As the approach was developed and 

pupils were changing, however, he started changing and positively provided a lot of ideas to develop the 

approach fijrther. Most of ideas of the approach from the middle of term two to term three were 

originated by him. Each stage plan that was made by the project team at the beginning of the academic 

year was developed in detail based on his ideas. He himself commented that we sorted out most of his 

concerns about the teaching of Kendo In his school and he was looking forward to developig Kendo 

lessons more for both Year 10 and II pupils. 

A c! for arl improvable pomt there were some pupils who got mjured m term one and two. One of them 

actually had a senous mjury Pupils were encouraged to expenence free fencmg and modified matches 

', -fore pupils had enough practice of basic techniques. In aWition, the 0 School is one of the biggest 

schools In Fukuoka and there were about ffty five pupils In a lesson. Most of the reason they got injured 

was that they ran against other pupils during free fencMg and modified matches. Although we told pupils 

to be careful and to look around every time before starting free fencing and modified matches, 

unfortunately some pupils injured themselves, After we divided pupils into two groups, no one got 

injured, but pupils had less time for free fencing and modified matches. How to ensure pupils' safety and 

task on time became important points to be considered. 

The action research was conducted with Year 10 pupils for a year between April in 2001 and March In 
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2002. These pupils learn Kendo for one more year within the PE curriculum between April 2002 and 

March 2003. Therefore, although it is possible to say that the new approach contributed to achieving the 

aims of Kendo within the PE curriculum In term of pupils' development of skills and understanding In 

competitive domains, cWtural / behaviow-al domains and attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo, it is not 

possible to present any evidence that these pupils were actually motivated to engage in lifelong Kendo or 

other physical activities, to live with what they leamed from cultural / behavioural domains and attitudinal 

domains of Kendo as Budo, and to engage in other ways of involvement of sports. 

The above things that were not achieved in the action research will need to be conducted in the pupils' 

Kendo lessons In Year 11. In fact Teacher K has still been developing the new approach to Kendo within 

the PE cumculum for Year II pupils, carrymg on the action research. 

The findings gained from the action research process are summansed as fbHows: 

The action research showed that there was a certaM possibdity that the new approach that made use of 

Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjýwtsu coWd be used as a useU teaching strategy to achieve the alms of 

Kendo as Budo and Kendo within the PE cUMculum. 

The pupils developed their understanding of the importance in acquiring basic techniques, compefitive 

characteristics, etiquettes and attitudes towards Kendo through leammg of some Senj)msu, expenencmg 

free fencing and modified matches that had been introduced at the early learning stages, 

Learning in teams based on their strategic plans encouraged the pupils to develop their own Senjýwtsu and 

techniques, as weU as to engage them in independent and co-operative learning. 

The introduction of individual matches to the lessons provided the pupils with the opportunities to 

understand the cultural, behavioural and attitudinal domains of Kendo as Budo as well as the rules of 

Kendo matches and its competitive domams. 

- Team matches provided the pupils with opportunities to strategically develop their skills of S4kusen and 

Senjyutsu, through their reflections on the content and resLAts of they matches. They were also 

encouraged to develop their understanding of attitudes and etiquette required in Kendo as Budo, through 

expenencmg team matches and taking the wntten test. 
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The next chapter reflects how the research questons have been mvestigated and discusses the research 

conclusion and future's task. 
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Chapter Eight 

FINAL DISCUSSION AND REFLECTIONS 

8-1 Introduction 

This final chapter anns to reflect how the research questions have been investigated and what findings have 

been gained through the whole research process. Reflections on the process of the investigations of the 

research questions and findings are carried out M terms of, 

1) The school teachers'Views of Kendo withm the PE c-umculurn, 

2) The teachers'views ofteaching ofSakusen and Senjyutsu and their ideologies ofreal Kendo as Budo; 

3) A new teaching approach to Kendo within the PE curriculum that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen 

and Senjyutsu. 

8-2 The School Kendo Teachers' Mews of Kendo within the PE curriculum 

Upper secondary school Kendo teachers have been expected to encourage pupils to lay the foundation for 

lifelong participation in physical activities, to acquire the traditional etiquettes and behaviour, and to 

understand the traditional attitudes to Kendo as Budo. There were clear gaps, however, between the 

views of Kendo within the PE curriculmn by the seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers who 

participated in the first interviews and the cumcAum intention by the M. E. S. C. Since the re-nammg 

from Kakugi to Budo, the M. E. S. C. suggested that teachers regard Kendo within the PE curriculum as a 

sport. This necessitates a review of the traclitional drffl approach to Kendo and the need to teach pupfls M 

a child-centred approach that encourages pupils' independent learning. 

The data from the first interviews with seventeen upper secondary school Kendo teachers In Fukuoka 

revealed that they recognise Kendo within the PE cumculum m the same way as Kendo as Budo. They 

expect their pupils as Kendo practitioners to learn the maditional etiquette and behaviour under a strict 
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relationship between teachers and pupils, between semors and Juniors, to develop physical and spiritual 

strength and to understand attitudes to practice, matches and partners through hard repeated training. 

Thus, their views of the purpose of Kendo and teaching of Kendo within the PE curriculum are very 

different from the curriculura intentions of the M. E. S. C. Their views of the purpose of Kendo and 

teaching of Kendo are closely related to their own experience of being strictly taught Kendo as Budo In 

school, local and university Kendo clubs under their teachers and semors. They recogmse that it is 

difficult for their pupils to accept their teaching style. They genuinely believe, however, that their 

teaching style is beneficial for their pupils' future and expect their pupils to understand what they are trying 

to teach when their pupils become adults. 

Many of the teachers also made the original comment about lifelong Kendo based on their attitudes to 

Kendo as Budo. Simfficantly it became clear that many teachers do not mind whether their begmner 

pupils, who practise Kendo only In Kendo within the PE curriculum, would continue domg Kendo or not, 

They have a different perspective on 'lifelong Kendo'. For them it is lifelong Kendo if pupils live with 

Budo spirits irrespective of whether they actuaUy do not practise Kerido. Thus, for these teachers, the 

teaching of Kendo as Budo by their seniors and teachers is more powerful and important than the 

curricWuni intentions of the M. E. S. C. 

8-3 The Teachers'Views of Teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu and Their Ideology of Real Kendo as 

Budo 

With regard to the investigation to explore how upper secondary school Kendo teachers have been dealing 

with the teaching of Senryaku, Sakusen and Sen"tsu, the results of the first interviews revealed that most 

of the teachers held negative opinions about teaching them and their reasons would be related to their 

ideologies of Kendo as Budo, The second interviews with fifty three upper secondary school Kendo 

teachers 'in Kyushu were conducted to explore exactly how their ideologies of Kendo as Budo influenced 

to their reasons for denying the teaching of Sakusen and Senjyutsu, 

The data from the second interviews r-evealed ffiaý trrespective of differences of age, grade, teaching 
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experience and their achievement as a coach or player, their reasons for rejecting teaching &zkusen and 

Senjyutsu were deeply related to thew ideology of 'real Kendo'as Budo. For them, encouragmg pupils to 

leam Sakusen and Sen"tsu meant to allow pupils to do anything to wM and to make pupils depend on 

feint movements and physical fitness M their performance and not care about their balance and poshire. 

On the other hand, mder their ideology of real Kendo, these teachers MSist that pupils' aun of domg Kendo 

must be to approach 'the way of character building'. To approach the way of character building, the 

training method should follow the traditional drill style under strict pupil and teacher, and apprentice and 

master relationsl-iip. Pupils are expected to overcome dffficulties through hard practice and m domg so, to 

cultivate their minds. All pupils' Kendo style should follow the basic footwork and body movement of 

Kendo with straight posture and reasonable Shmai control, and they shoWd be able to show their posture 

and use their techniques without thinking (Mushm). Even if they take part In matches, they are not 

supposed to think that it is anything special to win, but that they should fight head-on in any situation. 

Pupils are expected to be good losers rather than bad wminers. Their ideal fighting style of real Kendo is 

not to rely on physical strengdi to hit an opponent by using physical power and speed, but tc) achieve 

fmiminum movement maximum effect' that is done by overwhebýiing an opponent's Ki by one's Kj. 

Such a Kendo perfon-nance is, in fact, viewed as an ultimate Kendo perfornk-uice requiring high levels of 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu. However, these teachers do not describe this as Sakusen and Senjýwtsu m their 

diinking, but describe it as real Kendo. This is summansed that for them, performance by exterior M 

feinting movements and actions to outwit an opponent is Sakusen and Senj)mtsu and therefore not real 

Kendo. In contrast a performance that uses intenor and economical movement to overwhehn the 

opponent's Kj IS real Kendo. These thoughts have been constructed through their expenence of Kendo as 

Budo with their semors and teachers. For them, Kendo within the PE curriculum and Kendo as Budo are 

viewed as one and the same. 

What we can see through the malysis of the mvestigations of the teachers' views of Kendo within the PE 

Curriculum, the teaching of Sakusen and Senjjwtsu and their ideology of Kendo as Budo is a characteristic 

of society in Kendo as Budo ffiat is one of the traditional Japanese culwres. -Me teachen who 

participated in both the first and second interviews think that they would like to follow the teaching style 

that they were taught by their teachers and semors and that they too must pass it on to the next generation. 
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As such their thoughts illustrate the conservative characteristic of society of Kendo as Budo that does not 

accept the playing of Kendo In another way except that based on the concept of Kendo as Budo. They 

assume that the concept of Kendo as Budo cannot be achieved without following the traditional training 

style of Kendo as Budo. What emerges from some teachers' comments In the interviews, and what the 

backgrotind of enactment of the concept of Kendo shows, is that the biggest concern of the Japanese 

Kendo society is that Kendo as Budo becomes Kendo as a sport. In fact in the case of Judo that is 

ori&ally one of Budo, as the result of ainmg for increase of the population of Judo practitioners, 

modernisation and intemationalisation by revismg rules, and bemg adopted as one of the OlympIC Gaines, 

the purpose of wmmg M matches has come to be emphasised more thm the purpose of character bufldmg 

and Judo has come to be recognised as a sport M the world rather than one of Budo. The Kendo society is 

concemed, therefore, that Kendo does not repeat the same mistake that Judo made and that the quality of 

Kendo does not decline as it is populansed as a sport by the introduction of new ideas, merely In order to 

increase die population of young Kendo practitioners. From the teachers' comments during the 

interviews, I strongly felt that they recognised themselves as torchbearers of the traditional culture and 

were feeling responsible for passing it to the next generation as it is. 

In a modem intemational and rationalised society, Kendo is one of the precious traditional cultures that are 

getting fewer but has stdl been preserved in Japan. A conservative characteristic existing in Kendo 

society seems to have been formed by people who recognise themselves as torchbearers of the traditional 

culture and by their belief of preservation of Kendo, as Budo. 

84 A New Teaching Approach to Kendo within the PE Curriculum that Makes Use of Senryaku, 

Sakusen and Senjyutsu 

The teachers' views expressed above concerning Kendo within the PE curriculum and the place of Sakusen 

and Setljyutsu within their understanding of Kendo as Budo gives voice to their belief that the traditional 

method is the only method possible as a means of teaching and learning Kendo. It is the author's view 

that the traditional method of drill wotdd only be effective for those people who have the ifl and time to 

engage with it. It is unsuitable to develop pupils'understanding and motivation within school Owing to 
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the limited time and compu. 1sory nature of the activity. The author also believes that Sakusen and 

Senjyut, vu should not be only Viewed as a means of winning, but could also be used as a useful teaching 

strategy to encourage pupils' independent learning and to develop their understanding of cWtur-al / 

behavioural domains and aWbidinal domains of Kendo as Budo In teachmg of sport Kendo. Moreover, it 

was attempted to develop a new idea in the process of teaching of Kendo that makes use of Senryaku, 

SakusenandSenj)vutsu. This attempt did not just try to apply the ideas of the T, GFU. approach to Kendo 

within the PE curriculum, but considered argments for and against the T. GFU. approach. Moreover, the 

competitive characteristic of Kendo as a one-on-one combative activity and necessity of leanung of 

cultuml / behavioural domains and attitudinal domains that were different from games were also 

considered. The development of a teaching approach based on a new idea of the process of teaching 

Kendo In a practical situation was necessary for the investigation of the third research question. It was 

camed out through an action research that was conducted in collaboration with Teacher K at the 0 school 

between April 2001 and March 2002. 

The new approach to Kendo within the PE curriculum that makes use of Senryaku, Sakusen and Senbutsu 

was divided into seven stages and developed in practice in the process of planning, action, reflection and 

evaluation. The results of the observations, interviews with pupils, classroom diaries, team diaries, skill 

test, a written test and questionnaires indicated that Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjývutsu could be used as a 

usefid teaching strategy M Kendo within the PE curTiculum. The new approach to Kendo greatly 

contributed to developing their skills and understanding of competitive characteristics of Kendo, acquiring 

cultural / behavioural domains such as the traditional etiquette and behaviour with understanding and 

understanding attitudinal domains such as the way of fliinkirig of the purpose of Kendo, partners, 

equipment, and meanmgs of matches. 

8-5 Final Discussions: the Author's Thoughts 

These are the author's thoughts on completion of the thesIS. This thesiS was written In England although 

it concerned Kendo that is one of the t-aditional Japanese cultures, and I aTn one of the Japanese Kendo 

practitioners. The reason for this was because it was thought that I would not be able to have 
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opportunities to view Kendo from different angles as long as I stayed in the traditional cultural mindset of 

Japan. Moreover, the Japanese are typically reluctant to reveal their real intentions III public and tend to 

take a fixed course of action or follow conventional principles. Especially M Budo society, it would have 

been dif ficult for me to conduct an argument about its society or criticM because there exists a strong 

hierarchical structure. Conducting research into Kendo M England, therefore, enabled me to view 

Japanese Kendo from a critical -perspective and to conduct discussions without being constrained by the 

traditional thoughts of Kendo. In addition, in this thesis, the ideas of the T. GFU. approach developed in 

England were considered in order to develop a new teaching approach to Kendo wiflun the PE c-umculum. 

D- 

R-eferring to the ideas of a foreign country also enabled me to view Kendo, from various angles and to see 

my own country's education objectively. It also gave me opportunities to evaluate cultural characteristics 

of my own county 

The data from both the first and second interviews showed how much many of the teachers interviewed 

were holding strong feeling of Kendo as Budo. Through the interviews and the analysis of interview data, 

I strongly felt the maintenance of a conservative characteristic of the society of Kendo as Budo. This 

confirtned how difficult it would be for Kendo teachers to accept a new teaching approach. Even if it is 

Kendo within the PE curriculuný not Kendo as Budo and the effectiveness of the approach has been 

presented, it is expected that there would be strong oppositions that the approach can be a possibility of an 

alternative teaching approach to Kendo wid-iin the PE cumculum. 

What has to be mentimed here is that one of the results gained from the interviews was that while there 

was a strong difference between teachers and myself In terms of teaching process, nevertheless our goal is 

the same. The difference of the teaching process between the teachers and myself is 'understanding after 

acquiring' and 'understanding before acquiring' as follows; 
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The teachers --+ emphasis on basic skiHs (no care for winning and losing) -4 acquirement of basic 

skills M repeated practice --ý understanding of characteristics (what Kendo, is) 

through experience. 

Myself --+ understanding of the characteiistics by making use of Sakusen andSen&u1su --* 
learning Sakusen and Senjyutsu in competitive situations -ý, back to basic with 

understanding of necessity 

The process of 'uriderstanding after acquiring' is the traditional way of Kendo as Budo. Teachers'think 

that this way leads to the real Kendo. My approach has been to try to get pupils interested arid to 

encourage them to understand etiquette, behaviour and attitudes to Kendo as Budo, to recognise the 

importance of basic skills and to practise what they learn In lessons In the outside world by making use of 

Sakusen and Sen i g, but also used to &utsu. That is, Sakusen and Seq&tsu are not only used for wmnm 

encourage pupils to -understand characteristics of Kendo ay Budo. My approach does not follow the 

traditional way, but its goal is the same. Basically, as with the teachers interviewed, I do not want Kendo 

to be recognised, as a sport, but to keep and develop it as one of Budo. I do not deny the traditional way 

such as trying to overcome a hard thing M order to acquire spiritual strength in general Kendo as Budo. I 

am originally one of the practitioners of Kendo as Budo and have a strong feeling of the cultural values of 

Kendo. As already mentioned, however, novice pupils might become able to acquire some level of 

techniques, but it would result M them not knowing what they have leamt M Kendo if the traditional way is 

applied to Kendo within the secondary PE cumculum. What I was trying to do as a part of this thesis was 

to point out the linutation of applying the traditional teaching style to Kendo within the PE curriculwn and 

to exarmne a possibility of achieving the alms of Kendo widiin the PE cumciflum m the teaching of 

Sport-Kendo without losing its ft-aditional values of Kendo as Budo. This was, In a way, a challenge to a 

traditional and hierarchical Kendo society for the author who is young and as yet has no authority and 

influence over Kendo society. What I was doing was, however, all for the development of Kendo within 

the PE curriculum. For the development of Kendo within the upper secondary PE curriculum, I would 

argue that it should aim towards the opening up of lifelong Kendo and of the real Kendo and that the 

teaching of Senryabi, Salaisen and Senjýwtsu would help to achieve this. This thesis demonstrates that 
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there is a certain possibihty that the new approach to Kendo within the PE curriculum that made use of 

Senryaku, Sakusen and Senjývufsu could be incorporated into the PE curriculum without losing the 

traditional values of Kendo as Budo. 
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Appendix I 

Equipment Used in Kendo 

Men (Mask) Kote (Gloves) 

' 
�-' 

Shinai (Bamboo sword) 

L-- -- 

Doh (Trunk protection) Tare (Hip protection) 

(A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 149 and 150) 





Men 

s 

y 

Appendix 2 

Targets in Kendo 

Tsuki 

/ 
. 

Doh- 

(ATK-F, 2000, p. 154) 



Appendix 3 

The Concept of Kendo and the Purpose of Practising Kendo 

The Concept of Kendo and the purpose of practising Kendo 

The Concept of Kendo 

The concept of Kendo is to discipline the hunian character through the application of the 

principles of the Katana (sword). 

The Purpose of Practicing Kendo 

The purpose of practicing Kendo is: 

To mold the mmd and body, 

To cultivate a vigorous spirit, 

And through correct and rigid trainffig, 

To strive for improvement In the art of Kendo, 

To hold in esteem human courtesy and honor, 

To associate with others with smcerity, 

And to forever pursue the cultivation of oneself 

This will make one be able: 

To love his/her country and society, 

To contribute to the development of culture 

And to promote peace and prosperity among all peoples. 

(A. 



Appendix 4 

Location of Fukuoka in Kyushu, Kochi and Wakayama 

. Ho kkaido 

Fukuoka- 

:: Shikoku region 
Xynhu region 

(Japan Information Network, 2003) 



Appendix 5 

Location of Saga, Miyazaki, Kagoshima in Kyushu 

4,4:: 1 TCHINA Si E 1A. 

Ka g os hi ma 

(Japan Information Network, 2003) 



Appendix 6 

The Utter to Ask for Participation for the Interview (English translation) 

CHELTENHAM & GLOUCESTER 

CoUege of Higher Education 
Faculty of Professional Education 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 

The Park, Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire. GL50 2QF 

Dear 

I am writing to ask you a favour with regard to my research entitled 'BUDO OR SPORT?, 
Competing Conceptions of Kendo within the Japanese Upper Secondary Physical Education 
CurTiculum, 

My name is Sotaro Honda. I finished my master's degree M education at Fukuoka University 

of Education in 1997.1 am now a postgraduate research course student M the Education and 
Social Science department at Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education 

As main research method, I have been us m, g interview method and interviewing physical 

education teachers who are in charge of Kendo lessons. 

The data gained from the interview will be used only for my academic thesis and your name 

and name of your school will be strictly confidential. 
I would be very grateful if you could share some tune for a interview. 

I am looking forward to talking to you 

Yours Sincerely 

Sotaro Honda 



CHELTENHAM & GLOUCESTER 

CoUege of Higher Education 
(; i &---Jf) 

*1; 4±; kM 
T824-001 4-h-Mi Al ifiliftiff$ 1-13-16 

Tel 0930-23-7821 
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Appendix 7 

The Main Questions Used in the Interviews 

1. Personal information 
Name of school ................................................................................................................... 
Type of school .................................................................................................................... 
Number of students 
Number of years as a PE teacher ................. year(s) 
Type of your degree 

........................................................................................................... 

2. Their teaching of Kendo 

What was your reaction to the educational changes you experienced since renaming 
Budo? 

e What do you want to teach through Kendo within the PE curriculum? 
How do you try to engage pupils in lifelong participation in Kendo? 
What problems do you have in your Kendo lessons? 

Have you expenenced any dffficulty In adaptMg yourself to prevailing conditions in 

teaching? 

* What teaching style do you employ when you teach Kendo? 

* By what has your teaching style of Kendo, been affected? 
How is your teaching of tactics and strategies dealt with in Kendo teaching and why ? 

Please describe your teaching plan for the Kendo lessons you teach (or if you do not 

mind, please let me have a copy of your unit of work) 



Appendix 8 
Usson Plans 
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Appendix 9 

Tsubazeriai 

(11 

(A. J. K. F, 2000, p. 104) 



Appendix 10 
leam Diary 



Practice Plan Date 

Points to be considered 

Result 

Reviews and 
improvable points 

Comment 
1 5 

2 6 

3 7 

4 8 



Appendix 11 

An Example of Score Sheet in an Individual League Matches 

Individual league Matches (example) 

A B c D E F G WIN LOSE DRAW RANK 
(Point) 

0 0 0 0 
A MK 0 x M KK DM 4 1 1 2 

m (8) 
0 0 0 

B x x M, DK DK 3 2 1 4 
(5) 

0 0 0 
C xK. x x m K. m 3 3 0 5 

(4) 
0 0 0 0 

D 0 0 m MD M m 4 0 2 3 
m m m 

0 0 0 0 0 
E K KM DK 0 D MD 5 0 1 I 

(8) 
ý 

0 
F xK. x XM x xm m 1 5 0 6 

1 
(4) 

G x x x x x x 0 6 0 7 

M- Men, K: Kote, D- Doh 



Appendix 12 

An Example of Score Sheet in Team Matches 

January in 2002 
Team 123457 Wins Result 

_ 
(Points) 

A Hama Higu Ad Hara Shimo Mizu Tsuka 

M K' D2 Use 
(5) 

3 Wii n 
(7) 

Team 1234567 Wins Result 

B Sakai AM Kami Otsu Take Ino Maru 

M- Men K: Kot D: Do x: Hik-Avake (draw) 



Appendix 13 

The 0 School Budo Championship Time Schedule 

The 0 School Budo championship time schedule 07/03/02 

Matches 
I Preliminarily league in 3-4 classes The top two classes can go through to the next 

knock out system tournament 
2. Ateam consists of 10 pupils of 7 players and 3 backup. Pupils who have I' Dan grade 

and the above must be in the positions of last three. 
3. A match time is 2 minutes. A match is decided by two out of three points. When one 

player wins the first two points, the third point is not contested. When match time ends 
wtith one player having one point the one wins. If match tune ends with both players 
having no point or one point each, it is a draw if two teams have the same score In the 
end, a winning team is decided between team representatives (whoever Mi the team). 

4. Referees are the 0 School Kendo club members 
5. The winning team have a special match with teacher's team after the fmals 

Preparation for the Budo championship 
Amour 56 sets, Shinai 30, Judging flags 
Stopwatch 4, Vvliistle 4, List of payer order, 

6 pans, Ribbon 56 (red 28 and white 28), 
Sheets of preliminarily league and towmament. 

Time schedule 
8: 30 am 
Confirmation of attendance in each class 
Pupils who take part in change in the class. 
Pupils are led to the Budo-kan by their classroom teacher after conformation of attendance. 

9: 00 am 
Opening ceremony 
9: 30 am 
Warming-up (altogether) and preliminarily league (2 team can go through) 
League A Class4-Class5 (9.30) Class 6-Class 7 (9.45) Class 4-Class 6 (10: 00) Class 
4-Class 7 (10: 15) Class 5-Class 7 (10: 30) 
League B Class 3-Class 10 (9: 30) Class 12-Class 10 (9: 45) Class 12-Class 3 (10-00) 
Class5-Class6 (10: 15) 
League C Class I -Class 9 (9: 30) Class II-. -Class 9 (9.45) Class II -Class 100.00) Class 
2-Class 13 (10: 15) 
League D Class 8-Class 2 (9: 30) Class 13-Class 14 (9-45) Class 2-Class 14 (10-00) Class 

8-Class 14 (10.15) Class 8-Class 13 (10: 30) 
10: 30-11: 30am 
Lunchtime 
11: 30 am 
Knock out system tournament the first round (11.30) 

The semi-finals (11.50) 

The fmals(I 2: 20) 

13100 pm 
Commendation and 

(from the Budo championship pampmet macle Dy ule u zicnooi rupm ý-uwiun I 
(Trwislated by the author) 


